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THE UPPER BOUNDS OF THE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS OF
BIT ERROR PROBABILITIES BASED ON A MARKOV

CHAIN BIT ERROR MODEL

M. MIZUKI
ITT-Federal Electric Corp.

Vandenberg A.F.B., California

Summary    Confidence intervals for the bit error probability of an actual PCM
telemetry data can be determined based on the analysis of received redundant bits. The
procedure usually requires the assumption of independence of bit errors. However, bit
errors may occur in clusters under various conditions of multipath, injection of non-
thermal noise of long duration, and bit jitters. As a representation of bit errors in clusters,
a Markov chain model is introduced. Some results on the confidence interval of bit error
probability are obtained as functions of a Markovian parameter, which designates the
degree of departure from the binomial model. The computations are quite laborious
compared to the case of the binomial model. This paper gives step-by-step instructions
for computing the probabilities that r error bits occur among mn received bits which can
then be used for the derivation of the confidence interval.

Introduction    The bit error rate of an actual PCM telemetry data can be obtained by
examining received redundant bits either at the standard detection threshold level or, in
the case of slow rate transmissions, using monitoring devices with varied detection
threshold levels [1,2]. Under the assumption of the independence of bit errors, the
confidence interval for the bit error probability can be determined in an elementary
manner, cf. the confidence intervals for binomial or Poisson parameters [3]. It can be
shown that the Bayesian posterior distribution of the bit error probability is not markedly
different from the prior distribution adding in fact no knowledge due to the observation
of redundant bits [4].

Bit errors in clusters may be observed under possible conditions of multipath, injection
of non-thermal noise of long durations, bit jitters, etc. One of the probability models
suitable for describing bit errors of this nature is the Markov chain model which is
investigated in this paper. In order to establish the confidence intervals similar to those
obtained under the binomial assumption, it is necessary to introduce a Markovian
parameter which designates the degree of departure from the binomial model. This
approach must be employed here, because no adequate methods are available for 



estimating the transition probabilities under the stipulated conditions of having sync bits
separated by information bits.

1.   PRELIMINARIES    It will be assumed as before, cf. [4], that (i) all the formats of
the transmitted sync bits are known at the decommutation station, (ii), the errors of
received word sync bits are identified and enumerated over n consecutive words.

The Markov chain model consists of two states C for “correct” and E for “error” of the
received sync bits. Let sk denote the realized state of the k-th received bit, i.e., sk = C or E
depending on either correct or in error. The initial probabilities are denoted by

(1.1)

The transition probabilities are assumed to be constant for all k, k=l, 2.... and are denoted
by

(1.2)

A Markov chain sequence of length n is designated by an n-tuple, denoted by (s1,...,sn ),
of the realized states sk's, k=1,...n. From (1.1) and (1.2) the probability that an n-tuple
(s1,...,sn) is realized is given by the produce of transition probabilities

(1.3)

Denote the ensemble of sequences of states C and E in each of which exactly r E’s and
(n-r) C’s appear by S(r). The probability that exactly r E’s appear in a Markov chain
sequence of length n, denoted by P(n,r), is then given by the sum of (1.3) over all
sequences in the ensemble S(r). For small values of r, P(n,r) are given by



(1.4)

etc. The expressions of P(n,r) become complex for higher values of r. An extensive
analysis of P(n,r) is given in the Appendix.

2.   STEADY STATE PROBABILITIES TO BE USED IN THE MODEL.    Let the
initial probabilities and transition probabilities be denoted in matrix notation by

(2.1)

The probability vector of the n-th received bit, denoted by p(n) = (pc
(n) , pe

(n) ), is then
given by

(2.2)

The two-state Markov chain with states C and E of interest is aperiodic and irreducible
because 0<pcc,pee <1.

Then the probability vector p(n) converges to a limit vector as n approaches infinity. The
limit vector of p(n) is called the steady state probability vector and is denoted by
p* = (p*

c, p
*
e). The values of p*

c and p*
e are obtained by solving the one-step transition

(2.3)



It is easily shown that

(2.4)

Actually P(n) converges fairly rapidly to p* if p(1) is not far from p*. In the present
problem of bit error analysis pe

(1) is going to be set equal to the bit error probability of the
binomial model, and therefore Pe

(1) isexpected to be very close to p*
e .

3.    USE OF WORD SYNC BITS.     In the binomial bit error model the bits in the
sync words can be used as redundant bits in addition to the word sync bits. In fact, under
the assumption of such independent bit errors, any redundant bits of known
configurations can be used for the determination of the confidence intervals regardless of
the positions of these redundant bits anywhere within each frame. However, the same is
not true in the case of the Markov chain bit error model. In order to obtain symmetry and
simplify computations involved, only the word sync bits can be used in the subsequent
analysis.

Suppose each word consists of h information bits and m word sync bits. Suppose the
initial probability vector for the first bit of a train of telemetry data is p(1) = (q,p), where
q=pc

(1) and p=pe
(1). Let the transition matrix be written as

for the ease of notation. Then, the state probabilities of the i-th of m bits (1#i#m) of the
j-th word sync bit group (j=1,2,... ) is given by

However, if the initial probability vector p(1) is set equal to the steady state probability
vector, p* = (q*,p*), then, the above reduces to

for 1#i#m for all j. This is a great simplification of the algebra required for the
determination of the state probabilities. The only requirement is that the initial 



probabilities are equal to the steady state probabilities discussed in Section 2. Notice also
that j can be any positive integer without any restrictions.

The proposed analysis will take the following steps:

(1) The state probabilities of the i-th bit, i=l,2,...,m, of each m-bit word sync
group is given by the steady state probabilities

(2) The probability of r’ bits in error among m received word sync bits is
computed using P(m,r’) as given in Section 1.

(3) The probabilities of r bits in error over mn word sync bits where n is the
number of received words are computed as the sum of the probabilities of
all the realizable sequences with r bits in error over mn word sync bits by
combining the values of P(m,r’).

Since each word sync bit group is separated by h information bits, and since the steady
state probabilities are used, the probability P(m,r’) of the k-th word sync bit group is
treated independently of P(m,r”) of the (k+1)st word sync bit group. This results in the
symmetry of P(m,r)’s and substantial simplification of the overall computations.

4.    PROBABILITIES OF r BITS IN ERROR OVER mn WORD SYNC BITS.    
The initial task is to express r as a sum of n non-negative integers each of which is less
than or equal to m. By denoting the k-th such integer by ik, 0#ik #m, k=l,...,n, r may be
expressed as

(4.1)

Suppose there are c0 zero’s, c1 one’s, ..., and cm m’s in this particular sum, then clearly

(4.2)

Let P(m,ik ) denote the probability that ik bits are in error among m bits given the steady
state probabilities for the first bit. Then the probability that there are r bits in error over
mn word sync bits with the configuration of (i1, i 2,...,i n ) is given by



(4.3)

The probability of r bits in error is given by summing over all distinct
configurations of (i1,i2 ,... ,in), i.e.,

(4.4)

where the summation (*) is taken over all distinct (i1,i2,...,in)’ss satisfying Eik = r. The
actual computation of (4.4) can be simplified using the following conventions due to the
symmetry of P(m,ik)’s

For the ease of discussion, consider each word sync group consisting of m bits as a box
and consider each bit in error as a ball to be placed in these boxes. Then, there are n
boxes of interest into which r balls must be placed with the restriction that no boxes
should contain more than m balls. The k-th box will contain the ik balls, and there will be
cj boxes in which j balls are found according to the above formulation.

STEP 1. Decompose r into a sum of non-increasing sequence of positive integers,
each of which is less than or equal to m. For instance, for r=6, m=3, n$6,

STEP 2. For each sum, enumerate the number of terms of the same integer,
cm,cm-1,...,c1c0, e.g.,

STEP 3. Compute the probability of r bits in error with the first cm boxes with m
balls, next cm-1 boxes with (m-1) balls, ..., next c2 boxes with two balls, next
c1 boxes with one ball each, and the remaining n-cm,cm-1-...-c1 = c0 boxes
with no balls as



(4.5)

STEP 4. Compute the number of different ways of choosing (n-c0) boxes in such a
way that cj boxes contain j balls, j=l,...,m; i.e., this is given by

STEP 5. The probability that r balls are placed in various combination of j balls in cj 
boxes is given by

(4.6)

STEP 6. The probability that r balls are placed in n boxes is then given as the sum of
(4.6) for all ossible combinations of cj’s,

(4.7)

where the swmation (**) is taken over all combinations of (c0,...,cm) enumerated in
Step 2.

5.   THE UPPER BOUNDS OF CONFIDENCE INTERVALS.    The confidence
intervals must be constructed for the Markov chain model in some meaningful manner
that can be shown as a natural logical extension of the binomial model. For this purpose,
the transition matrix P is designated by

(5.1)

where ,(>0) is a parameter which reflects the departure of P from the binomial case. The
Markov chain model of (5.1) reduces to the binomial model when , = 0. The upper
bounds of the confidence intervals for B can then be determined for given values of  ,.
As stated earlier in the introduction, no adequate methods based on the observable
transition numbers are available for the estimation of true transition probabilities of P
due to the fact that no more than m consecutive redundant bits can be observed over data



bits except for the frame sync words. Moreover, the frame sync words are not used in the
present investigation for the sake of simplifying computations.

From (5.1) and (2.4), the steady state probabilities are given by

(5.2)

Notice now that p*, q*, and P are all functions of B and ,. Denote the probability
Pr{r;mn} for a given value of , by Pr{r;mn,,}, which is now a function of B alone.
Then, the upper bound of the confidence interval of level 1-" is given by B satisfying

(5.3)

if r error bits are found among mn received bits given for a fixed value of ð ,E. In
particular if ,=0, the above (5.3) is equal to the equation used for the determination of
the upper bounds of confidence intervals for the binomial bit error model. Since the
value of B treated in bit error models are usually very small, one-sided confidence
intervals of the form (0,B0) with confidence 1-" may be considered. Under such
alternative formulation (5.3) may be replaced by

(5.3)’

6.   EXAMPLES.   Case r=0: Suppose m=3 and n is arbitrary. Consider the simplest case
of r=0. Then, c0 = n, c1 = c2 = c3 = 0. Since

(6.1)

Using (4.6) and (4.7)

(6.2)

By equating this to " and taking the n-th root,

(6.3)

This can be rewritten as



(6.4)

In particular, if B is expected to be very small, the higher order terms of B w can be
neglected. Using the linear term only, the upper bound of the one-sided confidence
interval of level 1-" is given by

(6.5)

Case r…0: For m=3, it is only necessary to compute P(3,1), P 3,2 , and P(3,3). From the
equations given in (1.4),

(6.6)

respectively.

For r=1, c0=n-1, and c1=1, and therefore

(6.7)

For r=2, there are two cases of c0=n-1, c1=0, c2=1 and c0=n-2, c1=2, c2 =0 to be analzed.
In this case



(6.8)

For r=3, there are three cases of

Then
(6.9)

In the case r=4,, there are four cases of



Therefore
(6.10)

As seen easily from these derivations, the expressions of Pr{r;3n,,) become very
complex as r increases. The solutions of (5.3) or (5.3)’ for such complex polynomials of
B are generally hard to obtain.
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APPENDIX

BASIC PROPERTIES OF P(n,r)
OF THE MARKOV CHAIN MODEL

1.   PRELIMINARIES. Let sk denote the realized k-th state of a Markov chain with two
states C and E. Let the initial probabilities be denoted by pc and pe , and let the transition
probabilities be denoted by pcc, pce, Pec, and Pee respectively.

The probability that an n-tuple (s1, ...,sn ) of states is realized is given by the product of
transition probabilities,

(1)

Denote the ensemble of sequences of C and E in each of which exactly r E’s and (n-r)
C’s appear by S(r). The probability that exactly r E’s appear in a Markov chain sequence
of length r, denoted by P(n,r), is then given by the sun of products of (1) over all
sequences in this ensemble S (r) .

In order to facilitate the evaluation of P(n,r), recursive formulas are obtained for the
subsets of S(r). Let P(n,r;s1=a,sn=b) denote the probability that a Markov chain sequence
of length n containing r E’s and (n-r) C’s satisfies that s1=a and sn =b. Then

(2)

where s1=a, sn=b, and the summation * is taken over all n-tuples, (a,s2,...,sn-1,b), in which
E’s appear exactly r times.

2.   RECURSIVE AND RELATED FORMULAS FOR P(n,r;s1=a,sn =b). For a given n
and r, by switching the initial and terminal states, one readily obtains that

(3)

The following recursive formulas are obtained by considering the adjunction of an added
state either in the front of or at the end of (n-1)-tuples.



(4)

(5)

(6)

There exist no recursive expressions for P(n,r;s1=C,sn=C) given in terms of
P(n-1,r-1;s1=a,sn-1=b). However, it is trivially true that
(7)

By imposing the initial conditions that

(8)



for any n, the systems of recursive equations can be solved if P(n,r;s1=C, sn =C) are
known for all r.

3.   DERIVATION OF P(n,r;s1 =C,sn=C). The following derivation is based on some
simple combinatorial results. Because of this, the elementary lemmas are proved using
the analogy of picking balls out of an array of balls.

Consider the problem of separating a linear array of m balls into r groups without
changing the ordering of the balls. The separation can be made, for instance, by inserting
group boundary lines between balls. Let the number of different ways of grouping be
denoted by G(m,r). Then,

Lemma 1

Proof:  There are (m-1) spaces between balls. The m balls are divided into r groups if
(r-1) boundary lines are drawn among the (m-1) spaces. q.e.d.

For the same linear array of m balls, let N(m.,r) denote the number of different ways that,
when r balls are picked, these r balls are not adjacent to each other. Then,

Lemma 2

Proof:  Suppose the r chosen balls are colored red, while the remaining (m-r) balls are
white. Suppose the balls are picked in order from the head of the array and placed in
boxes which are also arranged in an array following the rule given below. The boxes are
filled from the head of the array. Each box should contain at least one or more balls.
Neither more than one white ball nor mixed color ball should be in each box. Rule I: A
set of red balls in an uninterrupted sub-array may be placed in one or several adjacent
boxes in groups. Rule II: A set of red balls in an uninterrupted sub-array is placed in a
single box as a group. In either case, if h boxes of red balls (1#h,#r) exist, there are
altogether (m-r+h) boxes.

Let E(m,r,h) denote the event that r red balls out of m balls are placed in h boxes, and let
A(u,h) denote the event that no two of these h boxes of red balls out of u boxes
(u=m-r+h) are adjacent to each other. Then, obviously



(9)

By definition, E(m,r,h) designates the event of placing r red balls according to the Rule I,
and A(u,h) designates the same according to the Rule II. Let n(.) denote the number of
different ways of placing r red balls into h boxes in a given event “.” . Then,

(10)

because there are                different ways of placing h boxes allowing them to be
adjacent to each other, and              different ways of placing r balls into h boxes by
Lemma 1. In particular,

It is easily seen that N(m,r) = h(A(m,r)). However, from (9),

(11)

Therefore,

(12)

Theorem Using Lemma 2,

Proof:  The E’s and C’s of the original Markov chain sequences of length n correspond
to white and red balls of the Lemmas 1 and 2. There can exist r different classes of
sequences of boxes in which (r-j) boxes of E’s (j=1,...,r-1) appear according to the Rule
II of Lemma 2. For a fixed j, the coefficient is given by

(13)

The r E’s of the Markov chain sequence can be grouped into (r-j) boxes in                    
different ways. The powers of the transition probabilities are so defined as to account for
those r different classes of sequences of boxes. q.e.d.



* This work was partially supported by Lockheed Missiles and Space Company independent
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THE EFFECTS OF USING A FINITE NUMBER OF BITS AND
APPROXIMATE DIVISION IN A DATA COMPRESSOR*

T. BJORN, JR.
Harshman Associates, Inc.
Mountain View, California

Introduction/Summary    In the design of a data compressor one of the basic problems
is error due to the use of a finite number of bits in calculating various parameters. This is
error due to truncation (or round off) after a set number of bits to the right of the binary
point. Another error that could be introduced to the system is that error caused by the use
of an approximate divide instead of a full divide. It is the purpose of this study to find
the effect of these two errors so that (1) a judgment may be made as to how many bits to
the right of the binary point are necessary, and (2) find if a double shift approximate
divide may be used instead of the slower full divide.

The study is divided into three basic parts (1) the effect of truncation (or round off), (2)
the effect of the double shift approximate divide, an (3) the combined effect of truncation
(or round off) and the double shift approximate divide. Each one of these error-causing
phenomenon has two variations; i.e., an error caused while compressing data and an
additional error caused while reconstructing. The error during compression distorts the
tolerance limits, and the error in reconstruction causes distortion of the reconstructed line
segment. Each of the errors leads to an overall error in data magnitude over and above
the normal allowable error of one tolerance level. For all of the analysis the maximum
run length of the compressed data is assumed to be 128. A summary of the study is found
in Table 6.

I.0   Truncation Error or Round Off Error    The error due to truncation (or round off
whichever is used) arises from the use of a finite number of bits to the right of the binary
point in any calculation performed by a digital machine. This error is noticed when a
division is performed, and division is used in data compression algorithms of higher
order than zero; i.e., first order, exponential, second order, etc. For the first analysis of
this error a perfect or full divide is assumed. Figure la shows the way tolerance limits for
First Order Interpolator algorithm are formed, assuming NO error due to truncation or
round off. Figure lb shows the exact same data assuming that no bits to the right of the
binary point are used. Note the erroneous tolerance levels in Fig. 1b allow samples to be



considered as redundant when they are actually non-redundant. Comparing the slope of
the upper tolerance T1 in Fig. la and the slope of the comparable line in Fig. 1b it may be
seen that this slope differs by a magnitude approaching one. This is true since no bits to
the right of the binary point are used and truncation instead of round off is employed.
The extension of this finding is that, if truncation is used, the largest possible error in
slope is 2-i where i is the number of bits to the right of the binary point. If rounding to the
nearest bit is employed the largest possible error in slope is 2-(i+l).

I.1  Truncation and Round Off Error Due to Compression    With the above-
mentioned facts in mind, an artificial data is generated to allow this truncation error to
produce the worst possible errors. This largest possible error occurs when data points are
in a straight line and then suddenly change as much as the faulty tolerance will allow. A
representation of a data of this type is seen in Fig. 2 and the terms used in the figure are
listed below.

1. Yorig - The original data value at the point where the data changes direction.
2. Yrec - The reconstructed data point in the Yorig position.
3. K - Tolerance level.
4. mo - Slope of the tolerance limits at the position of Yorig.
5. mo-2

-1 - Slope of the tolerance limits at the position of Yorig with truncation
error considered.

6. i - Number of bits to the right of the binary point.
7. Srec - Slope of the reconstructed line.
8. L - Run length.
9. n - Sample position where the abrupt change in data activity occurs.

Using this data the error due to truncation can easily be derived, as shown below.
Errortruncation = Yorig - Yrec - K K is a value of tolerance - the normal allowable error



** NOTE:  The maximum errors presented from now on in this paper were found with the aid of a
digital computer since precise mathematical maximation is exceedingly difficult

To maximize, differentiate with respect to n and set equal to zero.

I.2  Truncation and Round Off Error Due to Compression and Reconstruction **   
In a first order algorithm, the data is reconstructed by connecting the end points of
compressed line segments and interpolating to fill in the missing points. This
reconstruction could be accomplished by simply finding the slope of the line
(Yn-Y1/(n-1) and then filling in the missing points. However, if there is a non-integral
slope, a truncation or round off error will occur causing the reconstructed samples to
deviate from the true reconstructed line segment as the missing points are filled in. An
example of this is seen in Fig. 3a. For the purpose of a graphic demonstration, no bits to
the right of the binary point are used.

Figure 3b shows an alternate more reliable methodof reconstruction. In this method, the
overall slope of the line segment is used to reconstruct the first point only. Then the
slope of the line connecting that point to the end point is used for the third point and so
on. This reconstruction procedure may be expressed as;



*** Bits to the right of the binary point

where,
YI+1 is the sample being reconstructed,
YI    is the previous sample, and
n     is the total run length

Since the end points of the line segment are known, they need not be reconstructed and
thus 1 I n - 2. While this reconstruction prevents an ever increasing error clue to round
off or truncation, there is still an error possible with each reconstructed data point. The
total error due to reconstruction and compression is seen in Table 1. These errors are in
units of data magnitude and are independent of the full scale value of the data.

Compression and
Reconstruction Er.

4 bits***

Trunc.
4.00

4 bits
Round

3.00

3 bits
Trunc.

8.00

3 bits
Round

6.00

TABLE 1

As may be expected, the error where four bits and rounding off was used produced the
smallest error.

1.3   Truncation and Round Off Error Due to Reconstruction     If the data were
compressed perfectly and then reconstructed using Formula I:2-1, a truncation or round
off error could occur at each reconstructed data point. These errors are dependent upon
the slope of the data but not the full-scale value. Table 2 shows the maximum errors for
the various truncation methods; there are, of course, slopes for which the errors are less.
Again the smallest error is for four extra bits and rounding off.

The error due to compression is then found. This is accomplished by assuming perfect
reconstruction and finding the error between the original artificial points and the points
along the reconstruction line. It was found that the largest error for any run length up to



128 samples was 1.37% of full scale. This means that for 10 bit data (1023 = full scale),
up to 3-2/3 bits could be in error. Thus, if a perfect reconstruction could be used, the
error due to the approximate divide would not be exceedingly large.

II.2   Approximate Divide Error Due to Compression and Reconstruction    An
artificial data is generated in the same manner as in Section II.I. However, instead of a
perfect reconstruction the approximate division in conjunction with Formula (I:2-1) is
used. In a ten bit word this would represent an error in excess of 5 bits. An error of this
size would seem tolerable only in special cases and would not be generally acceptable.

II.3   Approximate Divide Error Due to Reconstruction    Here the compression is
assumed perfect and the data is reconstructed using Formula (I:2-1). Surprisingly as it
may seem, the largest error occurred for a run length of only three, and the magnitude of
the error was 2.08% of full scale. Again viewing this error in a ten bit data word, more
than 4 bits are involved.

III.   Error Due to Truncation or Round Off and Approximate Division    Now the
effect of both error causing problems are discussed together. The effects of approximate
division and truncation or round off are dependent upon one another and the errors are
not simply additive. To express this combination of errors in a meaningful way, all the
values given in this section will be based upon a full-scale reading equal to the largest
data value in the line segment being studied as was done in Section II.

III.1   Approximate Division and Truncation or Round Off Error Due to
Compression    For this section, the exact same analysis is performed as for Section II.1
except that in addition to approximation division, truncation or round off is used. Table 3
shows the original artificial data, the reconstructed data, and the error in % F.S. when
four extra bits truncation is employed in addition to the approximate division. Note how
the artificial data points do not form a straight line as they should. The bending is caused
by the combination of approximate division and truncation. When the data is
reconstructed using a straight line, the bend in the original data allovis this error, in this
case up to 3.28%.

The errors are present even though the data was compressed using zero tolerance. Thus
these errors, as all the errors presented in this study, are over and above the normal
allowable error of one tolerance. Table 4 shows the error due to compression for the
different types of truncation and round off used. The use of three or four extra bits with
round off produces almost the same maximum error. On the model ten bit data almost 4
bits could be involved in an error. This could be unacceptable for many data
compression systems.



Sample
No.

Original Artificial
Data Points

 Reconstructed
Points

Error %F.S.
(2.1325 = F.S.)

1
2
3
4
5
6

0
.50

1.00
1.4375
1.875
2.3125

0
.462
.924

1.386
1.848
2.3125

0
1.64%
3.28%
2.22%
1.18%
0

TABLE 3

Compression Error

4 bit  Trunc. 3.28%

4 bits Round 1.37%

3 bits Trunc. 7.13%

3 bits Round 1/46%

TABLE 4

III.2   Approximate Divide and Truncation or Round Off Error Due to
Compression and Reconstruction    The method followed here is to compress and
reconstruct an artificial data as a Section II.2 with the addition of truncation or round off
to the procedure. Table 5 shows that these overall system errors are quite high, involving
from five to six bits of a ten bit word. The technique of rounding off again produces the
smallest errors; however, an error of five bits out of ten seems quite high.

Reconstruction Error

4 bits Trunc. 2.0

4 bits Round 1.0156

3 bits Trunc. 4

3 bits Round 2.0313

TABLE 2



II   Error Due to Approximate Division    The division procedure used for this study is
described in detail below.

where

This approximate divide is considered in an attempt to reduce the time it takes to perform
the division process. The analysis presented below using computer simulation, shows
just what this error is and how it varies with run length. To express these errors in a
meaningful way, all the values given in this section will be based upon a full-scale
reading equal to the largest data value in the line segment being studied.

II.1   Approximate Divide Error Due to Compression    The approximate divide error
is found by creating an artificial data as the data are compressed. The artificial data are
created by fixing two data points and setting up tolerance limits for the third data point,
using the approximate divide. The tolerance is made to approach zero so that the
tolerance limits for the third sample actually must be the third sample if the data point is
to be within the tolerance limits; thus an artificial data point is created. The tolerance
limits are then extended creating samples four, five, and so on until the desired run
length is obtained.

Compression and
Reconstruction Error

4 bits truncation
4 bits round
3 bits truncation
3 bits round

5.35%
3.22%
6.25%
3.28%

TABLE 5



III.3   Approximate Divide & Truncation (or Round Off) Error Due to
Reconstruction    The approximate divide completely dominates in this experiment and
the largest error produced is the same for all the truncation techniques. The error is
2.08% which is the same as the reconstruction error due to approximate division alone;
this corresponds to an error of over 4 bits in a ten bit data word.

IV.   Conclusion     The table below shows a brief summary of this entire study.

Double Shift
Approximate Divide
Error - % Full Scale

Full Divide
Error - % Full Scale - F.S.

= 10 bits
(Error - Data Units)

Truncation
Tech. Used

Comp Comp
Recon

Recon Comp Comp
Recon

Comp

4 bits
trunc

3.28% 5.35% 2.08% .195%
(2.0)

.390%
(4.0)

.195%
(2.00)

4 bits
round

1.37% 3.22% 2.08% .0975%
(1.0)

.245%
(3.0)

.099%
(1.0156)

3 bits
trunc

7.13% 6.24% 2.08% .390%
(4.0)

.780%
(8.0)

.390%
(4.00)

3 bits
round

1.46% 3.28% 2.08% .195%
(2.0)

.49%
(6.0)

.188%
(2.03130)

None 1.37% 3.80% 2.08% 0 0 0

TABLE 6
Summary of Study

This table clearly shows that in order to obtain the best maximum error criteria,
rounding to four bits should be used and a full divide should also be used. However, in
particular cases, the approximate divide could be considered, particularly if it was used
only during compression and a full divide was used for reconstruction.



Figure 1 - Example of Truncation Error while Generating Tolerance Limits

Figure 2 - Artificial Data Showing Effect of Truncation Error in Data Compression



Figure 3 - Effect of Truncation in Reconstruction
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Summary    The purpose of this paper is to describe a system which exhibits better bit
error rates for Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) signals than those now used to make the bit
decision The system is similar to the popular Integrat6 and Dump device., but it is
modified to take advantage of the information contained in the FM “clicks” resulting
from the demodulation process to aid in making the proper bit decision. The paper is
divided into four parts: First, a brief review of the Integrate and Dump Detector is
presented. Then the “click” mechanism is described and such properties of this
mechanism as the number of “clicks” in a channel are reviewed. Third, a method of using
the information in the “clicks” to one’s advantage is discussed. Fourth, and finally, the
hardware needed to implement such a system is described in general and certain
suggestions are made to improve the over-all decision making capabilities of the system.

General Discussion of the Integrate and Dump Detector and Frequency Shift
Keying    Frequency Shift Keying is a common way of transmitting Pulse Code
Modulation (PCM) signals. Basically digital data is transmitted on frequency, f1 , for a
“one” and some other frequency, f0 , for a “zero.” The spread between the two
frequencies is normally selected based on the bandwidth that is available to the system
designer. To a certain extent, increasing the spread between the two frequencies
improves the detection capability. If no noise is present, there is no problem in deciding
which signal was sent regardless of the frequency spread between the two signals. When
voltage, v1 is present at the output, the detector signals a “one” was received and in a like
manner, when voltage, V0 , is present, signals a “zero” was received.

However, when zero-mean Gaussian noise is added to the channel, the problem of
detecting the signal with noise is encountered. Table I outlines the correct and incorrect
decisions that can be made by the detector. These decisions are somewhat clearer when 



TABLE I

TRUTH TABLE FOR BINARY DETECTOR

STATE MESSAGE SENT DECISION AT DETECTOR CORRECT INCORRECT

A
B
C
D

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

x

x

x
x

presented as their probability density curves. First, the probability density function of the
signal is depicted in Fig. 1 for an FSK signal with two equiprobable states. Second, the
probability density function of the Gaussian noise is shown in Fig. 2 for two different
values of F2 The resultant probability density function for both high and low signal-to-
noise ratios (SNR) are illustrated in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively, as the convolution of
the probability density functions of the signal and the noise, since

(1)

(2)

(3)

where * denotes convolution and x and y are statistically independent. Several things can
be observed from Fig. 3. one way to improve the probability of making a correct decision
is by increasing the SNR. Another way to accomplish the same goal is to increase the
spread in frequencies between the two signals. A less obvious way to improve the
chances of making a correct decision is to use the information in the FM “clicks” to aid
in the decision-making process. This is only useful whenever there are numerous clicks
in the output of the FM demodulator; however, this occurs when the input SNR is low so
that the two states coincide. Therefore the appearance of the clicks occur at just the time
when the bit decision is the most difficult to make. The two are definitely related and the
clicks are partly responsible for the reduction in the bit error rate. The bit error rate is the
measure of a digital system. It is defined as the probability that the amplitude of the noise
over a bit period will exceed the amplitude of the signal in the same time period while
having the opposite polarity. The noiseless integration of the signal in an Integrate and
Dump Detector is shown in Fig. 4. The dotted path above the time axis illustrates the
“one” while the one below the time axis illustrates the “zero.” In normal operation the
two paths are corrupted by noise and this accounts for the bit errors. The normal
threshold for the Integrate and Dump Detector is the zero level and consequently when



the path ends above the axis, the detector signals a “one” decision has been made and
similarly whenever the path ends below the time axis, the detector signals a “zero.”
obviously this decision is incorrect whenever the noise is sufficient to drive the signal
and noise path into the opposite region. This probability can be calculated and the
equations for the incorrect decisions are:

(4)

which denotes the conditional probability of deciding a “zero” when a “one” was
actually sent. This corresponds to State C in Table I.

(5)

which denotes the conditional probability of deciding a “one” when a “zero” was
actually sent. This corresponds to State B in Table I.

The total probability of making a bit error is the sum of these two probabilities and since
the two signals are symmetrical, the two probabilities are equal so that the total
probability of a bit error, Pe , is:

(6)

Through two changes of variables Eq. (6) becomes

(7)

The complementary error function is defined as

(8)



so that Eq. (7) can be rewritten as

(9)

FM Click Mechanism    The FM click results from the action of increase as the FM
discriminator. They appear at threshold and the CNR decreases. Schwartz (1966)
attributes the occurrence of first threshold to the clicks. The general FM threshold theory
has been well documented by Carson and Fry (1937), Crosby (1937), Blachman (1949),
Lawson and Uhlenbeck (1950) and Middleton (1960). Generally these articles discuss
the effects of both high and low SNR signals on FM discriminators. Specific discussions
of FM threshold with particular attention to clicks has been done by Rice (1963) as
previously mentioned, Cohen (1956), Schilling, Hoffman and Nelson (1967), Baghdady
(1963), and Mazo and Salz (1966). Mazo and Salz have expanded on the works of the
other authors in determining the effects of clicks on FSK in particular. Since many of the
equations are well documented in the literature, only the essential equations will be
reproduced.

When a signal and Gaussian noise are added together and discriminated by an ideal FM
demodulator, clicks result at the output. The phase contours '1 and '2  are shown in
Fig. 5 for the sum of signal and noise

(10)

The phasor representation in Fig. 5 assumes that all the phasors are at the carrier
frequency, wct , and that R(t) is the resultant envelope and 2(t) is the resultant phase of
signal plus noise. As time progresses, the phase plot  2(t) is shown in Fig. 6(a) for the ' 
contour and its derivative, 2'(t) is the output of an ideal discriminator for an input of 2(t).
This is called by Rice (1963) a doublet and it has relatively little effect on the output of
the low pass filter following the ideal discriminator because its area is very nearly zero.

The contour, ' , produces a click and its phase and its output are shown in Fig. 6(b).
Clicks can occur in either direction and this fact is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Carpenter (1968) has extended Rice’s work by deriving the number of clicks with an
unmodulated carrier with frequency offset N (t) = 2Bfo

(11)



which reduces to the equation for clicks when  N (t)  = 0 which is Rice’s (1963) equation
for a symmetrical carrier.

(12)

The negative clicks for frequency offset N (t) = 2Bfo

(13)

Therefore the excess number of clicks when the carrier has an offset N (t) = 2Bfo is

(14)
Likewise when the frequency offset is in the opposite direction, the predominance of
clicks is in the positive direction. Therefore the excess number of clicks, when the carrier
has an offset  N (t) = -2Bfo is

(15)

Mazo and Salz (1966) sum up the situation as “the effect of the clicks on a modulated
carrier is to tend to make the measured frequencies appear closer to the carrier frequency
than the transmitted frequencies.” “That is, confining oneself for the moment to only
errors caused by clicks, frequencies transmitted higher than the carrier will be measured
to be at that frequency or a lower one.” Similarly, frequencies transmitted lower than the
carrier are measured to be at that frequency or a higher one.

Combining the Two Effects    This knowledge of the integrate and dump circuit and the
nature of the FM clicks is used to propose a system that takes advantage of the click to
aid in improving the bit decision process. Figure 8 gives a summary of the clicks and
illustrates that the majority of the clicks are in opposition to the signal. For a positive
signal at frequency, f1 , the majority of the clicks are negative and vice-versa. Gaussian
noise with zero mean can cause errors; however, because the mean is zero, the
integration tends to average the Gaussian noise to zero. This is not true of clicks. The
clicks tend to make a “one” appear to be a “zero” and by the same nature, a “zero”
appear to be a “one.” Therefore a new threshold voltage, VTHRESHOLD , could be chosen so
that whenever the CNR indicates a strong signal, the bit decision as to whether a “one”
or “zero” was sent is made in the integrate-and-dump detector circuit. on the other hand,
when the CNR indicates the signal is below the threshold, then the bit decision is made
by a device that detects clicks. The philosophy for selecting whether to accept the
integrate-and-dump or the click detector for the bit decision is to calculate which
detector has more energy and to take the bit decision from the device with more energy.



A simpler system to analyze and to build is picture in Fig. 9. The click detector detects
positive and negative clicks and whenever one is detected, its effect on the integrate-and-
dump system is nullified by injecting a pulse of 2B radians into the integrate-and-dump
circuit.

Figure 9 is a block diagram of the modified integrate-anddump system for Frequency
Shift Keying (FSK). The signal, s(t), consists of essentially rectangular pulses which
frequency modulate a carrier, wc , by plus and minus wc in a continuous manner. The
signal is transmitted through the Gaussian additive noise and the sum of the two is
bandpass filtered to reject as much noise as possible while at the same time distorting the
signal as little as possible. The sum of this signal and noise is input to the ideal
discriminator where its ou put is fed to the integrate-and-dump circuit for a decision to
be made on the recovered symbol. In parallel, the output of the discriminator is passed to
the click detector where continuously positive and negative clicks are detected and
simultaneously a 2B radian volt-second impulse is injected into the integrate-and-dump
circuitry to nullify the effects of the clicks whenever they are detected. Perfect
synchronization is assumed or in other words, the sampling times t = 0 and t = T are
assumed to be known precisely. Furthermore, the sampling is considered to be performed
instantaneously.

The integrate-and-dump is defined by Downing (1964) to be equivalent to passing a time
function through a linear filter having the voltage-frequency response function

(16)

with the delay of T/2 seconds. The power spectrum of the averaged function is given by

(17)

The analysis is not intended to show that the system is optimum. Rather, its purpose is to
show that the modified integrate-and-dump system gives better performance than the
present widely used integrate-and-dump system.

Two svmbols are transmitted and at the output of the ideal FM discriminator, the S1(t)
represents the one symbol and the So(t) represents the zero. The two are bi-orthogonal
which is d8fined to mean that the signals are the electrical inverse of one another. The
noise out of the ideal discriminator is based on the model developed and supported by
Rice (1963) where the noise is assumed to be separated into two independent
components: one zero mean stationary Gaussian noise and the other additive click noise.
The analysis further presumes that there is not intersymbol interference in the FM 



discriminator and this assumption infers that the bandwidth is infinite. The signal and
noise into the integrate-and-dump circuit, assuming that a one was transmitted, is

(18)

Similarly the signal and noise, assuming that a zero was transmitted, is

(19)

The noise consists of two random processes, the click noise and the Gaussian noise.
However, the proposed system assumes that the clicks are perfectly detected and their
effect is nullified leaving:

(20)

(21)

where ng(t) is the Gaussian noise.

Papouyis (1965) indicates that                              where x(t) is a random process having
mean              and autocorrelation function R(t1, t2) where the integral is defined as the
mean square limit of a sum, then the expected value of the random variable is defined to
be

(22)

and its variance is

(23)

where
                (24)

For the zero mean process

(25)



Assuming white Gaussian noise at the input of the ideal discriminator, the output
spectrum is

(26)

and the spectrum from the integrate-and-dump system

(27)

The variance can also be calculated according to Schilling, Hoffman, and Nelson (1967)

(28)

The probability of error, Pe , can then be calculated since the average value and the
variance is known.

Klapper (1966) defines the probability of error with an integrate-and-dump system as

(29)

where )f is the peak deviation of the input signal from the center frequency, Bv is the
video bandwidth, and Bif is the input predetection bandwidth. For an integrate-and-dump
system, Klapper further defines the probability of error in somewhat simpler terms as

(30)

where E is the input energy per bit, No is the input noise power density and D is defined
by Carson’s Rule

(31)

If the video bandwidth is one-half the bit rate, then

(32)

where T is the bit duration in seconds.

The modified integrate-and-dump system reduces the effect of the noise and
consequently the probability of error will be improved. 
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Figure 1. Probability Density Function Of the Signal

Figure 2. Probability Density Function for Noise

Figure 3. Probability Density Functions

Figure 4. Path of Noiseless Integration



Figure 5. Contours of Resultant of Sum of Signal and Noise

Figure 6. Input and Output of Ideal FM Discriminator
For the Two Contours of Figure 5

Figure 7. Input and Output of Ideal
FM Discriminator



Figure 8. Summary of Positive And Negative Clicks

Figure 9. Modified Integrate and Dump System
For Frequency Shift Keying (FSK)
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Summary    Addressable remote multiplexed time division telemetry systems are being
used more and more. Most of these systems operate with serial addresses generated by a
central unit where each data source has a unique address. Thus the address sequence
determines the particular format. In one type of system, the address sequence is
determined by transfer logic between a counter and an address shift register. It takes
several man-weeks of effort to develop a format and the logic equations to implement the
address sequence for that format. To avoid this effort, an algorithm and computer
program that generates the formats and the logic equations has been developed and is
described. The program data inputs are: the basic format configuration of addresses
(channels or data sources) per frame and the frames per master frame; and the number
and types of channels at each samples per master frame (S/MF) rate. The program
outputs are: address assignments by program ID, telemetry formats sequences with
program ID, and the set equations for the address output shift register. Several checks are
made during the program and if program restrictions are violated or format generation is
impossible, error messages are printed and the program may be halted.

Introduction    In the past few years, addressable remote multiplexed time division
telemetry systems have been replacing single package systems primarily because of
weight and flexibility advantages. A number of these systems operate with remote
multiplexers that respond to serial addresses received from a central control unit where
each address corresponds to an analog sample or digital word. One of the methods used
to generate the address sequence is to determine each address from t4e state of word and
frame counters which change state for each address** (i.e., at each sample time or word
time). Figure 1 is a Block Diagram of such a method.



In such a system each data source has a unique address. Thus, the telemetry format is
determined by the sequence of the addresses. During the design and fabrication of
several address sequence generators of this type, it became obvious that an algorithm and
computer program for determining the format and the logic equations would be most
advantageous.

The algorithm was developed to meet the requirements of a particular system but it is
easily adaptable for use with other systems. The system  for which it was developed has
the following restrictions:

1) Addresses are 10 bit words.
2) The words per frame can be 8, 16, 32, 60 or 64.
3) The frames per master frame can be 4, 8, 16, 30 or 32.
4) The last words of each frame will be sync words.
5) The first word in each master frame will be reserved for binary event data at tiie

master frame rate.
6) Channels with binary data should not follow each other.
7) There may be up to three selectable modes (i.e., formats).
8) One word per master frame will be used to identify the mode.

In the development of the algorithm, sampling rates were always considered to be
referred to the master frame rate. For instance, a sample rate of 30 per master frame
where the master frame is repeated four times per second will produce an actual rate of
120 samples per second. The use of this definition for sampling rate simplifies the
algorithm.

General Description of the Algorithm    The algorithm basically performs three
operations, 1) the input data is accepted and is prepared for use, 2) the format(s) are
generated and, 3) the set equations for the address shift register are generated.

In data preparation, Figure 2, the clock control card containing the words per frame and
the frames per master frame is used to select the allowable sampling rates (for equal
periods between samples) and the allowable numbers for equal spacing between
channels or data sources per card. The data card contents (ID, type, number of channels,
and samples per master frame for each format) are then checked to see that the sample
rates are allowable, that the total number of time slots required does not exceed the
product of words/frame and frames/master frame and that the total number of channels
(addresses) required does not exceed 1023 for 10 bit addresses. This original information
is printed and a new set of cards is generated that contains only the allowable number of
channels per card. This new set is then sorted by 1) samples per master frame, 2) type
and 3) number of channels.



In format generation, Figure 3, the program attempts to assign time slots to all channels
as required for each channel’s sampling rate in the first format, format A. If it cannot, the
most probable cause is that the time slots for equal spacing between channels on a data
card are unavailable. So the allowable numb er of channels per card is reduced for the
sampling rate where the condition occurred and for all lower sampling rates. It then
generates and sorts a new set of cards and again attempts time slot assignment. This
repeats until the first format is assigned. It then transfers time slot assignments for
channels that are the same for formats A and B, sorts the remaining format B cards as
before and attempts to assign them. If it cannot, it reduces the allowable number of
channels per card, reassigns format A, transfers time slots as before and again attempts
format B assignment. This repeats until format B is assigned. Then channels common to
formats A and C are transferred and channels common to formats B and C are transferred
providing the time slots were not used by the A to C transfer. Format C assignment is
then performed similarly to format B.

In Figure 4, addresses are assigned in ascending order to each channel after the cards are
sorted in descending order of the number of channels per card. Than a counter state table
is generated for each format using the previously generated format and card/channel IDs.
Since both the counter state table and the address table have the same card/channel II)s
the set equations can be generated from them and printed for each format.

Data Preparation     The algorithm was developed for a system which had known words
per frame and frames per master frame and also had a known method of counting the
nonbinary numbers of 60 words per frame and 30 frames per master frame. The 60 words
per frame was obtained by first dividing the word rate by 10, and then further dividing by
2 and 3 to produce sampling rates of one-tenth, one-twentieth and one-sixtieth of the
word rate. The 30 frames per master frame was obtained by 5, 2, and 3 counters
respectively to provide further data rate division of one-fifth, one-tenth and one-thirtieth
of the frame rates. When 30 frames per master frame are used, auxiliary counters provide
rates of one-half and one-third the frame rates. Look-up tables are used to obtain counter
don’t care bits and allowable sample per master frame rates because it was simpler than
generating them. Thus, when the clock control card is read, the appropriate data is
obtained from the tables for use in the generation of program cards and error checking
and for print out.

The error checks are that the S/MF are among those allowed, that the total number of
time slots per format is no greater than the product of words per frame and frames per
master frame, and that the total number of channels is not greater than that obtainable
with a 10 bit address - 1023 since the all zeros combination is not used.



Format Generation    After the data preparation phase has been completed, the format
generation phase is begun. The first time slots assigned are those for the reserved words.
The reserved words are assigned to time slots 1 theough N of the first frame where N is
the number of channels required (one channel is always required). The sync words are
assigned to the last M time slots in each frame, where M is the number of required sync
words. The next assignment is made to the card with the largest S/MF, and largest
number of channels. The algorithm determines the required separation of time’ slots that
will produce evenly spaced samples. Time slot assignments are made in reverse order to
minimize conflicts with the reserved word. The last master frame time slot to be used by
the card is chosen by determining if the channel type is discrete or analog. If the channel
is analog, an even ending location is selected, if discrete, odd. This distinction is made to
keep binary words from following binary words. For an analog channel, the last location
of the card is made by determining the last unused even location. The remaining time
slots required for the card are inspected to ensure that they are unused. If the required
number of time slots are available at the correct interval, the routine assigns the chosen
time slots to this card and begins to process another card. If for some reason the time
slots are not available, another even ending time slot is used. If no other even ending
time slot is available the last available odd time slot is used and the process repeated.
Binary channels are similar except they begin by investigating odd time slots. If neither
odd or even time slots are available, the highest allowable number of channels for this
S/MF and all lower S/MF are removed from the table and the cards are regenerated and
sorted and this routine is reentered. The reduced number of channels per card has a better
possibility of assignment, because the required number of evenly spaced time slots is
reduced.

The above routine will take more time than a routine where the data cards are reduced to
one channel per card at the beginning. But, the above routine is used because it will
usually produce simpler logic equations.

An additional check is added for binary channels, if either of the time slots which
surround each of the chosen slots are binary the ending time slot is rejected because of
format restrictions.

Address Generation    The address generation routine first assigns address 1000000000
to all sync cards. All other cards are then sorted in descending order of number of
channels. For each card the number of binary bits required to express the number of
channels is computed, and this number of leftmost bits is set to the X state. The X state
indicates that these bits will vary with the word and frame counters to provide a unique
address for each channel. The card number minus one is set into the rightmost bits, This
routine assigns a unique address to each channel.



State Generation    For each card the S/MF is used to determine the don’t care bits. The
total number of time slots is divided by the S/MF and this number determines the number
of time slots which must be searched for this card. This number of slots in the telemetry
format is then searched for this card ID and each of the indexes where the card is found
is saved. If the counter is binary the decimal number index is converted to binary. If the
clock is non-binary, the decimal number is converted to a binary number by means of a
table look up.

The algorithm then looks at each bit in each index. If the bit is a don’t care, the state bit
is set to the don’t care state. If the bit is the same for all indexes, the state bit is set to that
state. If the bit is not the same for all indexes, the state bit is set to X. This process is
done for each card and the data for equation generation is ready.

Equation Generation    For each address bit the equation line Sn = is printed (n is the
number of the address bit). Then for each card the address bits are examined in sequence.
If the address bit is a zero, nothing is printed. If it is an X or a one the counter bits are
examined. If the counter bit is true, Qn is printed, if false Q̄n is printed (where n is the
counter bit number). If the counter bit is a don’t care nothing is printed. If the counter bit
is an X and if the address bit is an X and if the number of each X bit is the same (e.g., if
this is the third X bit in the address and the third X bit in the state counter) then Qn is
printed for that bit. Other combinations result in no print. The set equation for each
address bit is completed when all cards have been examined.

Output Description    The algorithm prints the following information: 1) The data from
the clock data card which is the addresses per frame and the frames per master frame; 2)
The allowable samples per master frame in descending order; 3) The original data card
information (ID, type, number of channels, and S/MF for each format); 4) The
information from the final cards used to generate the formats (the original ID, the card
number for that ID, the type, the number of channels, the S/MF for each format, and the
ID assigned by the program) arranged in ascending order by program ID; 5) The address
assignments and program ID numbers arranged in ascending order of program ID
numbers; 6) The telemetry formats arranged in time slot sequence with the program card
ID and the channel number from that card shown for each time slot of all formats; 7) The
set equations in boolean algebra form.

In addition to this information, there are a number of error messages that may be printed.
These are listed below with a brief explanation of their meaning.

ALL TIME SLOTS NOT USED IN MODE A (B, C) - This message is for information
purposes. The total of the number of channels multiplied by the samples per master
frame for the indicated mode is less than the total time slots available.



BINARIES ARE GREATER THAN 1/4 TOTAL TIME SLOTS BINARY MAY
FOLLOW BINARY - This message is for information purposes. Generally the restraint
that a binary cannot follow a binary cannot be met when the required number of binary
time slots is greater than 1/4 of the total time slots.

CONFLICT IN BINARY THEREFORE A BINARY FOLLOWS A BINARY - This
message indicates that the only available time slot for a binary resulted in a binary
following a binary. The probable cause was that the total number of binaries was greater
than 1/4 the total time slots.

EXCESSIVE TIME SLOTS REQUESTED IN MODE A (B, C) - The program stopped
because the total of number of channels multiplied by the samples per master frame for
the indicated mode exceeded the total number of time slots available.

ILLEGAL FRAMES PER MASTER FRAME VALUE - PROGRAM HALT - The
program stopped because the first card in the data deck did not contain a legal value. The
only acceptable values for frames per master frame are 4, 8, 16, 30 and 64.

ILLEGAL SAMPLES PER MASTER FRAME - The program stopped because at least
one of the samples per master frame values in the card printed on the previous line is
invalid. The correct possible values are printed at the beginning of the output for this
run.

ILLEGAL WORDS PER FRAME VALUE - PROGRAM HALT - The program stopped
because the first card in the data deck did not contain a legal value in the words per
frame column. The only acceptable values are 8, 16, 32, 60 and 64.

MORE CHANNELS ARE REQUIRED THAN THERE ARE ADDRESSES - The
program stopped because the total of the number of channels in the data cards exceeds
1023, hence not all requested data could be assigned addresses.

NO PM CARD FOUND - This is a message for information purposes only. There was no
card in the data deck which was designated as a mode word card (of type PM).

NO RESERVED WORD CARD FOUND - PROGRAM HALT - The program stopped
because there was no data card found which was of type RW. The RW must be left
justified in the type field. A reserved word card with S/MF of at least 1 in all modes must
be placed in the data deck.

NO SYNC CARD FOUND - PROGRAM HALT - The program stopped because there
was no data card found which was of type SYNC. There must be at least one Sync card 



in the data deck. The S/MF for this card should be the same as the number of
frames/master frame.

UNKNOWN CONFLICT IN CARDS NOT CAUSED BY BINARY CARDS
SOLUTION UNKNOWN - SUGGEST VERY CAREFUL LOOK AT HIGH SAMPLE
RATE CARDS - The program stopped because there was no available time slot for the
next card. The probable cause in the case of nonbinary clocks is a conflict between
sample rates. If possible, eliminate some of the higher sample rate cards.

Conclusions    The algorithm described has demonstrated the ability to generate the
formats and address set equations within the limitations stated in the introduction.
Modifications to the algorithm and computer program could be made to enable
generation of other format and/or address set equations as follows:

1) Addresses could be changed to other than 10 bit by changing the maximum
number of addresses allowed;

2) Modification for other binary number of words per frame is easy while other non-
binary numbers of words per frame would require more effort;

3) Modifications to frames per master frame would be similar to words per frame
modifications;

4) It is most likely that the sync words will remain at the end of each frame and no
modifications would be necessary.

5) The reserved word requirement could be retained or deleted;
6) The binary data restriction does not stop the program. It merely causes an error

message print;
7) One, two, or three formats can be generated by the present program Modifications

could easily be made to expand the number to four or five if there is considerable
similarity in the format requirements. The program as presently set up will handle
multiple formats with the same words per frame and frames per master frame.

8) The ID word may or may not be included in the present program.

The two most significant aspects of this algorithm are that multiple formats can be easily
generated from only the basic information of words per frame, frames per master frame
and the numbers and kinds of channels at each sampling rate; and that the address
register set equations can be easily determined. These two outputs can be obtained with
approximately 5 minutes of computer central processor time for a rather complex data set
and with a great saving in man hours.

With modifications this algorithm can be used to generate any telemetry format or
formats. With only minor modification, the program could be used to generate the
memory content requirements of a stored program system. This information is already
available in the address and format printouts but would require some manual correlation.



A small change to the program could be made so that the addresses would be printed out
in the format sequence.

In its present form the biggest disadvantage is that the set equations are produced in an
unreduced form. There has been no logic reduction done on the equations generated by
the algorithm and so the equations may be quite long. A second very promising
algorithm for logic reduction was being developed under the same NASA contract at the
time this paper was being prepared.

Figure 1, Address Generator Block Diagram

Figure 2, Data Preparation



Figure 3, Format Generation Figure 4, Address, State and Equation



PCM PROCESSING IN BANDPASS SIGNALS
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1.0   Summary    Several types of errors are generated when a bandpass analog signal is
sampled such that it can be encoded into a sequence of digital words. Two of these types
of errors are particularly dependent on the frequency band occupied by the input signal.
These are: (1) the aliasing errors due to generation of unwanted spectral components
and, (2) pulse width errors due to the use of finite width, flat topped pulses when
regenerating-the analog signal.

Expressions are presented for the spectral densities and total power of these error
sources. The particular dependence of each on the location in frequency of the input
signal is investigated and discussed. Quantization noise and distortion due to the
smoothing filter which is used to reconstruct the signal are not considered in this paper.

It is determined that the aliasing noise power as a function of the ratio of the signal
center frequency to the sampling frequency has a series of relative minimums and
maximums. A relationship defining the ratios at which the minimums occur is presented.

An approximate formulation for the sample pulse width error is presented which allows a
simple estimate of its magnitude to be made without knowledge of the smoothing filter
transform or the sampling frequency. Quantitative results are presented as a function of
the percentage bandwidth of the signal and the ratio of the sample pulse duration to the
period of the center frequency of the signal.

The results of the analyses are interpreted as design constraints.

2.0   Introduction    In a PCM telemetry system, the analog input information signals
must be sampled and each sample represented as a single discrete value so that the signal
can be quantized and encoded into a sequence of digital numbers. This process
introduces errors which will be present when the sequence of numbers is converted back
into a sequence of pulses of varying amplitude which are filtered in an attempt
to reproduce the original signal.



These errors have been treated in the literature,1,2 at least for the case where the input is a
lowpass signal. Aliasing and sample pulse width errors have characteristics which are
dependent on the absolute range of frequency occupied by the input signal. These
characteristics are, therefore, different for bandpass signals than for lowpass signals. It is
the objective of this paper to describe the dependence of these errors on the frequency
band occupied by a bandpass signal. Formulas for calculating the magnitude of the errors
are presented. Results of the investigation are interpreted as design considerations.

The approach is to define the signal and error components that comprise the total output,
determine their spectral densities, and integrate with respect to frequency. The effects of
the errors are thus determined as a variance or noise power at the system output. This
does not reveal the specific types of si gnal distortion that are caused but provides a
common measure of degradation which can be readily compared with other sources of
degradation.

The system model which provides the basis for the mathematical treatment is described
in the next section. The analysis of the aliasing noise is performed by considering both
idealized and realistic signal spectrums and filter characteristics.

The effect of using single valued finite width sampling pulses is described. The sampling
pulse width considered in this report is that used during the reproduction of the analog
signal. This need not be the same as the pulse width used during the encoding sampling
process. The effects of the pulse width used during encoding are also dependent on the
frequency band of a bandpass signal, but are not considered in this paper. Throughout
this paper the “sampling signal” is the sequence of sampling pulses used during the
process of reconstructing the signal rather than the sequence used during the initial
sampling of the signal.

3.0   System Model and General Analysis    General formulations of the variance of the
error are presented for three cases which correspond to three different degrees of
idealization of the sampling process. These cases are:

Case 1, Delta Function Sampling - The sampling signal s* (t) is a sequence of delta
functions which have zero width and unity area.

Case 2, Exact Product Sampling - The sampling signal is a sequence of pulses of
unity amplitude and finite duration, d. The sampled signal is the product of the
information signal, x(t), and the sampling signal sd(t). During each pulse the
amplitude of the sampled signal is equal to x(t) and thus varies with time.



Case 3, Flat Topped Sampling - The sampling signal is the same as in Case 2, but
the sampled signal amplitude is held constant, during each pulse, at a value which
is equal to x(t) at the center of the pulse.

The system model used in the following analyses is depicted in Figure 1. Figure 1 also
presents Equations 1 through 4. The sampling process is mathematically represented as
the multiplication of the information signal, x(t), by a sequence of sampling pulses, s(t).
The sampling pulse sequence is periodic with period Ts. In Cases 1 and 2 the sampled
signal, y(t), is the product x(t) s(t). In Case 3 the box labeled “level clamp” performs the
function of holding the amplitude of each pulse at the value of x(t) at the center of the
pulse, x(nTs).

The error power at the output can be readily found, if the smoothing filter transfer
function, H(jT), is known, once the spectral density of the error component, e(t), in the
total sampled signal, y(t),is determined. The error e(t) is defined as the difference
between y(t) and the desired component, kx(t), which is proportional to x(t). Appropriate
values of k can be determined from the Fourier transform of y(t) which can be expressed
as the sum of a factor k’ times the transform of x(t) plus a series of terms which are
frequency translated versions of the transform of x(t)3. For Cases 1 and 2, k’ is a constant
and k is equal to k’. For Case 3,k’ is a function of T and k is taken to be the value of k’
at the center frequency, Tc , of the spectrum of x(t), Gx(T).

The spectral density, Ge(T), of e(t) can thus be derived for each case in terms of Gx(T)
and k. In the derivation it is necessary, in order to eliminate sets of cross product terms,
to assume that the phase or starting time of the sampling signal is random relative to that
of the signal x(t). The resulting error spectral densities for the three cases are presented
below. The prime on the summation symbols means that the n = 0 term is not included.
For the sake of brevity the term spectrum is used to mean spectral density and is not used
for any other meaning.

Case 1, Delta Function Sampling

(5)



Case 2, Exact Product Sampling

(6)

Case 3 Flat To ed Sampling

(7)

In Cases 1 and 2 the error consists only of terms which are proportional to frequency
translated spectrum of the input signal. This type of error is called aliasing error or
aliasing noise. For convenience each term in the summation is called an aliasing
spectrum and the sum is called the total aliasing spectrum. Case 3 contains a similar
component, the second term in Equation (7), and in addition a term which is a function
of a non-translated spectrum of the input signal. The total error spectrum in this case is
divided by definition into an aliasing error spectrum, Gv3 (T), which is the second term in
Equation (7), and a flat topped sampling pulse error, Gw3 (T), which is the first term in
the equation.

(8)

(9)

This division of the error does not accurately correspond to the names of the two error
parts because the aliasing part is affected by the fact that the reconstruction sample
pulses are flat topped. A more precise definition would be to let Gw3 be Ge3 - Ge2 or Ge3 -
Ge1 . This would be cumbersome and is not necessary for the purpose here.
 



Equations (5), (6), (8), and (9) provide the spectrums of the error components in the
sampled signal at the smoothing filter input. Letting the filter transfer function be H(j T)
one obtains expressions for the aliasing and pulse width output noise powers as:

(10)

Where Gv (T) is given by Equation (5), (6), or (8).

(11)

The power of the desired signal, So , at the output is given by:

(12)

where the appropriate k is given by Equation (5), (6) or (7).

The above results allow calculation of output noise powers and signal-to-noise ratios if
the signal spectrum and smoothing filter transfer functions are known. An rms error, F,
which is normalized to a unity desired signal output power can be defined as:

(13)

(14)
The above considerations apply to low pass or bandpass signals. In the next section,
some peculiar characteristics of the aliasing noise are discussed. Further consideration of
the pulse width noise is postponed to a later section.

4.0   Aliasing Noise    The total aliasing signal spectrum is composed of a sequence of
spectrums like the information signal spectrum except that each one is translated an
amount nTS. When the input is a bandpass signal, its spectrum is composed of two
distinct parts, one being located about some positive center frequency Tc and the other
about  -Tc . For each value of n other than zero in Equations (5), (6), or (8), there are thus
two aliasing spectrums. For sufficiently large values of n nTs , the images of the negative
frequency part of the Gx appear in the positive frequency domain. The same effect occurs
in the negative frequency spectrums due to the symmetry. This is the basic cause of the
peculiarities of aliasing noise for bandpass signals.



4.1   Idealized Case    It is instructive to first consider an idealized case before treating
the aliasing noise itself. The idealization is that normally employed in proofs of the
sampling theory, i.e., the signal x(t) is strictly limited to a finite bandwidth, W, which is
centered at  Tc and an ideal filter is available for recovery of the signal. The filter has a
constant amplitude and time delay characteristic over the signal bandpass and infinite
attenuation at all other frequencies.

The desired spectrum and hence the signal x(t) can be exactly recovered with an ideal
filter as long as none of the aliasing spectrums overlap the spectrum of x(t). It is
convenient to describe the locations of the aliasing spectrums as the sum of two series
a(n) and b(n) :

(15)

(16)
(17)

The series a(n) and b(n) locate the centers of the aliasing spectrums. Consider the
positive half of the spectrum of Gx ( T). The members of a(n) which are nearest to  Tc are
obtained for n = ± 1 and are located ± Ts from  Tc. The members of b(n) in the region of  
Tc are a sequence spaced  Ts apart. The absolute location of the b(n) depends on the
relative magnitudes of  Tc and  Ts. The maximum distance between  Tc and the nearest
member of b(n) is  Ts/2; therefore, the b(n) are closer to  Tc and cause the limiting
constraints rather than the a(n).

If b(n) is not to overlap Gx ( T), the nearest b(n) must be at least W rad/ sec from  Tc

because  Tc and the b(n) are the centers of the respective spectrums which are each of
width W. This constraint can be expressed as

(18)

(19)

Where b(i) is the nearest component of b(n) above  Tc. The sampling frequency must,
therefore, satisfy the constraint:



(20)

Any sampling frequency which satisfies Equation (20) will result in no overlap of the
aliasing spectrums on Gx (T). The situation in the negative frequency region is of course
symmetrical to that in the positive region and Equation (20) can be obtained by
considering the locations of the a(n) with respect to - Tc.

The location of Gx ( T) and the aliasing spectrums is illustrated in Figure 2-a. The
variations in the amplitudes of the spectrums as a function of n has been exaggerated in
order to help idetify the specific spectrums. Also, the spectrum amplitude is slanted to
help separate the spectrums which are images of the positive and negative parts of Gx(T).

The absolute minimum value of  Ts for a given  Tc and W is obtained when the left side
of Equation (20) is a minimum and yet smaller than the right side. The value of i which
results in a minimum  Ts is thus the maximum value for which:

(21)

Therefore,  Ts is a minimum when i is imax as given by:

(22)

and the minimum value of  Ts is given by:

(23)

This is the standard result for the bandpass sampling theorem.

An interesting aspect of Equation (20) is that  Ts is not only restricted to be greater than
a minimum value but is restricted to lie in one of a series of zones. For each value of i an
upper and lower limit is established for  Ts thus defining a zone for each i for which the
upper limit is greater than the lower limit. Any value of  Ts in any such a zone will allow
the exact reproduction of x(t) and any  Ts which is not in one of the zones will result in
one of aliasing spectrums overlapping the desired spectrum.

These acceptable  Ts zones are shown in Figure 2-b for the same  Tc and W used in
Figure 2 -a.



Sampling at a frequency which is less than the frequency components of the sampled
signal is not intuitively acceptable to some. One intuitive argument against such a
procedure is that if n  Ts is equal to the frequency of some component of x(t), (say A cos 
Tx), where n is any integer, then all samples of that component are of the same value
which can be any value between ± A. Such a sequence of samples could not completely
represent this component. It can be shown that Equation (20) constrains  Ts such that no
such integer exists for any  Tx , within  Tc ± W/2. Specifically, the ratios of  Tx/ Ts are
limited as:

(24)

4.2   Realistic Case    In a practical system Gx ( T) is not strictly limited to a bandwidth
W which s some practical measure of the bandwidth. Likewise ideal filters are not
available for recovery of the desired spectrum. In the real case exact reproduction of the
signal is not possible because some aliasing error will be present in the smoothing filter
output. The designer of a sampling system must select a sampling frequency and a
smoothing filter such that the aliasing noise is below some maximum acceptable level.

The considerations discussed in the ideal case provide useful interpretations for the
realistic case. First consider an example in which Gx ( T) and *H(j T)*2 are symmetrical
about  Tc. Let Gx ( T) have a 3db bandwidth of 2 radians/sec. at a center frequency of 21
radians/sec. Also, for convenience, assume that an ideal delta function sampling is used
so that all aliasing spectrums are of equal amplitude and have the same shape as the input
signal spectrum. For a fixed value of  Tc, the total amount of aliasing error will vary with 
Ts roughly as indicated in Figure 3. This is a plot of calculated data for a simple example
in which the signal and filter spectrums are given by:

(25)

(26)

At some value of  Ts between each of the acceptable zones of Figure 2-b, one of the
aliasing spectrums will fall directly on Gx ( T) and hence the aliasing noise power, Nu,
will be between 1 and 2 times the desired signal power So which has been normalized to
unity. At some  Tc within the acceptable zones the total aliasing power will be at a
relative minimum. The magnitudes of Nu at the relative minimums decreases as  Ts 
increases because the distance from Gx (W) to the nearest aliasing spectrum increases.

Figure 3 illustrates that the designer is faced with a more complicated constraint when
selecting a sampling frequency for a bandpass signal than for a lowpass signal.



4.3   Minimum Noise Power Locations    The locations, in frequency, of the relative
minimum noise power points are primarily dependent on the relative values of  Tc and 
Ts. Values of  Tc and  Ts can be selected which will cause a system to operate at a
desired relative minimum. A simple formula which exactly locates the minimum points
for all cases does not appear to exist, but the result for a particular class of cases provides
a good approximation for most cases. A criteria for determining the exact location of the
minimum points is given for all cases, and examples are presented to illustrate the
effectiveness of the approximation.

The location of the minimums depends on whether  Tc is fixed and  Ts is the variable, or 
Ts is fixed and  Tc is the variable, and upon the shape of the aliasing and smoothing filter
spectrums. The latter considerations are divided into two cases, one in which both the
aliasing and smoothing filter spectrums are symmetrical about their respective center
frequencies and one in which either one or both are not symmetrical.

The minimum points with respect to  Tc or  Ts can be found by determining Nu and
setting its derivative with respect to  Tc or  Ts equal to zero. The total noise Nu is
composed of the noise powers N" and N$ from the nearest aliasing spectrums above and
below  Tc. Aliasing noise from spectrums farther removed from  Tc are insignificant
compared to that from the nearest two. Figure 4 illustrates the situation and defines the
parameters of interest.

First consider the case where  Ts is fixed and Nu is to be minimized with respect to  Tc.
For simplicity the considerations are restricted to the usual case in which the noise power
monotonically decreases as the distance between the center of the spectrum and the
smoothing filter increases. Since " decreases and $ increases as  Tc increases, the
derivative of N" with respect to Tc is positive and the derivative of N$ with respect to Tc

is negative. A criteria for determining the optimum value, Tco (i), is that Tc is Tco (i)
when:

(27)

(28)

The value obtained for Tco is in an acceptable zone if Equation (28) is satisfied and is,
therefore, a minimum noise point rather than a maximum noise point. If the aliasing and
smoothing filter spectrums are all symmetrical and of equal amplitude, N" is the same
function of " that N$ is of $, therefore, the derivatives are equal at " = $ . Therefore, the
relative minimums occur for values of Tc which are half way between the nearest 



aliasing spectrums. A simple expression for Tco (i) for equal symmetrical spectrums is,
from Equation (28), thus:

(27)

If the spectrums are not equal or symmetrical the minimum point does not, in general,
occur at " = $ . To determine its exact location, the specific spectrums must be used and
the criteria of Equations (27) and (28) applied. This is a complex task for all but fairly
simple spectrums.

An example of the dependence of Nu, N", and N$ and their derivatives with respect to " is
presented in Figure 5. This is a plot of calculated data where the input signal and
smoothing filter spectrums are the square magnitude of geometrically symmetrical one
section bandpass filters. The frequencies have been normalized such that the sampling
frequency is one radian/ sec. Each of the spectrums has a 3 db bandwidth of 1/7 radians/
sec. The amplitudes of the three spectrums are equal.

This figure reveals that the minimum point is close to half way between the two aliasing
spectrums. It also shows that the total noise power, Nu, has a broad flat minimum region.
The maximum signal-to-noise power ratio for this example is only 11.1 db, which is
farily poor quality data. The signal-to-noise ratio at the half way point is 11.09 which is
only .01 db less than that at the exact minimum point. For cases in which the maximum
signal-to-noise ratio is greater, the minimum region becomes even broader and flatter. It
is, therefore, concluded that the halfway point, defined by Equation (29), can be used for
most bandpass filter type asymmetrical spectrums without a significant decrease in
quality over that obrained if the true minimum point is used.

If Tc is fixed, there is an optimum value of Ts, termed Tso(i), for each value of i of 2 or
greater which minimizes the total aliasing noise. If i is one, Ts is greater than 2 Tc, and
Nu decreases monotonically to zero as Ws increases without limit as in a lowpass signal
case.

A criteria for determining the Tso (i) can be found in the same manner used for Tco (i).
The result is that Ts is Tso(i) when:

(30)



and from Equation 20 :

(31)

If the derivatives are taken with respect to " and $, the optimum point criteria. Equation
(31) becomes:

(32)

Equation (32) indicates that Tso (i) is a larger value than that which locates the aliasing
spectrums symmetrically about Tc. Since it is usually desired that Ts be as small as
possible, i is selected to be the largest value for which Nu is less than some allowable
maximum value. For large i Equation (32) is approximately the same as the criteria for
selecting Tco(i) and the same comments apply. Even for i = 2, the smallest value of i of
interest, and for symmetrical spectrums, the Tso(i) yield approximately the same
performance as a value which locates the aliasing spectrums symmetrically about Tc.

This is illustrated by considering the example used for Figure 3. In Figure 6 the noise
powers and derivatives are plotted with an expanded scale in the region of the minimum
for i=2. The value of Ts which locates the aliasing spectroms symmetrically about Tc, is
termed Tss  and has a value of 28 as determined from:

(33)

This figure illustrates that although the factor              is 1/2, Tss from Tso by only 3. 8%.
More significantly, the noise powers and signal-to-noise ratios differ only by 3. 9% and
0.17 db of 17.3 db respectively.

It is concluded that for fixed Tc, the sampling frequencies for operation at a relative
minimum can be selected by use of the simple Equation (33) rather than employing the
criteria of Equations (30) and (31) without a significant decrease in performance. The
Tss(i) for other values of (i) are indicated on Figure 3.

Use of Tss(i) provides a good approximate optimum for geometrically symmetrical filter
type spectrum in the same manner that Equation (29) provides good approximations for
selection of Tco(i). For extremely asymmetrical or very unusually shaped spectrums one
must employ the complex procedures of minimizing the specific aliasing noise power
functions.



5.0   Flat Topped Sampling Errors    The flat topped sampling error, Fw, as defined in
Section 2, can be calculated using Equations (9), (11), (12), and (14) for a given Gx (T).
The value of this error depends upon the relative values of the reconstruction pulse
duration, the signal center frequency, and the signal spectrum Gx(T). A general
quantitative estimate of this error is desired which is not dependent on the specific values
of Tc, Ts ,d, and the specific shape of Gx (T). This is accomplished by representing Gx(T)
by ideal square spectrum, GIx (T), of constant amplitude and width W. By selecting W to
be sufficiently large to include most of the energy (or power) of Gx(T), one can be
assured that the resulting estimates are not optimistic. Because Gx(T) decreases toward
its band edges and the error spectrum is the product of Gx (T) and a factor (the term in
brackets [] in Equation (9))which increases as the frequency displacement from Tc

increases, the use of a square spectrum tends to give a conservative estimate of the error.
It is assumed here that

The magnitude of Nw relative to So is dependent on the relative values of d, Tc, and W.
The results can be made generally applicable by defining two normalized parameters:

(34)

(35)

where Tc is the period of the center frequency of G x(T).

The output signal power can be found from the definition of GIx(T) and the output error
power can be found from Equations (7), (9), and (11). The signal-to-flat topped pulse
noise ratio can then be expressed as a function of the normalized variables 8 and (.

)036_

The signal-to-noise ratio and the related rms error were calculated for several values of
fractional bandwidth ( and are plotted as a function of 8 in Figure 7. 



The Maximum value of 8 was limited such that the zero of                     which occurs at a
value of T = 2B/d is above the maximum frequency of GIx(T) which is                  . This
constraint can be expressed as:

(37)

This is done because having an effective infinite attenuation within the pass band seems
highly undesirable even if the calculated rrns error does not seem excessive.

6.0   Conclusions    Mathematical expressions for the spectral densities and total power
of aliasing and pulse width errors have been presented. The peculiar dependence of the
aliasing noise on the frequency location of bandpass signals has been discussed, and a
relationship between the signal frequency and the sampling rate was presented which
minimized the aliasing noise power. Am approximate formula for the pulse width error
which is dependent on the signal frequency and the fractional bandwidth but not the
spectral shape was derived and discussed.

The most useful results are probably the constraints and guidelines on system design that
can be inferred from the analyses. Briefly, these are:

1.  If the sampling frequency is less than twice the maximum signal frequency, it and/or
the signal center frequency, Tc, must be selected such that the aliasing noise power is at
one of a series of relative minimums. If the signal and aliasing spectrums are nearly
symmetrical and the sampling pulse duration is small compared to the period of the
upper frequency component of the signal, the optimum relationships between the two is
at or near that defined by:

(38)

where i is any integer greater than 0.

If the designer is at liberty to select Tc the problem is simpler. A value of Ts is
determined in terms of the signal bandwidth alone and a value of Tc which satisfies
Equation (38) is selected.

2.  Once Ts is determined, based on the bandwidth, the designer has a choice of
combinations of values of i and Tc which satisfy the relationship in Equation (38). The
aliasing noise power varies with the i and Tc combinations only in that a filter of a fixed
bandwidth (say the 3 db bandwidth) varies somewhat with the filter center frequency.
The choice of any of a number of values of Tc allows the designer to trade off aliasing 



noise and difficulty of filter implementation. This trade off is not analyzed in this report,
however.

3.  If the signal and aliasing spectrums are quite unsymmetrical or the sampling pulse
duration is greater than about 10 to 20% of the period of the highest frequency
component in the signal, Equation (38) does not give an accurate estimate of the
optimum relationship between Tc and Ts. In this case, the general criteria of Equation
(29) of (31) should be used.

4.  The flat topped sampling pulse noise is primarily dependent on the ratio of the pulse
width to the period of the signal center frequency and the fractional bandwidth. This
relationship is quantitatively presented in Figure 7. This data can be used to determine
the maximum sampling pulse duration that can be used to provide the desired output
signal quality without the use of an equalization filter to compensate for the flat topped
sampling pulse noise. The sample pulse width considered here is that used when
reproducing the analog signal which need not be the same as that used in the original
sampling process.
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Fig. 1.  System Model.

Fig. 2.  Ideal Case.



Fig. 3.  Aliasing Error Variance as a Function of Sampling Frequency.

Fig. 4.  Sketch of Relative Spectrum Locations.



Fig. 5.  Aliasing Errors and Derivatives for Filter Type Spectrums.

Fig. 6.  Aliasing Errors and Derivatives Near the i = 2 Minimum.



Fig. 7.  Signal-to-Flat Topped Sampling Noise Ratio



COMPUTER AUGMENTED TELECOMMUNICATIONS
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

R. C. GAULT, G. D. OVERALL, R. MOODY
TRW Systems

Summary    The increased range, greater accuracy, and complex trajectory of modern
ICBM’s create a telemetry data acquisition problem which cannot be adequately
analyzed by classical manual techniques. To ensure that flight test data requirements are
satisfied, systems personnel must order and quantify (model) the elements of a very
complex system, i.e., communications system, acquisition stations, flight trajectory, data
processor, etc. To satisfy this need, MINUTEMAN Instrumentation Systems personnel
developed ISMAP (Instrumentation System Margin Analysis Program); a computer
augmented technique for accurately evaluating the performance of ICBM data
acquisition systems.

Introduction    The direction during the mid ’60's, to move telemetry to higher
frequencies (L&S Bands) coupled with concurrent development of ICBM’s capable of
highly complex missions, created a seemingly insurmountable problem for the
Instrumentation System engineer. The highly complex trajectory required that the
receiving sites receive adequate signal marginwith aspect (look) angles over the entire
radiating sphere, thus effectively degrading the nominal RF link performance. The
normal solution, increased output power, was precluded by practical limitations imposed
by the requirement to operate in L or S Band. The luxury of grossly calculating the RF
link budget and adding a 10-20 db RF power pad, was no longer an available option.

In order to make sensible system trades in developing MINUTEMAN III telemetry and
associated ground support, the responsible personnel embarked upon an ambitious
activity to totally model the airborne and ground system including flight dynamics and
geodetics. The objective was to develop a technique which would provide a
comprehensive prediction of system performance for some set of assumed parameters or
conditions with a minimum uncertainty.

This activity resulted in the development of a computerized model which accepts the
communications system parameters, the antenna pattern data, receiving station
performance parameters, flight trajectory and geodetic data and computes the expected
performance of a communications system for some given set of parameters, support
geometry, and flight trajectory. While this computerized model proved invaluable during



development of MINUTEMAN III instrumentation systems, its subsequent value as a
tool for performing routine analyses of the developed systems has exceeded all
expectations.

In a telecommunications link, S/N ratio is the determining success criteria. Until the
integration of the computer into the process, the problem depicted in Figure 1 was
answered very crudely with manual computations. The number of time points where S/N
ratio had to be computed along the trajectory for an adequate analysis made manual
computations prohibitive. The parameter groups shown in the chart are integrated
together with the range link equation. The computer evaluates the range link equation for
each discrete trajectory point and prints out the value. If the margin equals a positive
number, then the signal available is greater than the signal requirement and we can
predict that acquisition of signal, during actual flight, will be attained. However, if the
margin is below zero, we will predict the possibility of loss of data with the desired
accuracy.

GA, the missileborne antenna gain is the most difficult parameter to model. Antenn gain
patterns are taken as a function of aspect angles 0-  and 0/  relative to an isotropic radiator.
The radiated gain varies with relative attitude (look angle) of the missile with respect to
the ground antenna. Measureme-ts are made every two degrees and result in a 91 x 180
antenna pattern matrix. The program predicts margin at discrete time points during the
trajectory (approximately every two seconds to every 30 seconds) and computes margin
for each station that is required to be tracking at that time. When the vehicle is
maneuvering, the program must scan an area of the pattern that corresponds to the limits
of the maneuver (i.e., a 10 x 180 matrix is typical). For one time point the link equation
may be computed as many as 8,000 times to cover the maneuvering of a vehicle.

The predicted gain for each station at each time is then determined and recorded, along
with aspect angles, slant ranges, minimum possible gain, maximum possible gain, etc. In
this form the data can be easily worked with, graphed, (Figures 3, 4 and 5) and used for
performance analysis.

Link Equation    The type of RF system being considered dictates the final form of the
link equation, i.e., telemetry, pulsed radar beacons, c.w. transponders, communications,
or command control/destruct. The range balance equation forms may be found in most
electrical engineering handbooks. The form considered by this paper is that of an S-band
PCM telemetry system.

The range balance equation RF link parameters are organized according to a power
budget. An abbreviated form for the range balance
equation may be given as



where M is the RF instrumentation system margin in db, or the signal strength at the
receiving antenna in db, depending upon the program option selected; Ek is the
summation of all normalized constants from the general range balance equation in db;
Gm is the instrumentation system missileborne antenna gain, relative to an isotropic
radiator, as a function of aspect angles N and 2 given in db, and Rn is the normalized
slant range from ground station to missile given in db. The unknown (M) is a function of
a constant (Ek) and two variables (Gm and Rn). Two major subroutines are used to
compute the variables. The constant term represents the algebraic sum of the remaining
parameters found in the range balance equation

where
P = transmitter output power (dbw or dbm)

G ground station antenna gain (db)

F = normalized transmitted frequency (db)

L = airborne system losses (db)

C = path loss factor (db)

K = Boltzmann’s constant (db)

Ts = system noise temperature (db)

BW = noise bandwidth (db)

St = signal threshold required (db) to meet data quality criterion

Slant Range Subroutine    The position of the missile along its trajectory as a function
of flight time, is given in an X, Y, Z launch-centered, earth-fixed (LCEF) coordinate
system as shown in Figure 2. The launch site is the origin of this coordinate system. In
order to compute the slant range from any ground station to the missile, at any point in
time, it is necessary to locate the ground station in this coordinate system. This
computation can be accomplished by the following equation. No geodetic-astronomic
deflection of vertical correction is made.



Subscript i referes to the ith ground station; subscript o refers to the origin or launch site.

" = trajectory azimuth angle measured from East (degrees)

8* = geodetic latitude (degrees)

2* = geodetic longitude (degrees)

8 = tan-1 [1 - ,)2tan 8* = geocentric latitude (degrees)

, = ellipticity of reference ellipsoid

) = 2i* - 2o*(degrees)

R* = r+H+N radius from center of the reference ellipsoid to the point of
concern (feet)



a = semi-major axis of the reference ellipsoid (feet)

H = height above mean sea level (feet)

N = geoidal separation (feet)

The slant range distance (R) from a ground station to the missile is computed by the
equation.

where x, y, and z are the cartesian coordinates o the ground station location (subscript i)
and of the missile location (subscript m), respectively, in the LCEF coordinate system. R
is initially computed in feet but may be converted to any desired units of distance by a
conversion factor (c) before it is normalized to units of db for use in the range balance
equation by the following formula:

It should be noted that the units of R may be any unit of distance provided they are
consistent with the units used for the velocity of light in the path loss factor (C) of the Ek

equation.

Missileborne Antenna Gain Subroutine    The missileborne antenna patterns must be
provided in accordance with Reference 1 for all missiles flight tested on any of the
national ranges. The antenna pattern requirement is basically that the RF wave’s
intensity and its polarization characteristics relative to a receiving antenna system be
given for each missileborne antenna in a prescribed format. The RF wave’s directional
characteristics vary with change in relative attitude of the missile with respect to a
ground antenna; radiation characteristics must be known over the entire spherical surface
surrounding missile. The antenna relative gains are measured and recorded as a function
of the aspect angles and which also serve as the two ordinates of the antenna’s spherical
coordinate system. The resulting relative gain pattern may be though of as a large matrix,
the size of which depends upon the measurement grid size. Measurements made every
two degrees result in a 91 x 180 element matrix. All elements of the matrix are biased by
a constant value called the reference level in order to make the sign of all gains the same.
The bias is removed before the gain is used in the range balance equation.

By skillful programming a 91 x 180 antenna pattern matrix may be put directly into
computer core storage in a 32K memory computer of the IBM 7094 class along with the 



remainder of the computer program. In smaller computers a disc file may be used for
storage at the expense of access time.

The computation of the aspect angles                   is accomplished by the following
equations with sign conventions shown in Figure 2:



The airborne antenna gain as used in the system margin equation is

where Lr is the airborne antenna pattern re erence level and Gr is the airborne antenna
relative gain as a function of                         .

Flight Test Planning Tool    The basic computer program described in this paper was
developed for use as a planning tool to help support missile flight test program. The
flight test program had a basic requirement to provide continuous telemetry data
coverage, for the duration of powered flight, from a flight test vehicle that would be
experiencing radical maneuvers along its trajectory. The computer program accurately
modeled an S-band PCM telemetry link such that a detailed analysis of data coverage
capability could be made. Special laboratory experiments were conducted to obtain the
most efficient modulation technique which established the system bandwidths and the
signal to noise ratio required at the bit synchronizer necessary to provide the desired bit
error rate. With this information known, the Range provided ground station parameters
such as ground antenna gains, system noise temperatures and signal to noise ratios
required,at the preamp input.

The final targeting and trajectory generation for flight test missiles is often completed
only a few dqys prior to their actual launching. Therefore, a flight planning (nominal)
trajectory was used as a reference for making the RF link analysis study prior to the
beginning of the flight test program. At each point along the planning trajectory the
missile was exercised in simulation through all possible combinations of attitudes
bounded only the design limits of the missile’s guidance system. The computer program
was designed to compute the available signal margin at each missile attitude, for up to
five ground stations at a time, using the appropriate parameters for each RF link. In this
manner the worst case RF link conditions that a flight test would be likely to experience



were determined. The RF link analysis showed that data could be lost, during certain
periods of flight, from most of the planned flight test missiles. Subsequently, higher gain
ground station antennas were procured for two ground stations at the Eastern Test Range
and one other ground station at the We,;tern Test Range in order to satisfy the flight test
program requirements.

Postflight System Performance Analysis    The computer program has been used in
postflight analysis to provide a standard for comparison with the actual received signal
levels. In this application, the actual flight trajectory data was used to drive the computer
program. This data was derived from the on-board guidance system computer. Figure 3
illustrates the close agreement between predicted signal margin and actual recorded
signal margin for a recent flight test at AFETR.

Figure 4 illustrates a discrepancy between the predicted and actual signal margins. A
closer investigation of this particular station revealed an antenna tracking problem. This
problem is pointed out clearly by Figure 5.

Conclusion    With the ISMAP model, efficient development and performance analysis
of the communications system can be made. System performance can now be evaluated
under a varying number of different conditions for both preflight performance prediction
and postflight evaluation. Parameter values are constantlyunder scrutiny to assess and
insure accuracy of the model. By comparing the antenna gain possible at each point
along the trajectory and assessing the number of them that will complete the link
equation satisfactorily, a risk factor (probability of completing the link with specified
equipment performance) can be assessed. Thus for any given flight, under any given
conditions, a systematic, repeatable and quantitative analysis of the ground station
support configuration can be generated. Uncertainties can be quantitatively defined, and
risk versus margin, cost, and alternate solutions can be very definitely studied.
Management decisions can be made with confidence. Proposed station support can be
evaluated for adequacy and many critical errors prevented. In addition, postflight
analysis is done with actual flight trajectory data and enables several functions to be
performed. The detection and isolation of anomalies during flight test is the most
important of these. By comparing the post and preflight ISMAP, unexpected events can
be flagged out that may have previously been undetected or misunderstood. Additional
(Figure 4) benefits are that the modeling prediction accuracy may be evaluated against
the actual results with feedback providing increased accuracy in future preflight analyses
and increased confidence in management’s ability to define and evaluate the problem
presented.

ISMAP has proven invaluable in helping MINUTEMAN management define an
instrumentation and range configuration appropriate to the system needs that otherwise
would have meant inability to meet program requirements. For the future, ISMAP is



being developed to define system parameter requirements (i. e., antenna pattern required
to meet a specific flight test program criteria), as well as a constantly refining and
increasing role in the management’s decision-making process.

Acknowledgement    The authors are grateful to Major Steven Mastropaolo,
MINUTEMAN Instrumentation Project Officer, for his technical contributions and
support in the development and refinement of ISMAP.

FIGURE 2. COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND ANGLE RELATIONSHIPS



FIGURE 3  TYPICAL CLOSE AGREEMENT BETWEEN ACTUAL AND
PREDICTED SIGNAL MARGINS

FIGURE 4  NONAGREEMENT FLAGS A PROBLEM



FIGURE  5   THE ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM



USE OF AN ERROR MODEL AND A SIMULATION PROGRAM TO
SUPPORT TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT

L. O. BROWN and R. F. BAUM
Electronic Systems Division

TRW
Redondo Beach, California

Summary    This paper contains a discussion of various computer programs and their
interconnection with an “error model” which have been developed and are being used by
TRW, to form a very useful tool for technical management of a missile development and
testing program.

General aspects and requirements of the simulation and of some subroutines are outlined.
A review of possible error sources is made emphasizing their effect on the frequency
tracking performance of a typical instrumentation system such as the FPQ-6 radar
operating with a radar transponder installed on the target.

I.  Simulation; General Aspects    An accurate, yet flexible, system simulation can be a
valuable management tool in making and supporting technical decisions with regard to
the design and testing of any complex system structure. The value of such a simulator
lies, primarily, in its ability to evaluate at reasonable cost:

• The adequacy of any of the various subsystems or total system to fulfill system
requirements (data quality).

• Tradeoffs between concepts and individual parameters within any given concept.

• Test methods and the accuracy of same.

• Hardware design requirements and specifications.

• Need for and adequacy of support systems and requirements.

In connection with the Minuteman III program, TRW has been in process of designing
such a simulator on which the outcome of the operational and flight test phase of this
missile may be predicted. The major objectives of this simulator as to management will 



be discussed in detail in a companion paper entitled: J. R. Warren: Instrumentation
Systems Engineering Management.

In planning this simulation, we have taken advantage of various computer programs that
have been developed for use on past portions of the Ballistic Missile program, using
appropriate programs either directly or in modified form; and have supplemented these
with new analysis and programs where necessary.

To enjoy the flexibility required to make the simulator a truly useful tool, the simulation
of each subsystem under the cognizance of the user must, in themselves, have the
flexibility required to accept the actual subsystem hardware.

Those portions of the system not under direct control of the user must also be accurately
simulated so as not to introduce operational anomalies which could effect the simulation
results.

The simulation may be broken into two major parts: the six axis simulation of the missile
flight; and the simulation of the range radar instrumentation system in use at the Western
Test Range. The primary new development in our program have been made with respect
to the radar instrumentation system, and specifically with respect to the FPQ-6 radar and
the radar transponder.

The simulation of this portion is further broken down into three major areas: the total
effects and accuracy of radar due to systematic errors and errors introduced as a result of
noise degradation of the transmitted/received signal; errors introduced through the
transponder due to transponder systematic errors and missile maneuvers and errors
introduced due to the propagation path over which measurements are made. In each area,
we have attempted to include every conceivable error source, independent of the
magnitude of the error introduced. Appendix B accounts for the major error sources
which are to be considered.

While many of the error sources that have been included introduce error components
which are very small with respect to the required accuracy, the neglect of such errors in
the analysis can and would destroy any user confidence in the simulation results.

Each area of the range instrumentation simulation may require several subprograms; for
instance, in evaluation of the errors introduced by the propagation path of the radar
signal, the effects of path bending due to atmospheric refraction must be accounted for.
To accomplish this requires a concise knowledge of the variation of the atmospheric
properties with longitude, latitude and altitude, as well as the statistical quality of such
variation. Thus the need for an “atmospheric model” as a subprogram in the simulation.



Another example is furnished by the transponder or “beacon” installed on the missile. Its
primary function is to respond to a sequence of pulses forming a specified interrogating
code with a delayed coherent pulse of increased power, thereby increasing the S/N ratio
and tracking accuracy of the interrogating radar. Unfortunately, as far as frequency (or
velocity) tracking is concerned, the beacon is subject to various phase instabilities which
will be interpreted as frequency deviations by the coherent signal processor on the
ground, resulting in velocity errors.

As the main contributors to phase instabilities we may mention short time instabilities of
the local oscillator due to injection locking or mechanical vibrations and the effect of
S/N ratio at the input. These instabilities have been investigated in detail by various
subcontractors and by TRW theoretically and specifications on beacon performance have
been set. The beacon test set which is being built to evaluate beacon performance under
actual environmental conditions may very well be considered as a subprogram in the
form of a very accurate analogue computer. This test set will also be used to
independently exercise the beacon operation.

A major area of concern is the effect on the response signal of the transponder due to
missile maneuvers, these are twofold: first, since the omnidirectional antenna for the
transponder will most likely consist of two or more “slot” type radiators located
symmetrically around the body of the missile, several signal phase reversals will be
encountered in the antenna radiation pattern in a small angular region around the mid
point between the individual slot radiators. Such phase reversals may appear in the radar
as rapid “jumps” in doppler shift and in fact may cause the velocity tracking loop to lose
lock. The second and minor effect is the doppler shift variation resulting from the
alternate receeding and approaching of the antenna as the missile rolls on its major axis.
This latter effect is a function of missile roll rate, antenna placement on the missile, and
incident angle of interrogation by the measurement radar. Thus, to adequately assess
these effects, the simulator must contain a fine grain model of the transponder antenna
phase radiation patterns as well as a precise model of the missile dynamics. The
theoretical assessment of this type of error is still in progress.

The individual errors encountered in the instrumentation system may be looked at as
components of a total error vector. These errors have to be compiled using such well
known compendiums as Barton’s, Berkowitz’s or Skolnik’s and the results of numerous
investigations which have been or are being performed by RCA, Motorola, Boeing and
TRW.

We will now review the computer programs.

II.  Review of Computer Programs    In order to show how one can achieve these
goals, we have prepared a simulation Block Diagram (Figure 1) showing how we --



starting from a preconceived Missile Flight Plan -- arrive at an estimate of the
uncertainty in position and velocity at any time during its flight. In essence, Figure 1 is a
computer schedule; it contains a number of available computer programs and other
special computing tasks which were (or have to be) added to account for the effects of
the C-band beacon and propagation effects.

A specific missile flight program is conceived and used to predict the missile trajectory;
the computer output is called the state vector SL(t) as a function of time t. The subscript
L indicates that its components (range, elevation and azimuth and their derivatives [R,
R0 ... E, � ... A, Å] are referred to the launch point. A revised version of this “Trajectory
Generation Program” described in Appendix A includes the roll, pitch and yaw angles of
the missile (or attitude).

Since the missile is tracked by a number m of radar stations on the ground the trajectory
information is needed in terms of the local coordinate system of the tracking radars. This
-is obtained in the “Geometry Transformation” block. The output, state vector Sm(t), is
different for each station. The missile attitude becomes the local “Aspect Angles”. The
Sm(t) vector will be needed in all subsequent calculations. It is one of the inputs to the
“Error Model” block. This block, together with the previously mentioned geometry-
transformation, forms an available computer program called “Tracker Model Program”,
the details of which are given in Appendix A. In order to use it for our purposes, some
modifications are necessary which are obtained by the subroutines indicated by the 3
blocks underneath.

As pointed out previously, the individual calculated errors can be looked at as the
components of a total error vector ,m(t), as a function of time, and different for each
radar station (hence, subscript m).

Finally, the BET (Best Estimate of Trajectory) Program solves for the best estimate of
position uncertainty at a given time on the reference trajectory, using the given
instrumentation geometry and weighing by random error variances. Less weight is given
to those stations which have larger RMS errors (see Appendix A, c).

We return now to the Error Model and restrict ourselves to problems relating to Doppler-
frequency tracking. For the purpose of this discussion it is convenient to subdivide the
error budget as shown in Table 1.

a) Constant errors, indicated as inputs in the form of constant error coefficients Kcm,
for the various m stations.

b) Errors dependent on missile dynamics. These errors are defined by error constants
Kim such as velocity or acceleration constants. They lead to time (or trajectory)



dependent errors and have been used extensively in the available computer
program; with the exception of loop transient errors.

c) “Fluctuation Errors” are caused by receiver noise, and their magnitude depends on
the S/N ratio. The latter is determined partly by the beacon antenna gain for the
proper aspect angles, partly by the missile range. The ISMAP (“Instrumentation
Margin Analysis Program” (see Appendix A for detail) together with a Radar
Range calculation, will develop the SIN ratio as a function of time. This
information will be recorded on tape and will be fed to the “Tracker Model
Program” as a first modification. Also included here is “Beacon Noise”. This term
evaluates Doppler fluctuations caused by roll of the missile (spin of the beacon
antennas). These fluctuations are determined by the rate of change of the carrier
phase, dN/dt = f(t), and will be obtained on tape, from experimental antenna
measurements.

d) The effects of propagation have been separated out, although they too are partly of
a fluctuating nature, resulting from turbulence in the troposphere and ionosphere.
A computer subroutine must be provided for the calculation; with the results
recorded and fed into the available Tracker Model Program. Additional bias terms
can be estimated and compensated for within the troposphere only.

Table 1
Radar Doppler Tracking Errors

Type Description

a) Constant errors Oscillator stabilities
Transmitter spectrum spread
Computer errors (lowest
significant bits)
Tracking Loop: Discriminator

     Drift
Readout granularity
Beacon Spectrum Spread

b) Errors dependent 
on missile
dynamics

Position errors
Velocity errors
Acceleration errors
Jerk errors
Loop transient errors
Maneuver errors



c) Fluctuation
errors

Receiver noise error
Beacon Noise error

d) Propagation
error

Beam-bending and turbulence

Appendix A: Computer Programs-Details    (a) Trajectory Generation Program.    This
program generates a time history of position, velocity and acceleration satisfying the
equation of motion with gravity and drag used in this case as the only forces. A simple
ARDC atmosphere and fixed ballistic coefficient was used in the drag model. This
trajectory is used to generate tracking system error models in the subsequent program.

The trajectory generation program also generates the variational equations for separation
conditions; that is, the matrix of partial derivatives

where *Po and *Vo are perturbations in the separation position and velocity. This is a 6 x
6 matrix. This matrix is derived from free-flight (gravity) terms only, but is evaluated
around the trajectory which considers drag, so that the error will be small for high -$
vehicles.

This matrix will enable the analyst to evaluate the perturbation in the trajectory at any
time ti following separation for given values of *Po , *Vo. These perturbations are used in
the subsequent programs to deteomine how well a specific instrumentation array could
determine *Po, *Vo from data.

(b)  Tracker Model Program    This program determines the time history of tracker
errors given the reference trajectory and tracker location. For example, a radar range
error could be modelled as

where Kc represents a bias error (constant) and )T a timing error. A unit )T causes an
error in R proportional to range rate, k. The tracker modelling program calculates all
necessary terms (such as R) needed to represent the modellable errors of the tracking
system.



So that all of the error sensitivity partials may be in the tracking system coordinates, the
Tracker Model Program also transforms the separation condition variational equations
that show the perturbation in tracker measurements (R, A, E, say) for unit separation *Po,
*Vo values. Combining the transformed separation variational matrix with the tracking
model error matrices, a composite matrix B(ti) is generated giving the sensitivities of all
tracker measurements to errors in separation conditions and tracker errors.

(c)  BET Program    This program solves for the best estimate of position uncertainty at
a given time on the reference trajectory given instrumentation geometry and weighing
(by random error variances).

The BET functions by using the values computed in the Tracker Model Program of

and then computing a trajectory covariance matrix (uncertainty in position and/or
velocity).

(D)  The ISMAP Program    This program was designed to compute received signal
strengths as a function of missile position (or time) and missile attitude.

In the geometry transformation block, it transforms the missile trajectory from launch
point coordinates to radar coordinates; this now includes the missile attitude.

In the next block it solves the radar equation for received signal strength. For this it
needs as inputs various ground station parameters (such as transmitted power, antenna
gains) as well as beacon reply power. The beacon antenna gain has been stored in the
memory as a function of aspect angles, at intervals of 2 degrees, usually in dB above
omnidirectional. This input has been obtained experimentally for a given beacon antenna
configuration; it is measured for either left or right hand circular polarization, or a
composite of both.

The output of this program is on tape and in printed form. It lists, for each of up to 5
ground stations, at specific time intervals: missile aspect angle, location and attitude;
system margin or gain (dB).



A few options have been added to the original de-sign, For more detail the reader is
refered to the companion paper: L. D. Foust, A Computerized Data Management for the
Minuteman Instrumentation System.

Appendix B:  Survey of Error and Noise Sources.

I.)  FPQ-6 Transmitter A) Frequency Source
Stability, spectrum

B) Modulator
Noise, spectrum

C) Amplifier
Phase characteristics, effects
on coherency

D) Plumbing
Effects of mismatch and losses

E) Antenna
Type, illumination, gain,
polarization

II.)  Propagation path A) Atmospheric effects
B) Ionospheric effects
C) Meteorological effects
D) Multipath effects
E) Anomalies
F) Rocket flame effects

III.)  Transponder
Receiver A) Phase characteristics, noise

B) Detection (threshold, code recognition)
C) Delay

Transmitter D) Power amplifier (distortion, output
phase char.)

Transmitter E) Plumbing (losses, mismatch)
and Receiver F) Antenna (gain, polarization, phase)

IV.)  FPQ-6 Receiver A) Antenna (gain, feed geometry
polarization, temperature)

B) Plumbing
C) IF and Video (noise, phase characteristics,

limiting, FM Detector)
D) Velocity tracker implementation (processing

computer errors, granularity, transient response)
V.)  Missile Maneuvers A) Antenna gain changes

B) Antenna phase changes
C) Antenna polarization changes



FIGURE 1 SIMULATION BLOCK DIAGRAM



A COMPUTERIZED DATA MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY FOR
THE MINUTEMAN INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

L. D. FOUST
Telecommunications Analyses Section

TRW Systems
San Bernardino, CA

Summary    The tasks associated with Development Management of complex
instrumentation systems, from initial concept to production, involves the utilization of
very large quantities of data. It is impossible to acquire, process, and analyze this data
entirely by manual means, therefore, automated data management systems have been
conceived to solve this type of problem. The computerized data system developed by
SAMSO MINUTEMAN Instrumentation System Engineering Management is described
and is further illustrated by presenting some of the specific applications of the system.

Introduction    It is the objective of the MINUTEMAN Data Management System to
optimize MINUTEMAN Instrumentation Management decisions by providing
appropriate data upon which to base such decisions. Central to this system is a
computerized data bank. Subroutines perform statistical manipulations of the data as well
as provide specific report formats.

A brief description of the equipment which is developed by the MINUTEMAN
Instrumentation Systems Program Office (SPO) is presented in order to provide the
reader with a better understanding of the type of data which is processed by the Data
Management System.

The system concept was developed with the user requirements being the paramount
consideration. Computer program formats were constrained by a criteria written to reflect
these user requirements. Manufacturers’ data flows are presently being modified to
further improve the compatibility of data formats and delivery schedules with the data
user needs.

MINUTEMAN Instrumentation System    The items of hardware which are considered
to be part of the MINUTEMAN Instrumentation System are many and quite varied in
type. The Airborne Instrumentation shown in Figure #1, is comprised of three major
subsystems which include telemetry, metric tracking, and flight termination equipment.
The basic telemetry system is a 345.6K bit PCM/ PM S-Band system which is 





augmented by two FM/PM systems in the R&D configuration. A complex signal
conditioner is included which provides electrical signals of appropriate voltage ranges to
the multiplexer and serves as a buffer for data transferred from the Guidance Computer
Accumulator to the telemetry system. The metric tracking subsystem is a C-Band
transponder and a passive two element array antenna. The transponder receives the
signal from a supporting radar and retransmits the signal with increased power to
maximize the slant range at which the radar can operate. The flight termination
subsystem is comprised of two command destruct receivers which are capable of
detecting a tone modulated CW command from the range safety transmitters and
initiating the flight termination ordnance. Included in this subsystem is a number of
switches and timers which detect premature separation of propulsion stages and effect
thrust termination on the leaving stage.

In total these equipments constitute a sophisticated system which acquires flight
performance data, improves trajectory information, and provides the capability to
terminate the flight of an errant missile.

The data acquired from the telemetry system is utilized to perform post flight analysis
while the metric data is used as an input to the Range Safety System to allow the Range
Safety Officer to make flight termination decisions.

A vital function of the Data Management System is to compile, summarize, and present
data which determines the adequacy of these systems to fulfill each required function and
to facilitate flight readiness decisions on individual flight units.

The airborne equipment is supported by over 100 end items of equipment ranging from
adapter cables and test equipment to extremely complex repeaters and relay systems. A
typical example of instrumentation support equipment is the large test sets which are
provided at the manufacturers’ facilities as well as at the test ranges to allow complete
testing of the instrumentation system during production acceptance and flight readiness
tests. This equipment must be so designed and utilized as to insure that proper testing is
accomplished yielding accurate data and without degrading flight test performance. The
Data Management System monitors the data developed on such equipment to insure that
appropriate testing is being conducted and that no degradation in test equipment
performance is experienced between calibration cycles.

Each of the airborne subsystems functionsare only a part of a total system during flight
test operations. The telemetry and metric tracking subsystems must operate with ground
based which are geog3nphically located over the entire test range. The overall operating
characteristics of each of these sensors is evaluated to support assessment of end to end
system performance. It is essential that these systems be viewed as a total system which
includes both airborne and ground based equipment. A complete understanding of test



range capability must be developed to predict current system performance or manage any
cost effective development of new hardware.

Data Management System Development    It was recognized by the MINUTEMAN
SPO that the complexity of the systems being developed today required the formulation
of a development management methodology of which, data management was a central
part. In order to understand more fully the requirement for data management, let -us
review the development cycle of MINUTEMAN hardware. This is essentially a process
involving three distinct phases. The first or conceptual phase includes such activities as
the conversion of general requirements into a formal system criteria, development of
general test plans and the initial determination of test range capability. This is followed
by the development phase which includes the formal design review sequence and initial
hardware production flight proof testing is conducted and First Article Configuration
Inspection is completed. The third and final phase is the application phase during which
the test range interface is finalized and quantity production is begun.

It was intended that the data system would support management decisions during all
three development phases. General requirements for data were established by discussions
with performance analysts, system engineers, and SPO managers. The result was a
expressed need for special data summaries in the traditional categories of cost, schedule
and performance. Further, it was determined that the data originated in three sources.
The first was classified as “Contractual Data” and included such information as hardware
costs, production and test schedules, and the specific performance parameters found in
formal criteria documents, specifications, standards and test procedures. The second
source was the data accumulated from the hardware development, production, and flight
tests. The third was “anomaly data” which was available from routine failure reports and
quality assurance paper generated by the manufacturer.

The performance analyst, systems engineers and SPO managers each sought information
from this data base but in a format unique to each function. These individual
requirements were subjected to a detailed review and a set of standardized report formats
were proposed which contained the requirements of each user. The reports were in
conformance with another constraint which was that the reports be very concise
summaries, and not simply a “dump” of all data available. The report formats proved to
be satisfactory for most of the requirements of the users and were then incorporated in
the system criteria document. Cost constraints associated with the development of this
data system require the original implementation of this system to be accomplished on a
machine of limited capacity and flexibility which made the standard report format seem
even more attractive.



Data Management System Criteria    The criteria document was formalized to provide
a baseline for development of the data system. A system usage outline was developed
and is presented below:

USE OUTLINE FOR THE MINUTEMAN DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

1. General Data Bank

Provide a central location for instrumentation system data which is easily
accessible to data users.

2. SPO Management Data

A. Provide recycle data and other information which describes activities
resulting in unplanned cost.

B. Provide parameter data which would indicate potential cost savings by
relaxation or modification of identified parameter value limits in the
specifications.

3. System Engineering
 

A. Provide system, subsystem, and component performance history to data
users from production acceptance through flight test.

B. Provide parameter description and history of equipment type for comparison
with in-process system parameters.

C. Provide flags for parameters falling outside predetermined limits.

4. Performance Analysis

A. Provide parameter statistical descriptions for inputs to trade studies.

B. Provide updated parameter values and distribution information for use in
system model.

C. Provide data which will allow assessment of end-to-end system performance
margin via ISMAP* computer program.

* ISMAP is a computerized RF system performance analysis program developed as part
of the MINUTEMAN Instrumentation Management Methodology.



The contents of two standard data formats were delineated in the criteria. The specific
data required in each report is given in the format descriptions given below.

DATA FORMAT “A”

This format shall provide historical data by equipment type (P/N). The data shall include:

1. Part nomenclature, part number
2. Total ordered on existing contracts
3. Total manufactured
4. Total accepted from Contractor (delivered to the field)
5. Total ground tests (including recycles)
6. Total failed in ground test (tests at this assembly level or higher requiring

replacement of discrepant hardware to rectify problem)
a. Airborne failure
b. Test equipment failure
c. List next lower assembly and portion of total failures attributed to each by

P/N
7. Total flight tested
8. Total failed in flight test

a. List next lower assembly and portion of total failures attributed to each by
P/N

9. Total UER’s (unexpected event records used to record test anomalies)
a. Assembly level UER’s for equipment shipped but not flown
b. Assembly level UER’s by number against each next lower assembly

10. Wafers (by SIN) not flight tested with parameters or test history still carrying an
open flag
a. Parameter value in first or last 5 percent of population distribution
b. No confirmed failure in:

1. Removed A/B equipment
2. Replaced T. E. equipment

c. Unacceptable repeatability
11. Data Dump for Past X Month Period

a. ETR Flight Tested (by S/N)
b. ETR Ground Tested (by S/N)
c. ETR Failures and Subsystem Breakdown
d. WTR Flight Tested (by S/N)
e. WTR Ground Tested (by S/N)
f. WTR Failures and Subsystem Breakdown



12. Equipment Type (P/N) Acceptance Ratio (A/R), Ground Tests i.e.

13. Histograms, median, and variance of selected parameters
for equipment type population

Unit costs by PIN and date of effectivity

DATA FORMAT “B”

This format shall provide historical data by equipment S/N.

1. Part nomenclature, P/N and S/N, Subsystems P/N’s and S/N’s (present
configuration)

2. Date manufacured
3. Test history

a. Performance Acceptance Test date(s)
b. Field Test date(s)
c. Flight Test date
d. Vendor Test date (due to recycle)

4. List Flags
a. Open, indicate parameter and next lower assembly
b. Closed, allow trace to lowest levels

5. Total failed in Ground Test (tests failed at this assembly level or higher requiring
replacement of discrepant hardware to rectify problem. )
a. A/B Failure
b. T. E. Failure

6 All UER’s against assembly and lower, including P/N and S/N for next lower
assembly where applicable

7. Dump parameters for part as currently configured (list parameter and value for
each test at this level.

8. Unit costs by PIN and date of effectivity
9. Configuration History

a.. Original next lower assembly PIN, SIN
b. Replacement assemblies PIN, SIN
c.       List UER’s associated with (b) followed by indication of problem to allow

further investigation
10. Indicate each parameter value location in population as (x) from median of

equipment type distribution



The term “flag” is used to denote a special indicator found on the report which indicates
that a previously determined test has been applied to the data and the specific data which
formed the basis for this report was found in violation of that test. A specific example is
the test to determine that a given parameter be of such a value as to lie within the range
of the 5th to the 95th percentile of the established population distribution of that
parameter. A value outside of that range is shown with the special indication or flag on
the report.

Finally the criteria established two additional requirements which were to store data
against a maximum of three levels of hardware assembly and provided that individual
parameters be removed from the active data base after two years and retained only in
statistical form for use in appropriate entries in formated reports. These requirements
reflected practical limitations which established by trading user requirements against
budgetary and machine constraints. The period’ of time during which data is retained in
the program was easily calculated by the following equation:

T =  time data is retained
R1 =  rate data is generated for System i
n =  number of systems having data in the computer
C =  total capacity of the data bank

A great deal of care was exercised in avoiding pitfalls encountered by others in data bank
design. Experience in data system design points to two traditional shortcomings of these
systems; a preoccupation which quantity rather than quality of data and a lack of
structure which allows the user to absorb more than a fraction of the data available. The
data quantity is limited in the MINUTEMAN Data System by carefully selecting and
limiting the parameter value stored and provisioning for their removal as they become
superceded by more recent data. User absorption is increased by the use of formated
reports.

System Implementation    Since the system criteria was developed with the machine
limitations carefully considered, the computer program was written with relatively little
difficulty. The primary problem encountered in achieving operational capability was a
result of the complete lack of commonality in the formats in which the data was received
from the various data sources. This problem is difficult to correct since many contractual
data delivery constraints are in conflict with a standardized data format requirement. The
present solution to this problem has been to manually compile the raw data, convert it to



a standard format, and punch cards for entry into the data bank. This method has resulted
in approximately 50 percent of the resources expended to date going for conversion and
bank loading functions. Many contracts are involved but they are being modified as
quickly as is practical to overcome this difficulty.

A typical format “B” report is partially reproduced below to illustrate the form of such
reports. This is a synthetic report and does not contain actual MINUTEMAN
Instrumentation System data.

DATA MANAGEMENT REPORT

Format “B” For S-Band Transmitter
P/N 25-19463-4, S/N 00164

S-Band Transmitter
P/N 25-19463-4, S/N 00164
Date Manufacturing        01/26/69

Flag Listing
Po, 02/19/ 69

Flag, “S-Band Po Repeatability”
Closed U157499

Ground Test Failures/Recycles  1 Count G to N/G
transition. in test history

UER’s - U157499

T. E. Failures -  0 
A/B Failure  1 

All Critical Parameter

Iin . . . . Po Test Level Date GO/NO-GO UER/N/A
5.6A 9.5W BENCH 01/26/ 69 G Mod 7E S/N 010
N/A 5.2W PAT 02/19/ 69 G
N/A 3.4W* FIELD 04/ 03/ 69 NG U157499
5.1A 3.3W* BENCH 04/14/ 69 NG
5.8A 9.4W VENDOR 05/12/ 69 G
5.8A 9.3W BENCH 05/ 20/ 69 G
N/A 9.1W PAT 07/ 01/ 69 G Mod 7W S/N 015
N/A 9.4W FIELD 08/ 05/ 69 G
N/A N/A FLIGHT 08/29/ 69 G



* Out-of-tolerance parameter
UNIT COST

3/29/68, CONTRACT 00796, $25,000
9/01/68, VALUE ECP 07196, $21,500

NOTE: All underlined entries are unique inputs recorded into Format “B” after
extraction from and/or manipulation by the MINUTEMAN Data Management
Program

The MINUTEMAN Data Management System provides for special reports or data
displays. These are generated to specific user requirements but are less efficient to use
since detailed information must be provided and special subroutines written to produce
them. A specific example of such a report is provided in Figure 2. This data format was
used to examine the variations in C-Band transponder transmitter frequency during a
series of production acceptance tests.

Conclusions    After approximately one year of operation the MINUTEMAN Data
Management System has proven to be a significant part of the system warrant
elaboration. A capability to monitor trends or variations in parameter values during a
series of tests has been most beneficial. The trend test is accomplished by establishing a
set of test value limits, based on the parameter value recorded during the previous test
and knowledge of the parameter variations experienced during past tests. These values
are normally less than the specification acceptance limits reflected in the test procedures.
Defective hardware has been identified by this data analysis technique and resulted in the
replacement or repair of the defective part. These failures would not have been detected
during routine testing and analysis since the values quite often do not exceed the
specification limits.

The Data Management System has produced other benefits such as detected test
procedure errors, isolated test equipment which was improperly calibrated and
illuminated inconsistencies in test procedures utilized to conduct similar tests at different
test sites. This system has shown that it does fulfill the primary objective of providing
the maximum quantity of useable data into the system management activities thus
making optimized decisions possible.

With the value of a data management system firmly established, an effort has been
initiated to expand the initial capability. This activity is currently underway and includes
a rewrite of the computer program and a transfer of the system to a new machine with
expanded capacity and capability.

Acknowledgement    The author wishes to express his appreciation to S. Mastropaolo,
Major, US Air Force, for his many helpful discussions and suggestions and Mr. D. D.
Dillenbeck and Mr. R. H. Moody who implemented the Data Management Computer
Program.
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Summary    Examples of practical, effective, tools for the management of systems
engineering have been presented. The usage of those tools is further examined.
Management, as used here, pertains to the technical management of the systems
engineering Job. The techniques described are structured around a medium/large data
transmission/ acquisition/processing system. The principles can be applied to other
systems also. Fundamental to the discussion is the use of models, criteria, and selected
data for evaluation which results in decisions and program direction for systems
optimization.

Introduction    For this paper the “program” will be considered to consist of the
following phases: conceptual, preliminary design, production design, qualification
testing, and usage. The conceptual design phase includes the trade studies required to
demonstrate feasibility and documenting the functional requirements and design
constraints to which the equipment will be designed. The preliminary design phase
includes the selection of the design approach to be used, confirmation of the
requirements and constraints, and demonstration that the design can be expected to be a
workable, producible design. The production design phase culminates in the release of
drawings to the production factory, i.e., it evolves the preliminary design into the
production design and uses an engineering model appropriately “similar” to the
production design to develop engineering test data which demonstrates the adequacy of
the end item/system under the environments/ usage to which it will be subjected. The
qualification and usage phase are self-explanatory.

The model used in the example was a simulation model which can be programmed for
manipulations on a computer. Such a model or some other mathematical model of a
system (or circuit or environment) is typical of the models used for engineering
purposes. There are other types of models which may also be used effectively during a
systems engineering or design/development program. There are mechanical models,
dynamic models, thermal models, etc. Models may be used for analyses/test purposes or
may be used as performance models. The latter is used as the model to which the



performance is compared as a basis for evaluation. The model specification is used to
describe a model in terms of measurable performance parameters. It is necessary to have
a model or a set of criteria with which we can compare the system, to determine the
degree of success of the operation. A schedule is one example of a “model” to which the
actual accomplishments of milestones may be compared as a relative measure of merit.

The model will generally be in a state of change - with refinements and corrections being
applied during the evolving development/test/ usage phases of the system. True, some
models may befirm or optimized rapidly to the point of becoming a rule or standard
against which performance may be measured. But generally as data are obtained, by
analyses or test, the detection of biases, offsets, inconsistencies, etc. , will be identified
and the model corrected accordingly. In other cases, the model may change abruptly and
drastically when situations change or anomalies appear. For example, the mission plan
(model) for Apollo XIII was changed drastically to fit the circumstances of the time. The
new emergency model was then further corrected and altered such that it could be
followed to its ultimate satisfactory conclusion.

A model of a communications system provides the obvious and commonly used means
for determining where the resources should be applied to obtain minimum acceptable
performance in terms of SIN requirements. The model plus a knowledge of obtainable
parameter values in the various equipments, cost of available hardware, risk and
schedule of new design/development efforts, etc. will permit trade studies to be initiated,
evaluated, and decisions formulated and implemented. Similarly, error models developed
for data acquisition/ processing systems provide a tool for determining the large error
contributors, thus permitting the maximum effort to be expended in reducing same. Or,
conversely, the two previous examples preclude expending effort on minor items which
could not resolve the problems alone in any event.

The important point is that regardless of the nature or form of the model, it is necessary
to maintain success criteria by which the program may be evaluated based on all the
pertinent data available. The evaluation will result in decisions tempered by the
managerial and technical skills of the manager or management team using the other
available inputs to provide program direction. The output of such a systematic approach
should permit the continual optimization of the systems engineering task. Figure I is a
schematic representation of the approach.

Essential to the use of a model is the acquisition, storage, application, and correct
interpretation of the pertinent data. The dilemma with which the project engineer or
program manager is confronted is depicted in Figure 2. The problem is to select the
meaningful and pertinent data and properly apply same to direct the program to a
satisfactory conclusion. Even during the conceptual phase when it might be suspected
that little data have been generated, the importance of data management should not be



overlooked. In fact, this may be the most critical time for effective data usage, since this
phase has a large leverage on the- course of events which will follow. The proper usage
of the source data should assist in establishing technical feasibility and prioritization of
resources to accomplish the task. A computer augmented system can provide historical
data on the repeatability of the critical parameters, test method inadequacies, production
problems, and hardware weaknesses or troublesome areas.

As the development cycle progresses, breadboard and engineering test data may be
evaluated against the results expected from source data and analyses. These data should
be treated separately, since they are generally acquired under unique conditions and not
necessarily acquired from the configuration of the final design.

Upon production of the baseline configuration, units will be placed in test. These test
data may be used as examples of the performance of the equipment during subjection to
environments. Equipment tendencies may be identified which will form a basis for future
decisions on special tests, flight readiness, etc. Production and test of flight hardware
will establish the data baseline for the program. Experience has shown that samples of
one to five units will identify test equipment/test method differences. Ten (10) to twenty
(20) units will identify equipment characteristics and permit the establishment of
repeatability limits and provide a baseline for observing trends which may be predicting
equipment failure. At this time the computerized system will begin routinely rejecting or
identifying for further test/evaluation equipment which is faulty but would otherwise go
undetected into a flight mission if examined on a go/no-go basis at each individual test
site. Such faulty equipment would quite likely fail upon subjection to the flight
environments with undesirable-to-catastrophic results depending upon the nature and
criticality of the failure and its effect upon the mission.

Perhaps less dramatic, is the application of the program to detecting recycles of
equipment because of failures/out-of-tolerances. The program can identify the failure
rates and modes at the various test sites such that an investigation of the causes and cures
can be conducted. Further, it can identify problem parameters or critical design areas or
test methods for investigation and resolution. It also permits standardization of data from
test site to test site since any biases or differences inherent in the test sites can be
normalized or accounted for. Cost or other sensitive data may be included in a
normalized or relative sense which does not allow it to be utilized by inappropriate
persons. Schedules and flow times actually experienced during the usage phase may be
documented for use in predicting schedule/flow times of various equipments/systems.
These data provide information on ordering lead times, scheduling of design changes or
modifications, shelf-life posture, long-pole items or activities, etc. Changes in
equipment/test parameters may also be time correlated permitting further research into
the cause for the change, such as test equipment repair or calibration, procedure changes,
operator changes, equipment changes, supplier changes, etc.



The evolution and usage of a program such as ISMAP is essential for the efficient
development and performance analysis of the communications system. ISMAP may be
considered a model in itself, a portion of a more complex model, and an analysis tool.
The model applications provide the systems designer with a method for defining the
expected system performance during the mission under both nominal and abnormal
conditions. The ISMAP permits a systematic evaluation of the ground station support
posture. It provides quantitative assessments of the margins/risks during the various
phases of a flight profile within the limits of the uncertainties. Those uncertainties may
be treated as random or systematic errors to permit realistic judgment based on mission
requirements and acceptable risks. The capability of such a program to predict signal
levels has been demonstrated by comparison of the predicted levels to the actuals taken
from flight data.

It should be recognized here that the examples presented here are not foolproof and all
inclusive - rather, they are tools which may be used to improve the efficiency of the
systems management process. The concepts presented were developed because of
recognition of a need or of a deficiency in the existing (at that time) procedures. They
were implemented to provide a more systematic and quantitative method for utilizing the
myriad of data available in various forms and locations. In combination they represent a
systematic approach to system development management. They do not (and were never
intended) to replace the need for technical skill, experience, and judgment by the project
engineer/systems designer, but rather to allow the decisions to be made based on all the
pertinent data available. The situation is depicted in Figure 3 and this solution in
Figure 4. Technical expertise and decisions based on insufficient or misleading or
misconstrued data cannot be expected to optimize the direction which will be given to
the program. Further, when adequate data are available for backup, arbitrary and
argumentive decisions or initiative decisions are avoided or minimized. The data may
also indicate what additional data/tests are required to preclude premature decisions.

The effectiveness and applicability of the techniques presented must necessarily be
determined by the cognizant managers of any given project. The concept of
systematizing data for the optimization of decision making and technical direction is
valid for projects of any magnitude and complexity.
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TELEMETERING IN THERMOBIOLOGY: A STUDY OF
MAMMALIAN HAIR

STANLEY D. DAVIS
Engineering Design Center

Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio

Summary    An evaluation of the effectiveness of hair as insulation in a cold
environment was performed using radio telemetry. Two adult male rats, telemetered for
deep body temperature, were placed in an 18EC environment. After five days of
monitoring temperature, food intake and body weight, each animal was shaved of all hair
and observed an additional five days. Following shaving, both rats increased food intake,
lost weight and showed lowered mean daily body temperatures, though in only one was
the latter significantly lower. The increased metabolism after shaving was estimated to
be between 25.2% and 51.1% greater than the preshave value in one animal, and between
23.4% and 32.9% in the other. The lowest increases were recorded in the rat tolerating
the lower mean temperature. On the basis of food intake alone, metabolic demands of the
shaven rats at 18EC were shown to be equal that of normal rats at 12EC. The advantages
of using telemetry and continuous monitoring of temperature is discussed with regard to
the results of this experiment.

Introduction    Hair plays an important role in many mammalian species by providing
insulation to conserve body heat in cold environments. Below the zone of thermal
neutrality, a mammal must expend energy to maintain normal body temperatures. The
amount expended is dependent upon the animal’s ability to minimize loss of metabolic
heat to the environment. While man’s understanding of the thermal properties of hair no
doubt dates from its early incorporation into the human wardrobe, there have been
relatively few quantitative studies on the effectiveness of hair as insulation. Comparative
studies on the degree of insulation amongst mammals reveals an increase in species that
live farthest from the equator (Scholander13). Barnett1 concluded that hair serves an
insignificant role in small mammals in cold environments, however, his use of excised
mouse skin and hair for his study raises the question of relevance of his findings to live
animals.- Hildwein and Champigny7 compared metabolism and water evaporation in
normal and genetically hairless rats at various ambient temperatures, and Hosek and
Chlumecky8 did likewise with normal and hairless mice. Both noted significantly
increased metabolic rates in hairless individuals, but use of genetically aberrant strains
may have introduced other thermoregulatory factors besides hair into their results. The



present paper reports on an experiment in which rats, telemetered for body temperature,
were shaven of all hair while maintained in a cold environment.

The application of telemetry techniques to studies in thermoregulation permits
acquisition of important data on the behavior of temperature throughout an entire
experiment. Reliable long-term temperature data can only be derived with methods
affording minimal interference to the physiology and behavior of experimental animals.
Conventional measurement of body temperature has been shown by Miles12 to greatly
affect normal temperature rhythms and can result in the recording of abnormal values.
The effectiveness of long-term temperature telemetering has been demonstrated by
Essler and Folk4, Folk 5, Davis3 and others with both laboratory and wild animals. In
view of recent developments in implant biotelemetry (Ko and Neuman11) and its
increasing availability from both commercial and noncommercial sources, the
incorporation of telemetry as a standard physiological tool should become a reality in the
near future.

Materials and Methods    A temperature telemeter comprising the K-6 and M-3
modules developed in the Microelectronics Laboratory for Biomedical Sciences at Case
Western Reserve University was successfully implanted in two male, Zivic-Miller white
rats, weighing 380 g and 474 g respectively. The K-6 transmitter is a high sensitivity,
single channel hybrid integrated circuit FM transmitter. For temperature sensing
applications it is driven by the M-3 module, an ultra-low duty cycle free running
multivibrator whose off -time or pulse rate is determined by ambient temperature. The
combined K-6, M-3 telemeter, while of small physical dimension, is capable of
providing reliable long-term temperature data over distances up to 25 feet. The
transmitter is powered by two mercury cells and is equipped with a magnetic switch for
turning the unit on and off. The telemeter was encapsulated in a heat sealed glass
envelope, which is currently being developed in  The Center for Study of Materials at
Case Western Reserve University (Figure 1). Prior to implantation in the peritoneal
cavity of each rat (Figure 2), the telemeter was calibrated in a water bath using a mercury
thermometer capable of 0. 050C resolution.

The telemetered signal was received on a Heath GR-98 receiver. Due to the narrow
bandwidth of this receiver and slight drifts in carrier frequency as a result of changes in
body temperature, difficulties in tracking the carrier frequency were avoided by
intentionally detuning the receiver and relying on reception of any part of the wide band
RF spectrum generated by the telemeter in its pulsed operation. Since such signals are
inherently weaker than those immediately in the region of the carrier frequency, a high
gain amplifier was incorporated for attenuation. The signal was then fed into a
monostable multivibrator which converted the short transmitted pulses into wider fixed
duration pulses. These, in turn, were integrated to give a DC output characteristic of 



body temperature. Temperature records were numerically evaluated at ten minute
intervals and daily averages calculated from these values.

Following a one week recovery period after implan ation, each rat was placed in an
environmental temperature of 18EC ± 1EC. Continuous deep body temperatures, daily
body weight and food intake were recorded for five days, after which each rat was
shaved of all body hair. These measurements were continued for the next six days.

Results and Discussion    Data from this experiment is summarized in Table 1. Results
show that in both cases mean daily body temperature was lower following shaving, but
only in the second case, the 474 g rat, was it significantly lower. Body weight, which
was increasing prior to shaving, declined after shaving, but to a greater extent in the
smaller than in the larger rat. Likewise, food intake increased in both animals following
shaving, but not as much with the larger as with the smaller animal.

Although no direct measurements of metabolism were made during the experiment, it is
possible to calculate from the available data the approximate effects shaving had on this
parameters. Based upon a caloric food value of 1.6 kcal per gram (Purina Laboratory
Chow), mean daily intake before shaving was equal to 49.9 + 3.5 kcal/day and 48.2 + 5.9
kcal /day for the 380 g and 474 g rat respectively. Following shaving these values
increased to 62.5 + 6.4 kcal/day and 59.5 + 5.8 kcal/day respectively. This represents an
increase of 25.2% in the 380 g rat and 23.4% in the 474g rat. These percentages remain
approximately the same whether the values are determined according to kg3/4 body
weight (Kleiber10), kg2/3 body weight (Benedict2, Kleiber9), or m2 body surface
(Herrington6). Since there was no apparent change in the dry weight ratio of food intake
to feces produced before and after shaving, it can be assumed that efficiency of food
utilization remained the same, and that the above percentages can be taken to represent a
major part of increased metabolic demand incurred in the absence of hair. These values
are lower than those cited by Hildwein and Charnpigny7, who shows a 38.6% higher
metabolic rate (BMR) in Genetically hairless rats over normal rats, and Hosek and
Chlumecky8, who show a 50% higher O2 consumption in hairless than in normal mice.
Part of this difference may relate to the utilization of stored energy, as evidenced by the
weight loss observed in each animal which was not included in the above calculations. If
it can be assumed that the majority of this loss was due to metabolism of fat, then, at 9.3
kcal per gram fat, this would represent an additional metabolic increase of 13.0 kcal for
the 380 g rat and 4.6 kcal for the 474 g rat following hair removal. Added to the values
for ingested food this equals an overall metabolic increase of 51.1% for the former and
32.9% for the latter. Although these figures come closerto those reported inthe literature,
they must be considered high since utilization efficiency of the ingested food and exact
nature of the weight loss are not known.



Herrington6 measured metabolic rates of rats at various temperatures above and below
the thermal neutral zone. For temperatures below this zone he gives the following
formula:

kcal/m2/day = 1879 -43.2 T, where T = temperature (EC).

At 18EC this calculates to 1101 kcal/m2/day. Increasing this value by the percentages
noted for food intake only and solving for T, it is found shaving had an equivalent effect
to placing the 380 g rat in an amibient temperature of 11.6EC and the 474 g rat at
12.0EC.

It is apparent from the above data that each animal behaved in a somewhat different way
to cold exposure. Following shaving the 380 g rat showed no significant lowering of
mean deep body temperature. Having lost an important insulating mechanism when
shaven, this rat drew heavily upon stored food reserves and greatly increased its food
intake. The 474 g rat, in comparison, drew considerably less upon stored reserves and
increased food intake to a much lesser extent by tolerating a significant drop in its mean
daily deep body temperature. This latter response is certainly the most interesting of the
two, for it illustrates the advantage of a lowered body temperature at times of high
metabolic demand. Hibernation, torpor and other forms of hypothermia clearly show this
advantage, but in a much more pronounced way. Whether this drop of 0.2EC denotes a
savings of 1.8% (food intake alone), 18.2% (food intake and weight loss) or some value
in between when compared with the response of the other animal, it can, nonetheless,
represent a sizable advantage to an animal at times when it can ill afford the metabolic
expense.

The use of telemetry in determining the mean daily temperatures of the animals in this
study illustrates the advantage of continuous temperature monitoring. A single daily
measurement made in the conventional, and often traumatic, way would have revealed
little about the thermoregulatory behavior of either rat. Such a measurement would have
represented only one small part of a time changing variable whose day-to-day behavior is
not always predictable (Davis 3). Continuous monitoring, on the other hand, showed the
exact nature of the thermoregulatory response in each rat and revealed a difference which
might otherwise have passed unnoticed.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF DATA

380 g rat 474 g rat

Mean Deep Body Temperatures (EC)   

preshave
postshave
Significance level

37.1E ± .09
37.0E ± .10
p > 10%

37.1E ± .12
36.9E ± .10
p > 2%

Mean Daily Body Weight Changes
                (grams/day)                     

preshave
postshave

+ 4.5
- 1.4

+ 4.0
- 0.5

Mean Daily Body Weight Changes
        (% total body weight)             

preshave
postshave

+ 1.2
- 0.4

+ 0.8
- 0.1

Mean Daily Food Intake (grams/day)

preshave
postshave

31.2 ± 2.5
39.1 ± 4.0

30.1 ± 3.7
37.2 ± 3.6

Mean Daily Food Intake
   (% total body weighs   

preshave
postshave

  8.2
10.3

6.0
7.4



Fig. 1 - Glass capsule containing K-6, M-3 temperature telemeter. A powdered
desiccant was included in the capsule to absorb residual moisture.

Fig. 2 - Glass capsule after 3 months implantation. Notice the absence
of connective tissue formation
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STUDIES OF LIFE BEFORE BIRTH*

R. STUART MACKAY
Department of Surgery

Boston University Medical School

Summary    By surgical procedures, small physiological monitoring transmitters are
placed within the body of fetal animals within the uterus of the mother. After a brief
recovery period, various parameters are followed before, during, and after birth, the little
animals being born with functioning transmitters already in place. The purpose of such
studies is to determine normal values of various cardiovascular parameters in relatively
undisturbed subjects and also to follow surgically-produced anatomical and
physiological defects which mimic congenital embryologic abnormalities with the goal
of learning to cope with these through fetal surgery. Transmission of fetal
vectorcardiograms and intrauterine pressure will be described.

Telemetry in the biomedical sense allows one to study animal or human subjects with
minimum disturbance to the normal patterns of activity, and also allows exploration of
otherwise unobservable parts of the body. The tracking of freely moving animals is a
familiar example where the procedures provide a clear advantage. Either in the
laboratory or in a field situation, biological information can be superimposed on the
radio signal by suitable modulation for physiological studies. A valid application of
these methods is to the study of the fetus before and during birth by the use of
transmitters that are surgically implanted, after which a rapid recovery by mother and
offspring allows a relatively unaltered maturation and birth.1 The present paper will
describe the preparation of a multichannel voltage transmitter for implant applications,
and its use in fetal studies. This work is being carried on with Benjamin Jackson, aided
by George Piasecki and Marc Abel.

For the simultaneous transmission of several physiological variables, we often prefer to
use a group of standard single channel transmitters functioning on different wavelengths,
but for the transmission of the three voltages that describe the spatial vectorcardiogram
of a fetus, we prefer to use a single multichannel transmitter powered by a single battery
and radiating the signal from a single loop antenna. The circuit is given in Fig. 1, where
it is seen that a subcarrier system is employed rather than using time-division
multiplexing. In this transmitter a single channel of straight FM is employed in
conjunction with two subcarrier channels. The voltage controlled oscillators are astable



multivibrators rather than being sine wave oscillators. This has not caused problems with
the number of channels indicated, though the center channel has its waveform made
more symmetrical with the extra transistor so that excess second harmonic will not be
produced to fall within the band of the upper channel. The three signals are added to
frequency modulate the radio frequency oscillator shown at the right. The small square
coil of the tuned circuit serves as the transmitting antenna.

Using standard small commercial components soldered together by hand, this circuit is
approximately half the size of a human little finger. A convenient source of power is a
#400 mercury cell battery which delivers a relatively constant voltage over its life. Since
all presently known plastics apparently are somewhat permeable to body fluids.2 the
transmitter is coated with wax before use. To minimize disturbance to the wax and also
reduce the possibility of tissue irritation, it is then coated with a medical grade of
silicone rubber (Silastic #382, formerly RTV 502, with catalyst M which is stannous
octoate). Though sterilization by soaking in Zephiran is relatively effective, for
maximum security we use gas sterilization in ethylene oxide followed by a period for
outgassing. The leads and electrodes are of stainless steel, the lead wires being coated
with Teflon.

A number of receiving antennas prove effective. A small tuned loop is useful, as is a
single strand loop with a circumference of 1.5 wavelengths. If the animal is to be in a
metal cage, it is sufficient to insulate the metal shelf upon which she stands from the rest
of the cage, and use the shelf and cage as the two input connections to the receiver; an
impedance near 50 ohms will often be found. A random length of wire draped in the
vicinity of the animal will usually serve as a sufficient and convenient receiving antenna.

The received signal is detected by a standard entertainment receiver (KLH stereo). By
choosing a frequency of approximately 100 MHz an inexpensive FM receiver can be
employed, and this is also an appropriate frequency range from other considerations.2

The signal is taken directly across the discriminator, thus giving an unrestricted low
frequency response (with respect to receiver characteristics) in all channels.

The detected signal is separated into three parts by filters, as is seen in the lower part of
Fig. 1. We designed fourth order Butterworth filters for this purpose, in preference to
Tchebyscheff filters. If the three telemetered signals are to be compared by forming
loops of one plotted against another, then the time delay through each overall channel
must be the same. To assure this, the otherwise superfluous extra filter is placed in the
bottom receiver channel.

The transmitter is put in place by a surgical procedure involving an incision to expose
the pregnant uterus, followed by an incision through the layers to the fetus. If the margin
of this last incision is kept pulled upward, then the loss of amniotic fluid is minimal. In



Fig. 2 this can be seen while the transmitter and leads are being slid into an incision
through the fur of a fetal dog (beagle). 4fter closure of the fetal incision, a separate FM
pressure transmitter2 operating on a different frequency can be dropped into the amnion
before closure of the maternal incisions. These procedures need not interfere with the
ability of the mother to again become pregnant.

Signals such as these can be recorded and displayed in a number of ways. If the voltage
representing the momentary state of the heart is considered as a dipole, then the motion
of this dipole in space as the cycle of a heart beat progresses can be considered as a loop
having projections on three perpendicular planes. These loops can be displayed on an
oscilloscope by combining pairs of the three independently transmitted electrode signals.
By using rapid switching in the oscilloscope, it is possible to simultaneously display all
three loops for a single beat of the heart, thus allowing one to follow beat-to-beat
changes. Such a display is shown in Fig. 3 for a fetal lamb three days before birth.

In Fig. 3 the individual loops are interrupted at a rate of 1000 per second, so that the
relative rate of progression in different parts of the cycle can be inferred. By modulation
of the oscilloscope intensity input, each dot is also formed into an arrow with the point
facing in the direction in which the loop is traced out. This last can be extremely
important in some cases to prevent confusion. If only heart rate is required, then it is
convenient to record any one channel on a penwriter to give a familiar
electrocardiogram.

We have worked with a number of sheep and dogs. Though the latter are smaller, they
seem less subject to disturbance by such procedures. Readings generally stabilize after a
day, and the mothers appear unaware of the monitoring process; other observations are
made over closed circuit television to minimize disturbance by the presence of the
investigator. We see sudden changes in fetal heart rate associated with unexpected
disturbances sensed by the mother. There can be relatively rapid amplitude changes
about the time of birth and slower axis changes after birth. These last are consistent with
a picture in which the right ventricle of the fetal heart is functioning about as vigorously
as the left. Restricting flow in a major vessel is seen to produce axis changes.

The potentials associated with the beating of the heart of the fetus are seen, not those of
the mother. It is known that the surface of a fetus is not a conductor through which
electrical potentials can spread uniformly to the abdomen of the mother, but rather that
all currents flow from a few spots. J Thus there is not a good expectation for being able
to obtain a fetal vectorcardiogram by any system external to the mother. Telemetry not
only provides relatively normal indications of the parameters being studied, but here
yields signals that would be otherwise difficult to obtain at all. The same applies to other
parameters such as pressure, flow, and blood gases whose telemetry we are presently
considering.



These matters have been discussed in a recent book2 along with the generalities of
equipment and procedures, and the interested reader is referred there for further details
and references.
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Fig. 1. Three channel voltage transmitting system with similar time
delays through each channel.



Fig. 2. Transmitter being slid under skin of a dog fetus, the four electrodes
having already been attached in suitable positions. The uterus has been
raised through an incision in the maternal abdomen before exposing the
fetus by another incision.



Fig. 3. Display of the three vector loops from a single beat of the heart of a
lamb in utero. The mother was eating hay at the time. Sensitivity is 0.02
mv/major division.

The corresponding electrode positions and deflection directions are
indicated below.
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SUMMARY    The system under development can monitor intragastric physiological
changes over time periods exceeding fourteen days. Prior to this development, long term
intragastric measurements were impossible in freely mobile subjects.

The electronic instrumentation includes a tethered sensor capsule, automatic titration
unit, telemetry system, and data display. The system requires minimal maintenance
during the prolonged monitoring period. The sensor capsule utilizes a pH sensitive glass
electrode with wet reference, a thermistor, a solid state pressure sensitive transducer, and
impedance matching electronics which develop the physically related electrical signals.
Signal acquisition is via tether hardline to the multichannel telemetry unit and
subsequent RF transmission to a central data receiving system for display and storage.
Automatic titration functions, a myograph to record voluntary muscle movement, and the
measurement of skin resistance as an indicator of stress, may also be included in the
telemetry data. Capsule system tests in vitro indicate these accuracies: ± 0.2 pH units
over a range of 1 to 10 pH; ± 0.2EC over a temperature range of 25EC to 45EC; and
± 10% over a pressure range of 0 to 15 inches of water. Life tests of the capsule in vitro
show useful life times of the order of 30 days. Preliminary human in vivo experiments
have confirmed the capsule sensitivity and stability.

INTRODUCTION    Monitoring of intragastric pressure and pH has been accomplished
previously with the use of radio capsules in the stomach (1-12). In all these systems
either the pH or the pressure, with temperature added in a few cases, was measured.
None of these capsules was capable of monitoring pH and pressure simultaneously.
Furthermore, in all of these systems the usefulness of the units for long term monitoring
of ambulatory subjects was limited by at least one critical parameter such as transmission



range, lifetime stability, or accuracy. Our approach utilizes many of the advances made
by Maycock and Jones (13), and incorporates additional improvements. The result is a
multifunction capsule and supporting signal processing electronics system, which is
ideally suited for our long term studies.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION    The system currently being evaluated is shown in
Figure 1. The unique part of the system, the sensor capsule, contains a thermistor,
pressure transducer and a pair of pH electrodes with associated preamplifier,
encapsulated in materials with extremely low moisture absorption. Tethering the capsule
allows long term monitoring and the use of an external power source and transmitter.
The resulting lifetime and transmission range is limited only by the practical size of the
external equipment. Signals representing pH, pressure, and temperature are transmitted
via tether wires to the modulation unit where they are sampled and encoded along with
input signals from the other sensors. The received pulse train is amplified and
demodulated by the receiver; then the data is decoded and displayed. At this point
instantaneous values of pH, pressure and temperature are displayed on readout units and
if desired, recorded on magnetic tape or stripchart for permanent storage. Provisions
have been made for activating an automatic titration unit from the signal conditioning
unit at selected intervals. The activation time and the pump running time are included in
the transmitted data.

Sensor Capsule    The sensor capsule, shown in Figure 2, is capable of measuring pH in
the range from pH 1 to pH 10 within an accuracy of ± 0.2 pH units, pressure from 0 to 15
inches of water within an accuracy of ± 10% and temperature from 25EC to 50EC within
an accuracy of + 0.2EC. The internal construction of the capsule consists of two
submodules  encapsulated with polyethylene, beeswax and silicone rubber. The pH
submodule is designed to provide a substantial barrier to moisture infiltration. The key to
long life lies in the ability to maintain the integrity of all critical moisture seals. The
pressure submodule includes a temperature transducer for pressure signal compensation.
This submodule is also vented through the tether to provide improved performance and
allow for in vivo calibration. The tether is a combined set of polyethylene and silastic
tubes. The tubes contain the-power and signal wires, provide for flushing food particles
and mucus from the pH electrode, provide-renting for the pressure transducer and
provide a conduit for pumping alkaline solution into the stomach.

Data Acquisition System (DAS)    The design goals for the DAS include portability,
long life with minlIMUM maintenance, data continuity under reasonable ambulatory
conditions and resolution compatible with the sensor system. Our early DAS included a
two channel telemetry system using pulse rate and pulse width to carry the pH and
pressure data respectively.



The expansion of the data requirements to include temperature, titration pump on-off
status, movement and stress sensors, dictated a change to a multichannel system with
capacity for expansion. Designs for an expanded channel capacity using either standard
components or readily available integrated circuits have formerly been too costly in both
power consumption and size. The key to the feasibility of a new design providing eight
multiplexed digital data channels was the introduction of the new low power, high
density COSIMOS series of integrated circuits by the RCA Corporation.

The current system uses a digital encoded pulse train to phase modulate the RF carrier. A
block diagram of the instrumentation system is shown in Figure 3. The eight data input
lines from the signal conditioner are selected by the multiplexer and presented to the
analog to digital converter for digitizing. The digital signal then drives the phase
encoder. The output of the phase encoder modulates the RF carrier as a function of the
binary state of the date stream. The eight data channels are sampled at a one per second
rate with an additional two slots reserved for word synchronization. The resulting frame
rate is one per 10 seconds. The word is composed of 10 bits with two reserved for
synchronization, one for parity and the remaining seven for data. All of the transmitter
digital functions and logic control for deriving bit, word and frame rates, channel
selection., analog to digital conversion and parallel to serial conversion, are implemented
with the COS/MOS integrated circuits (IC). Total IC package count of 20 for the
transmitter is comparable to that of about 25 for a system using the low power TTL
integrated circuits. The power consumption, however, has been most significantly
reduced to about 100 milliwatts as compared with nearly a watt for the best design using
other techniques.

The heart of the demodulation portion of the DAS is the high frequency phase-lock loop
and associated logic. An output from the loop provides the master clock drive and the
pulse to pulse phase relationship. From these signals we derive the binary coded data and
the drive for a low frequency bit synchronization loop. Subsequent processing of the data
through the digital to analog converter and demultiplexer is of a routine nature.

The data from the output of the demultiplexer is presented in real time on a multichannel
stripchart recorder or recorded on magnetic tape. Pressure, temperature, and pH are also
shown on readout indicators with a one minute up-date display cycle.

Automatic Titration Unit    The present operational philosophy for the automatic
titration unit dictates that the alkaline supply pump be activated at periodic intervals, for
example every two hours,. The pump will be deactivated by a signal from the pH signal
conditioner when a predetermined pH level is reached in the capsule area. A closed loop
electronic flow control provides sufficient regulation of the flow rate to allow the
running time of the pump to be used to determine the quantity of alkaline solution 



infused. The parameters recorded during the automatic titration will permit the
mathematical derivation of volumetric gastric acid data.

RESULTS    Significant bioengineering advances have been made in this program.
These include: extending capsule lifetime, in vivo calibration and completion of several
in vivo experiments with both the hardwire and telemetry data acquisition system.

Capsule Lifetime    The most significant achievement was the selection of encapsulants
and the development of fabrication techniques which provide an extended operational
capability. The test procedure was a continuous soak of the capsule. The static conditions
were a solution buffered to pH 2 and 2 inches of water pressure. The capsule was
periodically cycled through solutions ranging from pH 2 to pH 10, and pressures varying
from 2 to 6 inches of water. Temperatures were varied over the design range. All
parameters were within the tolerance ranges, except the pressure perturbations caused by
changes in temperature. This problem has subsequently been significantly reduced by
compensating with the output from the thermistor.

In Vivo Calibration    Techniques have been developed to calibrate the pressure and pH
transducers in vivo. These procedures provide periodic assurance of the system integrity.

In Vivo Experiments    Nine human experiments have been performed since the
program began. The significant results include a test of the automatic titration unit
shown in Figure 4. The unit was set to cycle on at pH 2 and off at pH 6.5. Figure 5 shows
the gastric pH changes during a four hour test on a normal healthy female subject. A
hardwired DAS was used. This test demonstrated the effects of eating and drinking a
variety of materials on the performance of the sensor capsule. The most serious problem
encountered during these early tests was interference with pH electrode function by food
particles trapped in the protective basket. A mechanical redesign of the capsule has
eliminated this problem. Figure 6 is a segment of in-vivo data acquired with the
combined pressure and pH sensors. The relationship is shown between stomach mixing
and changes in pH near the capsule. It has been observed that a postprandial sample
aspirated from an area only two inches away from the capsule pH electrode, will vary
one pH unit or greater from that indicated by the capsule sensor. At the same timeY
samples taken from the immediate area of the capsule typically have a value not varying
over 0.2 pH units from that measured by the capsule.

In vivo tests using the hardwired DAS have been intentionally limited to four hour
periods for subject considerations. These tests included one meal and minimum subject
ambulation. The ambulation has been increased during the 12 hour tests with the two
channel telemetry system. In this time span three meals were included with some normal
activities, such as reading, walking, etc. Problems of correlating subject movement with



pressure artifact still limit the freedom of the subject. The development of the
multichannel digital telemetry link now provides us with the capability to increase data
accumulated during these tests without requiring visual observation of the subject. This
should allow the subjects substantial increase in freedom and comfort. The completed
system will provide us with the means to accurately monitor under physiological
conditions, gastric secretion and motility, as a function of various types of food, drugs,
activity, diurnal cycle, stress and fatigue, in both normal subjects and also in patients
with various gastric disorders.
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Figure 1. System Block Diagram

Figure 2. Sensor Capsule

Figure 3. Instrumentation Function Block Diagram



Figure 4. Automatic Titration Test Result

Figure 5. Segment of an In Vivo pH Test Result

Figure 6. Segment of an In Vivo pH-Pressure Test Result



MICRO MINIATURE INTRAORAL TELEMETRY SYSTEM
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Summary    Intraoral telemetry is often-the only method of evaluating dental problems
involving environmentally dependent relationships between occlusion, jaw movements,
and the neuromuscular system, and between pH, Eh and bacterial ecology. To study
these dental problems a small transmitter (the size of a molar tooth crown) with low
power requirements and capable of monitoring eight physiologic parameters has been
developed. Such transmitters are now being used to evaluate the design of dental bridges
and related neuromuscular dysfunction.

Introduction    The problems of intraoral telemetry are similar to those found in other
types of biotelemetry; however, the requirements for studying occlusal forces and jaw
movements pushed the design and size of an economically feasible transmitter to the
limits of possibility for hybrid circuit fabrication. Until recently intraoral research has
been constrained by single channel systems operating continuously for the life of the
battery or in response to closure of a make-and-break circuit with tooth contact.
However, the transmitter to be described here provides eight channels of information, is
of acceptable size, can be magnetically switched on and off for intraoral monitoring of
occlusal forces, jaw movements, and pH and Eh measurements.

The transmitter is of an eight channel multiplex PAM/FM time sharing design that
samples eight force sensors mounted within the occlusal surface of a simulated molar
tooth which houses the entire transmitter. The system operates in the 10OMHZ range,
and particular attention has been given to maximizing the RF transmitting range using a
loaded dipole instead of the usual coil antenna.

Transmitter    The system is composed of three main elements: The wip tail ring circuit,
analog switch and RF module. The wip tail ring circuit is used as a commutator to
operate a series of FET switches. There is one switch for each sensor and one additional
switch for a sync pulse. These FET switches are operated sequentially by the wip tail
ring circuit to form a nine pulse commutated signal. The solid state strain sensors have



an output of twenty millivolts maximum, this is amplified by five and the resulting signal
is applied to the RF module.

System operation can be most easily understood by reference to the transmitter block
diagram as shown in figure 1 and circuit diagram figure 2 The moment power is supplied
a large positive pulse from the self-start circuit is applied to the first transistor base
triggering the first transistor into conduction, operating the first analog switch. With no
further positive bias on the base the transistor turns off. In doing so the trailing edge of
the switching pulse becomes positive; it is this positive portion of the pulse which turns
on the next transistor and each transistor in sequence until the pulse returns to its starting
position. Since the self-start circuit is inoperative except at the pulse initiation and a
diode effectively isolates the self-start circuit impedance, the wip tail ring circuit
continues to operate in the normal manner.

The amplitude of the commutated signal from the analog switch is two hundred
millivolts. This voltage is due to the transmitter size configuration which precludes the
use of trimming bridge circuits and the need to eliminate as many components as
possible. However, the DC amplifier is biased so that it only amplifies the mid section of
the commutated waveform. The sensor signal output from the amplifier now has a 50 per
cent change in magnitude (100 MV) compared with a 10 per cent change (20 MV) in the
original commutated signal.

The RF module of the transmitter has required special attention due to the difficulties of
transmitting a usable signal from inside the mouth. Besides the usual tissue attenuation
and movement problems, the transmitter is located within the usual extensive gold
framework which is a part of dental bridges. Using a simple tuned coil as the antenna,
proved to be unsatisfactory since opening and closing of the mouth detuned the RF
oscillator. Therefore, a totally shielded and encapsulated thin film package was designed
(see figure 2) using a colpitts oscillator operating at 120 MHZ connected to a low output
impedance emitter follower.

Antenna    Attempts to transmit information from the mouth using a magnetic loop
antenna, failed to radiate enough signal to receive data on a continuous basis. An
analysis of the antenna problem involved consideration of the practical size limitation of
both the transmitter module and the antenna. Due to body attenuation the upper limit of
transmitter frequency of 120 MHZ was decided upon. At this frequency the wavelength
is approximately 10 feet. Since the length of the transmitter antenna must be only a small
fraction of this wavelength, the transmission range is minimal.

The relative radiation levels from a small (infinitesimal) electric dipole were computed.
At short ranges, up to 2.5 feet (one quarter wavelength), the radial electric field is close
to the level of the tangential electric and magnetic fields. Further analysis indicated that



for a loop antenna to be equivalent to a 4 inch electric dipole, the loop would have to
have a diameter of 7 inches and would have a self-resonant frequency lower than 100
MHZ. Direct comparison between a half-inch tuned 100 MHZ coil and a four inch
electric dipole showed that the dipole signal would have 80 times the field strength and 9
times the range of a magnetic loop.

The maximum length of the antenna that could be used intraorally was found to be
4 inches. With the transmitter module having a low output impedance, the radiation was
improved by loading the antenna. Figure 3 shows the results of loading the antenna both
in free space condition and in the intraoral. position. The gain in field strength was
23.5 db in free space. In the intraoral case, the 4 inch antenna wire was suspended inside
a 0.20 inch diameter plastic tube. Placing the transmitter and antenna inside a subject’s
mouth, the capacity increased to 3.5 PF as indicated by a decrease in the optimum
loading inductance. The added capacity is lossy which is indicated by the increased
bandwidth. The radiation path is also lossy as indicated by the 18 db decrease in
optimum field strength. The gain in field strength intraorally using a 0.72 microhenery
loading inductor was 27db.

Demodulator    The telemetry system uses FM/PAM modulation. Full pulse amplitude
(Sync Pulse) nets 0.25 MHZ of FM deviation. The eight data bits are 0.3 to o.45 of the
sync pulse. The PAM rate is approximately 300 HZ and the pulse duty cycle is
approximately 0.4 milliseconds.

The receiver is a conventional FM superhet with a single cascade RF stage, a three stage
IF with the last two stages being limiters and containing two DC coupled common
emitter transistors, discriminator, AFC amplifier, video amplifer and a +8 volt regulator.

A block diagram of the data decoder system is shown in Figure 1. The sync pulse is
extracted from the signal by the sync separator and the sync pulse is used to reset the
counter and sync remover. The clock pulses are generated by the clock separator and are
used to drive the keyed clamp with the clock pulse corresponding to the sync pulse being
removed by the snyc remover. This string of eight-clock pulses is delayed by the delay
multivibrator and used to drive the counter and sample gate matrix.

The signal is buffered by an emitter follower, clamped by the clock pulses, and buffered
by another emitter follower to supply the clamped PAM signal to the boxcar detectors.
The counter, comprised of flip flops A, B, and C (figure 1), counts or divides down the
clock pulse and is reset to zero with the buffered sync pulses. The counter output and the
clock pulses are used in the sample gate matrix to generate eight sample pulses to
coincide with the data pulses. The data pulses are sampled by the boxcar detector and
amplified by the DC duplifier. The DC amplifier and the boxcar are biased to +2.5 volts
and the DC amplifier output is ±2.5 volts.



The timing waveforms are shown in figure 4. The uppermost waveform is the signal
from the receiver showing the full amplitude sync pulses and the eight-data pulses in the
clock pulses waveform D, the sync pulse has been removed. Waveforms A, B. and C, are
the outputs of the counter flip flops, and lower waveform is the sample gate number two.

The transmitter as mounted in a model of a subject’s mouth is shown in figure 5. The
eight solid state strain sensors are buried in the occulusal surface in a predetermined
configuration to ensure that the eight sensor outputs can be resolved into position and
force data. Four NS212 16 M/AMP hour batteries are enclosed in a metal case with a
screw cap (figure 6).

Conclusion    The multichannel transmitter which has been described represents an
optional compromise between an ideal transmitter and a practical, economically feasible
transmitter for intraoral telemetry. It may be used for other biotelemetry applications
requiring small size and multichannel data RF transmission.

System Specifications

Frequency Range 110 to 130 MHZ
Modulation FM
Number of Channels Nine (eight Data Channels)
Frequency Response 36 HZ
Sample rate 0.4 milliseconds/channel
Power supply 6 V DC 4 M3212 batteries
Battery Drain 3.5 M/AMPS
Operating life 60 minutes
Continuous operation
Size (transmitter System only) 0.5" x 0.35" x 0.2"

The Project was supported by UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH GRANT 
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FIGURE 5.  TELEMETRY TRANSMITTER. FITTED ON MODEL

FIGURE 6.  TELEMETRY TRANSMITTER



L- AND S-BAND ANTENNA CALIBRATION USING
CASS. A OR CYG. A
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Summary    This paper describes a stellar calibration technique, using the absolute flux
density from Cassiopeia A or Cygnus A, to determine effective antenna gain, or system
noise temperature, at the IRIG L- and S-band frequencies. Paraboloidal dish antennas,
ranging from 20 feet to 85 feet in diameter, can be calibrated using a total-power
conventional RF receiver. Previous investigators utilized a Dicke radiometer to perform
the same function.

It is recommended that the Cass. A and Cyg. A flux densities, known within several
tenths of a decibel, be utilized to calibrate IRIG antennas located on the North American
Continent. It is demonstrated that Cass. A and Cyg. A provide sufficient signal power to
calibrate a 20-foot diameter dish antenna; dish antennas up to 85-feet in diameter may be
calibrated without applying a beam correction factor. Precision values of absolute flux
density for Cass. A and Cyg. A are given for the 1700-1710 MHz space research, and
IRIG 1435-1540 MHz and 2200-2300 MHz bands. An accurate radio sky map is also
provided that may be scaled in frequency for the various bands.

Introduction    It is desirable to establish acceptable methods for accurately measuring
the system noise temperature and antenna gain of paraboloidal antennas, ranging from
20 feet to 85 feet in diameter, at the IRIG L-Band (1435-1540 MHz) and S-Band (2200-
2300 MHz) telemetry frequencies. This paper discusses the possibility of utilizing the
absolute flux density, from the radio stars Cassiopeia A and Cygnus A, to provide
determinations of these important system parameters from measurements with a
conventional RF receiver.

Kreutel,1 et al. employed a Dicke radiometer, and the nonthermal radio stars, to make
gain and noise temperature determinations in the 4 GHz and 6 GHz frequency ranges.
Findlay,2 etal. employed a similar radiometer when making a transit flux-density
measurement of Cass. A, at 1440 MHz, with a standard-gain pyramidal horn antenna at
the National Radio Astronomy Observatory. A Dicke radiometer was also employed by
the Air Force Western Test Range (AFWTR) in calibrating the Pillar Point 80-ft 



diameter parabolic dish antenna, at 2250 MHz, using Cass. A (private communication
from J. Keller, AFWTR).

A separate paper entitled, “VHF/UHF Antenna Calibration Using Radio Stars,” describes
work performed in NASA3 to develop a method of measuring antenna gain and system
noise temperature, at 136 MHz and 400 MHz, in the space tracking and data acquisition
network (STADAN). The subject paper investigates use of the same technique at the
IRIG L- and S-Band frequencies and quotes precision values of absolute flux density, for
Cass.A and Cyg. A, that can be used for making accurate antenna gain and noise
temperature determinations at these frequencies.

Hedeman4 references system noise temperature, at the IRIG L- and S-Band frequencies,
to a predicted solar flux density. On the other hand, the stellar flux densities for Cass. A
and Cyg. A are known.

Antenna Gain Measurement    Findlay,2 et al. constructed a standard-gain pyramidal
horn antenna to make an absolute flux density measurement of Cass. A at 1440 MHz.
This horn antenna had an effective antenna area of 9.447 square-meters (m2), at 1440
MHz, that was accurately determined from the physical dimensions of the horn. Since
the effective antenna area A was known, the absolute flux density F could be determined
from the relationship

(1)

where, )T = Tstar = effective noise temperature of radio star referred to antenna
receiving terminals, EK

    k = Boltzmann’s constant = 1.38 x 10-23 joule/EK
and,

(1a)

)T in (1) was measured with a calibrated Dicke radiometer. Furthermore, (1) is valid
only for a point source radio star, radiating randomly polarized noise, which is observed
with a linear or circularly polarized antenna.

Substituting (la) in (1) and solving for effective antenna gain gives

(2)



A block diagram of the Dicke radiometer and thermal calibration noise source, used in
Findlay’s observation, is shown in Figure 1; the resulting transit-crossing observation of
Cass. A is shown in Figure 2. Therefore, since the absolute flux density F and effective
noise temperature Tstar are known, the effective antenna gain G can then be determined
from (2) for an unknown antenna.

The ability to resolve a given effective noise temperature change, Tstar , essentially
determines the minimum gain that can be calibrated using (2). For example, Findlay used
an effective area of about 10 m2 to insure that sufficient signal power would be available
from Cass. A at 1440 MHz. This effective antenna area resulted in a value of Tstar • 10EK 
that could readily be resolved with the Dicke radiometer which had a temperature error
of only ±0.3EK for a single observation.

An effective antenna area of 10 m2 results from a horn with a geometrical aperture of
about 21 m2 that corresponds to an aperture roughly equivalent to a paraboloidal dish
antenna 17 feet in diameter. However, Findlay’s standard-gain antenna employed a
sensitive radiometer to measure Tstar , but it is desirable to calibrate the IRIG antennas
using a conventional RF receiver since the radiometer approach is more complicated.

Kraus5 states that the “total power” receiver configuration, shown in Figure 3, can
resolve a noise temperature change equal to

where Tsys = overall system noise temperature, EK
RC = post detection RC integrator time constant, sec. 
)f  = receiver predetection noise bandwidth, Hz.

For the Figure 3 receiving system, Tsys • 400EK, RC = 0.33 sec., and )f = 105 Hz (100
KHz). Substituting these parameters in the above equation gives a value

Consequently, the conventional RF receiver, shown in Figure 3, has sufficient sensitivity
to resolve the 10EK antenna temperature rise observed by Findlay for Cass. A. Therefore,
it is concluded that the Figure 3 system can be used to determine effective antenna gain
from (2) if a suitable means is available for calibrating the noise temperature rise, Tstar ,
due to the radio star. A square-law detector performs this function.

The square-law detector can be made self calibrating, by normalizing Tstar to Tsys, when a
detector output voltage ratio, proportional to these quantities, is measured. A unique



property of the square-law detector is that the output dc voltage is a linear function of the
input IF signal power; calibration is not necessary since the incremental detector voltage
change, )VDC , proportional to Tstar, is well within the 10 db linear dynamic range.

The voltage measurement, VDC, is made with the antenna main lobe pointing close to the
radio star towards a position in the sky that has the same galactic temperature as the
radio star background sky. Such a position results by shifting the main lobe parallel to
constant contour lines (see Figure 3); the radio star is located in a main lobe first null\,
This angular shift corresponds to an angle approximately equal to one-half the main lobe
beamwidth between the first nulls - sometimes referred to as the Rayleigh resolution
beamwidth. For a 20-foot diameter dish antenna with a half-power beamwidth of 2.40,
the Rayleigh beamwidth is only 3.9E .

The square-law detector/amplifier network provides a convenient means for obtaining
the voltage ratio, [) VDC/VDC] , that in turn is a measure of Tstar . By taking the ratio,
[) VDC/VDC], the receiver detector constantly , RF power gain, GRF Boltzmann’s constant,
k, receiver predetection bandwidth, )f, 25 db to 50 db of dc amplifier gain, GDC,
conveniently cancel from expressions of VDC and )VDC leaving

(3)

where Tsys = overall system noise temperature, EK and,



Equation (3) thus provides an independent means for determining Tstar that is a function
of the overall system noise temperature, Tsys , and the measured voltage ratio, [) VDC /
VDC]. A specific value of Tsys can in turn be determined from a radio sky temperature map
and several easily-measured receiving system parameters including receiver noise
temperature, TR .

Combining (2) and (3) gives an expression for effective antenna gain as

(4)

also, G  = , GR

where, GR = actual antenna gain at antenna terminals.

A direc t observation of the voltage ratio, [) VDC /VDC], is required for (4); therefore
sufficient signal power must be available from the radio star’s flux density to give a
discernible value for ) VDC above the background voltage, VDC. Based on observations
at 136 MHz and 400 MHz, the required minimum discernible voltage change results in
the criterion

(5)

A value of [) VDC /VDC] = 0.08 (8% change) has been observed3 at 136 MHz; a value of 
[) VDC /VDC] is now computed for 1440 MHz to further show that the Figure 3 receiving
system has sufficient sensitivity to determine the effective antenna gain of a 20-foot
diameter dish antenna using Cass. A or Cyg. A. A typical observation of the voltage rise
for Cyg. A at 400 MHz, using an 85-foot diameter dish antenna, is illustrated in Figure 4.
Arbitrarily defining the system parameters at 1440 MHz in (5) as,



The latter result demonstrates that Cass. A has sufficient flux density at 1440 MHz to
determine from (4) the effective antenna gain cvf a 20-foot diameter dish antenna using
the Figure 3 receiver configuration. Cyg. A is also a suitable celestial source for making
the same gain determination since the Cyg. A flux density is only 1.8 db below that for
Cass. A.

Cass. A and Cyg. A are both considered suitable signal sources for calibrating IRIG
antennas located on the North American continent since these celestial sources are
always at 30E, or more, above the local horizon. Allen and Gum6 have suggested a
minimum elevation angle of 30E for accurately viewing celestial sources with least
multipath signal fluctuation.

The celestial coordinate system used in this paper is expressed in right ascension, ", and
declination, *. Right ascension (R.A.) ranges from " = 0 to 24 hours, given in hours and
minutes, and * from 0 ± 90E expressed in degrees and minutes. At the earth’s equator,
* = 0E. Furthermore, the celestial coordinate system is referenced to a 1950.0 epoch
position.

Eqs. (1)-(5) are valid only for a point source radio star radiating a randomly-polarized
flux density observed with a linear or circularly polarized antenna. If the radio star
exhibits a degree of linear polarization, the determinations using (1)-(5) are less accurate;
however Morris7 et al. states that the linear polarizations for Cass. A and Cyg. A are less
than 0.25 percent at 1390 MHz - an insignificant amount. However, the 5 arc minute
angular diameter of Cass. A requires that an antenna beamwidth correction factor be
applied when determining the gain of a parabolic dish antenna greater than 85-feet in



diameter at 2200 MHz. When the angular diameter of the celestial source is equal to or
greater than approximately one-fourth the half power beamwidth of the antenna being
calibrated, KO’s8 beam correction factor is necessary.

However, the atmospheric attenuation correction factor,1 normally applied when
calibrating large antennas in the 4 GHz to 6 GHz range, can be neglected at 2200 MHz
for these determinations.

The values of the parameters that affect the antenna gain in (4) are accurately known, or
can be measured; the least accurate pararneter’is the measured voltage ratio, ) VDC /VDC .
However, measurements taken at 136 MHz show that the voltage ratio repeatability is
better than ±0.7 db (1 F value); greater precision should result at the higher L- and S-
Band frequencies due to a lower background sky temperature and narrower antennta
beams.

Noise Temperature Measurement    After having determined the effective antenna gain
of a given antenna, the overall receiving system noise temperature, Ts, can be
independently computed from the relationship

(6)

where, ) VDC > 0.

Both Cass. A and Cyg. A are suitable signal sources for the L- and S-Band frequencies;
however in using Cyg. A, the broad Cygnus X celestial “hot spot,” located close to Cyg.
A (see Figure 5), should be avoided. Otherwise, an erroneous system noise temperature
will result. The same limitations applicable to (1)-(5) also apply to (6).

Precision Flux Densities and Sky Temperatures    In order to compute effective
antenna gain and system noise temperature at various wavelengths requires that the radio
star flux density, F, and galactic sky temperature, Tsky , be known for various frequencies.
Appropriate relationship for scaling both F and Tsky with frequency are given as follows.

Precision values of flux densities for Cass. A and Cyg. A are given in Table 1 for the
1700-1710 MHz space research, and IRIG 1435-1540 MHz and 2200-2300 MHz bands.
Cass. A has a slow secular decrease of 1.1 percent per year, and a constant spectral
index, ( = 0.77, with frequency. On the other hand, the Cyg. A spectral index varys
slightly with frequency, but the Cyg. A flux density is in time invariant. The flux density
values for the upper two bands were scaled from the lower 1440 MHz band value. The
corresponding celestial coordinates for Cass. A and Cyg. A are given in Table 2.



Stellar flux density may be scaled with frequency from the relationship

(7)

( = spectral index
F0 = radio star flux density at f0 , wm-2 Hz-1

Fx= scaled flux density at fx ,wm2 Hz-1

f0 = reference radio frequency, MHz
fx = scaled radio frequency, MHz

Table 1. Precision Cass. A and Cyg. A Flux Densities
for Space Research and IRIG L- and S-Bands

Table 2. Celestial Coordinates for
Cass. A and Cyg. A

(after Pawsey,10 1955)



The, Cass. A and Cyg. A radio sky regions, measured by Eaton and Kraus 11 at 915 MHz
with a 40-foot diameter parabolic dish antenna, are shown in Figure 5. This radio sky
map may be scaled to other frequencies by using the empirical relationship developed by
Brown and Hazard12

(8)

Ty = galactic sky temperature at fy , EK
fy = reference radio frequency, MHz
fx = scaled radio frequency, MHz
Tx = scaled galactic sky temperature at f x , EK.

Frequency may be scaled over approximately a 3:1 range without introducing a serious
error in the scaled galactic sky temperature; the 915 MHz radio sky temperatures in
Figure 5 can therefore be scaled to include the 2200-2300 MHz band. At 1440 MHz, the
Cass. A and Cyg. A background galactic sky temperatures reduce to approximately 5EK
that is small compared to ground noise temperature and receiver front-end noise
temperature contributions.

Comparison of Stellar and Solar Calibration Methods    Advantages of the stellar
calibration method include:

1. Known stellar flux densities do not require predictions as does solar flux density.
2. Cass. A and Cyg. A are essentially point sources, with angular diameters less than

5 arc minutes, that do not require an antenna beam correction for dishes up to 85
feet in diameter at S-Band.

3. Radio stars have constant celestial positions; whereas the sun’s celestial
coordinates are variant in time.

On the other hand, the solar flux density provides higher “on source” receiver IF signal
power than stellar sources, and the auxiliary square-law detector/amplifier network is not
required for the solar calibration method. However, the stellar calibration method,
described herein, provides an independent determination of effective antenna gain from
absolute flux density, galactic temperature obtained from a radio sky map, and several
easily-measured receiver parameters.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of Dicke radiometer used by Findlay2, et al

Figure 2. Transit Observation of toss. A at 1440 MHz
(after Findlay, Hvatum, and Waltman-1965).



Figure 3. Block diagram, radio star calibration using conventional RF receiver.

Figure 4. Observation of Cyg. A at 400 MHz using 85-ft. dish antenna.



Figure 5. Cassiopeia A and Cygnus A radio Sky Regions at 915 MHz (after Eaton and Kraus, 1959)
 using 40-foot parabolic dish antenna.



EFFECTS OF MULTIPATH ON TELEMETRY DATA TRANSMISSION 

By C. H. CHEN 

豆旦旦旦正﹒ - Spurious a且p1itude and phase modu1ation effects occur in the 
received te1emetry signa1 when both the direct waves and 七he indirect waves 
enter the receiving antenna. In this paper， a simp1e multipath mode1 is 
used which has a sing1e direct wave and a sing1e indirect wave. The in司
direct wave differs from the direct wave by a time de1ay and a constant 
amp1itude. With such a simp1e mode工， the effects of mu1tipath on te1emetry 
data transmission can be fu11y examined because of the mathematica1 sim-
p1ici七y. First an FM sys七em operating above the thresho1d is considered. 
The intermodulation distortion and the degradation in the data signa1-to
noise ratio due to multipath are both examined. Next we consider two 
digita1 systems， namely the noncoherent FSK and the PCM/FM with the dis
criminator detection. Both systems uti1ize a sp1it-phase baseband signa1. 
And the error rates depend on the mu1tipath time de1ay. Comparison is 
made between the sp1it-phase and the NRZ (non-return-to zero) baseband 
signa1s. Avai1ab1e performance improvement from using the predetection 
diversity combining and the synchronization prob1em are then discussed. 
Final1y severa1 methods to improve the te1emetry data are suggested. 

工ntroductior�. - In the study of the te1emetry dåta from two recent 
Apollo R剖ge Instrumentation Aircraft (ARIA) f1ights， 七he anoma1ies dis
p1ayed on the ARIA tapes are identified as due to the re1ative1y high 
f1ight a1titude and the mu1tipath pr呻吟的ion [1]. Due 七o 七he high flight 
a1titude， 七here is an appreciab1e time de1ay between the direct and the 
indirect paths. The resu1ting effects of 七he mu1tipath propagation on 
the te1emetry data are examined in 七his paper. Three systems are con-
sidered: the continuous FM system， the noncoherent FSK， and the digital 
FM with the discriminator detection. For convenience in ana1ysis， we use 
a simp1e multipath mode1 which has a sing1e direct wave and a sing1e in
direct wave. The indirect wave differs from the direct wave by a time 
de1ay and a cons七ant amp1i tude . 

The osci11ogra且s of the predetection and the post-detection waveforms 
reported by Hedeman and Nicho1s [工] sh仰the fo11owing anoma1ies: (1) 
七he 1arge intermodu1ation products W' an FM system， and (2) the high bit 
error rates during the periods of high signa1 strength in the PCM systems. 
This paper analyzes and verifies these anoma1ies and suggests methods 七。
improve the te1emetry data transmission when the effects of multipath 
become significant. 

The Continuous FM System. - LetωC and ωD be the carrier and the data 
signa1 frequencies respective1y， and ðωD be the frequency deviation. We 
assume that on1y one indirect wave of amp1itude b is present at the sa且e
carrier frequency as the direct wave of amp1itude a. The direct FM wave 
�s 

h ω-
a( t) = a cos (ω λ + 一半 sinωt)W 白D -

缸ld the indirect wave is 
血ω-

b(t) = b cos [w�(t - ðt) +一半 sinw�(t 甜 的 ) ] - -D -

Dr. Chen is w.ith the Southeostern Mossochusetts University， North Dortmoυ咐， Mossochusetts 02747. 

(1) 

(2) 



where ðt is the time difference between the direct and the indirect waves. 
Here ð七 is considered 七o be constant. The vector addition of the direct 
and the indirect waves is shown in Fig. 1. In this figure， vector a 
represents the indirect wave， vector 0 represents the indirect wave and 
vector c the resultan七. Note that c is modulated in phase and amp1i七ude
re1ative to a due to the re1ative motion of transmitter and receiver. The 
difference in the instantaneous frequencies of (1) and (2) is denoted as 
ðF(t) ， 

6F(七) = ω (cosωt - cosω(t - ðt) ) D' --- -D (3) 

which is periodic with frequency ωD﹒ The ang1e between吉and b is gi ven 
by， 

6w _ 
中=的 f lIF(t)dt = 271 一半(sinωt - sinω(七- lIt) ) +中 ( 4) ωD ' - ----D - - - ---D 

where 中。=ωc t.t is the "average" ph品e ang1e between a and b determined by 
the path difference， t.R = fc 入4七. Here 入is the wave 1ength of the te1-
me七ry carrier. If lIR/入= 工內，for examp1e， then 中。= 甘/2. Let 

h1 = height of transmitter above the ref1ecting p1ane， 
h2 = height of receiver above the ref1ecting p1ane， 
R = radio range. 

Assume that the earth ac七s 1ike a smooth horizonta1 ref1ector and use the 
f1at earth approximation. Then if R >> ( h1 + h2)， the path difference be
tween the two waves is， 

2h1h2 
lIR =一τ- (5) 

Thus as h1， h2， 紅地R change，中o changes. 工f we assume that the rate of 
change of-�o is smal1 compared to ðF(t)， then Figure 1 shows the average 
中。，which moves slow1y around the circ1e with a rapid phase jitter super-. 
imposed on the motion. In Figure 2，中。= O. n2甘，n being a positive 
integer，and the maximm rate of change。f?(七)locå釘釘 The instantaneous 
frequency modu1ation of 七he resu1tant C(t) is 訂了?- Efusec- mthat
the m位imum_mu1tipath frequency modulation occurs for �o = 0， n271. The 
vector sum C is a non1inear operation (law of cosine) so that when differ
ent baseband frequencies are superimposed， sum and difference frequencies 
are generated and inter賢。du1ation resu1ts. 

For i11ustrative purpose， we consider a continuous FM system with three 
sinusoida1 modulating waveforms denoted as. 

ωt + K.... C0Sωt + K..， cosωt ;�1 V • "2 C0SW
2 

<; .，. 1\.3 cosw3 
where 丸， 扭曲d f3 are not harmonica11y re1ated (e.g. f1 = 20阻z，

f2 = 36 KHz， f3 = 52也lz) _ then 

3 
t.F(t) = .�� Ki [coswit - cos�址(t - t.t)] J_=. 

(6) 

(7) 



The pe凶c-to-peak excursion of 中， the ang1e between a and b， is 
這2甘K.

4l = 2n fðF(七)dt = E 一千 [ sinωit - 山ω;(t - ðt)] +中 (8) 
i=1 WJ. - V 

In the remainder of this paper， we assume中。= O. The peak-to-peak ex
cursion of each term 2ð 4l; is 4nKi/ωi radians， i = 1 ，2. 3. If each ð 中有
is no七 too 1arge and b<< a， the resu1ting frequency modu1ation， denoted 
as ðq( t)， is 

l d S (t) '" b 1 M(t) ðq( t) = 一 旦比ι -
2甘 dt a-b 2n dt 

2b 3 ωiðt 一� E K� sin --_--a-D i=1 � ë 
ω� ðt 

sin (ωit - 乏一 ) (9) 

By using the vector吉as reference， and taking into account the direct _ 
wave fre屯uency mOdulation， the resultant signa1 corresponding to vector c 
lS 

(10) 
= c(七)且:一∞m=:∞n立∞Jρ1)Jm(ß2)Jm(ß3)ω(ωC +仙1+ mω2+ nω3)t 

3 c(七) cos (ωnt + 2甘f (E， kicosωit )dt + 2甘fðq(t) dt) V ( = 1 

-l-
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ω. ðt ω.ðt ω.ðt 
( 2b -21 。 2b

l - zz sln 一三- j Z +(zz sin 』T cos iT)2 (11) 

So there are desired frequency components ωc土￡ω1 ，ωC土mω2 ， and 
ωc土nω3 and undesired frequency components (intermodu1ation products)， 

ωc土且ωl土mω2 ， ωc土mω2土nω3 ， ωc土1ω1士nω3 ， 

叫dφc土且ωl土mω2 土nω3 . 

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the mu1tipath effects in the ARIA te1emetη on 
a typica1 mission. The PCM was sp1it-phase at 4.8 Kb/sec. The continuous 
FM channe1s were 2 cω， 4 cω ， and 6 cω frequencies at 20， 話， 叩d 52間Z
respective1y. The receiving antenna provided simu1taneous right and 1ef七
circu1ar p01arization . The vehic1e antenna pattern was such that the 1eft 
hand circu1ar and right hand circu1ar components were a1ternate1y 1arger. 
The indirect ray has a reversa1 of circu1ar p01arization sense upon re-
f1ection. For ex位np1e， when the output of the 1eft hand feed is sma11er 
than that of the right hand feed， it suffers more from the mu1tipath and 
vice versa. This is seen in both the AM (signa1 strength) and FM ( inter
modulation distortion). 的the time of the record， the range， R， was 
26間， aircraft a1titude， h1' was 6 nm and the a1titude of the vehic1e 
was 1多nm. Direct ca1culation gives ðt = 35 U sec. which is about twice 
the period of the highes七 subcarrier frequency. Thus if the amp工itude
of the ref1ected wave is comparab1e to the臼np1itude of the direct wave， 
severe intermodu1ation distortion occurs as shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). 
To i11ustrate， Eq. (9) shows that the amp1itude of ðq(t) due to a sing1e 
channe1 can be as 1arge 卸的K/(a-b) when the de1ay is an odd integer of 
ha1f the subcarrier period. Here K is the carrier deviation of that 
channe1. 工f the de1ay is 40μsec.， for ex阻p1e， the 36阻z channe1 is 
delàyed about 3/2 periods. Thus if K = 15血z for this channe1， and 
b/a "'0.言， then the amp1itude of ðq(t) due to this channe1 a10ne is about 
30 KHz. If a11 three channe1s are considered， then Eq. (10) indicates 
that the undesired signa1 components can be very significant. 



The data signa1-to-noise ratio is now examined. The received signa1 
can be written as 

3 
c(t) cos(ωnt + 2甘J( E K. cosω. t)dt + 2甘Jliq(七)dt) + n(t) (12) � i=1 1 1 

where n(t) is the addi七ive white noise with one-sided predetection noise 
spectral density N� watts/Hz. The demodu1ated signal-p1us-noise is 
proportiona1 to -

EKicosωit+血q(七)+ nD( t) 
ω. lit ω.lit (13) 、 2b= E K . [ cosω ι + 一)

� sin +- sin (ω.t _ .2:一)] + n� (t) 
i;1 "i 

L - - - -i - a-b - _ . . 2 -- " '-i 

where nD(t) is the demodu1ated FM noise. 
Assume 七hat the three subcarriers are separated by bandpass fi1ters of 

bandwidth W centered at each subcarrier. When the carrier signa1-七o-noise
ratio is above the thresho1d， the demodulated output (i.e. the data) has 
the signal-to-noise ratio 

ω_ß 
(呈) = 3 (一ι)2 . � 
'、 W ' 2 D(multipath) 三中L主

where 均可 corresponds to a subcarrier fre que�豆y w; and ß is given by 

(14) 

Eq. (11) with the subscript removed. And ♂(t) ， .the average va1ue of c2(t)， 
is given by 

c有功= a2 + b2 - 2的話訝的 (15) 

where， for smal1 中(t)， cos中(t) :::: 1 -斗2(t) (16) ζ 
and �(t) is given by Eq. (4) with �_= O. 

If there is no multipath， 七he da-ca signa1-七o-noise ratio is 

( 2) 1=3(5)2 3 告 =t fit; (17)
于D(no multipath) 1'1 c:. !�o 。

The ratio of the data signa1-to月noise ratio with and without mu1tipath is， 
wi七h the use of Eqs. (11) and (16)， 

〈卜 ， ‘ 一 位的 ￡川叫ath j = [ (1 - 2 )2 仕 研討 ] ﹒ [(1 -告ω斗一l
t一 )�I 一 、N ' D lno multipa七h J

一 w_lit w_lit (18) 
+ (丘L - n 」」 cos 4←一 )2]a-b ζ 

The right hand side of Eq. (18) wi11 always be 1ess than one for our as-. 
sumptions of sma11中(t) and b<a. Hence the multipath effect a1ways re
duces the signal-to-noise ratio of the telemetry data in the FM system. 
The amount of degradation depends on the time delay and the amp1itude 
ratio of七he indirect and direct waves. Performance ana1ysis below FM threshold is the same as that of the conventional FM system. More per
formance degradation due to multipath is expected when the FM system 
operates be10w the threshold. 

spli t-Phase/FSK Noncoherent F!ec_eptj，o_l'l • - The structure of the split-phase 



signa1 for a mark or a space consists of frequency f1 transmitted during 
七he first ha1f of the signa1 duration T， and frequency f2 during the second 

ha1f， or vice versa. At a particu1ar time instant， the direct wave is 
a sinωlit，ωi = 1 ， 2 and the indirect wave is b sinwi(t - ðt)， i = 1，2. The 
received signal is 

a sin ωit + b sin wi(t - ðt) + n(t) 

where a sin ωit + b sin wi (t - ðt) 

= (a + b cosωi ðt) siuωit - b cos ωit sin ωiðt 

(19) 

= R(t) sin (ωi t + 6i (t) ) 

組d R2(t) = a2 + b2 + 2ab cos ωi ðt 
『b sinω.ðt 

6i(七) =七組- 1 .1. 
cosωiðt 

The receiver wi11 se工ect randomly with equa1 probabi1ity mark or space if 
the signa1 detected at each ha1f bit interva1 has the same frequency， i.e. 
f1 f0110wed by f1 o� f2 _f 0110wed by f2 ' Thus th� err�r probabi1ity is 

a2+ '52+ 2ab cosω1.1 ðt- a2 + b2 + 2ab cosω2ðt 
pe =jLe - 2σ= -JL e n 2 2σ n 
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中 - 可Zfk d M- dn (20) 

whereσ� is the noise variance. Eq. (20) depends on the frequencies f1 and 
f2 and the time de1a� ðt. The smallest Pe occurs when ω1ôt and W2ðt are 
both帥even integer multip1ied by缸，ω1手峙，i.e. 

、 (a + b)2 
Pe， ﹒ = fE e - -EET一 (21)�n ë n 

The 1argest Pe occurs when ωlôt and ω2ßt are both an odd integer multi- ' 
plied by 2甘 ωl手ω2 ， i. e. 

‘ (a-b Jζ 
=之e- 一豆豆T (22) 

max 2 - --n 

Assume七h吼叫 〈ω2without 10ss of generosity. Both Eqs. (21) and (22) 
require that (ω2 -ω1 )的be an even integer mu1tip1ied by 缸， a ve叮un
likely event for the assumption of a very sma11 ðt. Eq. (21) is most un
likely because it requires that ωlôt己_ 4甘﹒

For an NRZ baseband format， the error probabi1ity is 



a2+ b2 + 2ab cosω2l1t 
+t e-

a2 + b2 + 2ab cosωlllt 
1 .1 Pe ;:: 一[�e 2 ' 2 2σ n 

a.b cosω2l1t 
+ e σ且n 

ab cosω1 lIt 
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(20) for the spli t-phase baseba吋format.

Discriminator Detection of PCM/FM� - The energy of an NRZ baseband 
signa1 is concen七rated over a bandwidth equa1 to the bit rate. The energy 
of a sp1it-phase baseband signa1， ho司，ever， spreads over a bandwidth equa1 
to twice the bit rate. The binary signa1 (sp1it-phase) is fi1tered by a 
premodu1ation fi工ter with bandwidth about twice that required for an NRZ 
baseband signa1. If we use a periodic signal of period T 七o approximate 
the sp工it-phase baseband signa1， then the fundamenta1 frequency of the 
sp1it-phase signa1 is a1so equa1 七o twice the bit rate. And the premodu-
1a七ion fil七er bandwidth is capab1e of passing the first harmonic. Without 
multipath， the modu1ating signal at the output of the premodu1ation fi1ter 
is 

which is the same as EQ. 

(23) D(七) ;:: IIωcosωt 

where ω = 主
Carson's rû1e. 

The IF fi1ter，bandwidth is chosen in accordance with the 

B T� ;:: 2(13 + l)f IF 
where the modu1ation index 13 is defined as 13 ;:: lIf/f. Assume that a rec
tangu1ar IF fi1ter of bandwidth BIF is used， and the Gaussian shaped 1ow
pass fi1ter 3dB cutoff frequency is taken as l/T. The received signa1 is 
approximate1y， 

( 24) 中(t)+em(t)]+n(七)c(七) cos [ωC t + 21T fD ( t ):l扭扭
where中(七) ;:: 啥 [sinwt - sin(ωt -心)] (25) 

and θm(t) is the random phase jitter due to the mu1tipath fading. 
1ating signa1 with mu1tipath is 

The modu-

(26) 2bllω . ωlIt ωlIt D_(七) ;:: D(t) +一于一sln可�U sin(的 自 弋��)a-b ζL 
We can define the frequency deviation index with �ultipath as 

( 27) 

which is simi1ar to Eq. (11). It is important to note that multipath re-
duces the frequency deviation which now depends on lIt and b/a. The received 
sign_且三 to-noise ratio， or the signa1 energy per bit to noise density ratio， 
is 宗仔j/旬己 ; where '0: is.the .noise varian�e. . F�om Eq. (25)， 

n _ n 

Ht) ;:: 2132 ω2 丘吉主

ωlIt。cos W�"')2 < 13 ' 一(2b
l . ω戶一-_- Sln 一-

a-D � 
2b 。ωlIt 、。(1 - 一?S LElz 一了一 ) 2 + 
a-D � 13m ;:: 13 

(28) 

A1so from Eq. (25)， the ratio ef the，_recej ved signa1-to-noise ratios wi th 
and without n叫tipath is (1 - E)2 + K FRL If a=峙，乎有) ;:: 1 rad2 
(maximum a11owed)� then the de�radatton

'
due to mu1tipath is a factor of 

13/ 工6 in the signa1 呵to-咀咀-咱-



By the use of Eqs. (15) and (16)， we can write 
ωlIt 

c刊t， (的) 2 r. . 2ab B2sin2 2--
(29 ) 

(a-b) 2 磊� is the minimum received signa1-to-noise r的io and the inverse 
n 

of the bracket term is七he "fading dep七h."
The error probabi1i七y consists of七wo parts: one due t。七he Gaussian 

noise and the other due to the spike noise at the output of the FM dis
criminator. The error rate analysis is the same as that of Schi11ing 
et.a1. [2] because c(t) is a deterministic waveform. The error due to the 
Gaussian noise is given by 

， 0.813 B 同于7T r::另亨寸
P[error GNI +J = 去 erfc 一 ill l III I弓法L (30) ι Jfo (Bm) Jιun 

where -0.7(8 +1)2 f。(8m)=erf (0.837(8 +l) )- 0.9h5(8 +1)em 
The error due to七he spike noise is 

where 

P[error neg. spikel +] 

( 4 ) i 若 弋
(0.734< B < 4.24) 

于 呵， 箏， 卜 1 (九三0.734)

( 31) 

The mark and the space are assumed to be equa11y probab1e. The total error 
probabi1ity is the sum of Eqs. (30) and (31) 

The basic difference between the sp1it-phase baseband signal and the 
NRZ baseband signa1 is in w， and thus Bm﹒ The modu1ating signal frequency 
of the sp1it-phase signa1 is twice that of the NRZ signal. For a given B 
and smal1 ωlIt， Bm of the sp工的申phase signal is slight1y 1ess than Bm of 
the NRZ signal. Hence for a given B， the split-phase signa1 does not per
form better than七he NRZ signa1 if Bm < 0.734. On the other hand， for a 
given 旬， Eqs. (30) and (31) are also va1id for the NRZ signa1， and the 
two signa1s perform the same. The spectra1 characteristic of the sp1it-
phase signa1， however， makes it very attractive from the synchronization 
viewpoint to be discussed 1ater. 

Predetection Diversity Combinin.g. - Diversity combining is an effective 
way to improve the system performance in the mu1tipath fading environments. 
Combining can be performed either before or after detection and the signa1s 
may be se1ected or added either 1inear1y or in variab1e proportions. 
Apart from the obvious advantages of operationa1 simp1icity， the predetec
tion diversity co叩.bining exhibits 10wer distortion under multipath con-
ditions， because of the 1inear combining process， and the higber improve
men七 in the demodu1ated signal-to-noise ratio as compared with the post
detection combining. Test resu1ts [1] have shown that in some areas， 



post-detection combining is more effective than pre串detection combining and 
vice versa . In this paper， the error rates for the predetection diversity 
combining w主th noncoherent reception位ld with the discrim土nator detection 
。f PCM/FM are considered. 

First we examine the noncoherent reception of sp1it-phase/FSK. Here， 
we consider a simp1e case of two diversity branches. The received data is 
the sum of aj sint任t + blsint任何 - llt1)+ nl(t) and a2sinωit + b2sinlllï. 
(七甲的2)+n2(t). The combined signai 詞，
( a 1 + a2 + b 1 cosωillt + b2COSt屯的2)sin吐t - (b 1sint屯的"1 + b2sinWj_llt2) 

cosωi七， which has an amp1itude Ri' i = 1，2， 

R;=(al+az)2 +2(al+az)卅叫的1 + b2c叫的2)+bi+bi

+ 2b 1b2cOSωi L'lt 1 - fl t 2) (32) 

The noise terms n1(七)and n2(t) have the same noise powers. The result of 
the noise combining is 

n(t) = n1(t) + n2(七) (33) 

which has twice the origina1 noise power. 
the error probabili�y i5 given QY， 

Then， according to E包﹒(20)，

l r- RL - R2 、Pe =一le 一� +e -，-，， ' 1 h L Mj e hσ2 J (34 ) 

where R1 and R2 are given by Eq. (32). As expected， the smal1est error 
probabi1ity occurs when a1 = a2' b1 = b2， and flt1 = flt2•工n this case， the 
error probabi1ity is given by 

A 2+ h2 2ab cosωlflt 2ab cosω211t 

pemir t e- -穹- [e- σ; +e- σ; ] (35 ) 

which is a 3dB improvement in 七he signal-to-noise ratio as compared with 
Eq， (20). 

Next we sha11 ex個山e the discriminator detection of PCM/FM. Consider 
two multipath fading signals， 

b c 1 (t) cos [ωct +8ml(t)+否定中1(t)+ 2甘f D1 (t )dt] 

b and c2(七)cos [ωct + 8m2(t) + a�bh(七) + 2甘f D2(t)dt] 

wherech (七) and D1(t) have the time delay llt1闊的2(七) and D2(七) have the 
time del叮的2' To simpl�fy the �nalysis? aS5ume flt1 = llt2 50 that 
4Jl(t) =中2(t) =中(t) and D1(t) = D2(t) = b(t). The ëombined signal i5 

where 

c( t) cos [ωct + em1 (七) +七中(t) +州的)dt

?sin ( e ^ - e . ) 
+ t且n-1 4 、m2 vm l ' 

. 1 》叫‘c1 + c2 cos ( e_^ - 8_ .)J m2 m1 

c(t) = Jcf(t) + c�(t) +叫

(36) 

(37 ) 

The noise ji七ters due to the multipath fading， em1 and 8m2 ' have 七he s位ne
statistical characteri5tic5 and they both are small. Hence 
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The received signa1 is then， from Eqs. (36) and (33)， 

c(七}cos[ω七+ e (t) +干L中(t) + 2甘f D(t}dt)+ n(t} 
a-b 

C2(e_ ^ - e_. ，) 
e(七} = e .  (t)t 

-
L m2 -m + 
1 + c2 cos ( e_ ，> - e 

m2 ml 

(38) 

is sti11 a random phase term. Thus we have exactly the same form of the 
signa1-向-noise 亡xpression 品 Eq. (24) except that c(t) and n(t} are now 
different. Letσ; be the noise variance of nl(t} or n2(七} • The recei ved 
singal-to-noise ""ratio is 

軍立 =缸 [ 有市亡京汁仁 叮叮訂了 σLI
n n 

有叮τ京行吉
〈 (39 ) 

hσ 
n 

The 1argest improvement in the received sigpa1-to-noise ratio is obtained 
when C1(t} = C2 (t }. The maximum (but unattainab1e) improvement is a factor 
of 2(3品} by using the predetection IF diversity combining wi七h two diver
sity branches. The error probabi1ity can be written by inspecting Eqs. 
( 30) and (31)的

、 0.8138 18 + 1 f刁云E
Pe = 去 erfc EL i 品已� n 

(40) 

+ 

( xp ( 寄) si 諾 oj f
(0.734 < 8_ < 4.24) 

where ß_ and CZ[t) /4o� are given by Eqs. (27) and (39) respec七ive1y.
m.. _ ， _.:. � \ n 

In b�th Eqs. (34) änd (山)， we have noted that the maximum but prac� 
tical1y unattainab1e improvement by using two predetec七ion diversity com
bining branches is 3dB in the signa1-to-noise ratio. For a very smal1 6t， 
such improvement can be c1ose1y obtained. The two simp1e cases discussed 
in this section ful1y i11ustrate the effectiveness of using the predetec
七ion diversity combining against the mu1tipath fading that arises in the 
te1eme七ry data transmission. 

Synchronization Stud�. - Loss of synchronization occurs frequent1y in 
the test record 111 of the 4.8Kb/sec sp1it-phase PCM/FM. From the syn-
chronization viewpoint we can sho耐that the sp1it-phase baseband fOIτnat is 



be七ter than the NRZ format. The power spectra of PCM/FM with NRZ and the 
sp1it-phase baseband signa1s have been examined by the author [3]. Un1ike 
the NRZ format. the sp1it-phase PCM/FM spectrum has a discrete component 
centered at the carrier frequency. The existence of this carrier makes 
it easier for frequency acquisition and tracking. Futhermore. this carrier 
may be removed from the modulated signa1 by a narrow-band fi1七er and used 
for frequency synchronization. The forced transition at every bit period 
of 七he sp1it-phase baseband format results in more average number of zer。
crossings as compared with the NRZ format. Thus a 10wer error rate in bit
sync is expected with the sp1i七-phase format. Practica1ly various tech
niques are avai1ab1e to operate so we11 that we can assume that the data 
degradation caused by the synchronization process is neg1igib1e. A possi
b1e exception is the "deep fade" case at which the received signa1 strength 
is so smal1 tha:七 a second-order phase-1ocked 100p may "track" the noise t。
frequencies ou七side 七he pul1-in ra:nge. The deep fade may occur when the 
change in the time de1ay is the 1argest and the strengths of the direct 
and the indirect waves are comparab1e. 

When the range is the sma11est. the change in the time de1ay is the 
1argest since 

d6t constant dR 
可t = RZ一苔 ，

which is inverse1y proportional 七。七he square of the range. Thus. in con
sistent with the test record [斗. the communication 1ink drops in and out 
of synchroniza七ion more often at a c10ser ra:nge than at a 10nger range. 

suggested Methods of D叫a Improvement. - We have shown through a simp1e 
mode1 that the mu1tipath interference due 七o the earth scattered (indirect) 
signa1s can bave serious effects on the te1emetry data tra:nsmission. S。
七he multipath effects must be taken into consideration in mission 
p1a:nning. Our mode1 suggests the fo11owing three posibi1ities [1] to 
improve the da:七a: (1) F1y the aircraft at sufficient1y 10w a1titudes that 
the time de1ay due to mu1tipath is on1y a sma11 por七ion of the bit period 
if the link is a pure PCM. For a gi ven information ba:ndwid七h and time 
de1叮. the required bit period may be fairly 1arge (which imp1ies a 10w 
data rate te1emetry). We may run into 七he wideband case. i.e. the in-
forma:七ion bandwidth a:nd the bit duration product is greater than unit} If 
we can reduce the time de1ay. then the system ca:n operate at a higher data 
rate. For the continuous FM system. the time de1ay must be a smal1 frac
tion of the period of the highest subcarrier frequency. (2) Attempt t。
keep 七he firs七 antenna nu11 in the direction of the indirect wave. (3) 
Use simu1taneous right a:nd 1eft hand circu1ar po1arization with predetec
tion a:nd/or post-detection rea1 t1me combining. There are other possi-
bi1ities that may not be as effective as mentioned above. For exa:mp1e. 
we can use the narrow-band fi工ter technique to suppress the multipath 
effect in a narrow-band channe1. But the indirect wave is centered at the 
same carrier frequency as the direct wave. The indirect wave ca:nnot be 
removed by the fi1ter without decreasing 七he direc七 wave signa1 power. 

Conc1uding Remark. - Specular component is much more important than the 
diffused components in a typical mu1七ipath prob1em. The simp1e mode1 em-
p1oy.ed in this paper takes into account the specu1ar component on工y. The 
error performance evaluated in this paper should serve as an important 
10耐er bound of the ac七ua1 performance in the multipath environment. This 
mode1 is particular1y feasib1e for the te1emetry systems considered in this 
paper. And the a:nalysis based on 七his mode1 ful1y verifies the test resu1ts. 
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Summary    Coherent and noncoherent methods of synchronizing PN sequences for
testing PCM telemetry receiving stations are compared. Test results are given for each
method using a typical range S-band receiver, bit synchronizer and tape recorder. Effects
of time-base-error from the tape are calculated and checked by test results. The
laboratory tests indicated that for bit-error probabilities less than 0.01, the noncoherent
synchronizer functioned satisfactorily.

Introduction    The Telemetry Working Group of the IRIG is currently in the process of
preparing standard procedures for telemetry receiving station testing. The procedures are
more or less along the lines proposed by Nichols1 and later modified to include the solar
calibration proposed by Hedeman2. It is expected that test results based on these
procedures will define a performance interface between the range and the user and will
also serve as a performance figure-of-merit for individual receiving stations, thus
removing a great deal of guess-work from mission planning.

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the PCM test being considered by IRIG. By means of the
solar calibration data, the power output reading, Ps, from the RF signal generator can be
expressed in terms of the equivalent power per unit area, Ja, of stated polarization
incident on the receiving antenna. Power per unit area of stated polarization is the
quantity delivered by the user. The purpose of the PCM test is to determine the bit error
probability, Pe as a function of Ja, or its equivalent, Ps. As indicated in Figure 1 it is
necessary to have available at the error detector an accurate and synchronized replica of
the PCM test pattern which modulated the RF signal generator. The PCM test pattern
should be completely defined and should be sufficiently random to simulate a data bit
stream. In addition, particularly for the NRZ format, there should be periods of sufficient
length with few bit transitions to show up poor low-frequency response and to exercise



the data bit synchronizer. A pseudo noise, PN, binary sequence satisfies these
requirements, is easily generated, and has the added advantage that its autocorrelation
properties permit easy synchronizatio3. This paper reports tests utilizing the PN method
of generating and synchronizing the test pattern.

Figure 1 indicates a bit synchronizer and detector under test. As pointed out in reference
1, in a PCM system all operations downstream from the bit detector are purely digital
and the setup can be completely rung out, if necessary, without the need for exercising
the analog parts of the system. In some cases where the telemetry signal is recorded
either pre-carrier-detection or post-carrier-detection, a bit synchronizer and detector may
not be available. In this case, it may be desirable to equip the synchronizer with its own
bit detector so that the system can be tested from RF input to tape output.

The tests reported in this paper were not intended to evaluate the signal generator,
receiver, tape recorder, and bit synchronizer and detector used, but rather to obtain data
on the coherent and noncoherent methods of PN synchronization.

The Coherent Method of Synchronization    The coherent method of synchronization
contains no nonlinear operations as long as the phase-lock loop, PLL, is above threshold.
Figure 2 is a block diagram of a coherent synchronizer using a 7 position shift register.
The balanced binary PN waveform input is generated by an identical 7 position shift
register. Since the clock in the PLL is not initially synchronized, the two waveforms “run
past” each other. The phase sensing circuit in Figure 2 provides an “SI’ shaped phase
characteristic which permits the PLL to lock the two waveforms together in phase.

The functioning of the phase-sensing circuit is based on the autocorrelation property of
FIN waveforms. Assuming that the input balanced NRZ PCM has ideal rectangular
pulses (i.e., wide band), the cross-correlation between the input waveform and the locally
generated replica is the same as the autocorrelation of the waveform. This is shown by
the top line of Figure 3 (see reference 3, page 69). The width of the first triangular
characteristic is two bit periods. The second triangular characteristic in Figure 3 is the
same function delayed two bit periods and inverted. The sum of the two is shown in the
third line. This phase characteristic permits the PLL to acquire and track (see reference 3,
page 88). In order to obtain the cross-correlation, it is necessary, to multiply the two
PCM waveforms together and to average at least over one sequence period. The
averaging is done by the PLL. Thus, the closed loop bandwidth must be less than the
repetition rate of the PN sequence. If the output PCM waveform has been filtered so that
its edges are rounded, the phase characteristic is rounded but still retains the necessary
“S” shape. Since the phase sensing circuit contains no nonlinear operations, the PLL
threshold determines the system locking threshold.



In the test hardware used to obtain the results reported here, the multipliers consisted of
linear quad-gates as shown in the block diagram in Figure 4. In Figure 4, x(t) is the
locally generated PN waveform. When the input to the quad-gate is positive (i.e., a
binary 1) the gate is turned on and when it is negative, it is turned off. A high gain PLL
was used4 with a second Bode plot breakpoint (integrator) to provide additional loop
filtering of the waveform from the gates. After the desired undamped natural frequency,
fn, and damping ratio were obtained by setting the gain and the first breakpoint
frequency, the second breakpoint frequency was set at a value which slightly reduced the
damping in the transient response of the loop. In the test hardware shown in Figure 2, a
sampling bit detector was used because the tests were run on narrow band PCM.
Provision was made for adjusting the time of the sampling strobe (clock) so that it
occurred at the peak of the bit pulses. In practice, this adjustment was made so as to
minimize the error count.

The Noncoherent Method of Synchronization    This method makes use of the clock
from a data it synchronizer. Since data bit transitions occur at random, a nonlinear
operation is required in the data bit synchronizer in order to generate discrete frequency
components at the bit rate and its harmonics. A PLL is used to filter out the desired
component for the bit clock. The bit clock is used to drive the bit detector and
decommutator. Figure 5 is a block diagram of the noncoherent PN synchronizer. The
clock from the bit synchronizer is used to drive the shift register and the detected bit
stream out of the bit detector is used to load the shift register when the switch is in the
load position. After the shift register is loaded, the switch is thrown to the feedback
position and, if there are no errors in the loaded bits, the shift register is in lock with the
input PN waveform. It will stay in lock until bit slippage occurs in the bit synchronizer.
If one or more errors is loaded into the register, the shift register is not locked, and
because of the autocorrelation properties of the FIN sequence the error rate is nearly 50
percent. For example, if the error probability is 0.01, it is easy to tell if the register is
locked.

If it is not locked, the switch is returned to the load position and the process repeated
until lock is obtained. In the test hardware, the switch was used in conjunction with logic
elements to remove the switch bounce and to transfer conduction on the next clock pulse
following switch closure. In operational hardware, the whole loading operation can be
done automatically.

Test Results    Figure 6 gives test results using the coherent method of synchronizing the
local shift register. A 7 position register connected identically to that shown in Figure 2
was used to generate the PN waveform at 70 kilobits/second, kb/sec. The balanced PN
waveform was fed to a Hewlett-Packard model 3205A RF generator operating in S-band
with a peak-topeak deviation of 50 kHz. The output of the RF generator was fed to a
Defense Electronic, Inc., model TR-711 S-band receiver with an IF bandwidth of



100 kHz. The video output filter was set for 50 kHz. The video output of the receiver
was recorded at 60 ips on a Sangamo 3500 recorder using Ampex 772 tape. The natural
frequency of the coherent synchronizer was set at approximately 120 Hz and the
damping ratio was set at about 0.5. Both quantities were estimated from the transient
response of the closed loop error voltage when the clock frequency of the input PN
waveform was subjected to a step change.

In Figure 6, using predetection recording, the dots are the error probabilities as measured
at the output of the bit detector shown in Figure 2. The coherent synchronizer showed no
signs of slippage over the dBm range shown. The threshold for acquiring lock was about
-114 dBm. By clamping the receiver AGC, the signal generator input power required to
double the IF output power compared to the no-signal output power was -113 dBm. In
Figure 6 the crosses are data obtained using an Electro-Mechanical Research, EMR,
model 2721 bit synchronizer and detector. The detected bit stream out from the EMR
synchronizer and detector was compared with the shift register output. The bit clock
from the EMR synchronizer and detector lagged the clock of the coherent synchronizer
by about 2 microseconds compared to the bit period of 15 microseconds. The error
detector strobe was set at the center of the overlap of the two periods. The loop
bandwidth of the EMR synchronizer and detector was set at 0.3 percent in the filter and
sample mode. The bit frequency was set at 70 kb/sec. The principal reason that the EMR
synchronizer and detector gave a higher bit error probability, under the narrow band test
conditions stated above, appeared to be that the sample strobe did not occur at the peak
of the bit pulses in the input waveform. Because the EMR synchronizer and detector was
borrowed and the case sealed it was impossible to verify this directly. However, this
hypothesis was tested by detuning the EMR VCO until sufficient phase error was
developed to shift the strobe to minimize the bit error probability. This brought the EMR
synchronizer and detector error probability into line with that from the coherently
synchronized tester at -100 dBm, but set the EMR synchronizer at the edge of its
tracking range. This result indicates the desirability of providing an adjustment on the bit
synchronizer for varying the phase of the sample strobe, when operating with narrow
band PCM.

Figure 7 gives test results for the noncoherent synchronizer using the same test
conditions as for Figure 6, except that the test was run with and without the base band
tape recorder. Although slippage was apparent at -108 dBm, it was possible to find
intervals without slippage which could be used for evaluating Pe. For values of Pe = 0.01,
or less, slippage did not occur over a number of minutes of observation.

Discussion of Results    If the PCM telemetry mission support requirements are such
that bit error probabilities greater than 0.01 produce useless data, then the results of
Figure 7, taken under the conditions and with the hardware stated, indicate that the
noncoherent synchronization method is satisfactory for testing PCM receiving stations



with and without tape recording. If more sophisticated coding is to be used, then it may
be necessary to test to higher bit error probabilities in which case coherent
synchronization may be required. If no bit synchronizer and detector is normally
provided at the test site, then the coherent synchronizer may be more economical to
acquire and to operate.

When using tape recorders, the time-base-error, TBE, is an important phenomenon in the
sychronization process. Figure 8 shows the TBE spectrum of the Sangamo 3500
recorder. This plot was derived from data taken by a MICOM 830OW flutter meter.
Figure 8 is plotted in dB below a second per Hz versus frequency in Hz. Over the
frequency range 20 Hz to 8 kHz the characteristic can be approximated roughly by
Gn (f) = 2 x 10-9/f3 . Assuming that the tape transport servo control is second order with fn

of 20 Hz, it may be assumed that Gn (f) = 1.2 x 10-14f for f < 20 Hz. Using the
approximate method of reference 5, the untracked rms TBE is given approximately in
Figure 9 as a function of the f of the PLL. With fn = 120 Hz used for the data in Figure 6,
the rms untracked TBE from Figure 9 is 0.4 microseconds, approximately. Figure 10 is a
photograph of the oscilloscope with expanded time scale of the output of the tape
recorder with the sweep triggered by the coherent synchronizer clock. The exposure was
for one second which is about 550 sweeps. The time scale is I microsecond per small
division. The peak-to-peak untracked TBE is a little over 2 microseconds which is the
width of the steeply rising part of the waveform from the tape. This is in agreement with
an rms value of 0.4 microsecond rms.

A 7 position shift register, producing a sequence 127 bits long, was used for the data in
Figure 6. At the rate of 70 kb/sec, the sequence frequency was 550/sec. Thus, with fn =
120 Hz, sufficient averaging was provided to produce a smooth phase error
characteristic. Also, a small untracked TBE was produced compared to the bit period. In
order to determine the effects of poor low frequency response of tape recorders, etc., on
Pe it is desirable to use a sequence length comparable to the actual frame length. For
example, an 11 position shift register will produce a sequence 2047 bits long. At
70  kb/sec the sequence repetition frequency is 34/sec. This would require that fn < 34 Hz
in order to provide a smooth phase error characteristic. But according to Figure 8, this
would produce about 1.2 microseconds rms untracked TBE. Thus, with the coherent
synchronizer, there is an upper limit on sequence length, for a given bit rate, which can
be used satisfactorily with a given TBE characteristic. Further tests are required to
evaluate this limit. Since the noncoherent synchronizer tracks individual bit pulse zero
crossings, the sequence length considerations do not apply directly to the TBE
consideration. The sequence length does have an effect on the performance of the data
bit synchronizers because in NRZ waveforms the number of bits with no transitions
depends on sequence length and feedback connections.



With the noncoherent synchronizer, the shift register length enters into the probability of
error, Pr, in the loading of the shift register. The probability of one or more errors is Pr =
1 - (1 - Pe)N, where N is the number of positions in the shift register and Pe is the bit
error probability. When expanded, this gives

If T is the length of time to load and test for errors, the average time, T̄, to get
synchronization is T/(l - Pr). If it is assumed that the test for errors to determine if the
register is correctly loaded extends over one sequence, then T is approximately one
sequence length. Thus if Pe = 0.01 and N = 11, the probability of error in loading is 0.11
approximately and T̄ • 1.1T. if Pe = 0.05, the probability of error is about 0.42 and T̄ •
1.6T which is acceptable. However, according to Figure 7, with the particular hardware
used, bit slippage limits the Pe test values to less than 0.05.

Tests reported in this paper were run on NRZ waveforms because these present the
greatest difficulty in bit synchronization since in periods of no bit transitions, a data bit
synchronizer operates open loop. Split-phase waveforms present at least one transition
per bit period. Also, the power spectral density of random split-phase waveforms is zero
in the neighborhood of zero frequency. Therefore, the effects of lack of dc response in
baseband tape recorders, radio links, etc., are eliminated. Of course, split-phase
waveforms require more than twice the bandwidth required for NRZ waveforms for the
same data rate so that other performance factors must be considered.
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FIGURE 1. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PCM RECEIVING STATION TESTER.



FIGURE 2.  BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A COHERENTLY SYNCHRONIZED NRZ
PCM TESTER USING A PN SEQUENCE TEST PATTERN. (THE SYMBOL rr

REPRESENTS MODULE 2 ADDITION.)

Figure 3. PN Autocorrelation Functions Showing Combination to Produce a Phase
Characteristic Which Can be Tracked by a Phase-Lock Loop.



Figure 4.  Block Diagram of the Linear Multipliers in the Coherent Synchronizer.

FIGURE 5.  BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A NONCOHERENTLY SYNCHRONIZED
NRZ PCM TESTER USING A PN SEQUENCE TEST PATTERN.



Figure 6.  Bit Error Test Data Obtained With the Coherently Synchronized Tester.
(The dots are data from the tester of Figure 2 and the crosses are from a data
bit synchronizer and detector under test. The PN output of the telemetry
receiver was tape recorded and played back under servo control into the
tester.)



Bit Error Test Data Obtained With the Noncoherently Synchronized Tester. (The
dots were measured with the PN waveform directly out of the telemetry receiver
and the crosses were measured with the output of the receiver tape recorded and
played back under servo control into the tester.)

 



FIGURE 8. MEASURED TIME BASE ERROR POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY. (THE
ORDINATE IS POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY IN UNITS OF dB
BELOW A SECOND PER Hz-- i. e., 20 LOG10 (SEC) PER Hz.)

Figure 9. Calculated Untracked RMS Time Base Error as a Function
of PLL Undamped Natural Frequency f n.



FIGURE 10. PHOTOGRAPH OF PN WAVEFORM FROM THE TAPE
PLAYBACK. (THE HORIZONTAL THICKENING OF THE TRACE
IS A MEASURE OF UNTRACKED TIME-BASE-ERROR.)



FIELD TESTING OF TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

R. B. PICKETT
ITT/Federal Electric Corporation

Vandenberg Air Force Base, California

Summary    Tests have been developed and implemented at the Western Test Range for
calibration of telemetry receiving systems. The tests serve an additional function as
diagnostic aids.

Introduction    It is often difficult to obtain current estimates of telemetry receiving
system parameters for use in mission planning. It is also difficult to verify that support
systems will meet expected levels of performance for specific missile programs. For
example, little definitive information is available on the degradation resulting from
recorder incompatibilities inherent in the transfer of the magnetic tapes from the field to
a central reduction facility.(1) Therefore, mission planners may allow up to 10 db excess
signal margin to compensate for receiving station uncertainties. However, with the
advent of S-band telemetry, providing such margins becomes costly and difficult to
achieve, and it becomes important to implement a test program which provides current
estimates of system Performance capabilities.

Recognizing this need, SAMTEC has directed the establishment of an improved
calibration and checkout Program at Western Test Range sites. The program has been
developed along lines suggested by Dr. W. H. Hedeman and Dr. M. H. Nichols,(2)(3)(4) and
the program parallels recommendations now being considered by the IRIG. This paper
presents a summary of the tests utilized, practical techniques developed in actual field
use, testing achieved to date, examples of test results, and future plans. Additional detail
is available in reference 9.

Field Test Program    Testing of a system begins with the visit of a specially trained
field team. A complete test sequence, as described below, is conducted in order to verify
sub-system performance and establish baseline parameters. Concurrent with the testing,
briefings are held for site personnel and on-the-job training provided. Also, step by step
procedures are written to meet special site requirements.

Preliminary Testing    In order to establish sub-system -performance, several
preliminary tests are performed. (Refer to figure 1.) The antenna is pointed at the sun,
and the down converter output monitored on a spectrum analyzer. Ideally, the noise



spectrum would be “flat” in the VHF range corresponding to S-band. Humps, dips, or
spikes indicate possible problems. An unusually bad spectrum is shown in figure 2. The
problem was traced to faulty feed cables.

Next, the antenna is pointed at “cold sky,” and the receiver switched to the manual mode.
Bias voltage is adjusted to provide the saw IF power level as produced in the AGC
mode. IF power drift is then monitored and should be less than ± 0.25 db for a well
functioning system.

The system is then switched to the calibrate mode, and the signal generator level
increased until sufficient signal is available to tune all receivers. After tuning, the signal
generator output is reduced, and the IF and recorder Pre-D playback noise spectrums
monitored. Spectrums are again checked under “low” and ‘high” signal conditions.
Examples of “typical” and “abnormal” units are shown in figure 3. This type of test can
be performed in post-flight by monitoring the Pre-D flight tapes during the portion of
tape used for signal calibration. This provides a check of receiver quality, tuning
accuracy, and tape recorder performance on the actual mission.

Solar Calibrations    Having determined that the sub-systems are operating normally,
system calibration tests are begun. The first step is to measure the parameters required to
compute the system signal to noise ratio, S/N, versus received signal strength.
Subsequent test results are related to S/N, so these parameters are required to relate data
quality directly to received signal strength.

Referring to figure 1,

S/N = (received signal) GR/KTsB
where
GR = receiving system antenna gain at the antenna feed
K = Boltzman’s constant = 1.38 X 10-23

B = effective system noise bandwidth, HZ
Ts = system noise temperature referenced to the antenna feed, KE

For S-band antennas pointing above 10E in elevation and well away from the sun,
Ts = 290 (L1 NF - 0.9) (5) (6) (7)
where
L1 = the power loss ratio between the antenna feed and pre-amplifier input (lossy

elements at ambient temperature)
NF = the combined pre-amplifier, down converter, Multicoupler, and receiver noise

figure



S/N can be determined if GR, L1, and NF are known, as K is known, and B can be
determined by monitoring the system noise spectrum. In the past, these parameters were
obtained individually by laborious and time consuming testing. Fortunately the ratio,
GR/TS, called the system figure of merit, M, can be obtained directly from solar
measurements on S and L-band systems.

There are at least three techniques in use - all of which require linear gain characteristics
for the pre-amp/down converter/multicoupler over the range of power levels experienced
during solar measurements. One technique requires directional couplers at the pre-amp
input, and another requires a receiver with linear gain characteristics. The third
technique, using a matched attenuator as described below, has been adopted at
SAMTEC/WTR due to equipment limitations. The test is simple to perform, but prone to
error unless the conditions discussed below are met.

The solar measurement begins by pointing the antenna at the “cold sky” at about the
same elevation as the sun and about 10 beamwidths behind the sun. The IF power is
noted in the AGC mode. The receiver is then switched to the manual mode, and bias
adjusted until the IF power level is restored to the value obtained in the AGC mode. This
assures that the receiver will have constant gain, and that it is operating in a fairly linear
manner.

The antenna is then pointed at the sun, preferably in the autotrack mode, and the matched
attenuator adjusted so that the IF power level returns to its previous value.

Under these conditions

where
Fo = the solar flux density reported daily on the Solar Observing and Forecasting

Network (SOFNET)
K1 = a constant to convert Fo to the corresponding flux density at S-band or L-band
L = aperture corre factor for antenna systems with beamwidths less than 1E(2)(4)

N = attenuation required to set the IF power on the sun to the “cold sky” IF power
level (i.e. attenuator output/attenuator input)

NFR = receiver noise figure
G1 = the power gain at the attenuator input



To complete the solar calibration, the current value of Fo is obtained by phone and
entered with the attenuator setting, in db, on a specially constructed nomograph which
solves for GR/Ts.

The entire procedure takes about 30 minutes and requires no calculations in the field.
Typical results are shown in figure 4.

Bit Error Rate Test    Solar measurements provide the data required to compute S/N
versus received signal strength. The bit error rate test measures the error rate
corresponding to a particular SIN. Combining the two measurements provides error rate
versus received signal strength, the information required for effective planning.

The test requires a PCM simulator, a pre-mod filter, an RF generator, a bit error rate
monitor and bit synchronizer. If the error monitor and synchronizer are not available in
the field, tests can be made by shipping tapes to a central reduction facility.

The first step is to adjust the bit rate, PCM format, pre-mod filter settings, and generator
deviation (8) to approximate the expected missile parameters. The RF signal is injected,
preferably at the pre-amp input or at the receiver input, if equipment limitations dictate.
The receive/record station is set to a typical operational support configuration, and the
RF level increased until the IF power increases 3 db above its noise level. This
corresponds to a 0 db S/N. Recordings are then made and appropriately voice annotated.

During tape playback the simulator clock is derived from the bit synchronizer, and the
inputs to the error monitor synchronized by manually breaking lock until the signals are
aligned within the range of the error monitor delay register. For registers of ± 2 bit delay,
a 32 bit pseudo-random code can be conveniently synchronized. If additional register
delay is available, a longer code should be used. The tape can be played back on any
suitable recorder, thus providing information on machine to machine incompatibilities.
Typical results are shown in figure 5.

Intermodulation Distortion Measurements    Specialized test equipment, the Marconi
TF 2091 transmitter and TM7730 receiver, are used to obtain a measurement of system
intermodulation distortion. As the tests are not general in nature, it is suggested that the
reader refer to reference 9 or the manufacturer’s manuals.



Antenna Tracking Tests    The most important single operational consideration is to
ensure that the antenna tracks the missile. Many of the “standard” tests are employed
e.g., moon tracks, satellite tracks, aircraft tracking tests, and boresight “lock on” tests. In
addition, antenna pointing position and time are recorded on missile operations and
compared to the best estimate of trajectory.

Two additional tests have been developed which have proven valuable. The first test
compares the antenna pointing position, while autotracking the sun with the sun’s
computed position. It was initially expected that an antenna would not track the center of
the sun but would instead wander. Experience has shown that a properly working system
tracks the center of the “quiet sun” smoothly with variations apparently less than 0.056E,
the least significant bit of the shaft encoder 1 PPS readout. Consequently, comparison of
tracking position with the sun’s position provides a direct indication of tracking quality,
and also shows shaft encoder biases.

The second test consists of moving the antenna off the sun’s center in azimuth and
elevation by one-half of the 3 db beamwidth. Autotrack is then selected, and tracking
response noted. A properly functioning system will pull onto the sun’s center with little
overshoot or hunting.

Test Program Status    With the exception of notch noise testing, the above tests have
been completed at Vandenberg AFB and Pillar Point, California stations; and the
Barking Sands, Hawaii station. Also, briefings have been held with personnel at Point
Mugu, Kwajalein, and the Hawaii Tracking Station at Kaena Point. Development of
similar testing is now underway at these facilities.

Systems tested to date include 80', 40', 30', 8' and 7' antenna systems with “monopulse”
and conical scan tracking, systems; many variations of pre-amplifier/receiver
combinations, and CEC-VR-3600, Ampex FR-1400 and FR-1900, and HP 3950
recorders. Pre-D and Post-D tapes were made using PCM/FM NRZ at 44K bit -rate and
PCM/FM bi-phase at 345K bit data rate. Results have been compiled in reference 9.

Future Plans    Bit error rate testing will be conducted on combiners and conical scan
systems slightly mispointed from boresight.

SAMTEC/FEC Operations Planning is now integrating the tests into preventative
maintenance and check out routines.

Conclusions and Observations    The value of solar measurements as a diagnostic 90
has been well proven. Field personnel are enthusiastic, as they are able to perform a valid
system check in a short time. Although a more extensive data base is required, data



indicate that the uncertainty in a properly conducted G/Ts measurement is less than 2 db. 
This compares favorably with errors accumulated in antenna gain, cable loss, and noise
figure tests. The main problem in solar tracking is the difficulty in “finding” the sun so
that autotrack can be obtained. Consequently, a table of look angles has been prepared
for each participating site. There are a number of considerations before attemDtina solar
measurements, and it is suggested that references (2)(4)(7)(9) be studied carefully prior to
actual testing.

Copies ok references 7, 8, and 9 are available on request. Also, yearly solar look angles
will be provided to legitimate users. Specify site longitude and latitude. Address requests
to CAO, Attention: Mr. S. Garouttev Headquarters, Space and Missile Test Center
(AFSC) Department of the Air Force, Vandenberg Air Force Base, California 93437

The primary problem with the bit error rate test is that a repetitive pseudo-random
pattern does not adequately represent the type of signal received on a missile launch.
However, equipment limitations presently preclude a more comprehensive test.
Additional analysis will be required to determine the errors involved. Meanwhile a 1 db
uncertainty in test results is considered reasonable.

It should not be assumed, however, that the results will correspond closely to PCM
theory. The results represent the system in the launch support configuration which may,
by direction, differ significantly from. the optimum configuration used in developing
error rate theory.

Notch noise testing has been conducted only at the Vandenberg AFB station. Additional
tests are planned to develop a suitable data base for analysis purposes.
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Figure 1
Test Confirmation



Figure 2
S-band spectrum down converted to VHF, 40' antenna system.

215-315 MHz, 300 kHz/division, log vertical scale, 10 db/division
The spectrum variations with frequency are excessively large.

Figure 3
Pre-D tape recorder playback spectrum, up converted to 10 MHz.
Receiver IF BW is 300 kHz. Displays are 100 kHz/division with a log vertical scale, 10
db/divisions.

3A. “Typical” System Noise Spectrum 3B. Abnormally Aligned System
Noise Spectrum

3C. Properly Tuned System 3D. Improperly Tuned System



Figure 4
SOLAR CALIBRATION RESULTS



Figure 5
BIT ERROR RATE TEST RESULTS



FM DISTORTION CAUSED BY HEAD-TO-TAPE SPACING

W. K. HODDER
Magnetics Group

Bell & Howell Research Labs
Pasadena, California

J. E. MONSON
Engineering Department

Harvey Mudd College
Claremont, California

Summary    Although it is well-known that frequency-modulated waves are distorted by
systems with non-uniform frequency response, this distortion is difficult to calculate for
most systems. The nature of the head-totape spacing transfer function allows the
development of a closed form solution for FM distortion. Three methods of processing
the voltage off the playback head are considered. Integrating the voltage results in
amplitude-frequency distortion, but no harmonic distortion. Taking the voltage either
directly off the head or differentiating it give both amplitude-frequency distortion and
harmonic distortion. Experiments have verified the theoretical results.

Introduction    Engineers often use frequency-modulation in magnetic tape recording
systems because of its insensitivity to amplitude fluctuations. However, the playback
process has a non-uniform frequency response which can distort the FM signal. Many
linear systems distort FM signals, but in general there is no exact method to calculate
such distortiona.1 Fortunately, the Wallace2 model for playback of signals recorded on
magnetic tape allows the development of a closed form solution for FM distortion. The
purpose of this paper is to present theoretical and experimental results for the FM
distortion caused by head-to-tape spacing. Three methods of processing the voltage off
the reproduce head are analyzed: 1) taking the voltage directly off the head, 2)
integrating the voltage and 3) differentiating the voltage. Each method has a distinct
pattern of FM distortion.

Analysis    The analysis consists of determining system transfer functions which
represent the effect of head-to-tape spacing in the playback process and finding the
effects of these transfer functions on an FM signal.



Wallace’s model for the head reproduce process gives the transfer function relating the
reproduce or playback head output voltage to the tape magnetization as

(1)

(2)

If a thick tape is used, circuit playback equalization could be used to obtain a transfer
function of the form of z1. Integrating or differentiating the output voltage from the
playback head would give transfer functions

 (3)
and

(4)

respectively. The subscript on Z(T) represents the number of derivative operators in
tandem with the head-to-tape spacing term e--*T .

To derive the effects of transfer functions Zo-2(T) on an FM signal., first let the tape
magnetization be an FM signal of the form

(5)

S(t) may be expanded into its spectral components as

(6)

where the Cn’s are appropriate Bessel functions. When i(t) is passed through the
playback head with transfer function Zo(T), the output voltage is

(7)



(7) can now be written as
(8)

which is a result similar to that derived by Gerlach.3 Transfer functions Z1(T) and Z2(T)
can be substituted into (7), and the resulting output voltages are

(9)
and

(10)
respectively. Thus, we may work in the time domain using expressions (8)-(10) rather
than the cumbersome frequency domain expansion of (7).

To determine the output voltages, we carry out the operations indicated for (8)-(10).
Starting with (8), we have

(11)

which contains both amplitude and frequency modulation. After passing this signal
through an ideal limiter which limits the signal level to the troughs of the amplitude
modulation, we have a signal with frequency modulation only,

(12)
Passing this signal through a frequency demodulator gives a demodulated output angle
of

(13)

                   is the corresponding demodulated FM signal.

When similar operations are performed on (9) and (10), the resulting expressions rapidly
become very complicated. In general the output voltage consists of two FMed carriers in
phase quadrature which are both amplitude modulated. By using trigonometric identities
to combine these terms and assuming ideal amplitude limiting and frequency
demodulating, we obtain for the respective demodulated output angles,

(14)

and



where

and

(15)

Results (13)-(15) are the closed form expressions for the demodulated output angles
obtained from playback of FM waves. As such, they contain the distortion terms caused
by head-to-tape spacing.

Discussion of Results    Examining the expressions for demodulated angle, we note that
each has a distinct pattern. Ao(t), the case corresponding to integrating the head output
voltage, is in the simplest form. It shows that for a given head-to-tape spacing factor, *,
and modulating frequency, D, the amplitude of the demodulated signal is multiplied by
the factor cosh(D*). This corresponds to amplitude-frequency distortion of the
demodulated signal. However, there is no harmonic distortion introduced in this case.
Fig. 1 shows a plot of coshD* , which is the factor by which the signal amplitude is
emphasized, as a function of D* in db. Experimentally measured points are also shown
on Fig. 1. These show good agreement with the theory.

In view of the large value of coshD* at high values of D*, one might well ask the
following question. “Other factors being equal, will the amplitude of a given signal at
frequency D be distorted by head-to-tape spacing more by direct recording or by FM
recording?” In direct recording the signal would be attenuated by e-D* in FM recording it
would be emphasized by the factor coshD*. If we compare the reciprocal, eD* of the
direct recording attenuation with coshD* , we note that eD* is always greater than coshD*,
thus indicating that FM recording is always better with respect to this criterion. As a
practical example suppose it is desired to record a 1 MHz signal in a system having a
head-to-tape spacing loss of 6 db at that frequency. In direct recording, the signal voltage
would be reduced by 0.5, in FM recording, the signal would be emphasized by 1.25.

Expressions A1(t) and A2(t), corresponding respectively to taking the voltage directly off
the head and differentiating the voltage, contain terms which are the inverse tangents of
functions which are periodic with the same period as sinDt. These inverse tangent
functions can be expanded in Fourier series. When the expansion is done, it is found that
there are significant amounts of higher harmonics present. Thus, there is harmonic
distortion in the output as compared with Ao(t) which has only amplitude-frequency
distortion.



As an example, Fig. 2 shows the Fourier components for the demodulated FM signals
(dA1 (t))/dt and (dA2(t))/dt, for the case where m, the modulation index is 0.6, and the
ratio of modulation frequency to carrier frequency, D/T, is 0.5. These conditions
correspond to a peak frequency deviation of 30% of the carrier frequency. The abscissa
is the carrier attenuation in db caused by head-to-tape spacing. We note that the
fundamental signal component has less variation for dA1/dt while the second harmonic
term is higher. Fig. 3 shows another case, modulation index m = 0.188 and modulating
frequency over carrier frequency is 0.8 corresponding to a peak frequency deviation of
15% of the carrier frequency. Only the fundamental component is shown because the
higher harmonics would be cut out by the low pass filter which is usually present in an
FM demodulator. The variation of fundamental amplitude with carrier attenuation is
similar in shape to the case shown in Fig. 2. However, the magnitude of the variation is
greater for the higher modulating frequency.

Experiments have been carried out to measure the second harmonic distortion present in
the demodulated output, dA1/dt, which corresponds to taking the voltage directly off the
head. The experimental system ran at 60 inches per second and used an FMed carrier of
80 kHz with a peak frequency deviation of 24 kHz or 30%. Modulating frequencies of 19
kHz and 33 kHz made identification of the second harmonic easy on a spectrum
analyzer. Head-to-tape spacing was adjusted by shims. The experimental results shown
in the table of Fig. 4 show very good agreement with theory. The low frequencies used in
the experimental system allowed careful control of the head-to-tape spacing in the
experiments, and are not typical of the frequencies now used in instrumentation and
video recording. However, the results presented here are given in terms of the carrier
attenuation in db caused by head-to-tape spacing and can be used for any FM system.

Sensitivity of a system to changes in head-to-tape spacing can be an important design
consideration. Examining Figs. 1-3, we note that the three different methods of taking
the voltage off the head all have different sensitivities with respect to changes in head-to-
tape spacing which are functions of the carrier attenuation caused by head-to-tape
spacing. Considering only the effect upon the fundamental amplitude, it appears that for
low values of carrier attenuation, integrating the voltage off the head gives lowest
sensitivity to variations in head-to-tape spacing. For medium attenuation, taking the
voltage directly off the head seems best, and for high attenuation, taking the derivative
off the head appears best.

Conclusion    We have shown theoretically and experimentally the nature of FM
distortion caused by head-to-tape spacing in tape recording systems. Closed-form
expressions have been derived for the demodulated output angle resulting from passing
an FMed wave through transfer functions



and Z2(T) = -T2 e*T which represent the effect of head-to-tape spacing and respectively
integrating, taking directly, or differentiating the voltage from the playback head.

This analysis applies to systems for which effects other than head-to-tape spacing such
as tape thickness and skin effect are equalized. Such equalization is usually practiced in
actual system design. In fact, the effect of a fixed value of head-to-tape spacing is itself
often equalized. When this is done, the analysis presented here. is directly applicable to
changes in head-to-tape spacing from the nominal value. A limitation is that full-
equalization is restricted to a finite band width.

The closed form expressions are significant because they allow calculation of FM
distortion for given system parameters. The results are applicable to design of FM tape
recording systems, and thaw that harmonic distortion is absent in systems which
integrate the voltage from the head. On the other hand, if sensitivity to variation in head-
to-tape spacing is important, taking the voltage directly off the head or differentiating it
may give better-system performance.
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Fig. 1. Plot of amplitude-frequency distortion factor as a function of spacing loss, D* ,
for demodulated FM signal dAo/dt (head voltage integrated).

Fig. 2. Plot of Fourier components for demodulated FM signals, dA1/dt (direct) and
dA2/dt (differentiated) as a function of carrier spacing loss. Modulating frequency/carrier
frequency is 0.5. Peak frequency deviation is 30% of carrier frequency. (A) Fundamental

(B) Second Harmonic.



Fig. 2. Plot of Fourier components for demodulated FM signals, dA1/dt (direct) and
dA2/dt (differentiated) as a function of carrier spacing loss. Modulating frequency/carrier
frequency is 0.5. Peak frequency deviation is 30% of carrier frequency. (A) Fundamental

(B) Second Harmonic.

Fig. 3. Plot of Fundamental component for demodulated FM signals, dA1/dt
(direct) and dA2/dt (differentiated) as a function of carrier spacing loss. Modulating
frequency/carrier frequency is 0.8. Peak frequency deviation is 15% of carrier frequency.



Fig. 4. Measurements of second harmonic content
in demodulated FM signal, dA1/dt (direct).



DISC RECORDING: SIGNAL ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION
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Summary    During the last several years, magnetic recording on plated discs has been
developed and now can be applied to instrumentation recording. The disc recorder is
available in a fixed head configuration for multichannel parallel recording and in a
moving head configuration for one or two event parallel recording with extended time.
The disc recorder can capture transient analog signals with bandwidth from DC to 6MHz
or more for periods of time from microseconds to 20 seconds or more. The analog signal
is stored on the disc after being processed through a proprietary period modulator. The
disc recorder allows the user a natural base from which to reduce the analog data to
computer understood words. Data reduction equivalent to 100 megabit conversion is
possible at data rates compatible with the data device. Thus the disc recorder can capture
transient analog signals and will allow simple data reduction.

Introduction    During the last eight years, Data Disc has created the capability of
recording and reproducing digital and analog information using magnetic discs as the
storage media. Data Disc’s new Micro-space heads skim a measured half wavelength of
light above the disc - far closer than heads in any other disc memory. This precision
brings new reliability and new economy to disc recorders that results in major
improvements in short wave length recording, allowing greater information storage and
higher frequency response. Recently, an approach to wideband instrumentation recording
using the magnetic disc recorder has been developed. These analog disc recorders are
similar to those used in the computer field for fast-access digital storage and in the
television industry for slow motion and stop action recording.

Compared with prior methods of recording transient events, either in parallel or
singularly, the disc recorder offers many advantages.
Multi event parallel recording
1) Nanosecond real time and track/track time base stabilities
2) Frequency response DC to 6MHz
3) Recording times of one microsecond to 20 seconds
4) Natural and easy data reduction system capability
5) Operates as a look ahead recorder-records for a given period of time and stops



6) Operates as a loop recorder-records until an event happens, saving the lost given
period of information

Wideband Instrumentation Disc Recorders    A disc recorder capable of recording
transient type signals consists of a disc transport with either fixed or moving heads, an
electronic signal processing unit, an optional servo drive unit, and an optional control
unit.

The basic disc recorder consists of a plated disc, record-reproduce heads, and record-
reproduce electronics. Each track of the disc recorder can store and reproduce a 16.7 or
33 millisecond segment of data (depending on the speed of the disc). For multi event
parallel recording, each track has its own record-reproduce head (fixed head) and
electronics for simultaneous capture of information. Up to 32 events can be recorded in
this mode with track to track time base errors of less than twenty nanoseconds.

When more storage capacity is needed and one or two channels are to be recorded, then
600 tracks under a pair of moving heads will allow recording of 10-20 seconds. With
proper control, the moving head disc recorder can be made to perform as a loop recorder
with easy segment read back, exact segment addressing and excellent time base stability.

Fixed Head Systems    Feature of fixed head multichannel instrumentation disc
recorders include:

S Up to 32 channel recording
S DC - 6MHz response
S High signal/noise ratio
S Repetitive playback
S 20 nanosecond intertrack time base correlation

A typical multichannel fixed head disc recorder system with parallel record and serial
playback is shown in Figure I . Up to 32 events are recorded in parallel or independently.
Playback selection is by logic level control of the Nx1 output switch. Digital clocking
circuitry is provided with each unit for timing purposes.

Other fixed head configurations are possible. Figure 2 shows the basic four types of
switching:

1) Serial input to parallel output
2) Serial input to serial output
3) Parallel input to serial output
4) Parallel input to parallel output



The 1800 rpm models have 4MHz bandwidth and 33 milliseconds per track, while the
3600 rpm models have 6MHz bandwidth and 16.7 milliseconds per track. Signal to noise
ratios of 40 db or more are provided. Reduced bandwidths with increased signal/ noise
ratios are available.

Moving Head Systems    Features of a moving head instrumentation disc recorder
include
S DC - 6MHz response
S High signal/noise ratio
S Exact track addressing
S 20 seconds of recording
S 1 or 2 channels
S Continuous record/reproduce
S Repetitive playback

A typical moving head system is shown in Figure 3. The Data Disc model 3102/3302 I
Wideband Instrumentation Disc Recorder system is a single channel recorder capable of
recording 10 to 20 seconds (600 tracks) of analog signals at a bandwidth of from DC to 4
or 6MHz. Each track is a concentric ring and can be recorded and played back without
distortion. With a control unit such as the Data Disc 3152/3352 Instrumentati on
Controller, as shown in F igure 4, the two stepping heads can be controlled to provide
continuous loop recording. Playback control is always positive and accurate. The fixed
head on the recorder allows for reference signals to be recorded and compared against
the moving head signals. Track to track switching transients are held to less than 200
nanoseconds.

The 1800 rpm models have 4MHz bandwidth and 33 msec per track, while the 3600 rpm
models have 6MHz bandwidth and 16.7 msec per track. Other models include the 3104
I/3304 I disc recorder, which is a two track parallel recorder version of the above.

Signal Processing    To properly record and playback analog signals which are transsient
in nature and have frequency components from DC to high frequencies requires a signal
processing system that is well designed.

A period modulation system is a proprietary development of Data Disc which allows:

1) Analog response down to and including zero Hertz
2) A new modulation approach which-using analog signal sampling-provides linear

amplitude-to-period conversion with minimum intermodulation distortion
3) A new demodulation approach-based on a balanced sample and store detector-

which provides period-toanalog conversion with a noise ratio that permits the use
of a straightforward, maximally flat time-delay output filter



4) The maximally flat time-delay filter capability offers the additional system feature
of an optimally linear phase-signal response

5) The period modulation and demodulation techniques are implemented through the
use of digital and linear integrated circuits throughout the modulator/demodulator
(modem) system.

Typical performance specifications of the fixed and moving head disc recorders are as
follows:

1800 RPM 3600 RPM

Bandwidth DC - 4MHz DC - 6MHz
Signal/Noise Ratios p-p/rms > 40 db >40 db
Rise time 135 nanoseconds 90 nanoseconds
Track/track time base stability 20 nanoseconds
Real Time Time Base Error

2202 I Servo 50 nanoseconds
Linearity 1%

Signal Acquisition    The disc recorder with appropriate logic to control it can operate in
either of two modes of data acquisition.

First, when the information is known to be about to happen, a push of a button or a logic
level change will initiate a record cycle. This causes the fixed head units to record for
one disc revolution while the moving head recorder will record to the index track and
stop.

Second, when the information is not predictable but can be detected, then the recorder
can be used in the following mode. Record continuously until the event happens, then
turn off the record function and the last unit of time is captured on the disc.

A typical application of the disc recorder is the acquisition of telemetry data from the
different sensors in an underground atomic explosion. Before the disc recorder was used,
the data was fed to 32 oscilloscopes with 32 scope cameras, single event triggered. By
the use of a forty channel disc recorder, the following resulted.

S less recording system cost
S less operating cost
S order of magnitude more accurate
S semi automatic data reduction possible
S inter event time base errors of 20 nanoseconds



Data Reduction    The unparalleled advantage of the magnetic disc recorder is the
repetitive playback feature. With a disc rotating at either 30 or 60 rps, the recorded
events are immediately available for repetitive electrical signal analysis. This means that
the data is effectively frozen, permitting analog-to-digital conversion techniques never
before possible. A-D sample rates as low as one sample per disc revolution eliminate
need for high-cost, high-speed A to D converters.

These low digital rates are adaptable to telephone-line transmission of data to a control
computer processing center or directly to an incremental digital tape recorder. Since the
recorder can be remotely controlled, the data can be processed within minutes after a
recorded event. This enables locating the disc recorder very close to the event-the unit
being its own record/replay transport-and straightforward, simplified system setup,
resulting in equipment cost savings in addition to the data reduction cost savings.

Figure 5 is a block diagram of a typical parallel recorder with a data reduction system
attached.

The recorded data is usually of very short duration and digitizing the entire data track is
therefore unnecessary. By observing the data on an oscilloscope, the sectors to be
digitized can be predetermined from a zero-time event marker.

After determining the sector to be digitized, the upper and lower sector limits are set into
the preset counter. The bit clock, which determines the digitizing rate, is incremented
one count per disc revolution starting from the lower limit position in the preset counter
and ending at the upper limit position. (10 samples/microsecond x 10 bits/sample = 100
megabits/second).

Since the disc recorder is its own transport and the recording medium is a rigid metallic
disc, timing errors are kept to a minimum. Worst-case channel-to-channel time-base error
is 20 nanoseconds. Typical operation yields lower rates, typically 10 to 15 nanoseconds.

For correlation between data and/or timing channels, only one demodulator is required as
all data is referenced to the timing track to within 20 nanoseconds. Disc speed at the time
of recording is also insignificant since a crystal-controlled clock and the data are
recorded simultaneously. If the disc speed changes on subsequent playbacks, the worst-
case error between channels would be 20 nanoseconds. This compares with a typical rate
of I to 2 microseconds in the case of the tape recorder.

Conclusions    The analog disc recorder is very useful in capturing signals or multiple
high frequency transient phenomenon. Data acquisition may be made with or without
prior knowledge of the event happening. Data reduction at acceptable data rates are now
easily accomplished using the analog disc recorder. Time base errors in the nanosecond



region and bandwidth DC to 6MHz are now available. Finally, complete and automatic
data acquisition and reduction systems are now possible. Systems such as those
described have been in production for over two years and over sixty systems are now in
operation today.

Figure 1
 



Figure 2. Instrumentation Disc Recorder Basic Switching Configurations

Figure 2 (continued)
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Figure 4



Figure 5.  Block Diagram of Typical Transient Disc Recorder 



A NEW CONCEPT FOR EQUALIZATION OF MAGNETIC TAPE
REPRODUCE SYSTEMS

ROBERT A. BYERS
Bell & Howell Company

Pasadena, California

Summary    A new approach to the problem of equalizing direct reproduce channels of
instrumentation tape recorders has been developed. The technique employed utilizes
active circuits and signal processing to develop the required transfer function. The
principal advantage of the approach is that it requires only one operational adjustment to
obtain the equalization characteristics. This allows a significant reduction in operator
setup time and an increase in reliability by the reduction in the number of variable circuit
elements. This is achieved by a slight increase in overall circuit complexity, the effect of
which is minimized by the repetitive use of simple, functional circuits. The overall
system approach is suitable for hybrid or monolithic technology.

Introduction    The “direct” reproduce electronics of an instrumentation recorder must
provide amplitude compensation for all wavelength and frequency effects encountered in
the reproduce process. They are often, in addition, required to provide compensation for
phase distortion introduced by the amplitude equalization.

To be of maximum practical value, the equalization technique must provide amplitude
and phase equalization, to within some acceptable margin of error, with a minimum of
operator interaction with the machine. The importance of minimizing operator-
interaction will be all too apparent to anyone who has had the opportunity to “set up” a
multichannel recorder of this type.

The problem in practical systems design is to implement an equalizer that is both
convenient and economical. A common industry practice has been to synthesize an
impedance having the desired frequency characteristics and to use it in a feedback loop
or as the driving point impedance for a current source. While this is certainly a valid
approach, it ordinarily requires several adjustments, often interacting to provide adequate
equalization. The adjustment procedure often requires some skill on the part of the
operator, and is time-consuming.

An equalization technique has been developed that relies on summing techniques to
obtain the equalization characteristics. This approach increases user convenience by



drastically reducing the number of adjustments required. Although the circuitry required
is more extensive, economy is maintained by the minimization of many costly circuit
elements such as potentiometers and variable inductors.

Theoretical Basis    It has been found that an amplifier having a system function of the
form:

(1)

where

will provide adequate amplitude and phase equalization for most instrumentation
recorders employing voltage mode reproduce and constant flux record systems.

A computer analysis has indicated that the voltage/frequency characteristic can be
equalized within 2 dB, for specific fixed values of K, f1, f4, and .1 . The actual values are
determined by the system specifications, the electrical and mechanical characteristics of
the reproduce head, and the tape speed. For practical systems, these are design
considerations and do not require operator adjustment.

Under ordinary conditions, f1 is the lower band-edge frequency, and is independent of
tape speed, and f4 is the upper band-edge frequency, and is linearly related to tape speed.

K is an arbitrary constant, and the value of .1 is a constant determined by the curvature
of the reproduce head voltage/frequency characteristic in the sin x/x region. For heads of
the type used at Bell & Howell, .1 is approximately 0.2.

Thus, the only variables involved in the amplitude equalization process are f2 and .2.
These are functions of the gap width, a controlled parameter, and consequently the
expected variation in the actual values of f2 and .2 is not large.

The phase compensation frequency, f3, is dependent on .2, f2, and f4. Adequate phase
compensation, however, may be obtained for the expected range of values these
variables may take on, with a fixed value of f3.



It is now convenient to represent the system function as the product of three functions:

(2)
where

(3)

(4)

(5)

Partial fraction expansions of equations 3, 4, and 5 yield:

(6)

(7)

(8)

From 6, 7, and 8, it is seen that the whole complex system function can be build up from
five very simple independent functions. This particular form is attractive since it allows
the extensive use of active circuits in the synthesis of the system function.

It should be noted that the variables requiring adjustment, .2 and f2, are contained in
separate terms, and are non-interacting. A signal flow graph of the product
A1(jf)A2(jf)S(jf), as expressed in equations 6, 7, and 8, is shown in Figure 1.

The damping factor, .2 is proportional to the amount of peaking required at band-edge.
Since this varies somewhat unpredictably with tape speed, it is necessary to adjust this
value independently for each speed. The value of f2, however, does vary predictably with
tape speed. It is sufficient to set this value at one speed and provide a method for
adjusting the value proportionally to any change in tape speed. With this accomplished
we have one adjustment per speed, plus one.

Hardware Development    The practical realization of the system function, H(jf) was
made economically feasible by a combination transconductance/summing amplifier



(TSA). A schematic diagram of the TSA is shown as Fig. 2. The suuming function is
accomplished by standard operational amplifier techniques. The traasconductance is the
ratio of output current to total input voltage, and is given by:

(9)

The output voltage, Vo, is just the product of the load impedance and the output current.

(10)

The simple transfer functions of A1(jf), A2(jf), and S(jf) were developed by simple
impedances presented as loads to TSA’s. The required function changes with tape speed
were accomplished by using transistor switches to select the appropriate impedance, and
thereby the proper transfer function.

A block diagram of the realization of the overall system function, H(jf), where the value
of K is taken as 100, is shown as Fig. 3. In the diagram, the value of R is taken to be very
large, and does not load any of the impedance networks. This was realized in practice by
emitter followers providing impedance transformations where necessary, permitting
small values of R.

The function, A1(jf), was developed by the sum of the input and the output of a tuned
amplifier, where

(11)

(12)

The required adjustment in band-edge peaking is provided by making RE1 a
potentiometer which is switched for each speed. The value of R4 remains constant with
speed, while L4 and C4 are changed with speed.

The function A1 (jf) is realized in much the same fashion. The value of 100f1/f2 is
determined by the ratio of the fixed value Rx to the variable resistor RE2.

(13)

Since Rx can be changed by fixed increments corresponding to fixed intremental speed
changes, we need only one potentiometer, RE2 for all speeds. The value of f1 is
determined by



where

TSA4 is used to provide a phase inversion.

The phase function, S(jf), is developed by TSA5 and TSA6. The value of f3 is determined
by:

(14)

and

Since f3 varies with tape speed, we switch in a new network at each speed. In the actual
equalization amplifier, TSA6 is followed by a gain stage and an output level adjustment,
These, however, are not part of the equalization and are not further described here.

The system has been tested at all IRIG speeds on ten tape channels. The performance
was about as anticipated. Equalization to within ±2 dB was easily achieved, and the time
required for set-up was minimal. It is expected that this technique will be in operational
use within the year.

 Figure 1
Signal Flow Diagram

of System Function H(jf)



Figure 2
AC Diagram of Transconductance/

Summing Amplifier

Figure 3
Block Diagram of the Hardware

Realization of H(jf)



MACHINE-TO-MACHINE COMPATIBILITY IN WIDEBAND
RECORDING

AVNER LEVY
Ampex Corporation

Redwood City, California

The problem of machine-to-machine compatibility, although as old as magnetic
recording, came into focus once more when inquiries were made by the TWG of the
IRIG Committee. These were matched by inputE from various customers about
incompatibility problems encountered when interchanging tapes between wideband
recorders made by various manufacturers. Except for one case, all of the recorders
examined were found to comply with the “constant flux” recommendations for IRIG
106-66 and 106-69.

In considering the problems associated with machine-to-machine compatibility, it
becomes immediately apparent that the problem could be divided into two parts; one part
to contain all those factors common to all tape transports, regardless of manufacturer,
such as tracking, skew and azimuth. The other to include basically those factors involved
in the head-tape signal function. These are additional problems closely associated with
the design of the various manufacturers. These factors are, in addition to tape tension:
Recording demagnetization, core loss and gap loss (self-demagnetization loss and tape
thickness loss are omitted, since they do not affect interchangeability).

Gap loss is usually associated with the gap length of the reproduce head. While there are
various analytical derivations for the optimum gap length of the reproduce head in the
literature (C. Mee, Fujwara and others) very little attention is given to the record gap.
The record gap length is usually regarded as less critical to the performance of the
record-reproduce transfer characteristics. It is the purpose of this paper to show,
however, that the record gap although not as critical as the reproduce gap, nevertheless
could and does affect the record transfer characteristics in the form of amplitude,
distortion content and group delay.

To analyze the problem experimentally, a set of tests were made in which three pre-
recorded programs were reproduced on the same reproduce head. The programs were
recorded using set-up procedure as per IRIG 106-69 on heads with 200, 140 and 70Fin.
Those programs will be referred to as Programs A, B and C, respectively.



Figure I shows head frequency response curve of Program A. Note the peak frequency,
as well as the roll-off from the peak to the band edge frequency, 1.5 MHz, and from the
peak to 10 kHz. The latter was chosen arbitrarily for comparison. The third harmonic
distortion of the signal on this tape at 500 kHz was found to vary about 1.6%, more than
50% higher than the distortion of 150 kHz, the set-up frequency. In some tracks the third
harmonic distortion at 500 kHz was found as high as 1.9%.

Figure II shows head frequency response curve of Program B. The peak output seems to
have shifted up in frequency with slight loss of amplitude. The roll- off from the peak to
the band edge frequency, 1.5 MHz is reduced here to 14.5 dB, while the difference
between 10 kHz and the peak has increased to 20 dB. This recording exhibits very little
distortion change at 500 kHz, when compared with the 1% third harmonics of 150 kHz,
the set-up frequency.

Figure III shows head frequency response curve of Program C. The peak of the curve has
shifted further up in frequency with a loss of 1.5 dB. Only 13.5 dB roll-off at the high
frequency end of the band are evident, while 21.2 are shown between 10 kHz and the
peak of the curve. Here again, very little change in distortion content between 150 kHz
and 500 kHz is apparent. As a matter of fact, the figures are almost indistinguishable
from experimental error.

A clear comparison between the three curves is presented in Figure IV. As the record gap
becomes narrower, the peak output shifts to higher frequencies and some loss of signal is
evident. This is possibly due to the shunting effect of the gap and consequently less
penetration of the long wavelength into the tape; at the same time the roll-off becomes
smaller and the distortion content (third harmonic) at the 500 kHz decreases. The fact
that the absolute signal on the tape at that frequency remains the same suggests that the
narrower gap produces a sharper field gradient for the recording of that wavelength than
the wider gap does (Figure V).

Group delay, or group velocity, is always a function of the storage elements in the
circuit. In the magnetic recording process the group delay is usually introduced by the
amount of equalization required to achieve flat response. In this sense, the group delay is
directly related to the roll-off from the peak output to the band edge frequency and the
associated equalizing network. Hence, one can predict, simply by inspection, the effect
of increased gap length on group delay. Evaluation of group delay data is more difficult,
however, because of the relatively wide spread of data caused by the range of adjustment
of the equalizing network. In spite of this, however, analysis of the data shows, as
expected, a marked increase in group delay for Program A recorded with 200pin. gap. Of
significance is the fact that the difference between Curve A and B in terms of overall
performance is considerably more than between Curve B and C, hence suggesting that 



there is a range of optimum record gap for this application beyond which very little
improvement is experienced (Figure V, VI).

Finally, an attempt was made to generate a procedure by which the user would be able to
reproduce a tape recorded with Head A on a system usually equalized for use with Head
B. It was found that when the bias drive is set for 4 dB signal suppression (overbias) at
1.5 MHz (120 in. /8) the two curves were brought close together.
 
Figure VII shows such a system when a pre-recorded tape was reproduced on an Ampex
FR-1400 (usually compatible with Program B) which was set and equalized for 4 dB of
signal suppression at 1.5 MHz. The curve, although not as flat at the “standard” FR-1400
curve, does meet the ±3 dB specification.

Hence, it seems that interchangeability between systems requiring flat frequency
response is possible provided the user knows the limitations of his system and can
provide for the variations. Several recommendations were made in favor of limiting or
prescribing record and reproduce head gaps in order to standardize and provide for
compatibility between systems. Such a proposal, if adopted, would hamper incentives of
efforts the manufacturer may have in improving the actual recording process. An
alternate approach could be to consider the record-reproduce heads as a “black box” with
prescribed input and output. Neither approach, however, will solve the problem of
possible incompatibility between systems due to variations in azimuth which could vary
by as much as 3 dB.

A more practical approach yet is the use of a “signature” at the start of each recording.
The “signature” may be in a form of a sweep, a white noise or a series of pre-selected
frequencies. Before reproducing a tape on a different system, the user may reproduce the
“signature” and make the necessary adjustments for proper performance. This approach
eliminates, in addition to record gap and azimuth differences, possible differences due to
pre-emphasis variations. This approach was introduced several years ago, and is now
used successfully in a system where data acquisition is done in one station and the data
reduction in another remote location, using two different tape transports.
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EFFECTS OF INSTRUMENTATION RECORDER TIME BASE
ERROR ON SPECTRAL PURITY

P. D. LEEKE
Manager of Instrumentation Recording Products

Mincom Division
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company

Summary    Experimental data is presented to show how carrier amplitude of a recorded
signal is affected by Time Base Error. Time Base Error effects on the sideband structure
of a recorded signal are also shown for different amounts of Time Base Error and at
several frequencies. The effect of capstan servo adjustment on spectral purity
demonstrates the need for new methods of performance evaluation to achieve optimum
performance when recording spectrum information. The data presented shows that skew
(ITDE) has little effect on spectral purity for analysis bandwidths of 50 Hz or greater.

Introduction   Experience has shown that the Time Base Error characteristics of an
instrumentation tape recorder can have a significant effect on the ability to accurately
reproduce information when the analysis is being carried out in the frequency domain. It
is quite easy to determine and apply the known characteristics of Time Base Error to data
signals in the time domain, since the figures given for the equipment can be related
dir6ctly to the errors they would cause in the information processed. However, the
effects that Time Base Errors have in the frequency domain are less clearly recognizable
and more difficult to predict.

Previous information published on the effect of Time Base Error on spectral purity
(Bradford and Jaffe)1 dealt with the problem of predicting the reduction in amplitude of
the center frequency being measured as a function of increasing Time Base Error or as a
function of increasing frequency with a fixed Time Base Error. The derivations presented
were based on a theoretical prediction of the reduction in carrier amplitude as Time Base
Error increased from zero to a maximum of one radian of the frequency being measured.
A primary purpose of my work in preparing for this paper was to verify that the predicted
performance could be supported by experimental data. I have also attempted to provide
data on two other characteristics. These are the effect of skew on spectral dispersion and
the effect of capstan servo adjustment on the carrier frequency sideband spectrum. These



latter tests were undertaken to show that although one can predict within a limited range
the effect of Time Base Error on carrier amplitude reduction, it is very difficult to predict
the makeup or shape of the sideband structures without specific information about the
machine being used. I must point out that the data presented in this paper uses a different
bandwidth analysis filter than that described by Bradford and Jaffe. I have used a 50 Hz
analysis bandwidth which will integrate out the errors that could be seen with a narrower
filter. This will be particularly true when we analyze the effects of skew on spectral
purity since most skew rates are well within a 50 cycle band limit. The overall purpose of
this paper is to present experimental evidence showing how increasing Time Base Error
affects frequencies in different portions of the passband of a wideband instrumentation
recorder and how capstan servo adjustment can have a strong effect on the shape of the
sideband structure on data signals.

The data shown in Figure 1 does not have a strong correlation with the predicted results
described in the referenced paper. I would like to point out that this should not be
interpreted as being a refutation of their derivations, but should be viewed as possible
errors caused by the limitations of the measuring system (i.e. , analysis bandwidth) and
the necessary assumptions made during the mathematical derivation. The two limiting
cases presented by Bradford and Jaffe are for peak-to-peak Time Base Errors which are
less than one radian of the signal being measured and for Time Base Errors much larger
than one radian of the measured signal. In the data presented, the measured Time Base
Errors transcend from the one limiting case to the other and, therefore, lie in that “never,
never land” between the two limiting cases described by Bradford and Jaffe. The wider
analysis bandwidth which I have used can mask some of the effects that would otherwise
be shown and, in particular, will affect the correlation of the carrier amplitude reduction.
A narrower analysis filter would be much more desirable, but limitations of equipment
did not permit use of such a setup. The 50 Hz filter bandwidth used will mask some of
the detailed characteristics of the sideband structure very near the carrier and will also
show errors as the baseline noise level adds into the filter and causes the curves to
deviate from their expected path when the signal level begins to fall off.

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the experimental apparatus used to gather the information
presented. The recorder was a Mincom® TICOR III, 14 track recorder using one inch
wide magnetic tape. The analyzer used to measure the spectral distribution of the various
carrier frequencies was a Hewlett-Packard Model 8553B/8552A connected to a Hewlett-
Packard 7035 X-Y plotter for printout. I F bandwidth in the analyzer was 50 Hz. Slew
rate of the analyzer was set at 200 Hz per second. This slow rate was used to make sure
that the rate of analysis did not exceed the writing rate of the X-Y plotter. The recorder
capstan servo was connected to an external breadboard phase modulator to allow
artificial generation of specific levels of peak-to-peak Time Base Error to monitor the
effects on spectral purity. The phase modulator was driven from a noise generator band 



limited to 10 kHz. This technique gave a random distribution for induced large Time
Base Errors.

Figure 3 shows the spectral purity of the oscillator used for the experiments. A very
clean oscillator was needed to eliminate any possible masking of recorder effects due to
poor oscillator performance.

Figure 4A shows the spectral distribution of a 200 kHz carrier frequency recorded at 120
ips and played back with a peak-to-peak Time Base Error of 400 nanoseconds. The
spectrum clearly shows several significant characteristics of the recorder. The high first
order of sidebands reaching to -30 db represent the servo corner frequency at
approximately 900 Hz. The deep trough immediately adjacent to the center carrier, which
extends to -50 db, is at approximately 300 Hz and represents the zero db flutter rejection
frequency of the servo. The residual sidebands above and below 300 Hz represent
uncorrected power in the flutter spectrum. Figure 4B shows the same recorder under
identical conditions of operation with the exception that a defect was purposely
introduced into the reproduce heads to show the effect of mechanical resonances on
spectral dispersion. You will note the significant sidebands at a frequency of
approximately 450 Hz. These sidebands are caused by head mechanical resonance. The
significance of this demonstration is that the flutter and Time Base Error performance of
the recorder showed only a very slight change between these two cases. The Time Base
Error was increased approximately 100 nanoseconds and broadband flutter, as measured
on a flutter meter, appeared essentially unchanged. The point is, significant changes can
be made in the composition-of the sideband structure without these effects being clearly
apparent in traditional methods of measurement. Spectral purity analysis is truly a much
more sensitive means of measuring the subtle characteristics of a tape transport’s
performance.

Figures 5A through 5D show the change in sideband structure as greater amounts of
peak-to-peak Time Base Error are applied to the signal. These curves show the spectral
dispersion effects for Time Base Errors of 0.5, 1.0, 3.0 and 5.0 microseconds,
respectively, on a 200 kHz carrier frequency. Similar effects are shown in Figures 6A
through 7D for carrier frequencies of 500 kHz and 1.0 MHz. Please note that, for Time
Base Errors of I microsecond or greater, the sideband structure takes on the appearance
of random noise and the coherency of the sidebands that was evident at lower Time Base
Errors disappears. This is true because the forcing function used to create these higher
Time Base Errors was random noise. The effect for large Time Base Errors (see Figure
7D) is similar to that predicted by Bradford and Jaffe for Time Base Error greater than
one radian. Had these been created by a poorly functioning tape transport or one with
less sophisticated servo performance, the sideband structures would take on
characteristics similar to those for low Time Base Error performance, but with higher
residual sideband levels.



Figures 8A through 8C show the effect of skew on the sideband spectrum for a 200 kHz
frequency. Skew (ITDE) would show a significant impact on the sideband spectrum if a
narrower analysis filter had been used. However, since the bandwidth of 50 Hz
encompasses a large percentage of skew rates, the effect is not clearly shown.

Figures 9A through 10C show a comparison of different capstan servo adjustments on
the spectral purity of a 200 kHz carrier frequency. Figure 9A shows the performance of
the system with the capstan servo adjusted for minimum peak-to-peak Time Base Error
(300 nanoseconds). Figure 9B is the same condition of operation with the servo gain
increased approximately 2 db, with a peak-to-peak Time Base Error of 600 nanoseconds
Figure 9C shows the results with an increase in capstan servo gain of 3 db and a peak-to-
peak Time Base Error of 1.0 microsecond. The increase in Time Base Error is caused, for
the most part, by an increase in the ringing rate at the servo corner frequency which is
obvious from the dramatic increase in the sidebands at approximately 900 Hz. In Figure
9C, the gain increase has generated second order sidebands of the servo corner frequency
at approximately 1800 Hz. I would like to point out, however, that in all three cases the
machine was meeting typical Time Base Error specdfications for this type of equipment -
Figures 10A through IOC show the same conditions of operation with reduced capstan
servo gain. Figure IOA is identical to the previous Figure 9A. Figure IOB shows the
results with the capstan servo gain reduced by 2 db which gives a resultant peak-to-peak
Time Base Error of 380 nanoseconds. Figure 10C is for a reduction in capstan servo gain
of 7 db and a resultant peak-to-peak Time Base Error of 550 nanoseconds. You will note
that the significant change is a reduction in amplitude of the higher frequency sidebands
and an increase in the level of the sidebands nearest to the carrier. This demonstrates the
trade-off between the ability to reduce low frequency flutter and the generation of
unwanted high frequency sidebands in a high performance servo. The relative
importance of this information depends upon the bandwidth of the analysis instrument
and the data of interest. Again, I would like to point out that the Time Base Error
changed less than 2 to 1 for these latter cases, but there was a significant shift in the
makeup of the sideband structure for the signal being analyzed. The Time Base Error for
the conditions described by Figures 10A.- IOB and IOC meets published specifications.
In this particular case, it would appear that it would be wise to run the servo at a slightly
lower gain setting than that which would provide lowest Time Base Error. These data are
another demonstration that traditional methods for performance measurement may not be
adequate for the user who is concerned about spectral purity. The overall objective of the
user is to minimize the errors introduced by the recorder so that his results reflect data
from the signal of interest and not anomalies introduced by the data storage process.
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PRE-EMPHASIS FOR CONSTANT BANDWIDTH FM SUBCARRIER
OSCILLATORS FOR TM AND PM TRANSMITTERS*

ALLAN CAMPBELL
Instrumentation Applications Division 7281

Sandia Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Summary    This paper shows that the proper pre-emphasis for the inputs of constant
bandwidth subcarrier oscillators into an FM transmitter is a straight line through the
origin, and into a PM transmitter is one of equal amplitude for all subcarrier oscillators.
The proper method for calculation of the pre-emphasis for a mixture of channel
bandwidths is to use the square root of the bandwidth ratio of the subcarrier channels for
both FM and PM transmitters. Examples are given.

Introduction    Pre-emphasis of FM subcarriers has been a common practice in
telemetry for many years. The three-halves power pre-emphasis of proportional
bandwidth (PBW) channels is practically a telemetry tradition. However, the pre-
emphasis picture is changing now with the introduction and use of constant bandwidth
(CBW) channels and even the mixing of different bandwidth CBW channels (and even
some PBW channels) all in the same baseband.

This paper shows how the three-halves power pre-emphasis of PBW channels has been
derived and proceeds to a derivation of the proper pre-emphasis for CBW channels and a
mixture of channel types, for both FM (frequency modulated) and PM (phase modulated)
transmitters.

FM Transmitters    First, consider proportional FM channels, which are always
deviated the same percentage of their center frequency. This means that for any such
channel,

where BW is the bandwidth and f is the subcarrier oscillator (SCO) center frequency.



Consider also that noise from a discriminator, such as the receiver discriminator, gets
higher with higher frequency. This is true because the noise input is the same for all
frequencies and the discriminator is designed to put out a higher voltage for a higher
frequency (see Figure 1). With signal input, the noise from a discriminator is different
from that shown in Figure 1 because of intermodulation products, but those products
become less and less as signal power goes down. Consequently, Figure 1 does give a
good picture of the noise at low signal level, which is the situation of most interest; with
high signal power, pre-emphasis is probably not necessary at all.

Fig. 1 - Receiver Noise Input and Output

This means that to have the same signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) on all channels the higher
channels must be emphasized an appropriate amount.

Figure 2 shows two such channels. The development in this paper considers only two
SCO’s at a time. Consideration of only two is sufficient, since any two SCO’s out of a
multiplex can be selected, and the results can be applied to any other pair, including one
of the first pair. The total amount of noise power (N) on each channel depends both on F,
which is the noise voltage at the SCO frequency, and on the BW.

F is squared because it is a voltage and our concern is with noise power.

Fig. 2 - Receiver Output Showing Noise and Subcarrier Oscillators



The desired situation is that S/N for channel 1 be equal to SIN for channel 2.

Since the signal power is proportional to V2 , then the above equation becomes

(1)

Equation (1) is to be manipulated to give a relationship between V1 and V2.

Now both F and BW are proportional to the frequency; F is propositional because of the
receiver discriminator characteristics, and BW is proportional in PBW channels;
therefore,

Multiplying both sides of Equation (1) by                   , we get

Substituting,

and taking the square root of both sides gives the familiar 3/2 power pre-emphasis

The only difference between PBW channels and CBW channels is that, as the name
implies, the bandwidth of CBW channels, instead of being proportional to frequency, is
always the same,



Inasmuch as BW1 and BW2 are equal, they cancel and Equation (1) becomes

Multiplying both sides by            and substituting,

Then

Since V1 and f1 can be considered constant, then

which is a straight line through the origin.

PM Transmitters    Since an FM transmitter is just a phase-modulation transmitter with
an integrator on the input, as is shown in Figure 3, a phase-modulation transmitter can be
considered as an FM transmitter with a differentiator on the input (see Figure 4).

Fig. 3 - FM Transmitter

Fig. 4 - A Useful Diagram of a PM Transmitter



Consequently, the above results can easily be extended to PM transmitters. To get the
same pre-emphasized output from the receiver for PM that we got for FM, we will want
the same input to the integrator in the FM transmitter; therefore, the input to the
differentiator will have to be the integral of the input to the integrator.

Still using two subcarriers for illustration, and ignoring any terms introduced by
modulation,

where

and

Again considering constant bandwidth subcarriers, for pre-emphasis as in the FM case,

then

where

Therefore, in order to give the appropriately emphasized receiver output, the input to a
PM transmitter should be one in which all subcarriers have the same amplitude when
those subcarriers are of the same bandwidth.



For proportional bandwidth subcarrier oscillators, the same procedure yields the
appropriate pre-emphasis curve. Using the same terminolo , and remembering that for
PBW SCO’s

then

Defining A1 and A2 as the amplitudes of the SCO’s going into the differentiator, then

So the input to a PM transmitter should be pre-emphasized to the 1/2 power for PBW
SCO’s.

Constant BW Subcarriers of Different BW’s    Again using equation (1),

and rearranging,

remembering that



then the ratio of two constant BW channels of unequal BW is the same as for the case of
equal BW, only multiplied by the square root of the ratio of the BW’s.

An examination of the development of the proper input to a PM transmitter will show
that the only difference for constant BW channels of unequal BW is the same constant as
for FM channels; the input to the PM transmitter is also level, but modified by the factor  
                         .

The factor                          is also used to make calculations appropriate to the inclusion
of PBW channels.

Examples. -I. An S-band FM transmitter is to be deviated ±250 KHz by all ten CBW
channels of the standard IRIG B type (±4 KHz). The transmitter has a deviation
sensitivity of 100 KHz per volt, peak (a +1 volt input signal will deviate the transmitter
+100 KHz). Calculate the voltage for each channel to be input to the transmitter.

Since the deviation is to be directly proportional to the frequency of the SCO, the
frequency of each SCO will be multiplied by the modulation index (MI) to get the
transmitter deviation for that SCO. The MI can be found by summing the center
frequencies of all the SCO’s and dividing that sum into the total transmitter deviation, as
indicated in the first four columns of Table I. Therefore, MI = 250/1040 = 0.24. This is
the MI for the transmitter and also each SCO.

The calculations in Table I hold if the SCO mixer amplifier will go to ±2. 5 volts output.
If not, either the total transmitter deviation will have to be less or the transmitter
deviation sensitivity will have to be increased.

II.   Assume that Channel 3B is to be replaced by 1A, 2A, and 3A, each ±2 KHz
channels. Then Table I must be modified as shown in the first seven columns of Table II.
The factor                           has been used to multiply the frequency of the A channels to
get and “apparent center frequency” so that the same MI can be used to multiply each
channel frequency to get the deviation for that channel. Other ways to use the factor         
                           To get appropriate deviations for different BW SCO’s can easily be
devised.

In P-band telemetry it has been common practice to insist that each SCO deviate the
transmitter at least 3 KHz of the normal total 125 KHz. Some such rule must be devised
for S-band telemetry. Our experience has shown that for the typical larger deviations at
S-band each SCO must deviate the transmitter at least one percent of the total deviation.
A safer rule would be to retain the 3/125 ratio traditionally used at P-band. The
individual user can better determine the appropriate minimum deviation by observing
noise on his actual setup. The last three columns of Table II show the calculations using



the ratio of 3/125 minimum, including appropriate downward adjustments for the higher
frequency channels to keep the total deviation at 250 KHz.

These examples can be modified easily to include channels of any BW for FM
transmitters, and appropriate calculations for PM transmitters can also easily be made by
modification of these examples.

Conclusions    It has been shown that the proper pre-emphasis for CBW subcarriers into
an FM transmitter is a straight line through the origin, and for CBW subcarriers into a
PM transmitter is that of equal amplitude for all subcarriers. These pre-emphasis curves
are modified by                            for different BW SCO’s.

TABLE I

CALCULATIONS FOR A 10-SCO CBW MULTIPLEX
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THE IMPLEMENTATION AND UTILIZATION OF DSB/FM
TELEMETRY SYSTEMS*
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Summary    Two different double sideband suppressed subcarrier telemetry systems
have evolved in the past few years: the harmonic subcarrier method (HSM) and the
independent subcarrier method (ISM). This paper provides information pertinent to the
implementation and utilization of both systems. The important features of the two
systems are discussed by comparing the circuits used in their implementation. Test data
is used to illustrate some of the important points about the performance of a DSB/FM
telemetry system.

Introduction    AM subcarriers were occasionally used in missile telemetry systems in
the late 1940’s. RF equipment used for these telemetry frequency multiplexing systems
had nonlinearities which produced serious intermodulation distortion. The designers and
users of the early systems overcame the intermodulation effects by using high deviation
FM subcarriers. AM subcarriers fell into disuse until 1959 when the demands of the
Saturn program for a large number of wideband channels brought a single sideband
(SSB) subcarrier system into use again in telemetry. SSB channels make the most
efficient use of telemetry transmitter’s video bandwidth. DSB channels use twice as
much video bandwidth but provide a frequency response down to DC. The DC and very
low frequency response is often important for some data transmission channels.

There are two other types of AM subcarriers in addition to SSB and DSB subcarriers.
The usual nonsuppressed AM signal can be used as a subcarrier. It is not generally used
because the presence of a carrier in the signal at all times wastes power. The other AM
subcarrier uses a suppressed carrier and by means of a quadrature carrier overlays a
second set of sidebands in the same spectral space. It is called Quadrature Double
Sideband (QDSB) but has not been effectively implemented in the telemetry field to date
because of the crosstalk problems created in demodulating the two sets of sideband
occupying the same spectral space. The following discussion will center on DSB
subcarrier multiplexes that are transmitted over a FM modulated RF carrier although 



much of the discussion could be applied to a system using the other types of AM
subcarriers.

The implementation of an HSM system requires the selection of channel spacing
interval. A spacing of 4 kHz permits the intermixing of the DSB subcarriers with
constant bandwidth (CBW) FM subcarriers. An ISM system also uses 4-kHz channel
spacing. By using the appropriate multiple of 4 kHz, the bandwidths for the DSB
channels can be set at 1, 2, 4, and 8 kHz. It is possible to intermix DSB and proportional
bandwidth (PBW) FM subcarriers, but since the channel spacing changes from channel
to channel in the PBW system it is necessary to exercise care in the selection of the
channels to insure that adequate guard bands are provided for both types of subcarriers.

The names of the two DSB methods descriptively identify the differences between them.
The harmonic subcarrier method utilizes a frequency synthesizer to generate every
subcarrier with an exact frequency and known phase relationship to every other
subcarrier. The frequencies generated in the synthesizer are locked to a crystal oscillator
running at some high multiple of 4 kHz. The crystal oscillator is a convenient means of
obtaining a stable frequency standard for the synthesizer. Frequency dividers and phase
lock loops (PLL) are used to reduce this crystal frequency to supply a subcarrier for each
channel. It is essential that the phase relationships of the subcarriers generated by the
synthesizer be defined so that a synthesizer in the ground equipment can reproduce the
subcarriers for the demodulation. A zero phase reference point has been defined for the
HSM system as the time when the common pilot tone and the ambiguity reference tone
have simultaneous positive going zero crossings. This reference point occurs every 250
microseconds. The airborne synthesizer must also generate reference tones which carry
the frequency and phase information needed by a ground synthesizer to reconstruct the
whole multiplex of subcarrier frequencies. An HSM system must account for the phase
shifts and phase nonlinearities across the baseband of the transmitting and receiving
equipment and in most systems will have to provide each channel demodulator with a
phase compensation adjustment that will compensate static phase errors.

The independent subcarrier method utilizes local channel oscillators that are adjusted to
nominal 4-kHz intervals. The phase relationships of the oscillators need not be known.
The output of the ISM channels can be summed and transmitted with little consideration
being paid to the phase shifts of the system.

Comparison of Airborne Systems    Table I lists the features of the two systems as
shown in the block diagrams (Figures 1 and 2) and indicates whether each feature is
essential, limited, optional, or technique dependent. The meaning assigned to the terms
will be clarified in the discussion of each feature.



TABLE I

               System Features               HSM ISM

Modulator E E
Channel Band Filter T T
Premodulation Filter O O
Transmitter Modulation Control (TMC) O O
Subcarrier Oscillator E
Subcarrier Synthesizer E
Reference Generator E
Pre-emphasis Network O O
Common Pilot Tone (CPT) E L
Ambiguity Reference Tone (ART) L
Channel Reference Tone (CRT) O L

E - Essential O - Optional
L - Limited  T - Technique Dependent

The modulator is the heart of either system and, of course, is essential. It may be either a
linear or a nonlinear product multiplier. The bandpass filter is not required if the
subcarrier is generated using a sinusoidal oscillator and a linear multiplier. A square
wave oscillator and a nonlinear switching type multiplier generate a number of undesired
products that must be removed by a bandpass filter. The use of a channel output filter in
an HSM system introduces another source of possible data error, since the ground
synthesizer has to be capable of compensating for the channel-to-channel delay
differences in the airborne filters.

The premodulation filter is optional and is used only when there is the possibility that the
frequencies modulating the channel would be high enough to cause adjacent channel
interference. The channel bandpass filter is generally designed to remove the third and
higher harmonics and therefore is too wide to be useful in eliminating data frequency
components that could interfere with the adjacent channels.

A DSB airborne system generally uses an automatic gain control circuit or as labeled in
this system, a transmitter modulation control (TMC) to take advantage of the dynamics
of the random data being transmitted by the various channels. The TMC circuit attempts
to keep the transmitter’s input voltage at a constant value so that the transmitter’s
deviation will be close to the maximum chosen value. The operation is explained by the
following equation.



(1)

e1 ... en = RMS input voltage of a given DSB subcarrier channel
a1 ... an = Gain of a given subcarrier channel

At = Gain of the TMC amplifier
Sf = Sensitivity of the FM transmitter in kHz per volt 
Fd = RMS output deviation of the transmitter.

If all the gains of the various subcarriers are equal (that is, there is no pre-emphasis
applied to the subcarriers in the multiplex) and if all the input voltages are equal, then
the equation simplifies to

(2)

(3)

The notation ae represents the output of any subcarrier channel. At must vary to keep the
product of                    equal to a constant value. If the TMC functions reasonably well,
the deviation of the transmitter will remain constant.

The DSB subcarrier multiplex or any AM suppressed subcarrier multiplex is “adaptive”
in two senses. First, the input voltage, e, to a channel directly effects the deviation of the
FM transmitter. In an FM subcarrier multiplex the voltage-controlled oscillator WCO) is
modulated by e but the voltage output of VCO remains constant. If e increases in
amplitude two or three times, the VCO can cause adjacent channel interference. In the
case of a DSB channel, peaks two or three times e’s normal value will hardly be noticed
by the RMS summing process. This feature permits the designing of DSB channels with
the capability of handling large dynamic swings of the input data signal which might
occur when transmitting random data.

The TMC operation also permits a second “adaptive” feature. This is the improvement of
the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the ground demodulator. If the total overall
amplitudes of the input voltages (e’s) decrease, the TMC will increase At, which will
effectively increase each subcarrier’s deviation of the FM transmitter. If a number of
channels have no or low data activity, then the increased transmitter deviation of the
other channels will improve their output S/N.



The trade-off of data activity and S/N can be related through the following equation.

(4)

(S/N)d = Output signal-to-noise ratio of the channel demodulator
(S/N)c = Output signal-to-noise ratio of the receiver IF amplifier
      Bc = IF amplifier bandwidth
     Fnd = Channel demodulator low-pass filter bandwidth
       fs = Center frequency of the subcarrier channel
     fdc = RMS deviation of the FM carrier due to the subcarrier voltage.

The RMS deviation, fdc, is equal to the output of a channel in the airborne package,
(ae)At, times the sensitivity of the transmitter, (Sf). From Equation (3),

(5)

The value for fdc is substituted into Equation (4).

(6)

If the TMC operates effectively to hold Fd constant, Equation (6) for comparison
purposes becomes

(7)

where K is a constant value. A plot of the (S/N)d versus the number of inactive channels
is shown in Figure 3 and is labeled Curve A. Curves B and C show some experimental
data taken on a 20-channel DSB system. The ISM system multiplex also contains one
common pilot tone adjusted to the same amplitude as a full-scale 2. 5 vDC signal would
produce on a channel. Curve B is for fs equal to 24 kHz, and Curve C is for fs equal to
88 kHz. Each active channel was loaded with a random noise signal to simulate a data
signal. The measured ratios shown are really                        which approximately equals
S/N for low noise levels.

Although the curves B and C show agreement with Curve A in the increase of (S/N)d this
is not altogether due to the increase in fdc. Equation (4), upon which Curve A is based,
only gives an (S/N)d approximation based upon thermal noise effects in the transmitter-
receiver link. Intermodulation noise due to the nonlinearities in the transmitter-receiver
link is a significant factor in the output signal-to-noise ratio of a channel in any



frequency multiplex. As the number of channels in the multiplex is decreased, the
intermodulation noise will also decrease thereby also improving (S/N)d.

Another factor is that the output of the TMC did not remain constant. The change is
shown by Curve D. The gain in (S/N)d from the decrease in intermodulation was partly
lost because the TMC output dropped with the decrease in the number of operating
channels. Comparing test data collected back-to-back and with an (S/N)c equal to 33 dB
indicates that about half of the signal-to-noise improvement came from the action of the
TMC and the other half from a decrease in intermodulation.

The amplitude changes caused by the TMC must be tracked out by another gain control
circuit on the ground called the baseband level control (BLC). The tracking between the
two circuits can cause momentary errors. The minimum error is obtained with a slow
time constant in the TMC and much faster time constant in the BLC. The trade-off in
times must be made by considering if large dynamic surges in the data channels might
occur which would momentarily over-deviate the FM transmitter.

If a TMC is used in the system, then it is necessary to supply a common pilot tone (CPT)
for the control of the ground station BLC system. The CPT comes from the synthesizer
for HSM and from a reference generator on the ISM. A channel reference tone (CRT)
can be used on either system but is primarily a feature of the ISM system used to provide
ambiguity resolution in the ground station and a secondary level control capability.
Omitting the ambiguity reference tone (ART) from the HSM system produces a limited
system. Without the ART the ground station synthesizer can no longer determine the
correct phase for its reconstructed subcarriers. A CPT is always needed in an HSM
system even when no TMC is being used since the CPT carries the frequency
information for the synthesizer. An ISM system without a TMC needs the CPT to resolve
the phase ambiguity of each channel. A limited system results if the CPT is not used with
the ISM. Data demodulate without the proper phased subcarrier is still useful for power
spectral density measurements.

An alternate method for generating the CRT and CPT for an ISM system is also shown in
Figure 1. It uses a VCO output to function as the CPT and allows the CRT to modulate
the VCO. There are some disadvantages to this technique. A wider filter will be needed
in the ground station to receive the CPT from the multiplex and this will cause a decrease
in the signal-to-noise ratio of the tone. The phase of the CRT is exceptionally important
for ambiguity resolution in the ISM system. Transmitting the CRT on a VCO and
demodulating it from an FM subcarrier will introduce additional phase shifts that
complicate the ambiguity resolution of an ISM channel.

The range of the drift of the airborne oscillator of an ISM channel is important. If the
drift becomes great (i. e., 200 or 300 Hz off of the center frequency), the channel



performance may be degraded because the phase lock loop (PLL) in the ground
demodulating station may not have sufficient range to lock onto the subcarrier
frequency. The low-pass filter in a phase lock loop is generally rolled off at about 300
Hz as a compromise between signal-to-noise in the loop and the expected tape flutter that
the PLL might have to track. Even if the acquisition of the range of the PLL is sufficient
to lock-up on a subcarrier that has drifted, the PLL may have difficulty tracking tape
recorder flutter with an offset error in the loop.

A problem can be encountered if an HSM system is used to transmit a large number of
DC signals on the channels. There is a possibility that the composite multiplex signal
(CMS) would over-deviate the FM transmitter. When the phases of all HSM subcarriers
are the same, they add up to produce doublet function every 250 Fsec. This set of
positive and negative spikes does not contribute much energy to the total RMS value
deviating the transmitter, but it does instantaneously over-deviate the FM transmitter. An
example of this is shown in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows a 20-channel HSM
composite multiplex signal with the doublet. Figure 5 shows the resulting FM spectrum
that comes from the transmitter. A solution to the problem is to flip the input polarity of
a number of the channels so that the phase of the output of each channel will be flipped
180 degrees. Changing the polarity will reduce the doublet (Figure 6) and produce the
RF spectrum as shown in Figure 7. Another alternative is to stagger the phases of the
subcarriers from the synthesizer. Staggering the subcarrier phases is easy to do for the
synthesizer but produces added difficulties for the ground station. The ground station has
to be able to demodulate a number of the arbitrarily selected phases.

Adding pre-emphasis to a DSB system (see Figures 1 and 2) can, under certain
circumstances, defeat the purpose of a TMC. If the high data channels should decrease
with the pre-emphasis implemented as shown, the transmitter deviation would drop
below the select average deviation. If the pre-emphasis network were placed before the
TMC or the channel outputs individually adjusted to produce pre-emphasis, then the
TMC could, if the low channels decreased in activity, cause over-deviation of the
transmitter. Using a pre-emphasis network on an HSM system could introduce phase
errors in the transmission path unless an exact inverse network is placed in the ground
equipment. The equalization of the baseband phase shifts is especially critical for the
HSM system since the CPT and the ART will be in different parts of the baseband from a
number of the channels. Any phase shift of the data or the tones will produce static error
in the data when the channel signal is multiplied by the reconstructed subcarrier.

Pre-emphasis is used to overcome the thermal noise characteristics of the FM receiver’s
demodulator. However, this source of the noise is not the only one to be considered
because intermodulation noise can be very detrimental to low-frequency channels and
thereby defeat the purpose of pre-emphasis which is to obtain equal signal-to-noise -
ratios for all channels. Figure 8 shows some experimental data on a 20-channel ISM



system without pre-emphasis applied. Each channel was loaded with random noise for
the test.

Comparison of Ground Systems    The block diagrams for the two systems are shown
in Figures 9 and 10. Table II summarizes the features of these two systems.

TABLE II

                 System Features                HSM ISM

Baseband Level Control (BLC) L L
Common Pilot Tone Filter L L
Channel Bandpass Filter T T
Product Multiplier E E
Low Pass Filter E E
Channel Level Control (CLC) O O
Channel Reference Tone Filter O L
Channel Reference Tone Reject Filter O O
Subcarrier Generator Circuit E
ISM Phase Comparator O
HSM Synthesizer E
Ambiguity Reference Tone (ART) O

E - Essential O - Optional
L - Limited  T - Technique Dependent

The important differences between the two ground systems can be briefly described as
follows: The HSM uses a synthesizer to reconstruct all the frequencies from the CRT and
ART sent from the airborne package. The ISM uses a local subcarrier generation circuit
which processes the channel signal through a nonlinear circuit to derive the second
harmonic of the subcarrier frequency. The second harmonic is divided to produce the
channel subcarrier.

The CRT supplies sideband energy to keep the PLL locked up in the ISM ground
equipment. If the CRT is not present, demodulation cannot start until phase lock loop in
the subcarrier generator circuit locks up. If a CRT is used, the channel level control
(CLC) will adjust the signal level to each individual demodulator. If the CRT is not used,
then there must be some means for deactivating the CLC. It is possible to use a CLC
circuit in the HSM system if the airborne package transmits CRT’s. If the CRT is
present, then it may be desirable to remove it from the data output. One way to remove
the CRT is to use a very sharp rejection filter which is shown here as a second filter with
a deep notch. The lowpass filter generally has the notch filter incorporated into it.



The difficult problem in either DSB system is the resolving of the phase ambiguity of the
regenerate subcarriers. The HSM synthesizer can generate a set of subcarriers from the
CPT. The difficulty is insuring that all of the synthesizer subcarriers have the correct
phase. Phase correction requires a phase comparison scheme utilizing the ART and a
properly timed reset pulse to all frequency dividers in the synthesizer. The ambiguity
resolution problem of an ISM channel might appear to be simpler since it is only
necessary to compare the phase of the baseband CPT to the phase of a CRT coming
through the data channel and derived a reset pulse which can be used to set the proper
state into frequency dividers.

It is, however, possible for the CRT to incur greater phase shifts than the CPT. The CPT
passes through only one filter. The CRT in the data channel passes through the channel
bandpass filter, the demodulator circuits, and the CRT bandpass filter, which is identical
to the CPT filter. All of these additional delays can use up any phase margin and make
the phase comparator circuit sensitive to small phase changes in either the CPT or CRT.
Any data signals near the frequency of the CRT can pass through the CRT bandpass
filter and perturb the phase comparator.

An important concept to explore in a DSB ground system is the possibility of building a
compatible ground station that would work with either an HSM or ISM airborne
package. An ISM station, if provided with the proper CPT and CRT, will demodulate the
signals from an HSM airborne package. A ground station could be built with suitable
switching features which would include all of the features in Table IL The major features
of both systems are common such as the BLC, channel filters, product multipliers, low-
pass filters, and would serve for both systems. The difference would be incorporating in
each channel, a carrier reconstruction circuit and providing for the total system, a
synthesizer. This combination might provide economic savings to a ground installation
that would be required to demodulate both types of DSB systems. However, the story
might change considerably if the installation had to consider the possibility of
demodulating SSB/FM or QDSB/FM.

Conclusion    A DSB/FM system’s adaptive capability offers a potential user wideband
random data channels that will accept large dynamic ranges of data. The system will
compensate itself for low data activity in some channels and improve the output signal-
to-noise ratio in the active channels if a TMC and BLC are used. The user also has the
choice of including or not including a number of options such as the use of preemphasis
or channel level controls.

The designer has three basic design approaches to use in implementing a DSB/FM
system. He may design to exclusively use either an HSM or an ISM system or he may
design a system which is compatible with either basic method. In any case the designer
or user should carefully consider the circuitry used to achieve the ambiguity resolution.



The problems associated with determining the proper phase for the reinserted
demodulation subcarrier are perhaps some of the most difficult to implement in actual
practice.
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Fig. 1 - Block Diagram of an Independent Subcarrier
Method Airborne System.



Fig. 2 - Block Diagram of a Harmonic Subcarrier
Method Airborne System.

Fig. 3 - Changes in (S/N)d and TMC Output Voltage
Versus the Number of Inactive Data Channels.

(S/N)c = 9 dB.



Fig. 4 - Output of HSM 20-Channel Airborne System.
+2. 5 Volts on all Channels.

(Scope set at 1 volt/cm and 0. 1 ms/cm.)

Fig. 5 - RF Output of Transmitter Modulated by Signal
n Figure 4. Deviation: ±125 kHz rms.

(Spectrum analyzer set at 200 kHz/cm.)

Fig. 6 - Output of HSM 20-Channel Airborne System. 2. 5 Volts on
all Channels, but Polarity of the Voltage Randomly Alternated.

 (Scope set at 1 volt/ cm and 0. 1 ms /cm.)



Fig. 7 - RF Output of Transmitter Modulated by Signal
in Figure 6. Deviation: ±125 kHz rms.

(Spectrum analyzer set at 200 kHz/cm.)

Fig. 8 - Channel (S/N)d Performance.



Fig. 9 - Block Diagram of an Independent Subcarrier

Fig. 10 - Block Diagram of a Harmonic Subcarrier
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Summary    The Digital FM Discriminator described in this paper is used to demodulate
FM signals with a high percentage (±40%) deviations. When contrasted to the
conventional constant pulse width or the phase locked loop discriminators, the digital
system has advantages of improved linearity and distortion performance. Additionally,
because of the digital nature of the circuit, it requires no adjustment during setup or
manufacture. The digital discriminator can be operated at any center frequency within
the range of the integrated circuits used, provided that the proper ratio of the FM carrier
center frequency and the clock frequency of the discriminator is maintained. In other
words, the center frequency of the discriminator can be altered by altering the clock
frequency.

The digital discriminator provides an analog output which is a step-by-step
reconstruction of the original modulating signal. In addition a digital word for each cycle
of the FM carrier is generated corresponding to the amplitude of the modulating signal at
that instant. The digital output is available in parallel as well as serial format.

Desirable Improvements of Conventional Systems    At the present time, we are
capable of making voltage controlled oscillators (VCO’s) which have acceptable center
frequency stability and whose frequency deviation capabilities in response to a
modulating signal exceed 40% of the center frequency. Linearity of frequency deviation
versus modulation voltage is quite good - 0.1% is achieved routinely in production
hardware. The bandwidth of FM recording systems are not limited by the center
frequencies of the VCO’s, but rather by our ability of recording high frequencies on
magnetic tape. The discriminator circuitry to date is the limiting electronic component of
high performance FM systems. In order to put these limitations in the proper perspective,
we shall briefly discuss the typical FM record-reproduce system shown in
Figure 1.

The function of the VCO and the head driver are to provide means for recording the
modulated FM carrier on the magnetic tape. The signal from the reproduce head is
typically in the microvolt region-hence the requirement for the low noise preamplifier.



The preamplifier output is connected to the limiter. The function of the limiter is to
convert the preamplifier signal, which is in the range of millivolts, to a clean, square
wave of the proper amplitude for driving digital integrated circuits.

Figure 2 shows the typical discriminator in block diagram form. Each positive going
edge of the limited FM carrier is used to trigger the constant width pulse generator. The
pulse generator output is then amplified and integrated using a low pass filter. Usually an
amplifier follows the low pass filter.

The major problems associated with this type of FM discriminator are attributable to the
low pass filter and the constant width pulse generator circuitry. In order to attain the
maximum bandwidth and the maximum signal-to-noise ratio for a given center
frequency, filters with steep cut-off characteristics must be used. This in turn introduces
phase shift of the data and overshoot and ringing problems when data contains high rise
times. In addition, high quality filters tend to be rather expensive. The constant width
pulse generator is another complex design problem. Pulse width shifts as a result of
temperature or supply voltage changes are translated to the output as zero shift. Any
change of pulse width as a function of the instantaneous carrier frequency shows up as a
non-linearity of the discriminator transfer function.

The type of FM discriminator described here and most other discriminators in use today
are designed to operate at a discrete center frequency. Since modern instrumentation tape
recorders have seven or more tape speeds, discriminators must be designed with
provisions for selecting seven or more center frequencies to correspond to the tape
speeds of the tape transport. The parameters determining the center frequency of a
discriminator are the period of the constant width pulse generator and the cut-off
frequency of the low pass filter. In order to design an FM discriminator for a multi-speed
recorder means for selecting seven different pulse width and low pass filter combinations
must be supplied.

The filters themselves and the required switching electronics tend to make a multiple
center frequency discriminator a rather expensive and complicated piece of hardware.

At best, conventional discriminators can be designed to operate with a limited number of
discrete center frequencies. This requires that the tape speed be precisely controlled
during the recording and playback process. Data search at variable tape speeds, possible
with direct analog recorders, does not appear to be feasible with a conventional FM
recording system.

The manual methods of data analysis employed in the past are rapidly being replaced by
computer analysis. For this reason, an ever increasing amount of FM recordings are
digitized and converted into digital magnetic tapes or other digital data suitable for



computer inputs. This conversion process represents a considerable investment in
hardware and time.

Based on the above discussion, specifications of a more desireable FM discriminator
might be the following:

1. Discriminator operable at any center frequency.
2. Reduced data distortion in the form of phase shift, non-linearity, zero shift, etc.
3. Reduced number of adjustments.
4. Direct digital outputs.
5. Cost should be at least competitive with conventional discriminators.

The Digital FM Discriminator

The digital FM Discriminator described in this paper represents an attempt to comply
with the five major design requirements just outlined. The block diagram of the new
discriminator is shown in Figure 3.

The reproduce head, the preamplifier and the limiter circuitry employed in this design are
identical to the circuitry used in conventional FM discriminators. The FM carrier in the
form of a well defined square wave is applied to the period measuring circuitry of the
digital discriminator. This portion of the circuit generates a number in straight binary
format which is proportional to the instantaneous period of the FM carrier. The output of
the period measuring circuitry is applied to the arithmetic unit. The arithmetic unit
divides the externally supplied constant No by the number P generated by the period
measuring circuitry. The result is the quotient Nx. The number P is proportional to the
period of the carrier and would yield a parabolic transfer function as indicated. The
process of dividing a constant by the number P restores the linear relationship between
the frequency modulated carrier and the number Nx generated by the digital arithmetic
unit. The output of the arithmetic unit is a digital representation of the data input
corresponding to each cycle of the FM carrier. The D to A converter connected to the
output of the arithmetic unit converts the digital data into analog form.

A. Implementation-
The digital discriminator breadboards built to date have been constructed using
10-bit hardware throughout the system. Although normally a 10-bit system is
considered capable of providing 0. 1% amplitude accuracy, the peculiarities of the
FM system limit the accuracy of a 10-bit system to about 0.2%.

We shall discuss the various system parameters as they affect system bandwidth,
resolution, cost, etc. , in more detail at the conclusion of the paper. At this point, a
more detailed discussion of the system implementation is in order.



B. Period Measuring Circuitry-
The period measuring circuitry consists of ten binaries connected as a ten stage
ripple counter as shown in Figure 4. The input to the counter is a precise clock
frequency. The counter input circuitry contains provisions for gating the clock.
The clock frequency is chosen such that with the counter input enabled during an
entire FM carrier cycle, corresponding to the maximum negative deviation of the
center frequency, the ten stage ripple counter counts up to its maximum capacity
of 1024. With the clock frequency thusly chosen, we can now construct a plot of
per-cent deviation of the carrier frequency versus the number of counts in the ten
stage counter. This plot is shown in Figure 5, Reference is also made to Figure 6
which illustrates this situation for zero, maximum negative and maximum positive
deviation of the carrier.

An inspection of the plot reveals a number of important conditions. First of all, the
relation between the per-cent deviation of the carrier frequency and the number of
counts accumulated in the counter during the corresponding gating period is not a
linear function. A second important condition is the fact that the minimum number
of clock pulses accumulated in the counter during the gating period corresponding
to maximum positive deviation of the carrier frequency is approximately 42. 876
of the total counter capacity.

The fact that the relation of per-cent deviation and the number accumulated in the
counter is not a linear function precludes direct use of the number in the counter as
a system output. Some steps must be taken to convert the number corresponding to
the length of the instantaneous period of the FM carrier to a number corresponding
to the instantaneous frequency of the carrier. Since the instantaneous frequency is
related to the period as

a linear transfer function can be generated by dividing unity by the number
accumulated in the counter for each cycle of the FM carrier. The method chosen to
implement the function was a parallel arithmetic unit designed exclusively for the
division algorithm. As already mentioned, the lowest possible count in the counter
occurs when the FM carrier is deviated to its maximum in the positive direction.
This condition is used to an advantage by arranging the operation of the arithmetic
unit to occur during the early part of each FM carrier cycle. Since the exact
number of clock pulses consumed for execution of the division algorithm is
known it is only required that this number does not exceed the lowest possible
count in the period measuring circuitry. Upon execution of the division algorithm,
the counter in the period measuring circuitry is preset to the number of clock
pulses consumed during the execution of the division process. From this point on



the input gate to the period measuring circuitry is enabled. The ten stage binary
counter continues counting clock pulses until the clock source is removed by the
next positive going edge of the FM carrier.

A. The Arithmetic Unit
The arithmetic unit operates on 10-bit numbers in straight binary representation. It
is organized for parallel operation. The block diagram is shown in Figure 7. All
input data to the arithmetic unit is entered through the four input multiplexer. The
multiplexer responds to the four possible combinations of logic levels on the two
control lines S0 and S1. The initial input is the dividend No which is hard-wired to
the Tirst set of the multiplexer inputs. This input, after passing through the
multiplexer, is added to the contents of the A-register. Since the A-register was
reset to zero during the last step of the previous arithmetic cycle, the initial entry
into the A-register is the actual number present at the first set of multiplexer
inputs. This number could be any positive quantity. In this case No was chosen to
be identical to the number P which would be generated by the period measuring
circuitry with the undeviated FM carrier. By proper choice of No effective use of
the register capacity in the arithmetic unit results. In addition the discriminator
gain is directly proportional to the magnitude of No. Next the control inputs of the
multiplexer are changed to select the divisor. The divisor corresponds to the
number P generated by the period measuring circuitry.

This arithmetic unit was designed to perform only the division algorithm required
in this application. For instance, instead of supplying the divisor directly, it was
found to be more convenient to convert it to its 2’s compliment. This is
accomplished by connecting the second set of the multiplexer inputs to the
compliment side of the 10-bit binary counter. Concurrently with the multiplexer
control signals corresponding to the No input to its 2’s compliment.

The division algorithm employed here is commonly referred to as the comparison
method. Initially the dividend is compared to the divisor. If the dividend is equal
or greater than the divisor a quotient digit of one is generated and the divisor
subtracted from the dividend. If the divisor is greater than the dividend a quotient
digit of zero is generated, and the subtraction operation is omitted. Next the
dividend or the partial remainder is multiplied by two & the comparison cycle &
generation of a quotient is repeated. This operation is continued until the required
number of quotient digits is generated.

In this arithmetic unit implementation, the comparison of the dividend with the
divisor is accomplished by subtracting the divisor from the dividend. Recalling
methods of binary arithmetic, subtraction can be performed by adding the 2’s
compliment of the minuend. The relative size of the subtrahend and the minuend



can be determined from the resulting carry digit. A one in the carry digit indicates
that the minuend is equal to or greater than the subtrahend, a zero in the carry digit
indicates that the subtrahend is less than the minuend.

The carry output of the adders is connected to the inputs of the Q-register.
Following a comparison operation the carry signal is shifted into the Q-register as
a quotient digit. According to the requirements of the division algorithm described
above, the divisor is subtracted from the dividend or the partial remainder only if a
one had resulted in the comparison cycle. The necessity for the execution of the
subtraction operation (addition of the 2’s compliment) is determined by sampling
the last entry into the Q-register.

The A-register consists of a full adder and a binary element per bit. With the PE
input at a logical zero parallel inputs to the A-register are added to its contents.
The sum is entered in the A- register coincident with the positive going edge of the
clock pulse. With the PE input in a logical one state the parallel inputs of the A-
register are disabled. In this case, the positive going edge of the clock pulse shifts
the contents of the A-register one bit in the direction of the most significant bit
(MSB). Since the A-register contains either the dividend or the partial remainder, a
single bit shift of the A-register contents accomplished multiplication of the
dividend or the partial remainder by factor of two prior to the next comparison
cycle.

The comparison, conditional subtraction and shifting operation is repeated ten
times in order to generate ten quotient digits. Upon completion of the entire
process of division the contents of the Q-register is parallel transferred to the H-
register. The A-and Q-registers are reset to zero prior to commencing the next
division cycle.

The control functions required to execute the division algorithm are as follows:
a. Multiplexer control signals
b. A-register shift pulses
c. A-register PE control signals
d. Conditional clock pulses to execute addition
e. H-register transfer pulses

The A-register PE, control signals and the conditional clock pulses are derived
from the last bit entered into the Q-register. A simple control unit is used to
generate the remaining control functions. The arithmetic cycle requires 21 clock
pulses. These clock pulses are derived from the same source which supplies the
clock input to the period measuring circuitry. The positive going edge of the FM
carrier initiates the arithmetic cycle by removing the clock input from the period



measuring circuitry and diverting it to the arithmetic unit. Removal of the clock
signal from the period measuring circuitry during the execution of the arithmetic
cycle causes the dividend inputs to remain static. This eliminates the need for a
separate input register.

Since only 21 clock pulses are required for the arithmetic cycle and a maximum
period of 438 clock pulses could be made available, the clock frequency is divided
by ten. The control functions required for the operation of the arithmetic unit are
generated primarily from the lower frequency. This approach resulted in an
arithmetic cycle consuming the equivalent of 202 pulses of the high frequency
clock. 202 is the number used to preset the period measuring circuitry.

The contents of the H-register represents the value of the data signal for the
particular cycle of the FM carrier. Its contents is updated in parallel once each
carrier cycle. A serial digital word of the identical magnitude is available at the
input of the Q-register.

D. A Converter
The ten-bit parallel output of the H-register is hard-wired to the input of a 10-bit
D-A converter. The switches, the precision voltage source, and the logic interface
stages are all contained on a single integrated circuit chip. The resistor array used
in the breadboards is a separate unit assembled from discrete components. An
integrated circuit operational amplifier is used as the output stage of the D-A
converter. The block diagram of the D to A converter is shown in Figure 8.

Since the contents of the H-register is updated during each cycle of the FM carrier,
the output of the D-A converter will also change at the carrier frequency rate. The
most severe slew rate requirements are imposed on the D-A converter when
reproducing a square wave recorded with a maximum deviation of the FM carrier.

E. Clock Frequency Selection -
The performance parameters of the digital discriminator are determined by the
clock frequency used. Table I shows the number of clock pulses counted for
various values of per-cent deviation of the carrier frequency. This table is a more-
precise representation of the plot in Figure 5. Again, limiting our discussion to a
10-bit implementation of the system, the maximum number of clock pulses that
can be counted in a ten-stage binary counter is 1024. We chose this to correspond
to the maximum negative deviation (-4001o) of the carrier frequency
corresponding to the longest carrier period. From the table we determine that for
zero deviation the counter must accumulate 614. 4 times higher than the center
frequency of the FM channel. Table 2 shows the standard IRIG center frequencies 



together with the clock frequency required for a 10-bit discriminator
implementation.

As shown previously, the “active” region of a ten-stage ripple counter in the
period measuring circuitry extends from 439 to 1024 counts. The figures translate
into an amplitude resolution capability of 585 steps or approximately 0.2%. The
resolution along the abscissa is fixed by the length of the period of each carrier
cycle. Using the IRIG practice of extending the data bandwidth to approximately
1/5 of the carrier frequency, worst case granularity of approximately five sampling
periods per cycle of data frequency would result.

The trade-offs of clock frequency, number of bits in the system or amplitude
resolution are simply that each additional bit added to the system increases the
amplitude resolutions by a factor of two. This also doubles the clock frequency
required for a given center frequency. Conversely if the number of bits in the
system is reduced by one, the amplitude resolution is decreased by a factor of two.
Likewise, the clock frequency is reduced by a factor of two.

From the discussion it is also clear that a digital discriminator can be operated at
any center frequency, provided the integrated circuits are capable of performing at
the required clock frequency. The center frequency can be changed by simply
making the appropriate change in the clock frequency. In addition, the effective
number of bits in the system -can be reduced by an appropriate reduction of the
clock frequency.

Performance    Several breadboards of the digital discriminator circuitry have been
constructed using off-the-shelf integrated circuits. The complexity of the circuits used
fall in the category of “medium scale integration”. The adder circuits used contain four
full adders per package. Where shift registers with parallel entry capability are required,
packages containing four binaries each were used. The Q-register consists of a single
package containing eight binaries and one half of a four binary package. The highest
speed elements in this system are required in the lower significance stages of the binary
counter in the period measuring circuitry. Also high speed elements are used to divide
down the clock frequency for the arithmetic unit. The entire system was constructed from
TTL logic elements of several manufacturers. An exception to this is the integrated
circuit portion of the D to A converter which uses MOS circuits.

The breadboards were used to evaluate the system against the design goals discussed
earlier. We shall now discuss the degree of compliance achieved with each of these
design goals.



1. Discriminator Operable At Any Center Frequency-
This goal has been achieved for center frequencies up to and including 108 KHz.
In order to operate a 10-bit system at this center frequency a clock source of 66.
3552 MHz is required. Higher operating frequencies could be achieved using
nonsaturating logic elements. The center frequency of the digital discriminator is
determined by the clock frequency supplied to the circuit. No switching of circuit
components is required.

2. Reduced Data Distortion In the Form of Phase Shift, Nonlinearity, Zero Shift, Etc. 
The digital output of the discriminator is a true representation of the information
contained in each and every cycle of the FM carrier. The non-linearities in the
digital output are those caused by resolution errors. The magnitude of these non-
linearities is approximately 0.2%. This is about one order of magnitude better than
the linearity specifications of conventional discriminators. The phase shift is quite
predictable. Each output word is delayed exactly one FM cycle. This corresponds
to a maximum phase shift of 90E when the data frequency is one fourth of the
center frequency. The zero shift of the discriminator is proportional to the stability
of the clock source. This, with crystal control, can be maintained to one part in 106

or better, if necessary. For practical purposes the problems of zero drift are
eliminated. Figure 9 compares the output of the digital discriminator with the
output of a conventional discriminator. The comparison was made with a square
wave frequency equal to one tenth of the IRIG bandpass. The overshoot in the
output of the conventional iscriminator is caused by the low pass filter. Since the
digital discriminator has no filter, the overshoot problem has been eliminated. The
errors due to the “steps” in the output of the digital discriminator are considerably
less than the slope introduced by the filter in the conventional discriminator.

3. Reduced Number of Adjustments-
The digital discriminator does not require any adjustments during production or
use.

4. Direct Digital Outputs-
Digital outputs in straight binary are available on serial and parallel format.

5. Cost Should Be at Least Competetive With Conventional Discriminators-
It was estimated that a conventional discriminator with five filters will cost
approximately the same as a digital discriminator constructed using off-the-shelf
components. The cost would be reduced considerably if the D/A converter were
omitted. Further cost reductions are possible if quantities justify development of
proprietary integrated circuits.



Disadvantages of the Digital Discriminator    A 10-bit system operating at a center
frequency of 108 KHz requires a clock frequency of 66. 3352 MHz. Operation at this
clock frequency is the upper limit of high speed saturated TTL logic. Increasing the
center frequency to 216 KHz would certainly require use of non-saturating logic.
Although hardware is available which would allow clock frequencies of up to perhaps
300 MHz to be used, no effort of implementing such a system is planned. Reason for this
decision is that even with a moderate center frequency of, say 27 KHz the output of the
digital discriminator would amount to approximately 27 x 103 10-bit words per second.
In order to remain compatible with the presently available digital storage and processing
equipment, high bandwidth FM tapes have to be slowed down considerably and
demodulated at relatively low equivalent center frequencies. For this reason it appears
that increasing the center frequency of the digital discriminator will not be of importance
in instances where digitized outputs are desired. Figure 10 shows a sine wave reproduced
by the digital discriminator in comparison with the output of a conventional
discriminator. The sine wave was recorded at one tenth of the channel bandwidth. The
output of the digital discriminator clearly shows the steps corresponding to the FM
carrier. The output of the conventional discriminator for practical purposes is identical to
the input signal. This situation will bother some users of an FM system. A closer analysis
shows that the apparently better reproduction of the conventional discriminator applies
to the special case of a pure sine wave containing no harmonic frequencies. The previous
(Figure 9) illustration of the square wave recorded at one tenth of the bandwidth seems
to prove the point.



CARRIER DEVIATION CLOCK PULSES COUNTED

40 438.857
35 455.111
30 472.615
25 491.52
20 512.
15 534.261
10 558.545

5 585.143
0 614.4

-5 646.737
-10 682.667
-15 722.824
-20 768.
-25 819.2
-30 877.714
-35 945.231
-40 1024.

Per-cent deviation versus clock pulses counted in a 10-bit system.

TABLE 1

CENTER FREQUENCY DATA BANDWIDTH CLOCK FREQUENCY
KHz KHz MHz

1.6875 0.3125 1.0366
3.375 0.625 2.0736
6.75 1.25 4.1472

13.5 2.5 8.2944
27. 5.0 16.5888
54 10. 33.1776

108. 20. 66.3552
216. 40. 132.710
432. 80. 265.421

Clock frequency requirements for IRIG center frequencies and a 10-bit system.

TABLE 2
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OPTICAL PROCESSING INTERFACES
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Summary    A brief introduction to coherent optical data, processing is given. Several
problems are discussed concerning the implementation of coherent optical data
processing for general use. The major problems discussed are concerned with the
imaging qualities of coherent systems and the material requirements for recording these
images. The solution to several problems is presented and the state-of-the-art in other
areas is indicated.

Optical Processing Interfaces    Technology is advancing so rapidly that it is extremely
difficult for scientists and engineers to keep pace with developments in their own fields.
It is reasonable therefore to expect that developments outside their specialty may go
unnoticed or unappreciated. One area in which considerable advancement has recently
occurred is optical data processing. The purpose of this paper is to present a basic
understanding of optical data processing and indicate the present state-of-the-art in this
area. Optical data processing permits, with relatively simple configurations of lenses and
aperatures, the implementation of mathematical functions such as multiplication, Fourier
transformation, correlation, and convolution. Through the Fourier transform operation
the frequency distribution of a signal is represented by a light amplitude distribution in a
plane. Figure 1 shows how the Fourier transform (spectrum) of a uniformly coherently
illumated transmission function located in the front focal plane of a lens is produced in
the back focal plane of the lens. The diffracted wavefronts from the transmission
function are focused in the back focal plane of the lens. The capability of a lens to form
the Fourier transform is the basic operation of most optical computers.

The advantage of optical data processing is its speed and simplicity in performing
computations. It is an analog method of computation which permits a two dimensional
Fourier transform (Figure 1) to be obtained instantaneously, visibly, and without
complex programming or equipment. Filtering signals optically is a simple operation
since it only requires blocking of the light at points corresponding to unwanted
frequencies. Optical filtering techniques require only simple configurations of standard
optical components, while the electronic counterparts performing the same type of 



Fig. 1 - Optical Spectrum Analyzer

operation would result in complex hardware. Figure 2 shows a typical optical filter. The
Fourier transform plane contains a light distribution corresponding to the spectral
content of the input signal. This spectral distribution is easily modified in both phase and
amplitude by inserting spatial filters, (e.g., this can be simple opaque probes,
semitransparent probes, phaseplates, or holograms). It is therefore possible to enhance
various types of degraded images by filtering. Optical filtering can therefore eliminate
undesirable elements in an image or enhance others. Degraded images of various types
can t)e filtered to improve image definition and contrast. In addition certain blurs and
defocusing effects in the image can be filtered.

Fig. 2 - Optical Filter

Figure 3 shows how the optical filter of Figure 2 can be made into an optical correlator
by the addition of a lens. The D. C. value of the Fourier transform formed by lens 3 is
proportional to the correlation between the input signal and the reference signal. Two
dimensional signals such as pictures can be processed as a whole without scanning as in
electronic systems (which is required to reduce them to a single dimension). The two-
dimensional capability of optical systems can be used to provide simultaneous
multichannel operation without significant increase in the optical systems complexity. In



a multichannel optical system the second dimension is used to separate independent
channels as shown in Figure 4. The number of independent channels is limited only by
the resolution of the optical system. Since all of the channels can be processed at the
same time without scanning or time sharing, this optical multichannel capability can lead
to considerable simplification of equipment when many signals are available and require
simultaneous processing.

Fig. 3 - Optical Correlator

Fig. 4 - Channelized Optical Correlator

Several limitations, have prevented the rapid acceptance and use of coherent optical data
processing systems. One basic limitation of coherent optical imaging systems has been
the problem of the introduction of high coherent noise into, the image. Optical imaging
systems using coherent light introduce objectionable noise into the output image because
of the dust and bubbles on and in lenses. This noise usually appears as bull’s-eye



diffraction patterns in the image. By rotating the lens about the optical axis these
diffraction patterns can be essentially eliminated. This technique does not destroy the
spatial coherence of the light and permits spatial filtering of the input signal plane.
Figure 5 shows a coherent image of girl with a high frequency Ronchi ruling
superimposed. The Ronchi ruling frequency is so high that it does not print. Only the
Moire’ pattern of the Ronchi ruling with the printing dot pattern can be seen. The bull’s-
eye patterns introduced into this image are evident. This coherent noise is objectionable.
Figure 6 shows the same coherent image with the lens rotating so that the coherent noise
is minimized or for practical purposes eliminated. Figure 7 shows the Ronchi ruling
filtered from Figure 5 with the lens not rotating. This is the usual noisy image formed
with highly coherent light. Figure 8 shows the same filtered image of Figure 7 formed
with the lens rotating. It is evident that the coherent noise as well as the Ronchi ruling
has been eliminated, Figure 9 shows an image with a low frequency Ronchi ruling
superimposed. Figures 9, 10 and 11 have been included because the effects are easier to
see. The filtered image of Figure 10 shows the usual coherent noise. Although the low
frequency Ronchi ruling has been filtered out the coherent noise is objectionable. The
fact that the Ronchi ruling is of low frequency means that it will permit only lower
spatial frequencies to pass, and effectively blocks more of the high frequencies causing
the image to degradate. (Sampling theorem states that at least two samples per cycle are
required to detect a frequency.) Figure 11 shows the same filtered image of Figure 10 but
with the lens rotating. The coherent noise has been effectively eliminated by lens
rotation. Figures 12 and 13 show two views of the motorized lens mount used to
eliminate the coherent noise. Thus we see that one of the major problems of coherent
optical data processing has been eliminated.

Fig. 5 - Coherent Image with Noise Fig. 6 - Coherent Image without Noise
(no lens rotation). (lens rotating).



Fig. 7 - Filtered Image (no lens rotation) Fig. 8 - Filtered Image (lens rotating)

Fig. 9 - Image with Ronchi Ruling Fig. 10 - Filtered Image
(lens rotating) (no lens rotation)



Fig. 11 - Filtered Image Fig. 12 - Oblique Front View of
(with lens rotating) Motorized Lens Mount

Fig. 13 - Oblique Rear View of
Motorized Lens Mount

Unfortunately there still is a major problem that has to be solved before coherent optical
processing can be accepted for general use. This problem is the difficulty of introducing
signals (particularly in real time) into the optical system. Photographic films have many
disadvantages when used in a coherent optical system. Among the disadvantages of
photographic film for use in coherent optical systems are:

1) Photographic film must be developed. This usually involves removing the film
from where it was exposed (often undesirable) and using liquid chemicals to bring
out the image. This processing takes time.



2) Photographic processing involves dimensional changes in the film. In addition a
relief image is formed on the surface of -the film which is also often undesirable.

3) High resolution films have low sensitivity.

4) Photograph films usually produce an amplitude transmission function because of
the changes in density. A phase transmission function is often more desirable but
not convenient to produce in film. Phase transmission functions can be produced
in films by either converting the developed silver halide into a transparent salt (by
using mercuric chloride) or making use of the relief image (both awkard to do).

An alternate solution to the use of photographic films is the use of an ultrasonic cell or
acousto-optical modulator. Figure 14 shows an acousto-optical modulator in which the
electronic input is converted into sound waves. The sound wave traveling in the water
changes its index of refraction. This changes the phase of the plane light waves passing
through the acousto-optical modulator. The disadvantages of this type of modulator are:

1) The transit time of a sound wave to travel across the cell is relatively short (50 Fs
for 6"). This means only signals of relatively short duration (50 F s) can be stored
in the modulator. This is usually adaquate for Radar like applications, but is
undesirable where longer storage times are required.

2) Only single channel operation is usually possible.

Fig. 14 - Acousta-Optical Modulator

The advantages of this acousto-optical modulator are that it is simple and reliable. When
two modulators are used in one system, one can be used as a real time input, the other as



a reference signal. Where rapid changing of the reference signal is required this has the
advantage of no moving parts such as film transports and mechanical stability.

A more practical solution to real time optical processing lies in the use of some newer
material. Photochromic materials is one such material that offers some hope of real time
optical processing. The word “photochromic” is derived from two Greek words meaning
light and color. Photochromic materials change color in a reversible way when
illuminated properly. The reversing process can take place either in the dark (under
thermal excitation) or by illumination with light of a specific frequency. Photochromic
materials possess different absorption spectra depending on the conditions of
illumination. Table 1 shows typical characteristics of doped calcium fluoride. Figure 15
shows that a representation of a photochromic material in the unswitched state which has
a transmission of 12%, at 4130D. When light of 4130D is incident on the photochromic it
is absorbed and the material gradually changes color and its transmission properties to
those of the switched state. In the switched state when light of 6006D is incident on the
material it is absorbed which gradually changes the absorption spectrum to the
unswitched state. The different states of the material can be used to “write,” “read” and
“erase.”

Table 1
Calcium Fluoide (CaF2) Photochromic Materials Rare-Earth Dopant

Notes: 1. Sodium (Na) compensation allows more otoc rom c cen rs e produced in
Lanthanum doped crystals.

2. Kiss, Physics Today, January 1970, - CaF2 materials require about 50mj/cm2

for O.D. = 1.

3. Materials cycled up to 106 times with no appreciable decay.



Fig. 15

Photochromic materials can be either inorganic or organic materials. Organic
photochromics are usually more sensitive than inorganic photochromics but have a
limited life in regard to their reversing capabilities. The sensitivity of photochromic
materials, unlike photographic film is a medium without gain, i.e. , the best that can be
expected is that for each photon absorbed there will be induced a change of one
photochromic center in the material. The resolution of photochromic materials is
basically the separation between atomic centers. Therefore the resolution can be
considered limited b the diffraction limit of the incident light beam. As a comparison,
computers can store up to 107 bits in magnetic-core memories, while the resolution
capabilities (if it were possible to fully utilize them) of photochroraics is such that 3
micron x 3 micron recording elements would provide 107 bits/cm2 . In addition while a
magnetic-core memory provides only binary information, photochromic materials can
provide a grey-scale capability for each bit. Although this large storage capacity is
available in photographic film (as a permanent memory) and photochromics, they have
not been successfully used coupled to existing systems.

In display systems a cathode-ray tube (CRT) has been made (by RCA) using a
photochromic type material on the face plate which when bombarded by the
electronbeam causes a color change in the face plate. In this CRT the photochromic
powder replaces the phosphor (or can be mixed with the phosphor) and can be used as a
reflective storage tube. Figure 16 shows a representation of a cathodochromic storage
device and display unit. The cathodochromic material changes color when bombarded
with electrons. It can be restored to its original color by either heat or exposure to light
of an appropriate frequency. The induced color change is proportional to the electron 



Fig. 16 - A schematic representation of the
face plate layers of a cathodochromic storage
device tube; the readout detection system is

shown schematically on the right

beam exposure and the coloration persists after the electron beam is removed. The CRT
electron beam modulated by a video signal can be made to scan a normal TV raster, and
store an image in the cathodochromic layer. Viewed by reflected light the stored image is
highly visible. The presence of a fast phosphor layer (which emits the wave-length
absorbed by the cathodochromic) makes possible to recover the stored information in the
form of a reconstructed electronic video signal. A small constant current electron beam
scans the stored raster with its image. The phosphor layer emits uniformity when scanned
by the electron beam. At any point on the screen the light from the phosphor is absorbed
by the cathodochromic layer in proportion to the stored image at that point. The light
reaching the external photodetector produces an electronic signal directly related to the
stored video signal. Thus a photoerasable display and storage device with electronic
readout is available. Operations such as scan rate and line conversion is easily available
from this tube as well as a computer interface. Presently work is underway to transfer the
temporary image on the face plate to a permanent storage, after the raster lines have been
filtered out.

In coherent optical data processing photochromic materials offer an attractive means for
providing a continuously changeable input plane and filter plane. Some of the
advantages of photochromics for this purpose are:

1) No wet processing is required to bring out the image (they are self developing)
2) Dimensional stability of the film is maintained
3) Position integrity is maintained
4) Amplitude changes in the incident light can be made
5) High resolution

Although photochromic materials are useful as a reusable medium, there are other (non-
silver) mediums available (e.g., photopolymers and matrix dye transfer films) with some
or all of the advantages of photochromics. In addition, some of these newer materials



have high sensitivity and can produce phase changes in the incident light which is a
decided advantage in certain applications. Thus we see that the problems which have
prevented wide use and acceptance of coherent optical data processing have either been
solved or are on the verge of being solved. We can therefore expect coherent optical data
processing systems to start being in vogue in the near future.



PROCESSING OF NRZ PCM FROM 10 MB/SEC TO 200 MB/SEC
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Summary    The type of functions required to optimally process PCM plus noise are the
same at low and high bit rates. At high bit rates there are severe constraints in
synthesizing these functions due to limitations of present day devices and logic; and due
to extrinsic effects of networks over broad baseband bandwidths. Techniques developed
for signal conditioning, bit synchronization, group synchronization, and decommutation
of NRZ PCM from 10 Mb/sec to 200 Mb/sec are presented. Multiple techniques were
investigated in each area over the complete bit rate range of interest to ascertain
performance versus complexity and cost effectiveness among different techniques at
different bit rates.

Introduction    PresentdayoperationalPCM systems operate at bit rates less than 5
Mb/sec, but numerous programs are planned with much higher bit rate requirements. To
illustrate how high bit rate requirements can easily arise, consider the sending of high-
resolution analog video information requiring an 8-MHz baseband bandwidth by digital
means for reasons of efficiency, privacy, etc. Sampling at least twice 8 MHz with
probably five bits or more per sample for resolution would be required. Thus, a bit rate
greater than 80 Mb/sec is required.

In Figure 1 the block diagram for a PCM processing system is given. The pre-processor
effects baseline correction and amplitude control on the incoming noisy bit stream. The
bit synchronizer non-linearly operates on the signal plus noise to produce a phase
coherent bit rate spectral component. The bit detector or signal conditioner optimally
filters S + N and utilizes the bit sync clock output to make a maximum likelihood
decision on what signal state is present during each bit period. The preprocessor, bit
detector, and bit synchronizer are normally considered one major unit which is often
called a “bit sync.”

The group synchronizer uses correlation techniques to extract frame and subframe
information from the reconstructed bit stream. Depending upon the number of
correlations and their spacing in time during the last K major frames, the group
synchronizer operates in a search, check, or lock mode of operation. Correlation
thresholds and timing windows are a function of the mode of operation. The timing



information and e reconstructed data in blocks of parallel words are the group
synchronizer output to the decommutator. The frame and sub-frame timing information
is used by the decommutator to divide the bit stream into separate channels of data that
comprise the decommutator output.

Theoretically, the functions required to receive and optimally process the noisy bit
stream are the same at high bit rates as at low bit rates. At low bit rates, i.e., up to about 5
Mb/sec, it is easy to synthesize close approximations to these functions. At high bit rates,
however, there are severe constraints in realizing these functions due to the gain-
bandwidth, power bandwidth, and delay limitations of existing devices; because of speed
limitations of available logic; and finally due to the distributed and complex nature of
networks and packaging over such broad baseband bandwidths. Therefore, close
approximations to ideal performance require careful use of both communications theory
and circuit theory. Considerations for each of these areas are now presented and
represent an update of previous activity in high bit rate PCM reported on by the
author.(1)-(2).

Signal Conditioning

Matched Filter    The block diagram for a signal conditioner is given in Figure 2. The
signal plus noise passes through a matched filter which maximizes the signal to noise
ratio at the filter output at the end of a bit period. The decision unit makes a maximum
likelihood decision on the filter output at this time as to what signal state was present
during the last bit period. For NRZ PCM plus white Gaussian noise, a matched filter is
the integrate and dump filter or, equivalently, the sliding integral filter shown in
Figure 3. These are not optimum for band-limited PCM plus noise, but it has been shown
that the degradation in performance is small except for heavy filtering. (3) (4) Thus, these
two are normally used except for cases of known heavy filtering. It should also be noted
that the degradation in performance due to filtering is usually calculated in terms of non-
bandlimited signal plus noise. This assumes that non-bandlimited signal to noise is
bandlimited before the signal conditioner, whereas often a more realistic case is that the
signal at the sending end has been purposely bandlimited from spectral occupancy
considerations and is corrupted by wideband noise during transmission. If one plots BER
versus RMS filtered signal to RMS noise in a bit-rate bandwidth, the degradation in
performance is less than that predicted above. Of the two matched filters, the integrate
and dump has historically enjoyed the most usage mainly due to the fact that it is easily
made tunable and most low bit-rate bit synchronizer-signal conditioners have been wide-
range tunable machines.

Historically, to implement the integrate and dump matched filter, operational amplifiers
with capacitive feedback have been used as integrators and a switch type circuit has been
used in the feedback path to dump or initiate the integrator. Computer analysis shows



that the unity gain frequency of a 6 db/octave amplifier should be roughly 5 to 10 times
the highest frequency to be integrated. For NRZ PCM this frequency is several times bit
rate. Thus, extremely large unity gain frequencies are required. Even with a 6 db/octave
rolloff characteristic, stability is quite a problem for a high unity gain frequency
operational amplifier because of delay through the amplifier plus a normally unavoidable
pole in the feedback path due to Ro + Ri and Ci. Due to these factors, available
operational amplifiers with unity gain frequencies as high as 300 MHz have been
normally unusable as integrators. Even if stable, however, only the lower bit rate range
of interest could be handled using this technique due to the bandwidth required.

Likewise, historical methods of releasing the dumping integrators such as FET switches,
etc., use an increasing percentage of the bit period as bit rates increase. For two parallel
reset integrators the time required to dump or erase the memory element is considered
more of a limitation than the time for initiation of integration because settling time is
multiple time constants.

To achieve high bit rate operation, an integrate and dump matched filter was realized
using passive integration networks and gates. A block diagram for the resulting signal
conditioner is given in Figure4. The decision unit is an integral part with the filters, since
timing is required for both the filters and the decision-making process. A brief
description follows for the matched filter portion of the block diagram. Block one
matches the bit detector to the demodulator output, which is 50 ohms in the experimental
unit. Some filtering is included to remove unwanted demodulator outputs. Block two
merely produces a one-half bit rate clock signal with the proper levels from a clock input
from the bit synchronizer.

Block three shows gates utilizing combinations of diodes and current-mode transistor
switches. Alternate gates are open when the one-half bit rate clock is a ZERO and closed
when the output is a ONE. The closing time of the gate (which is the release time of the
bit detector) is less than two nanoseconds. Attenuation through the gate when open, wi a
500-ohm load, is greater than 50 db to 150 MHz. This attenuation is important in that
undesired signals at high frequencies are kept from feeding through the open gate. It also
ensures that the signal plus noise does not impart unwanted energy to the integration
network which decays to a zero energy state while the gate is open.

The integration networks in block four are passive networks. When the gate is closed,
the output current of the network closely approximates the integral of the input voltage
for the duration of the bit period. When the gate is open, the network returns to a state of
near-zero output within a bit period. Filtering is built into the network to eliminate
known unwanted signals; for example, unwanted double carrier frequency demodulation
terms.



The classical textbook method of implementing the sliding integral is by delaying the
input signal by a bit period and then subtracting it from the input signal at the input to an
integrator whose output is the filter output. This method only works if equal and
opposite energies are fed into the infinite memory integrator. Somewhat unequal
energies can be expected in practice. Thus, unequal state probabilities or run lengths of
one state will ramp the integrator output to an increasing value in one polarity. Limiting
the integrator memory to a fixed number of bit periods bounds the offset but introduces
transition density sensitivity.

To achieve practical approximations to the sliding integral, polynomial transfer functions
in s were investigated to find functions that were realizable over the frequency range of
interest and that had impulse responses representing good approximations to the sliding
integral impulse response. Several methods have been used to obtain ratio of
polynomials. One is to use various approximations for e-Ts in the transform, (1-e-Ts)/Ts, of
the sliding integral. Another method is to select classes of polynomial ratios that have
certain desirable realizability properties and then constrain shape properties of their
impulse responses by operating on the coefficients of the transfer function. Using both
methods, polynornials of relatively low order have been found that represent close
approximations to ideal and yet are realizable. Several of these can be synthesized such
that implementations for bit rates as high as 200 Mb/sec were achieved. A simplified
diagram of one such realization is shown in Figure 5. Realizations to about 50 or 60
Mb/sec have been direct-coupled to allow for transition density variation; that is, long
runs of the same state. Above approximately 50 Mb/sec the realizations can be capacitive
coupled since the ratio of the bit rate to the lower cutoff frequency of the filter is so
large. Thus, any reasonable run length of the same state can be accommodated. It is quite
reasonable that the sliding integral can be realized to a much higher frequency than the
integrate and dump filter since the first is a time invariant filter whereas the second is a
time varying filter.

Another approach to approximating the sliding integral was investigated. The filter
consists of a transversal filter followed by a low-pass filter as shown in Figure 6. The
transversal filter is implemented by summing the scaled outputs from M-equidistant taps,
T/M seconds apart on a delay line. The transfer function is:

This transfer function repeats every M/T hertz and the part from 0 to M/2T approximates
the desired transfer function. Therefore, this filter is followed by a low-pass filter which
rolls off before M/2T hertz. The noise bandwidth H(s) over 0 to M/2T Hz is 1/2T, the
desired result. The number of taps, M, should be chosen large enough so the effect of the
low-pass filter on the filtered signal is negligible. This filter has been implemented at bit



rates as high as 200 Mb/sec. There was, initially, a severe distributed summing node
problem with the transversal filter implementation when normal tapped delay lines were
used. In a joint effort with a delay line vendor, a special package was developed that
overcame this problem. Special filtering is also included to eliminate extrinsic effects
due to the nonideal nature of components over such broad bandwidths.

Decision Unit    At the end of a bit period, the decision unit makes a maximum
likelihood decision on the matched filter output to estimate what signal state was present
during the previous bit period. As stated previously, the decision unit for the signal
conditioner using an integrate and dump filter is combined with the filter because timing
is required for both. Referring again to Figure 3, it is seen that the decision process is
controlled by blocks five and six. In the threshold detect, threshold adjust, and
interrogate circuits in block five, the value of the current output of the proper integration
network at the end of a bit period is compared with a reference value.  If the current is
greater than the reference, a narrow pulse is transmitted to block six. If the value is less
than the reference, no pulse is generated. Interrogation of the state of the integration
network output current is controlled by transitions of the one half bit rate clock. The time
required to make the comparison and output is less than two nanoseconds. To achieve
such speeds, a tunnel diode - hot carrier diode bridge is used in conjunction with bipolar
transistors to implement this block. Block six is the Hold, OR, Reset and ECL Output
Level circuit. The narrow pulse from block five goes to a tunnel diode hold circuit. The
outputs of the hold circuits are OR’ed together to produce one output. The different hold
networks are reset at the proper times. This output is then converted to emitter-coupled
logic levels and is the overall output of the bit detector.

In Figure 7 a block diagram for a decision unit developed for use with time invariant
matched filters is shown. The output of the filter is monitored by a threshold detector in
the decision unit. If y(t), the filter output, is above 3, the reference value, then the
threshold detector output is a logic ONE. If y(t) is less than 3, then the output is a logic
ZERO. The clock from the bit synchronizer passes through a delay network to a second
threshold detector which converts the clock signal to logic levels with fast rise and fall
times. The outputs of both threshold detectors are inputs to an emitter-coupled logic
network. At the end of an equivalent bit period the logic output of the filter threshold
detector is sampled and stored by the logic network. The sampled state is the signal
conditioner output until the end of the next equivalent bit period. For performance close
to theoretical the threshold detector must rapidly change states when the reference level,
3 , is crossed and the region of uncertainty around the reference level must be small.
Thus, the gain/risetime required of the threshold detector increases directly with bit rate
and is very large at high bit rates. The threshold detectors in this decision unit were
designed using computer-aided techniques. The input uncertainty region is less than
±2 mv. The output risetime is about 0.6 nsec for a step input 100 mv above 3 and
degrades to about 1.7 nsec for a step 5 mv above 3. Delay through the threshold detector



is about 3 nsec. The emitter-coupled logic in the decision unit is MECL II or MECL III
depending upon the bit rate. Both “data estimate” and its complement are coaxial outputs
of the bit detector.

Bit Synchronization

In an NRZ PCM bit stream there is no component to lock to in order to generate a bit rate
clock. However, if the signal is filtered and passed through the proper non-linearity, a bit
rate spectral component is generated which can be locked to. There are multiple ways to
implement bit synchronizers such that the equivalent of passing the filtered bit-stream
through a non-linearity is performed. These can be roughly grouped into independent bit
synchronizers and coupled bit synchronizers as shown in Figure 8. In a coupled bit
synchronizer the bit detector output, the incoming S+N, and the VCO output are
combined in such a manner that coherent phase information is obtained. An example
would be a phase detection scheme where reset integrators for correct timing integrate
S+N from the middle of one bit period to the middle of the next. If there was a transition
during this time, then the integrator output should be zero for correct timing. For
incorrect timing the integrators’ output is an estimate of phase error if the type of
transition is known. For no transition the outputs should be disregarded. The estimation
of transitions is obtained from the bit detector output. The analysis of such a bit
synchronizer is quite complicated since the sum of two random processes is the input to
two highly coupled systems. One good method is to simulate the system on the computer
and study its performance versus signal to noise. With a coupled system there exists a
threshold effect due to coupling. Normally, however, this occurs at a low enough signal-
to-noise ratio such that performance is essentially equal to that of independent bit
synchronization techniques. The main advantage of the coupled technique is that it is
easily made tunable. It should be noted that most low bit-rate signal conditioner-bit
synchronizers have been tunable machines. As bit rates increase, the difficulty of
implementing the various coupled phase detection techniques increases greatly.
Independent bit synchronization techniques, however, scale well with bit rate and can be
implemented to quite high bit rates using readily available components. In an
independent technique the S+N is low-pass filtered and then passed through a non-
linearity, typically even order. It should be noted that the low-pass filter can be the
matched filter in the signal conditioner. At the output of the non-linearity circuit a bit
rate spectral component is present and the total output passes through a bandpass filter to
enhance signal to noise and also for memory purposes. The output of the bandpass filter
is connected to a phase-lock loop which locks its VCO output in a coherent phase
relationship with the bit rate spectral component in the bandpass filter output. The phase-
lock loop introduces further memory and signal to noise improvement. In all high bit rate
applications of which the author is aware, there is only one bit rate or, at most, a small
set of bit rates. Thus, the most judicious approach in terms of performance, ease of
implementation, etc. , is the independent technique. Therefore, the emphasis in this



development effort was on independent techniques. The non-linearities used were full
wave rectification and squaring. Full wave rectification has been implemented with
bipolar transistor and diode networks to 200 Mb/sec. A squaring network using a current
gain cell (5) approach squared its input for frequencies as high as 100 MHz. An
interesting problem is the characterization and measurement of the frequency response of
a non-linear network.

Combined Bit Synchronizer - Signal Conditioner Performance    The bit
synchronizer and signal conditioner operate together as one unit whose outputs are data
estimate and bit rate clock. The primary performance criteria is bit error rate, BER,
versus energy per bit to spectral density, E/No, or equivalently rms signal to rms noise in
a bit rate bandwidth for a given set of conditions. Other related performance criteria are
bit synchronization acquisition time, BSAT, and bit slippage rate, BSR. Acquisition
times for bit synchronizers tend to be more perceptual than actual. That is, 1000 bit
periods for acquisition at 10b/sec is perceived quite differently than 1000 bit periods for
acquisition at 100 Mb/sec. Thus, the phase-lock loop bandwidth and bandpass filter
bandwidth can typically be narrower at high bit rates than at low bit rates. For the
measured data given in Figure 9, the wn of the bit synchronizer phase-lock loop is around
0.1% to 0.2% BR. Thus, typical acquisition times are several-hundred bit periods. The
damping, * , of the loop is typically about 0.7 to 1.0 which is a reasonable compromise
between noise bandwidth, mean time to unlock, etc. Data has also been taken at other
values of wn and * . In general, narrowing the phase-lock loop and bandpass filter
improves BER and BSR while increasing BSAT.

The low-pass filter - non-linearity combination for the curves is either a 0.7 BR third
order low-pass and full wave rectify; matched filter and full wave rectify; or matched
filter-slicer-full wave rectify. The difference in performance for the three is very small at
any bit rate where all can be closely realized. Several different techniques have been
used to implement the full wave rectifier circuit.

In Figure 9a, performance data are given for a signal conditioner using the previously
described integrate and dump matched filter with its corresponding integral decision unit
and an independent bit synchronizer at 12.5, 25, and 50Mb/sec. The experimental points
are within 1 db of theoretical. At 50Mb/sec the signal conditioner is somewhat difficult
to align for optimum BER. Various improvements have been made in this signal
conditioner design and alternate realizations of different parts have been achieved. All,
however, seem to have a frequency limit between 50 and 100 Mb/sec. This is due to the
time varying nature of the filter involving both excitation and response times.

In Figure 9b, data are given for a signal conditioner consisting of a polynomial
approximation to the sliding integral and of a separate decision unit of the type



previously described combined with an independent bit synchronizer. Data at 12.5, 50,
150, and 200 Mb/sec are shown and the points are within 1 db of theoretical for all bit
rates. For NRZ PCM the difficult range of SNR for performance close to theoretical is at
the high end. Most signal conditioners deviate monotonically from theoretical with
increasing SNR and some show a sharp departure from theoretical above a certain SNR.
To illustrate that performance close to theoretical for high SNR has been achieved,
consider Figure 9c where the ordinate is now BER from 10-3 to 10-8. Data at 50 and 200
Mb/sec are presented. In terms of achievable performance versus complexity, difficulty
of implementation, and difficulty of alignment, this combination seems to be the most
cost -effective. The method of implementing this combination does vary somewhat with
bit rate. For example, at the higher bit rates one nanosecond ECL logic is used instead of
4 nanosecond ECL and ac-coupled amplifiers are used instead of direct-coupled
amplifiers.

Data are given in Figure 9d for the combination of an independent bit synchronizer and a
signal conditioner consisting of a transversal filter low-pass filter approximation to the
sliding integral and of a separate decision unit of the type discussed previously. The
experimental points are, as indicated, at 12.5, 50, and 100 Mb/sec. Performance is again
within 1 db of theoretical.

In summary, performance close to theoretical has been achieved with various techniques.
Of the bit synchronizer-signal conditioner combination, the signal conditioner is much
more difficult to implement at high bit rates such that performance close to theoretical is
obtained.

Group Synchronization    In Figure 10 a block diagram for a group synchronizer is
given. This type of group synchronizer is adequate for investigating techniques of
implementation at high bit rates since sub-frame information can be handled by more of
the same hardware. The serial-to-parallel converter is a MECL II or a MECL III 30 to 32
bit shift register depending upon the range of bit rates. Up to 55 Mb/sec the correlator is
implemented digitally using MECL IL The same correlator design can be implemented
with equivalent MECL III logic to allow operation to 140 Mb/ sec. The upper limit in
each case is determined by worst-case logic delays at 500C and by packaging delays.
The completely digital correlator uses successive add-store operations to arrive at a
binary number indicating the numbers of errors between the desired states and actual
states in the shift register. This binary number is compared digitally with the number of
allowable errors to estimate when the sync word is present. To achieve operation to 200
Mb /sec an analog correlator is used. In this correlator currents are steered to different
strip lines according to the differences between the actual pattern in the MECL III shift
register and the desired pattern. These currents are summed and compared to a reference
value and a correlation pulse generated according to which is larger.



The control logic and timing units are implemented with MECL II, MECL III, or a
mixture of the two, depending upon the range of bit rates. Front panel adjustable
parameters are error threshold in search, error threshold in lock, required search frames,
lock miss frames, aperture width, and frame length. At the start of this effort the upper
limit for implementing complex logic functions using emitter-coupled logic on
backplane wirewrap boards was investigated. The reason for this investigation was that,
historically, the wirewrap technique had been used for ground systems because it is cost
effective for limited production, easily modified for future requirements, and provides a
fast reaction capability. It was found that by using such techniques as resistive padding,
resistive pulldowns, clock clustering, and careful package placement, complex logic
functions could be implemented to a greater than 50-MHz clock rate using wirewrap.
The wiring of the boards was handled by normal manual or automated techniques with
no special instructions. Using emitter-coupled logic on back-plane wirewrap boards an
all-digital group synchronizer was implemented that operates reliably to over 50 Mb/sec.
The logic line used was MECL IL This group synchronizer is now part of a 50 Mb/sec
demonstration system.

To achieve operation at even higher bit rates, another group synchronizer has been
implemented using the analog correlator discussed above. The serial-to-parallel
converter, control logic, and timing unit uses MECL III logic. There is also a small
amount of additional MECL II logic in the timing unit. At these bit rates the logic is
packaged on double-sided printed circuit boards with stripline. For short-run lengths,
unterminated interconnects are used and the reflections absorbed into the rise and fall
times of the waveform. Methods for calculating maximum unterminated run lengths for
given logic types have been discussed by several authors. (6) (7) (8) Distribution of the clock
is quite critical and must be carefully considered. Analog buffers and transmission line
power dividers are used to route the clock to sections of logic. This group synchronizer
operates up to 200 Mb/sec. For both the all-digital and the hybrid group synchronizer it
should be noted that the correlator is the most difficult unit to implement.

Decommutation    Up to bit rates of 50 Mb/sec, a decommutator would have to operate
at a maximum clock rate of 12. 5 MHz if one assumes at least four bit words. Processing
at this rate presents no problem. Therefore, in the initial development effort to 50
Mb/sec, decommutation was not included. For bit rates as high as 200 Mb/sec then the
maximum decommutator clock rate would be 50 Mb/sec if, again, one assumes at least
four bit words. Thus, the decommutator can be implemented using ECL on back-plane,
wirewrap boards as discussed previously. A decommutator was built using this
technique. The basic input syllable length is four bits since this is considered worst-case.
Multiples of four bits can be decommutated to two or four parallel output channels.

Measurement System    At high bit rates the development of a measurement system to
adequately test bit synchronizer-signal conditioner performance is quite difficult. PN



sequences should be long so that a close approximation to random data is generated.
Noise spectral density should be flat to several times bit rate. Thus, PN sequences had to
be generated whose clock rate was as high as 200 Mb/sec. Up to 50 Mb/sec a 15-stage
maximal-length shift register sequence was implemented with MECL II on wirewrap
boards. The same sequence was implemented on a double-sided printed circuit board
with a separate adjacent analog clock driver board using transmission line power
dividers. The maximum clock rate for this unit is about 135 MHz. It should be noted that
providing in-phase clock to something like 25 logic loads at high bit rates is a very
severe problem. A third implementation uses MECL III and delay lines. By choosing the
proper sequence polynomial most of the flip-flops in the shift register can be replaced by
a delay line at a given clock rate. Thus, the number of logic packages to be clocked is
greatly reduced, which greatly simplifies the implementation. This PN-sequence
generator has been used to generate both short and long sequences at bit rates as high as
200 Mb/sec. The generated data is the input to a threshold detector where it is converted
to a signal with the proper levels and 1 nsec risetime. It is then passed through pads and a
power divider network, where it is combined with noise, into a broadband amplifier. A
noise diode output is amplified by a broadband amplifier and connected through pads to
the same power divider network. Amplifier bandwidths are 400 MHz. The noise spectral
density is essentially flat to 400 MHz and output signal risetimes are about 1
nanoseconds. Thus, at 200 Mb/sec S+N is bandlimited to approximately twice bit rate.
Therefore, testing at this bit rate is not for truly non-bandlimited S+N but the effect is
quite small for twice bit rate filtering. As bit rates decrease, the non-bandwidth limited
condition is approached rapidly. Implementation of error counting circuitry is quite
difficult at high bit rates. Unless one is very careful in implementation, it is easy to get
errors under no noise conditions. To implement reliable error detection, data is delayed
until data and data estimate into the error detector are within a bit period of each other.
Then they are shifted into flip-flops. Thus, the flip-flop outputs are aligned. These
outputs and a clock signal derived from the same clock for the flip-flops are combined in
a logic network to detect data and data estimate differences. The buffered output pulses
indicating the numbers of errors go to a counter so BER can be ascertained. Below 50
Mb/sec the error detector is implemented with MECL II on wirewrap boards. For 10 to
200 Mb/sec operation it is implemented with combined analog-digital circuitry on
double-sided printed circuit boards. The logic used in this error detector is MECL III.
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FEEDBACK IN DATA TRANSMISSION

P. M. EBERT
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Holmdel, New Jersey

Summary    A survey of the possible gains to be realized by the use of various feedback
techniques is given. Noiseless information feedback is considered in detail, and a
transmission system for this latter case is given and analyzed. This system is shown to
achieve a transmission rate very close to the largest rate possible.

Introduction    In the transmission of data numerous feedback systems have been used
for many years. Without exception these have been decision feedback systems,
implemented by variations of the repeat request strategy. The object of these systems is
to achieve low probability of error without excessive equipment complexity. The normal
repeat request strategy requires that the incoming data be buffered or stored during
repeats of previous data. This results in a random distribution of the amount of data in
storage at any given time. This distribution is invariably exponential and therefore
implies a probability of buffer overflow which is an exponential function of the amount
of storage.

The primary advantage of information feedback over decision feedback is that the
probability of error can be made to go to zero much faster than exponentially. It should
be noted that this gain is not due only to the use of information feedback. It is not
possible to make the probability of error go to zero faster than exponentially for most
discrete channels, and Pinsker1 has shown that the same result holds for continuous
channels if there is a peak power constraint at the transmitter. Consequently the
phenomenon of faster than exponential decrease in probability of error occurs only in
some rare discrete channels and in continuous channels when the peak power constraint
is replaced by an average power constraint. It is the latter case which we shall consider in
this paper.

Practical Advantages of Information Feedback    There are three practical
considerations which make information feedback attractive, some of which are shared by
decision feedback. First, since the goal is a small probability of error goes to zero with
blocklength is important. The faster than exponential (in fact exponentially exponential)



2 P. M. Ebert, “The Capacity of the Gaussian Channel With Feedback,” to appear in BSTJ.

3 S. Butman, “Optimum Coding for Additive Noise Systems Using Information Feedback.” Calif.
Inst. of Technology, Communications Theory Lab. Tech. Report #1 (1967).

4 J. P. M. Schalkwijk, T. Kailath, “A Coding Scheme for Additive Noise Channels with
Feedback,” IEEE Trans. on Infor. Theory, Vol. IT-12, 172-182, (1966).

decrease may allow a significantly shorter blocklength for a given probability of error.
This ties in with the second gain; simplification of decoding complexity. Both decision
feedback and information feedback result in simple decoding. With decision feedback
the receiver just detects errors and requests a repeat, and with information feedback the
receiver consists of an analog to digital converter which converts an estimate of a real
number into its binary representation. However, a shorter blocklength will naturally
produce a decoding simplification. In addition the buffering problem is somewhat
simplified by the operation of information feedback. Decision feedback detects errors
and institutes a retransmission, whereas information feedback tends to prevent errors
from occurring (by increased transmitter power) in the first place.

The third advantage of information feedback is the possible increase in the capacity of
the channel. This is more of a theoretical advantage because the gain is not very large
and because, as yet, no one has succeeded in transmitting anywhere near the channel
capacity. In certain cases it can be shown that the proposed information feedback system
can come within .4% of doubling the capacity of the channel, which is a surprising result
in that it has been shown that feedback cannot increase the capacity by more than a
factor of two for this type of channel.2

The major limitation on information feedback, at the present time, is how best to
accommodate the noise in the reverse channel. Butman3 has concluded that the
probability of error cannot be driven to zero with linear feedback techniques in the
presence of noisy feedback. However, if the goal is simply to transmit as reliably on the
forward channel as on the reverse channel (a reasonable goal if the reverse channel has a
much higher capacity) the noise in the feedback takes on secondary importance. One can
assume that the feedback is error free and thus errors in the feedback simply cause errors
in the transmitted data.

A.    Information Feedback Technique for Time Continuous Channels.    The scheme
described and analyzed here is a modification of the Schalkwijk, Kailath4 scheme for
time discrete channels. The ground rules are that the system has the time interval [0,T] to
transmit one of exp [RT] signals. The interfering noise is Gaussian with covariance R(J).
The spectrum of the noise does not go to zero at infinite frequency, and the eigenvalues
of the kernel R(J), over the range [O,t], are bound away from zero. We will calculate the
probability or error and average transmitter power required for the rate R.



The data to be transmitted is represented as a point, x, on the interval [-1,1].

Since there are exp[RT] possible signals, the signal points are separated by exp [-RT].
Now the problem has been reduced to transmitting an accurate estimate of a real number
in T seconds. The transmission philosophy is that the receiver forms an estimate of x,
call it x̂(t), and returns this estimate to the receiver via the noiseless feedback. The
transmitter then transmits an error signal, x-x̂(t). However, since the receiver estimate is
getting better as time progresses x-x̂(t) gets smaller and the transmitter can insert an
increasing amplification factor. The increasing amplification factor which produces a
constant average transmitter power is exponential, and the transmitted signal is:

The estimator at the receiver forms a minimum variance unbiased estimate of x given by:

where 8i and 2i(J) are the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of R(J) over the interval [0,t].
The coefficients ei are defined by

h(z) is the impulse response of the channel, r(J) is the channel output, and A(t) is defined
by

The expression for x̂(t) is quite complicated, but it leads to a simple expression for
probability of error and power. Before we proceed, it should be pointed out that
whenever h(J) has a delay, there is a period of time for which it is impossible to form an
unbiased estimate. This is indicated by ei and A(t) both taking on the value zero. This
problem is overcome by defining x̂(t) to be zero when A(t) = 0.

At time T a decision is made by choosing as the data that value of x closest to x̂(T). The
probability of error is simply the probability that  *x - x̂(J)* $ exp[-RT], which can be
calculated exactly because the quantity x-x̂(T) is Gaussian.
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This goes to zero doubly exponentially in T as long as R < ".

The average transmitter power is 1/A(t) which for large t, becomes:

where g-1(J) is the realizable inverse of the noise filter, and D is the round trip excess
delay not included in h(J).

Performance for Several Noise Spectra     There are a few noise spectra for which the
performance functions can be computed in terms of elementary functions. First let
N(w) = N0*(w) and h(J) = *(J). Now the power is just 2N0". The capacity of this channel
(either with or without feedback is P/2N0 and consequently we can transmit at any rate
less than the capacity.

Another example is noise with the spectrum:

Tedious calculations show that

and that the power is

on the other hand a relation between rate and power without feedback is given by
Shannon’s formula5



and the power

In order to compare the rates we equate the powers and write " as kc/4a. Now k
represents the ratio of maximum rate with feedback to the maximum rate without
feedback for the same average power. The resulting relation is:

where u = c/2a2 . For every value of u one can calculate a corresponding value of k. First
we see that as u goes to zero, k goes to one, which is just the white noise case of the first
example. For all values of u less than 1900, k is larger than one and k takes on its
maximum of 1.996 at u = 2.27. This maximum is rather broad and k remains near two for
a large range of u. For example when u = 1, k = 1.885 and when u = 5, k = 1.925. The
significance of these calculations lies in the fact that k can never be larger than two for
any transmission system operating on a channel with additive Gaussian noise.

Implementation    The description and analysis of the system have been in terms of a
block coded system because such system are conceptually simpler. However, one would
probably build the system in a convolutional (or recurrent) form. If one considers x to be
made up of an infinite number of components:

it is clear that those components of x, which are small compared to e-"tn(t), are
unimportant. Therefore the transmitter need not know all the components of x at the start
of transmission, but only needs to know a linearly increasing fraction of them. This is the
essence of a convolutional system. The feedback implementation is also simplified by
the convolutional approach. x̂ now consists of an infinite set of binary components. At
any given time some of the components are known quite well and some are not known at
all. Again, as time passes the number of known components increases linearly with time.
Thus the feedback channel need only consist of a binary channel communicating the
binary components of x̂ as they become known, plus additional information indicating
corrections to past binary components which have to be changed due to the updated
estimate. In this system the achievable error rate would be limited by the error rate in the
feedback channel.



Conclusions    We have examined in detail one possible way to use a high capacity or
highly reliable feedback channel in order to achieve a low probability of error on the
noisy forward channel. We have found that two of the defects of decision feedback
(buffering of the input data, and low rate) can be eliminated by the use of information
feedback. In addition we have found that the proposed coding scheme has a remarkable
ability to achieve large transmission rates.
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Summary    A low-cost error control technique is proposed for bulk data transmission
with noisy feedback link.

The scheme is ideally suited for tape-to-tape bulk data transmission as well as the store-
and-forward type of data transmission system. By partition data into superblocks, the
technique can be used for any feedback retransmission system.

We also show that the scheme can be modified to correct synchronization errors and that
noise in the feedback link can be made extremely unlikely to contribute to decoding
errors.

Introduction    Consider a feedback data transmission system. There are two ways of
correcting errors in the forward channel by feedback: decision feedback and information
feedback. Decision feedback consists of the following steps:

1. The information is coded and the codeword is sent to the channel.

2. The decoder checks the incoming message, if it is not a codeword, a
retransmission request is relayed to the transmitter. Otherwise, an
acknowledgement is relayed to the transmitter.

3. The transmitter either transmits the next message or repeats the previous one,
depending on the request received from the reverse channel.

Such a system requires the transmission of parity checks over the forward channel; yet
little use is made of the reverse channel. Thus the throughput is upper bounded by the
code efficiency.



1 A rediscovery by J. E. Mazo, the scheme also appears in references 1 and 2.

The information feedback system was proposed and analyzed by Chang.(1) The system
works as follows:

1. Given a set {y} of all qn n-tuples over a field of q-elements (for binary

transmission q = 2), a subset {x} d {y) is chosen. The set {x} comprises all
possible transmitted messages. The transmitter selects a member of x , {x} and
sends it through the forward channel to the receiver.

2. The receiver, upon receiving the incoming message say x*, computes the
classification of x* according to a prearranged rule known to the transmitter. This
information is sent back to transmitter.

3. The transmitter receives the classification information from the reverse channel,
compares it with the classification of x; if they agree, the transmitter confirms it by
sending another member of {x}, otherwise a denial signal is sent.

The Error Control Scheme    As a particular case of an information feedback system, a
simplified system can be made as follows: 1

1. The transmitter computes and saves the parity check, P, from the customer Is data
by means of a systematic block code and sends out only the information portion of
the codeword through the forward channel to the receiver.

2. The receiver, upon receiving the information block, plus possibly some errors due
to channel noise, computes the parity checks P* and sends P* back to the
transmitter through the reverse channel.

3. The transmitter compares the P**, the parity checks the receiver computed, plus
possibly some error due to channel noise in the reverse channel, with P.

A. P** = P The transmitter picks up the next block of data from the customer
and goes to step 1.

B. P** … P The transmitter retransmits the old information block and goes to
step 2.

The remaining problem for the scheme is, of course, to design a fail-safe scheme, such
that the transmitter can tell the receiver which portion of the message is erroneous and
should be deleted.



2 If additional protection is required such information may be further encoded so that later on
receiver may be able to check their validity when they are used to delete faulty blocks.

3 See Appendix for a proof of this statement.

It is the purpose of this report to show a way of solving this problem.

4. We first add one more operation to step 3, namely, the transmitter keeps a running
count of which message blocks have been repeated. This can take, for example,
either a form of gap length between incorrect blocks, or absolute addresses of the
incorrect blocks.2 Presumably, such records are kept in a sequential storage such
as a tape, a disk, or in the core storage of a computer. This information will
compose an additional message called the Diagnostic Message (DM). The other
steps required are:

5. When the customer’s message runs out, an END symbol followed by the
diagnostic message, compiled in step 4, is sent as additional information blocks
which are treated exactly the same way’ as customer’s messages and sent to the
forward channel until the DM is completely transmitted. (Note that, during the
course of sending the DM, the DM may grow longer due to additional errors
detected in the portion of the DM already sent. )

6. The receiver, after having received the last block of message, runs the tape
recording of the whole data string backwards. The first block BO (which actually is
the last block transmitted) must be correct, for if it were not, the transmitter, after
detecting it, would have sent more blocks of DM.

Block BO contains information about the last few blocks as to their correctness. Thus the
receiver would be able to rewind the tape-and work its way back to delete (or erase) all
the wrong information blocks sequentially, 3 namely: 

A. Look at the ith block, if it is not on the list of bad blocks, retain it; if it is, erase it
and go to the i+1th block.

B. Step A is repeated, starting from BO block, until the “END” symbol is detected. At
this time, the receiver knows all the bad blocks from there on, and those blocks
can be erased accordingly.

C. By the time the tape is rewound to its beginning position all the bad blocks would
have been erased and the tape contains a version of correct customer data with
some spaces scattered that correspond to those blocks removed.



4 One can always avoid this situation by duplicating a part of the information in the second to last
block, (i.e., the B1 block).

There is one more point that needs clarifying: The receiver must know exactly which one
is the last message. The detection of the last message can most easily be done by the
modem, if possible, otherwise one may use a “start” symbol at the end of the diagnostic
message. The f1start” symbol must, of course, be the end of DM and should not stand
alone in the last block. 4 The receiver would expect that the last block has a “start”
symbol in association with some information which tells the receiver about the validity
of the last few blocks.

Correction of Synchronization Errors     The correction of synchronization errors can
be achieved very easily. If a synchronization slippage of up to s bits is to be corrected,
the transmitter not only computes P but Pr , 1 # r # so where P is the check bits of the
information block I(x) and Pr is the check bits for the information block Ir(x) which is
shown schematically below:

We modify the step 3. That is, the transmitter not only compares P** with P, but also
with Pr , 1 # r # s. If P** = Pi , -s # i # s then the synchronization error is corrected by
deleting (if i < 0) or adding (if i > 0) i time pulses at the transmitter. Note that if cyclic
codes are used then Pr can be generated rather trivially, hence there is no need to store Pr

for comparison, rather one may compute them as needed. Furthermore, coset codes (3) can
be used to ensure that all Pr are distinct, thus avoiding ambiguity in deciding corrective
measures.

Discussion     The features of such an error control system are:

1. Throughput is limited by noise, independent of code efficiency. It can be shown
that the throughput rate is proportional to 1 -PB where PB is the block
retransmission probability.

2. The code efficiency is lower bounded by the reverse-channel signaling rate.

3. Errors in the reverse channel may reduce throughput but are extremely unlikely to
give decoding errors assuming good error detecting codes are utilized.



4. Mutilating due to reverse channel error is impossible.

5. Synchronization errors are corrected as well.

6. For a full-duplex telephone channel one may use a rate 1/2 code. In this case one
may use information feedback thus doing away with parity check calculators in
both transmitter and receiver; this results in an extremely simple error control
system.

One sees that such an error control technique is not limited to the application of tape-to-
tape data transmission. In principle, it can be applied to any other kind of feedback
retransmission system where information blocks are grouped into superblocks, and one
sends one superblock at a time as if it is a reel of tape. In such a case, it can be
interpreted as variable length coding scheme, and the length of the code depends on the
errors in the message.
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APPENDIX

Justification of Decoding Procedure

To justify the procedure of decoding DM we intend to prove that DM so constructed is
always decodable at the receiver. Given

A) The last block (BO) is located properly

B) All error blocks are detected by the transmitter.

Definition:  Let Bi be the ith block of DM counted from the last block which has a start
symbol and is called BO block.



Lemma 1. Bj cannot appear in the list of incorrect blocks specified by the information
carried by Bi for all j # i.

Proof: Information cannot be sent before it is created.

Lemma 2. The list of incorrect blocks specified by Bi cannot contain Bi+k , k = 1, 2... R,
if the first good block after Bi is Bi+R+1 .

Proof:

1) If Bs+1 is bad then Bs must be a repetition of Bs+1 . By lemma 1 Bs cannot carry
information about Bs+1 .

2) Induction on s, since the first good block after Bi is Bi+R+1 thus the lemma is true for
s = i + k, k = 1, 2... R.

Lemma 3. Information in a good block reveals at least one more good block.

Proof: From Lemma 1 and 2; one knows that if Bi is good, then it must contain
information that reveals at least one good block, namely Bi+R+1 , which is the
first good block after Bi .

Since BO must be a good block, by Lemma 3, the DM can be decoded sequentially
without premature termination. This is what we intended to prove.



ON LlNEAR INFORMA TI ON-FEEDBA CK SCHEMES FOR WH ITE GAUSSI AN CHANNELS 

By RUSSELL J. F. FANG 

旦旦旦旦主主. -For the transrnission of a Gaussian inforrnation 
source over an additive white Gaussian-noise (AWGN) channe1， 
severa1 noise1ess， 1inear-feedback schernes are shown to be 
the sarne in the sense that they not on1y achieve the rate
distortion bound on the rninirnurn attainab1e rnean-square error 
(MSE)， but a1so possess identica工 systern pararneters. These 
equiva1ent schernes can be easi1y app1ied to solving the prob-
1ern of optirna11y rnatching a co1ored Gaussian source with an 
AWGN channe1. These equiva1ent schernes can further be ern
p10yed to send rnessages frorn digita1 inforrnation sources over 
AWGN channe1s. 工t can be shown that any of these equiva1ent 
schernes has a decis工on-error probabi1ity which is the srna11-
est arnong the c1ass of a11 1inear schernes. The condition of 
noise1ess feedback can be re1axed七o cover the rnore genera1 
noisy inforrnation-feedback case. A suboptirna1 scherne is pro
posed for transrnitting data frorn a Gaussian source， whose 
output process has a power spectra1-density function which is 
uniforrn in sorne frequency range and zero e1sewhere， over sorne 
AWGN channe1s to sorne destination. This suboptirna1 noisy 
feedback scherne can a1so be used to send data frorn a digita 1 
inforrnation source over an AWGN channe1 with better perfor
rnance than can be achieved without noisy feedback. 

工ntroductiorl. -Many feedback cornrnunication schernes have re
cent1y been proposed (e. g. ， [1]- [12] and the references in 
[ 7] ) . 工n this tutoria1 paper， on1y 1inear inforrnation
feedback schernes for AWGN channe1s wi11 be considered. More 
specifica11y， we sha11 be concerned with the solutions to 
3 specia1 cases of the fo11owing unso1ved prob1ern. Suppose 
that a zero-rnean， stationary， Gaussian-source output process 
8(t)， with an arbitary power spectra1-density function S(f) 

and with 1(-∞，∞) S (f) df = 吟， is to be sent over a zero-rnean 

AWGN channe1 of average power P， two-s工ded noise-power spec
���� �en��ty No!2， and �andwidth 2Wc﹒ Suppose further an 
AWGN feedback channe1 of average power P1， noise-power spec
tra1 density N1/2， and bandwidth 2WC1﹒ The process 8(t) and 
the noises in the forward and feedback channe1s are rnutua11y 
independent. Then， the 1inear transrnitter and 1inear re
ceiver which wi11 rnost effective1y rninirnize the overa11 MSE 
of estirnate at the receiver rnust be deterrnined. 

Case (1) F1at Gaussian Source and Noise1ess Feedback Chan
ne1. The power spectra1-density function of 8(t) is 

rσ � /2W_ for I f l < W ' V 8' ''' '' s .1. V .1. 1.1.1 ..:::. 
S(f) = { 

�O e1sewhere (1) 
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The forward channe1 noise-power spectra1 density is of the 
shape 

for I f l 三Ws'

e1sewhere ( 2) 
where Wc > Ws and the ratio Wc/Ws， denoted by N， is assumed 
to be an integer. The feedback channe1 is of such a high 
qua1ity that it can be regarded as effective1y noise-free. 
The bandwidth of the feedback channe1 is assumed to be 
WC1 = (N - l}Ws﹒ 

Case (2) Arbitrary Gaussian Source and Noise1ess Feedback 
Channe1. The power spectra1-density function S(f) of 8(七)
isτf arbitrary shape， whi1e the other conditions remain the 
same as in Case (1). 

case (3) F1at Gaussian Source and Noisy Feedback Channe1. 
The power spectra1-density functions S(f} and Sn{主} are as 
shown in (1) and (2)， but the power spectra1-density function 
of the noise in the feedback channe1 is 
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e1sewhere (3) 
Before proceeding to the solutions， we sha11 give a short 

review of the rate-distortion bound (RDB) on the minimum MSE 
(MMSE) ， as we11 as the re1ationship between the MMSE and the 
maximum signa1-to-noise ratio (SNR) for Case (1). We sha11 
a1so present the basic mode1s for both noise1ess and noisy 
1inear information schemes. We sha11 then give the solutions 
of the 3 cases 1isted. Fina11y， we sha11 app1y the basic 
mode1s to the prob1ems of sending data from a digita1 source 
over AWGN channe1s with noise1ess and with noisy feedbacks. 

M�an-Square Error and Signa1-to-Noise Ratio.-Let us review 
a genera1 information-theoretic 10wer bound on the MMSE for 
estimating ana10g data at the source output based upon the 
observations at the channe1 output. This bound， denoted by 
ε min， can be derived by the app1ication of Shannon' s rate
distortion theory [13] and is ca11ed the rate-distortion 
bound (RDB) [14]. Let C be the capacity of the channe1 and 
R(ε} be the rate-distortion function [13]， which is defined 
as the minimum amount of information (e.g.， measure in nats) 
per unit time necessary to reproduce the source output within 
a MSE of amount ε. Then， ε min is simp1y the solution of the 
equation 

R(εmin} = C (41 
Since no particu1ar transmission or reception methods are 
used in the derivation， it imp1ies that no other communica
tions schemes can provide a MSE sma11er than the RDB. 

For a source which emits a stationary Gaussian random 
process w�th a power spectra1-density function S(f)， the 
rate也distortion function under an MSE fide1ity criterion can 
be described [15， 16] parametrica11y by 

R(中} =1 R.n[S(f}/中] df (5} 
F 



and 
ε(中) =中〈 df +〈

c
S(f) df (6) 

where 

F 三{f I S(f)之中} and Fc 三{ f I S (f) <中} (7) 
To send such a Gaussian source-output process over a channe1 
of capacity C， the minimum achievab1e MSE can thus be found 
by uti1izing (4)-(7)， name1y， 

εmin =中 J df + J _ S (f) df (8) ... -T:1 -T:'IC F F 
where 中， F， and Fc satisfy (7)剖ld (9)， and 

C = f .Q，n [S (f) /中] df (9) 
F 

工n particu1ar， if S(f) is of the form as in (1)， then the 
rate-distortion function becomes 

R(ε) = Ws 且n[σ�/ε ]

and hence the RDB in (8) reduces to 
ε min =σ� exp (- C/Ws) 

(10) 

(11) 

For Cases (工) and (2)， the RDB is simp1y that described in 
(8) with 

and 
C = Wc 且n(1 + P/NoWc) nats/sec 

C -+ C∞ 三P/No as Wc -+ ∞ 

(12a) 

(12b) 
even though the feedback channe1 is noise1ess. The reasons 
are simp1e: 

(a) White channe1 noise imp1ies that the channe1 has no 
memory; 

(b) The capacity of a memory1ess channe1 cannot be in
creased by noise1ess feedback [17]; and 

(c) The RDB depends on1y on the rate-distortion of the 
source and the capacity of the channe1. 

Now， 1et us reca11 Hause' s resu1t [18]. Let 8 be a con
tinuous random variab1e which possesses a probabi1ity-density 
function p(8)， and 1et 吋be its variance. Send this random 
variab1e over a channe1 characterized by the conditiona1 
probabi1ity-density function p(主1 8) (assuming i ts existence)， 
where 主三(r1 ， r2 ﹒ .  .， rN) are the N corresponding channe1 
outputs. 工f both a minimum-MSE and a maximum-SNR estimate of 
8 are made upon observing世lese N channe1 outputs， then these 
2 estimates are essentia11y the same except for an arbitrary 
mu1tip1ication constant. The re1ation between the resu1tant 
minimum achievab1e MSE， denoted by (e2min>' and the maximum 
attainab1e SNR， denoted by SNRmax' ìs 

SNRmax =σ已/(e2min ) - 1 (13) 

Now， suppose that 8 represents a Nyquist samp1e of the zero
mean stationary Gaussian souroe process 8(t) with a power 



spectra1 density described in (1). A1so suppose that r con
sists o� the N Nyquist samp1es actua11y received from the 
AWGN channe1 described in (2). (工mp1icit1y a bandwidth ex-
pansion by a factor N has been assumed.) Then， the re1ation 
(11) sti11 ho1ds， and (e 2miρ = ε仙1 in (11). 

Basic Mode1 for Linear Noise1ess Information Feedback 
Schemes.-Let us consider the prob1em of sending a Gaussian 
random variab1e 8， generated by a Gaussian source， over two 
independent additive Gaussian noise channe1s with capacity C1 
and C 2 (S�R �� a��.n�)， respective1y. (�e� Fig. 1:) T�e 
source and thë additíve noise are assumed to be independent. 

工f a noise1ess feedback 1ink is avai1ab1e， the fo110wing 
recursive Wiener fi1tering scheme can be used tο send the 
rea1 number 8 with the minimum possib1e MSE [7]. Send the 
random variab1e 8 over the first channe1 (of capacity C1 with 
a transmitter gain ηl' On the basis of the received observa
tion r 1 (norma1土完ed with respeçt to noise power)， w雙 make a 
WIener'estimate ë = η1 r1 (1 + ηf)-l. This ëstimate ê is then 
fed back to the transmitter through the noise1ess-feedback 
1ink. WeAthen send a 1inear1y weighted and combined version of 8 and 81 over the second forward channe1. At the receiver 
a Wiener estimate ê 2 is made on1y on the basis of the observation r 2 from出e output 0*七he second channe1. We then 
make a new Wiener es timate e;， based upon both obervation r 1 
and r?﹒ - 工t can be shown rather easi1y that the overa11 MSE 
E [ (8 三 自;) 2] is minimized when the weighting factors α1 and 
α 2 (see Fig. 1) are chosen to be α 2 = -α1 = η2 (1 + n î) 1 / 2 • 
Note that α? cannot be arbitrari1y 1arge since the avai*ab1e 
SNR n � (or 已apacity C 2) is fixed. The Wiener estimate ë2 is 
simp1y theAequa1 �ain cOmbi��ng �f th� individua1 Wiener estimates ê1 -and ê 2• i.e.， ê; = ê1 + ê 2. The overa11 MSE is 

(e �> =σ6(1 + ηI)-l (1 + n�)-l (14) 

The correspohding output SNR is 
S 2 = (1 + n î) (1 + η�) - 1 

This is an ear1y resu1t of E1ias [1] ， who used the approach 
of maximizing the overa11 SNR. However， we have derived it 
by a recursive Wiener fi1tering method. The advantages of 
our method are as fo110ws: 

(a) The Wiener fi1tering operation at the receiver has 
provided us with more insight about the receiver parameters. 
工t has a1so suggested the bridge between Omura's [3] and 
E1ias' [1] schemes. 

(b) Moreover， the re1ationship of the transmitter param
eters α1 = -α 2 suggests the fo110wing interpretation. 工f
noise1ess feedback is avai1ab1e， we shou1d weight 8 and its 
estimate equally， but with opposite signsi Ai.e.， we shou1d transmit the weighted error between 8 and 81 ， This interpre
tation has suggested the bridge between E1ias' [工] scheme and 
Schalkwijk and B1uestein's [4]. 

The genera1 case with N forward channels of capacities Ci 
(or SNR nf>， i = 工， 2， • • .， N， and (N - 1) noiseless feed
back chanñe1s can be treated simi1arly by recursive1y app1y
ing the basic form， depicted in Fig. 工， (N - 1) times. The 



system parameters are surnmarized in Fig. 2， where for 
k = 工， 2， . . .， N， 
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k = 1， 2， . . .， N (16) 

stage is 

Sk = 

Now suppose that the SNR of each forward channe1 is not fixed 
beforehand. 工nstead， on1y the tota1 avai1ab1e input SNR (or 
the tota1 avai1ab1e transmitter average power) of these N in
dependent channe1s is stipu1ated. Then， the question becomes， 
how shou1d the tota1 avai1ab1e input SNR be distributed among 
the N independent subchanne1 so that the overa11 MSE 
E [(8 - ê而)至] is minimized (or equiva1ent1y， by Hause's resu1t 
[18]， so that the output SNR♀N is maximized). 工t can be 
shown by the Lagrange mu1tip1iër method that the maximum out
put SNR is 

SN�ax = (1 +η2) N _ 1 (17) 

provided that the SNR n月of individua1 subchanne1s are chosen 
t;;

-
b�

---- ----- ---- --.-- "J 

η;= SNRirl/N三η2， j = 1， 2， . . .， N (18) 

The corresponding MSE is the RDB， 

<e2叫ρ= σ�(1 +η2)-N =σ�(1 + SNRin/N)-N (19) 

by the app1ication of (工3). Inserting (18) into (15) and 
(16)， we have the fo110wing optima1 system parameters: 

t:k =η(1 +η2) (k-1)/2， k = 1， 2， .， N， ( 20a) 

Wk =η(1 +η2)-(k+1)/2， k = 工， 2， .， N， (20b) 

The Wie��r estimate êk of 8， based on出e kth subchanne1 out-
put rk �s 

8k = Wkrk' k = 工， 2， .， N (20c) 

The Wiener estimate ê正 of 8， based on a11 previous observa-
tions (r 1 '主2' . . .，.'rk-1) is 

8k = êk_1 +色k' k = 1， 2， . .， N (_20dl 



with ê;三 o. The SNR Sk and the MSE E[(8 - êk) 2] at出e kth 
stage are 

and 
Sk = (1 + η2)k - 1， k = 1， 2， • . .， N， (20e) 

2" ， _2， -k � _  E[(8 - ê正) 2] = σ 自(1 + η) -1'>..， k 一 工， 2， • • .， N ( 20 f) 
respective1y. 

The systern described in (20f) wi11 be referred to as the 
channe1-division a工gorithrn.

Basic Mode1 for Noisy工nforrnation Feedback Schernes.-Sup
pose that the noise1ess feedback channe1 iil FTg. TTS not 
avai1ab1e and instead， on1y an AWGN feedback channe1 of 
capacity C3 is at our disposa1. Then the optirnurn transrnitter 
and receiver pararneters are no 10nger so sirnp1e. 工n fact， it 
can be shown that世le pararneters in Fig. 3 wou1d rninirnize the 
MSE E[(8 - ë�)�]. The output SNR can be verified to be 
η2 (2) = n � + η� +仆nin1:[(l + ni)(l + η;) +吋]-1 (21) 

which was obtained by E1ias [1] through a rnaxirnizing-output
SNR argurnent. Frorn Fig. 3， we see c1ear1y that the receiver 
is sti11 a Wiener fi1ter. The transrnitter， however， does not 
send the weighted error any 10nger， because， in genera1， 
α2 f -α1. This observation exp1ains the reason why the Ka1-
rnan fi1tering approach in [3] and [21] cannot achieve the 
channe1 capacity. 

solution to Case (1). E1ias solved this specia1 case by 
dividing the channe1 by frequency-division rnu1tip1exing (FDM). 
That is， he partitioned the forward channe1 into N subchan-
��ls， ��ch hav�ng a_b�?dw�dth �f 2Ws� so that Wc =.NW�﹒ Since the spectra of the Gaussian nõise processes in the N 
subchanne1s do not over1ap， the corresponding Gaussian noise 
processes are independent. (See Pierre [19].) Let the SNR 
of each subchanne1 be n2 三 P/NoNWs﹒ Then， by app1ying the 
previous1y described channe1-division a1gorthrn， the RDB is 
achieved with pararneters as shown in (20a-d). Hence， his 
scherne is optirna工.

To obtain the channe1 division one can a1so use a tirne
division rnu1tip1exing (TDM) technique. 工n fact， Ornura， 
Scha1kwijk， and B1uestein use this technique to obtain N in
dependent Gaussian noise sarnp1es for each Nyquist sarnp1e of 
the source-output process via the sarnp1ing theorern. 

Ornura uses a contro1-theoretic approach to design a systern 
which sends each source sarnp1e over the N independent Gauss-
ian channe1s. In each of the N transrnissions， it sends the 
weighted error B且(x且 - 8)， Q_ = 0， 工， • • .， N - 1， where x且
is the feedback receiver-estirnate of 8， given a11 previous 
avai1ab1e observationsi and BQ_ is the transrnitter-gain fac-
tor. The estirnates x且 at the receiver satisfy the recursive 
re1ation x且+1 = XQ_ + G且r且 with x 三 O. By investigating h工S
equations 12)， (3)， (13)， (17)， !工8)， (19)， (21)， (29)， and 
(35) and by deterrnining that z三 工， x且 = êf， - B且 = /;Q_+1 
and G且 = W且 for 且 = 0， 1， • • .， N - 1， we see that his 
scherne not on1y has an overa11 MSE equa1 to the RDB， but a1so 



has the same system parameters as sho心n in (20a-f). Hence， 
his scheme for the AWGN case is the same as E1ias'. 

Scha1kwijk and B1uestein a1so use a TDM technique to send 
each source Nyquist samp1e over the N independent Gaussian 
channe1s successive1y. Each time their system sends 
gi (8 - ëi-1)' ë;三 0， for i = 工， 2， • . .， N， where gi �! 
the transmitter norm?1ized gain factor [gi 三 a毛σ且(2/N n) "1乙 in
their notation] and êi-1 arë出e receiver+s ma主imrn au 
posteriori-probabi1ity (MAP) estimates， based upon a11 pre
vious observations up to time (i - 1). These MAP estimates 
can be written in a recursive form by using (1) of [2] as in 
our (20d). Moreover， by ��e�� . i16) and (19) we have gi = σ6 
• (2/N n )1 2 ai = n(1 + n2)(i-1)/2 = !;;i for i = 1， 2， . �.， N. 
A1so， SNRmax-= (SNR) 0 - 1， which is the theoretica1 bound on 
the SNR. Therefore， their scheme is a1so optima1 and has 
the same system parameters as E1ias'. 

So1ution to Case (2). Assume that the channe1 bandwidth 
2Wc 1.S iarge， but主1.xea， such that 

Wc三I df (22) -F 
where F satisfies (7) and 

J Q，n[S(f)/中] df = C = Wc且n(工 + P /N 0 W c) (23) 
F 

As shown in Fig. 4， the signa1ing method， simi1ar to that in 
[11]， is as fo11ows: 

(a) Find 中 and F by using (7) and (23). 
(b) Pass the source-output process 8(t) through a pre

emphasis fi1ter L(f) that on1y passes those frequencies in 
F (i. e.， 1 L (f) 1 2 = 0 for all f ε FC) • 

(c) Partition the spectrum of the pre-emphasis fi1ter out
put into infinitesima1 s10ts of width lIfi by dividing the 
set F. Thus， each of these slots can be considered to be a 
subsoruce with f1at spectra1 dens工ty of width lIfi and height 
S(fi) IL(fi) 12 for fi E: F. 

(d) p ick �i as the sma11est integer greater than or equa1 
to WcC-1 Q，n[S(fi)/中] • 

(e) App1y E1ias' FDM channe1-division a1gorithum for each 
of these subsources by using (Ni - 1). noise1ess feedbacks to 
send thr2�gh Ni forward subchanne1s the process correspond工ng
to the itnJsubsource. 

(f) Pass the channe1 output主(七) through a de-emphasis 
fi1ter H(fi) where 
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fi E: F， 

fi E: Fc ( 24) 
The output ê(t) of the fi1ter H(f) is the estimate of the 
source-output process 8(t). The MSE between B(t) and 8(t) 
corresponding to甘le ith subsource， is found by using (工1)
and (23)， 

(e�(fi)) lIfi = S(fi) lIfi [l + Pσ'82 Ni1 N�l S(fi) IL(fi) 12]-N土，

fi E: F (25) 



After taking into account the effect of not sending 
formation contained in S(f} for fε FC， we have the 
spectral density of the error， 

pσë2 N-1 (f)N�l S(f) IL(f) 12]-N(f)， 

any 1.n
overal工

εe (f) 
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for fε F， 

for fε FC， (26) 
where 

N (f)三 [WCC-1 Q，n(S(f)中-1)]， fε Fc (27) 

is the smallest integer grea七er than or equal to 七he number 
in the brackets. Let IL(f) 12 be picked so that 

I L (f) I 2三σe W; 1 N ( f) S - 1 (f) ( 2 8 ) 

Then， the total average power 
pσë2f S(f) IL(f)12 df 

F 

usea 1.S 
N;14 N(f) df 

叮1 1 S(f)中-1 df = P (29) 

Thus， the average power constraint is satisfied. Note that 
for each �fi E F， we have used up Ni�fi of the channel band
width. Accordingly， the total channel-bandwidth utilization 
is found to be � Ni�fi -+J:. N(f) df = Wc by using (27) and (23). 

工 F
Hence the channel bandwidth constraint is also satisfied. 
COmbining (26)， (27)， and (28)， we have the overall MSE， 

(e � (N)) = r EA(f) df + r S(f) df 
、 � / -F � -Fc 

= f S (f) (1 + P /W oN 0) -N (f) df + f S (f) df -F �Fc 

=中I df+4c S(f) df (30) 

which is the RDB as shown in (6). Hence， our scheme is opti
mal. However， since L(f) and H(f) are noncausal bandpass 
filters， our scheme can only be approximately implemented 
with arbitrarily long delays at both the pre-emphesis and the 
de-emphasis stages. 

工t should be noted that Ovseyevich and Pinsker [20] have 
obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for a one-way 
time-invariant linear communication system to achieve the RDB 
under an average power constraint on the transmitted signal. 
Their condition is that the product of the spectral densities 
of the source-output process and of the channe工 noise in 七he
transmission band of the optimal linear pre-emphasis network 
should be constant. Applying this result， we see that it is 
impossible to have a one-way time-invariant linear system that 
achieves the RDB for our wideband communication problem， since 
the source-output process has a non-flat spectrum at 工east
over f E F， but the noise is white. Thus， Elias' early scheme 
and our extension of i t have demonstrated the improverrent in 
performance due to noiseless feedback. 



工t shou1d a1so be noted that motivated by the 1inearized 
phase-10cked 100p configuration， Cruise [6] has recent1y sug
gested a noise1ess information-feedback scheme for our 
wideband-channe1 case. His scheme a1so achieves the RDB and 
hence is optimum. Both his scheme and ours do not send any 
frequency components of the source-output process for which 
S (f) <中. 工n the passband where f s F， the pre-emphasis fi1-
ters of these two schemes 100k quite different. We suppress 
the frequency components where S(f) is much stronger 七hen中
and 1eave untouched those where S(f) is essentia11y equa1 t。
中. For Cruise's pre-emphasis fi1ter， however， the frequency 
components are emphasized where S(f) is strong and surpressed 
where S(f) is weak. From this comparison， we can， therefore， 
make the assertion that optima1 1inear noise1ess-feedback 
schemes are not necessari1y unique. 

S01ution to Case (3). As mentioned at the beginning of 
this paper， the genera1 so1ution to this case is sti11 not 
avai1ab1e for arbitrary N. On1y for N = 2 have we seen the 
optimum s01ution in (2工) and Fig. 3. 'Thus， we suggest the 
f0110wing suboptima1 s01ution [22]. We partition the forward 
channe1 into N subchanne1s and the feedback channe1， by 
either FDM or TDM， into (N - 1) subchanne1s with SNR's 
η2 三 SRNin/N and n l 三 SNRf/(N - 1)， where SNRin and SNRf are 
甘le tota1 avai1ab1e forward and feedback SNR'S， respective1y. 
Then， we recursive1y app1y (21) (N - 1) times i.e.， 
η2 (i) = n 2 (i - 1) + η 2 + η2 (i - 1)n2n� { (1 + η 2 ) 

﹒ [1 + η2 (i - 1)] + η�}-l， i = 2， 3， . . .， N (31) 

where n 2 (1) 三 η2. The output versus input SNR's have been 
tabu1ated and p10tted for N from 2 to 103 with the avai1ab1e 
feedback SNR's as the parameters. For examp1e， Fig. 5(a) 
and (b) i11ustrate that the output SNR versus SNRin for N is equa1 to 2 and 5， respective1y. 工n each figure， the corres
ponding RDB is a1so given to provide a basis for comparisons. 
From these figures， the improvement of the effective output 
SNR obtained by the use of noisy feedbacks can be easi1y 
observed. We can a1so see from the tabu1ated resu1ts or fig
ures that， for g工ven avai1ab1e forward and feedback SNR's， the 
overa11 output SNR is not a monotonic function of N. Thus， 
if the maximum avai1ab1e bandwidth-expansion factor N is 
finite and fixed， then the optima1 number of forward and feed
back transmissions can be found. [See Fig. 6(a) and (b).] 
For examp1e， suppose that the maximum avai1ab1e N is 100， 
SNRin = 3 dB， and SNRf = 13 dB， then the optima1 N for our 
suboptima1 scheme is on1y 5. 

sending Data from Digita1 Source Over White Gaussian 
channe1s.-工n Fig. 2 if e， instead of being a Gaussian random 
variab1e， takes on1y one out of M possib1e va1ues that are 
represented by M points equa11y spaced on the unit interva1 
[-1/2， 1/2]， then the noise1ess feedback scheme described in 
(20a-f) can be used to send the digita1 source output as 
f0110ws. The messages are represented by 七hese M points on 
[-1/2， 工/2]. Suppose that 甘le message point e is to be sent. 
Then we imagine this point as the source-output Nyquist sam
p1e e and direct1y app1y the channe1-division scheme de-
scribed in (20a-f). At the end of the 1ast transmission， the 



MMSE estimate e品of e is obtained. C1ear1y γhas a Gaussian 
distribution with conditiona工 mean Il - (1 + 呵 2)-N] e， and 
conditiona1 variance σ� [1 - (工 + n 2) -N] (1 + η2) -N， wh守re
n" 三 2PT/NNo and T is the signa1ing duration. Thus， 。已is a 
biased estimate. The bias of an estimate was not so irnpor
tant in an estimation prob1em since the goa1 was to reproduce 
the ana10g source as accurate1y as possib1e in the MSE sense. 
However， since this is a decision prob1em， the bias wou1d in 
genera� affect the performance considerab1y. L�t us now 
force 。面into an unbiased estimate， denoted as 8N， by mu1ti
p1ying êN_with a gain factor [1 - (1 + η2) -N] -1 • Conse-
quent1y， eN becomes an unbiased estimate of e and has a Gaussian distribution with conditiona1 mean e and conditiona1 
variance σ�[(1 + n2)N - 1] -1. We decide that出e ith message 
was sent if and on1y if it is the message point (among the M 
equa11y 1�ke1y possib1e messages) nearest to the unbiased 
estimate eN﹒ (This decision ru1e turns out to be Butman's 
maximum-1ike1ihood ru1e for equa11y 1ike1y messages and hence 
is optima1 in the sense that it yie工ds a minimum error prob
abi1i ty among a工1 1inear-feedback schemes.) By neg1ecting 
the effects on message points at the 2 ends， the probabi1ity 
of error is simp1y 

可 M 司 、
Pe = 古� P r � I 8N - e I > 去 (M + 1) -1 I ej 

1 、

叫 BN - e|〉 t (M - 工)-lle}
斗三 (M - 1)-1σë 1 [( 1 + η2)N - 1]吋 (32) 

where 

and 

σ =  [台 (M + 工)(M _ 1) -1] 112 三 t y

戶。。
Q (x) 三 (如)- 1/2 ' e叫2/2 du 

-x 
Reca11 that Fig. 2 is the discrete representation of a 

continuous signa1ing scheme. For an AWGN channe1 with band
width 2Wc' there are approxima�e1y 2WcT or�hogona� sig�a1s avai1ab1e. Hence N = 2WcT， and the cfianne1 capacity of an AWGN channe1 with band-1imited signa1s of average power P is 

1 ___-C = Wc且n(l + P/NoWc) = � NT-1�n(1 + 2PT/NNo) 

Let M = eRTj then for 1arge T， (32) yie1ds 
Pe = 2Q [3ln e(C-R)T] ， 0 < R〈 C (33) 

When there is no bandwidth constraint， N + ∞ for any fixed T， 
C + C∞，- and 

P e + 2Q [31/2e (C∞-R) T]， 0 < R < C∞ (34 ) 



The preceding scheme is exact1y the same as Butman's 
optima1 1inear noise1ess-feedback coding scheme [8]. We 
have obtained it simp1y by imposing a decision structure 
an estimation prob1em and by using. the error-probabi1i ty 
criterion. 

on 

However， if the feedback channe1 is not noise-free， then 
the optimum 1inear scheme for sending one of M messages from 
a digita1 source over an AWGN channe1 to some destination is 
sti11 unknown. We propose the fo110wing method. Let the 
message be equa11y p1aced on the unity interva1 [-1/2， 工/2]. 
We imagine the message point 8 to be the Nyquist samp1e in 
the solution to Case (3). We can then app1y the suboptima1 
scheme described in Fig. 3 and in (31) to send this message 
point 8. At the destination side， we decide the message 8i 
was sent if _and on1y if 8j is c10sest to the estimate e�(N). Obvious1y 8�(N) is Gaussiàn， so the decision-error probabi1-
ity can be easi1y obtained from the p10tted effective output 
SNR. Since the exercise is straightforward， we omit the pre
sentation here. Neverthe1ess， we remark that the performance 
is c1ear1y better than that without feedback. This can be 
seen from (31); if no feedback is used， the effective output 
SNR is simp1y SNRin' which is certain1y 1ess than n2(N). 
Therefore， the corresponding error probabi1ity is 1arger 
that achieved without feedback. 
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Fig. 2. Optimal System for N - 1 Noiseless Feedbacks. 
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Fig. 3. Basic Noisy Feedback Scheme . 
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A BURST-TRAPPING CODE FOR FEEDBACK
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
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Summary

Many data communication channels are perturbed by “bursts” of noise separated by long
intervals of comparatively low noise level. The block code described in this paper, a
modification of the forward-acting scheme of S. Y. Tong, (1) retransmits information
which has been damaged by a noise burst in place of the parity-check digits of future
blocks. The responsibility for error detection and correction is divided between the
receiver and (via the feedback channel) the transmitter in such a way as to maximize the
defense against both noise bursts and the occasional random errors between bursts. There
is a fixed delay for decoding, in contrast to the variable buffering delay of ordinary
retransmission-request systems. As a result, storage requirements are minimized and
there is a constant throughput rate. The feedback channel can incorporate as much delay
and be as noisy as the forward channel without significantly impairing performance.
Simulation results are provided to illustrate the performance.

Introduction

A block code may be used on a digital communication system to provide protection
against random errors. If the probability of multiple errors within a single block is very
small, then a modest error correction capability will result in excellent performance. If,
however, errors tend to occur in bursts, then a block which is affected by a burst is likely
to contain more errors than can be corrected. To provide protection against error bursts,
one can either interleave blocks over a long interval or, if a feedback channel is
available, set up a repeat-request system and retransmit faulty blocks. The first solution
requires a large storage capability, (1) and the second is inefficient in correcting the
occasional random error between bursts.

An ingenious compromise has been invented by S. Y. Tong(1) for a forward-acting binary
communication system. In his proposal, the data is transmitted in an (n, k) block code,
except that the (n-k) “parity digits” of each block are actually the modulo two sum of the
parity digits and information from certain past blocks. If the past blocks have been



received correctly, that information is subtracted from the (n-k) digits of the current
block to free the parity digits and permit normal decoding. If, on the other hand, one of
the past blocks is faulty, then the current block is presumed to be error-free, and parity
bits are computed from the current received information and subtracted from the (n-k)
digits to yield the old information.

When a feedback channel is available, some of the good features of both repeat-request
and information feedback systems can be exploited. Old information need not always
appear in the parity section of the current block, but only when it really needs to be
retransmitted, thus increasing the reliability of decoding for most blocks. Also, the
transmitter does some of the error detection, allowing the receiver to concentrate on error
correction and thus reduce the number of required retransmissions on those channels for
which the error bursts are not extremely dense. Further, the new information in a current
block receives some protection regardless of whether parity bits or old information
appear in the parity section of the block. The reasonable storage requirement and
constant throughput rate which are desirable features of the forward-acting scheme are
retained in the feedback system. All of these features, as well as some undesirable ones,
will be explained in the following sections.

The Burst-Trapping Code

Consider the feedback communication system of Figure 1. Information is supplied at a
constant rate, and encoded into blocks of length n to which an f-digit “flag” is prefixed.
The flag indicates whether the block is normal or contains a retransmission. At the
receiver, decoding is performed in accordance with the flag. If the receiver is operating
in the 11normal” mode and it detects more errors than it can correct, it sends the
transmitter a repeat-request through the feedback channel. If, however, it thinks it has
corrected errors, or it is decoding in the “retransmission” mode which does not allow
error correction or detection, then it sends the transmitter a compressed version of the
received data (information feedback). The transmitter inspects the feedback, and if it
decides that a retransmission is necessary, it makes the retransmission in the appropriate
future block and sends a notification of this retransmission in the flag attached to that
block.

An example: rate 1/2 code

For an explicit description of a simple case, let n = 2k, where k is the number of new
information digits in each block. This is a rate 1/2 code, but the transmission rate is
somewhat less than 1/2 because of the additional f flag digits attached to each block.
Figure 2a pictures a “normal” block, and Figure 2b a “retransmission” block. The only
purpose of the f flag digits is to inform the receiver whether the block is normal or
contains a retransmission. In the normal block, the instruction digits are followed by k



new information and k parity digits. In the retransmission block, the k parity digits are
absent and there are instead k information digits from the block transmitted R blocks in
the past. Thus a burst of errors over R or fewer blocks can be completely corrected by
retransmissions in the same number of retransmission blocks, as indicated in Figure 2c,
provided the retransmissions are error-free. A burst longer than R blocks will perturb
retransmission blocks and cause errors, unless a retransmission scheme is being used
which is of a higher order than the one described here.

Operational sequence of the rate 1/2 system

The structure of the n = 2k system is sketched in Figure 3. A clock (not shown) reads out
k digits from the data source into the encoder, which generates an (n, k) block code. If
the output of the tracer storage indicates that no retransmission is necessary, then the flag
insertion unit generates a “normal” block flag and passes this flag and the encoder output
to the transmitter. At the receiver, this flag is routed to the flag decoder. If the number of
errors in the flag is below the error threshold of the flag decoder, and if no signal is
emerging from the R-bit tracer storage, then the receiver begins its normal decoding
procedure. In particular, a syndrome is computed in the block decoder and corrections
are made to the incoming data, unless more errors are detected than can be corrected, in
which case a detection signal is sent to the feedback data generator. The detection signal
also enters the R-bit tracer storage. The (possibly) corrected data is applied to a storage
register of length Rk, which empties into the data sink through a switch. The corrected
data is also applied to the feedback data generator. If there is no detection signal from the
block decoder, the feedback data generator produces a specified compressed version of
the data at the output of the corrector. If there is a detection signal, which means that the
receiver has detected more errors than it can correct and wishes the transmitter to make a
retransmission, the compressed data is complemented to produce a decision feedback
message. This formulation is chosen in order to maximize the distance between the
decision feedback message and a compressed version of the original transmitted data,
since this distance, if it is sufficient, will lead to a retransmission. It is essential that a
few errors in the original data cause only a small change in the compressed data.
Alternatively, any message which is highly unlikely to be a compressed data sequence
can be used as the decision feedback.

Back at the transmitter, the feedback message is compared with an appropriately delayed
version of the compressed data produced in the transmitter itself. If they agree (within a
certain tolerance), the threshold detector inserts a “0” into the tracer storage. If they
disagree, a “1” is inserted. When it is time for a possible retransmission, the transmitter
will make a decision on the basis of the output of the tracer storage. We have already
seen that a “normal” block is produced when a “0” emerges from the tracer storage.
When a “1” appears, the encoder is ignored completely and a block is formed from the
flag (which indicates a retransmission block), new information fed directly into the



switch from the data source, and information from R blocks back coming from the Rk-bit
storage register. At the receiver, the flag causes the new data to be passed unaltered into
the Rk-bit storage register, and the old data to replace the (presumably faulty) old data
emerging from this register. The new data also goes to the feedback data generator,
which sends a compressed version back to the transmitter, as described above.

Features of the rate 1/2 system

Note that the new data in a retransmission block may be replaced at a later time if the
feedback message convinces the transmitter that the new data has been incorrectly
received. The retransmitted data has no such protection in the current design, but there is
no reason why additional forward-channel coding over the entire codeword or a feedback
message carrying information about the retransmitted data could not be incorporated.

The total storage requirement of the present design, not counting registers used in
encoders and decoders, is 2(k+Rk+R)+mD - D bits, where:

(1) k is the number of new information digits in each block; n = 2k.

(2) R is the number of blocks separating a retransmission from the original.

(3) D = round-trip propagation time, in block durations.

(4) m =number of information digits in the feedback message.

In practice, the significant component of this storage will be 2kR = nR, which is slightly
less than the longest error burst [ (n+f) R digits ] which can be tolerated.

The effect of noise on the feedback channel

The transmitter decides whether or not to make a retransmission on the basis of the
feedback message. If the feedback message contains sufficient errors, the transmitter will
either

(1) Fail to make a needed retransmission, or

(2) Make an unnecessary retransmission.

The first kind of error, which can be very damaging if the receiver has detected errors
and expects a retransmission, is unlikely to occur because the decision feedback message
has a substantial Hamming distance from the compressed information stored in the
transmitter. The second kind of error is more likely, since the feedback message must



agree closely with the stored replica if a retransmission is to be avoided. The
consequence of an unnecessary retransmission is only that the retransmission may suffer
errors. If the noise in the feedback channel is no worse than in the forward channel,
performance will not be seriously impaired. Also, the feedback message may itself be
encoded (in the box labeled “feedback transmitter” in Fig. 3) in order to protect against
noise in the feedback channel.

Simulation results

The system depends heavily on the relative capacities of the forward and reverse
channels and on the error statistics. In the limited simulation work which has so far been
carried out, it was arbitrarily decided to make the capacity of the feedback channel about
1/8 that of the forward channel, to use a rate 2/3 code on the forward channel, to separate
a retransmission from the original transmission by 40 blocks, to use a one-digit flag, and
to do the maximum amount of error correction which is possible at the receiver.

A record of error occurrences on a large group of data calls made over long-distance
telephone circuits was processed by a computer program simulating a burst-trapping
system with a (39, 26) shortened BCH code (minimum distance 6) on the forward
channel. An error correction capability of 2 was thus assumed for the receiver, and a
5-digit feedback message was generated from the 26 information digits in the received
block. Each call consisted of between 3 and 3.5 million digits, and the pattern of errors
varied from very bursty in some calls to uniformly distributed in others. The feedback
channel was assigned approximately the same error behavior as the forward channel.
Many of the calls had so few (or so fortuitously distributed) errors that the coding
completely corrected them. For the calls with more than 100 errors, table I lists the
number of errors before and after coding. The total number of bit errors in these calls
was 22124, of which all but 748 were corrected.

Some of the remaining errors can be attributed to errors occurring in retransmissions, and
others to errors in the flag. Both kinds of error can be reduced with more elaborate
coding schemes, as suggested earlier but the penalty is always a reduction in rate. It is
not clear under precisely what conditions the feedback system is superior to alternative
systems. The number of errors remaining after processing by the feedback burst-trapping
system was, on the average, less than 1/5 the number remaining after processing by the
forward-acting burst-trapping system at the expense of 15% more capacity (mostly the
feedback channel).

Conclusion

A practical burst-trapping code can be devised for a digital communication system with a
nonideal feedback channel. The round-trip propagation delay, which is usually so



damaging in information feedback systems, is harmless in this case because of the long
delay between an original transmission and a possible retransmission. There is
considerable flexibility in the degree of complexity (and performance) which can be
implemented.
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Bit Errors in Call

Call No. Before Coding After Coding

1 221 0
2 192 13
3 1250 1
4 147 0
5 1848 34
6 1404 178
7 645 16
8 791 51
9 167 13

10 314 0
11 497 2
12 228 0
13 763 109
14 1399 54
15 360 0
16 280 0
17 4000 105
18 129 0
19 810 119



20 2092 6
21 213 0
22 919 0
23 488 37
24 481 0
25 2486 10

Table 1. Performance of Burst-Trapping Code in Rate 2/3 System with
Feedback Channel of Rate 1/8 of Forward Channel.

FIG. 1.  DIGITAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM WITH FEEDBACK

FIG. 2.  STRUCTURE OF BLOCKS ON FORWARD CHANNEL



FIG. 3  RATE 1/2 BURST-TRAPPING COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM WITH FEEDBACK



NOISELESS LINEAR FEEDBACK AND ANALOG DATA TRANSMISSION* 

By S. BUTMAN 

旦旦旦旦正﹒ 工t is ，"/e11 known that noise1ess 1inear feedback achieves 
channe1 capacity for the additive Gaussian channe1. It has a1so been 
shown that it can be used to achieve the rate-distortion bound on the 
mean squared error for an arbitrary Gaussiarr source sent over the infinite 
bandwid七h white Gaussian channe1. However， it is shown here that noise-
工ess 1inear feedback by itse工f does not suffice when the channe1 is band
limited. 工t is shown that， out of the more than countab1e variety of 
Gaussian sources that ordinari1y exist， on工y a countab1e subset can be 
transmitted via the band工imited noise1ess feedback 1ink a七 the theoretica工
efficiency predicted by Shannon's rate-distor七ion bound. Thus， some non-
1inear operations are necessary in a1most a11 cases even with feedback. 

工ntroduction. Elias [lJ and others [2-8J have shown that noise1ess 
工inear fùCìhack (See Fig. 工 ) can be used to transmit a Gaussian random 
variab1e 8 of variance λ over the additive Gaussian white noise (AGY1N ) 
channe1 so as to achieve the theoretica工1y minimum mean-square error 
(附SE )， a1so ca11ed the rate-distortion-bound (RDB) on the mean司square
error， 

2 ‘ -2CT e .  = ^e m1n (1 ) 

predicted by Shannon I s rate distortion theory [9-11 J， ì-/here C = W1n (工+
P/NoW ) nats/sec is the capacity of an AGWN channel of bandwidth W Hz， 
average transmitter power P watts， and one-sided noise spectra1 power 
density No 干的ts/Hz， and where T in seconds is the duration of the trans
mission. 

This artic1e shows ，vhen the above resu1t (工 ) of E1ias can be app1ied to 
achieve the RDB on the �wæE for an arbitrary Gaussian source emitting the 
Gaussian random process 8 (t )， 0逗t � T， over the AGv1N channe1. Specifi
ca11y， it is shown here 七hat noise1ess 1inear feedback can achieve the 
RDB for a given source and band1imited channe1 pair if and on1y if the 
spectrum if eigenvalues ( ^i } of the Karhunen-Loeve (K-L ) series expansion 
of the source satisfies 

ki = φ 1 品) "'1 
(2 ) 

for a11 λi >φ， where ø is a constant for the given source-channel pair 

* This paper prese-nti the resu1ts of one phase of research carried out at 
the Jet Propu1sion Laboratory， California Insti七ute of Technology， under 
Contract No. NAS 7-100， sponsored by the Nationa工 Aeronautics and Space 
Administra tion. 
D-':. Butman i閃s α叫t the悄可珊e J蚓e剖t← P吋rl已叫←已已P祠瓦叭n Laba。口…叫已
91103. 



(given by equations (11) in the seque1) and N; is a positive integer for 
a11 iE: 工企(i:λi>ØJ such that � 

玄 武 = N金2叩 (3) 
ie1 -

工n this case 
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 Pre1iminaries. Before proceeding with the discussion it is appropri
ate 七o reca工1 Shannon' s resu1t that the minimum amount of information 
that must be provided about a Gaussian random variab工e e of known mean 
and known variance ^ so as to reproduce it to within a mean squared error 
e2 is 

H(e) = 主 1n(入/l) (5) 

The corresponding minimum transmission rate R(e) (ca11ed the rate 
re1ative to the distortion e) is 

R( e) = 若 工n (À/λ (6) 

We can invert this and write 
-2RT e"'(R) =入e (7 ) 
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(8) 

as the MMSE that can be achieved in any facsimi1e e of e when H nats of 
information (sent at the rate R nats/sec for T seconds) are provided 
about e. This simp工e resu工t can be immediate1y app1ied to a sequence 
(e�} of independent Gaussian random variab1es of corresponding variances 
{入�J. 

L et H be the tota1 information that can be supp1ied about the sequence 
( 9，} and 1et 叫be the information supp1ied about an individua1 e1ement 
of"'this sequen己e 9i﹒Then (8) imp1ies a �WSE per ei of 

') ...... 2 零"、‘ -2H�eι =  J.e. = .1. A. • e .L - 1 - 1 (10) 

Now， if we are free to a110cate informat10n as we p1ease， there is an 
optimum a110cation given by minimizing eιover Hi subject 七o the con
straints Hi � 0 and LHi = H. 

This minimum can be found simp1y by setting the derivative of e2+ φ:H， 
的ere ø is a Lagrange mu1tip1ier， equa1 to zero. The resu工t is H; = 11n 
(入i/ Ø) provided 入i >φ; other\-'Íse Hi = 0 because Hi must be posit1ve 已r
zero. Consequent1y， we have the we11-known re1ationships 

.(H) = ZVZh 
:171 1E:I1 

H = ÷E ln(ki/φ) (11) 



as first stated in Ko1mogorov's paper [lOJ. Moreover， the proceeding 
minimization a1so exhibits the optimum a11ocation of information， per 
9i， name1y， ，_ I ， \ l主1n ( ;入) ø ) if 入i 〉 φ

H� = r ， ι / • (12) � ， -r 0 otherwise 

where φ is ca1cu1ated for the given H and {入i} from [11J. 

Fina1工y， 工et us reca11 the K-L series expansion for a Gaussian random 
process 9 (t) on 0 S t S T. The K-L series is 

9 (t) = l.i.m﹒ ￡ e屯i川申

K→曲 i-1
(工3)

where {札 (t)} is the set of deterministic orthogona1 eigenfunctions of 
the kern缸R (t，u) =互[9 (t)e (u)J which satisfy 

T 
^i*i (七) = I R (七，u)中i (u)du， (1k)

。
and the sequence of coefficients [自ζ} is a sequence of independent 
GRussian random variab1es of corresponding variances [^i}﹒ Here jz 
denotes expectation and 1.i.m denotes 1imit in the mean. 

The L imi七ation of L inear Feedback Over the Band1imited Channe工. So far 
we have provided nothing that has been unkno叫n before. 工t seems that if 
we knew of a scheme achieving capacity for the AGWN channe1， we cou1d use 
it to transmit H = CT nats of information about e (t). By sending infor-
mation Hi = CTi about 9i， vlhere Hi =主1n (入i/φ)， we wou1d receive 9i 
with an error of not more than ø and thus achieve the RDB. A1ternative1y， 
we cou1d subdivide the channe1 into subchanne1s of capacity Ci in such a 
way that Hi = CiT. Unfortunate1y， however， a1though 1inear feedback 
achieves capacity， it cannot by itse1f provide such an arbitrary division 
of information 'Ylhen the channe1 bandwidth is finite， for an integra1 
number of iterations must be used per message， hence per 9i﹒ Thus， we 
can transmit 9; using Ni feedback iterations (Ni forward transmissions 
and Ni-1 feedbâck transmissions). The minimum ërror that can be achieved 
per 9i in this way is -l
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where E主is the tota工 average energy transmitted per 9i for the entire Ni 
feedback iterations. He note that the information transmitted per 9i when using this approach is 

I 2E. 、
、 1. � I Hi =否則1n II + 了百于J ; (16) 

、 o--� 1 

the maximum amount of information that can be sent is CT = !N1n (1+P/N_N). 
This is possib1e if and on1y if Ei/NoNi =即/NoN， where the -Ni must s� 
to N and Ei'S sum to E = PT. Any other choice wi工1 resu1t in the trans
mission of 1ess than CT nats of information. Consequent1y 

-部i1n (1 + 命) (17) 



is adjustab1e on1y in steps of 1n(工+ P/NoW) for a fixed P， W， and No. 
Therefore， .le cannot provide the optimum information a110ca七ion for an 
arbitrary source spectrum. The optimum a11ocation is possib1e if and 
on1y if the spectrum of eigenva1ues satisfies 

位n ^i/φ= 全Ni 1n 恥+ EiE)
when λi >φ; \vhich is equiva1ent to the 'conditión in (2). 

The Infinite Bandwidth Case. This case has been previous1y solved by 
Cruise [6J and Fang LB]， however， we inc1ude it here for comp1eteness. 
We note that the preceeding 1imitation on the band1imited channe工 disap
pears .，hen the bandwi dth is infini te. For N = 2WT _.. a s W→曲， and we 
can use an infinite number of iterations Ni = ∞ per 8i in order to trans
mit 

Hi =_.
lim 2�. 1n ( 1 + 吋�oNi ) (泊)
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Since H = E/No when N = ∞， and s ince E = L: Ei， we ca n a dj ust the energies 
Ei in a continuous nanner in order to a110cate 

Ei/No = 主1n (入i/ψ) nats (20 ) 

for e毛and thus achieve the RDB for any Gaussian source over the infinite 
bandwidth channe1. 

Equiva1ence of Frequency and Time Mu1tip1exed Schemes. We are 1ed to 
consider on1y t\VO equiva1ent feedback communication schemes， or more 
genera11y， on1y two variants of any capacity-achieving cOde， name1y， 
time-division mu1tip1ex or frequency-division mu工tip工ex. Both reduce 
to one genera工 representation when expressed in terms of degrees of free
dom N = 2WT. 工n the case of feedback， degrees of freedom are equiva工ent
to feedback iterations. Thus t�e Ni �egrees �f fr��dom or iterations 
necessa叮to achieve an error eI = �i(工+ 2Ei/�

()
Ni)Ni can be obtained by 

transmitting Ni pu1ses， each of dura七ion 6 = 1(: 銜，for a tota1 time per 
8i of Ti = NiÔ = Ni/2W; or Ni pu1ses each of duration 6i = T/r可i = 1/2Wi
can be t�ansmitted per 8i' where Wi is the bandwidth a110cated for the 
transmission of 8i and ci = Wi1n (ï + Pi/NoWi) = Wi1n (1 + P/NoW) is the 
capacity a110tment per P.i. The 1atter approach is the one origina11y used 
by Elias. The main point is that Ei/NiNo = P/NoVl = p， which is the 
signa1-to-noise ratio per channe1 signa1， is a constant. Thus， the input 
to the channe1 appears white and expanded in bandwidth. 

The附SE Achievab1e \-rith L inear Feedback if (2) is not Satisfied. It 
is instructive to consider an examp1e where (2) is not satisfied. The 
simp1est case is provided by any band1imited Gaussian source whose 
spectrum is f1at over a bandwidth Ws﹒ However， since the usua1 meaning 
of a band1imited spectrum imp1ies signa1s of infinite duration 
(8(t)，由:s: t :s:個) ， our time-1imited process， 8(t)，0話t :S: T， wil1 have 
infinite bandwidth and hence an infinite K-L expansion. Neverthe1ess， 
if we

_
?rder the sequence of �oefficients {8i} according to ;"'1 法治之." • ， 

we wi11 need to retain on1y Ns terms， where Ns is determined-from 
ANE 〉φ注入Ns + 1. We assume， therefore， that λi =入 >彷for i至Ns.
Thus， the spectrωn of eigenva1ues is f1at in the transmission band 



Ws生Ns/2T.

Next， suppose that N == 2VlT is not an integra1 multip1e of Ns ; in fact， 
1et N == KNs + L ，  \.，here K and L are integers， but 1 :;; L < Ns' so that 
o < LjNs ==α〈工. The RDB is 

(21) 

where p == P/N()W == E/N門扎 If this is to be achieved we must transmit 
Hi =主(K+α)in(工+ PJ nats per ei' Sinceα is not an integer， we see 
that noise1ess 1inear feedback a10ne cannot provide the best resu1t. 
Wi th noise1ess 1inear feedback vle have the choice of making some Ni' s 
greater than K， whereupon others must be 1ess than K because they a11 
must sum to N. 工t turns out that the best 1inear noise1ess feedback can 
do is to achieve an error of 

- (K +α) 
Emirl=Nsφ== NS入(工+ p) 

(22) 

This is obtained by a110cating K feedback interations per 6i， i == 工， ...， 
Ns ﹒ The remaining L degrees of freedom are not sufficient for an addi-
tiona工 iteration of a11 the 6i'S. However， they can be used to make one 
fore iteration of L out of N "， 6's or， L iterations of any 1inear combi
nation Of all NsGTh or something in betweeL It turns out that (22) 
is independent of h�l the remaining L degrees are used if the coding is 
1inear and the source spectrum is f1at over Hs﹒ 
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same. The on1y 
integer in 

Simi1ar resu1ts prevai1 \.，hen the 入's are not a1工 the
difference is that ì-7e initia工1y take N; as the sma1工est
1n (À.i/φ)/ln(l + p). This 1eaves a �emãinder of 

z 
i==工

(23) 

iterations sti11 to be used. Again， if on1y 1inear operations are to 
be used， we can use these L degrees of freedom for one more iteration of 
some of the 8's， but not a11. Hence， we can achieve 

N﹒ <N 1 - .'S L == N -

-(Ni + 工) . � ， " . 
\ -r':i . � i(工+p)- \ l'i ' .J.. j +L Å.;(工+p) 1+ 女 丸 ，(24) ....... l' ， .  � - ] 
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where the 1ast' term reminds us of the error in that portion of 6(t) about 
which no information is sent. 

Define The best a11ocation of the L remaining iterations can be found. 

(25) 

(26) 

αi == 1n(λ/φ)/ln(l + t) - Ni ' 0 $αi〈工，

L αi . 
i==工

AU-γLU

 

and note that 



(27) 

Then， after using Ni iterations per 9i， the error is 

+ :E 川，
i=Ns+ 工

門 Ns -N 有
Eζ= :E ^i (1 + p) � 

i=l 

(28) 
α古今

+ p) � + 'E ^i � e;in 
i=Ns+ 工

but ^i = φ(工 + p)
Ni+αi ; hence 

N S 
i = ø :E (1 

i=工

farther we should reduce the 
we a1工ocate one more iteration 
cy' s. 

. .， Ns' 

Now. it is c1ear that to reduce e2 
工argest terms in the sum (28). Thus， 
for those L白's that have the 1argest 

un1ess CY. = 0 for a1工 i = 工，工

Then the MMSE For notationa1 convenience assumeα 全α � ... �α" 
�1 - -2 - ... - -N� resu1ting from 1inear feedback a10ne is - � 
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where B; = -工 + α; for i � L and ß; =α: for i > L. Since L: Bi e L-L:α，，=0， 
we see that the fbst sm in (29)ts lober bounded by NS- Thts prove; 
that the error given by (29) satisfies 
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= 0 for a11 i 
1 - ß1 = 工 is

vlith equality if and on1y if ßζ 
on工y if L =心for if L頁。αi 主

Discussion. Í'le have stated that the effect of 工inear feedback on the 
source re1ative to the channe1 is to expand the Ns source symbo1s into N 
channe1 symbo1s， hence to expand the source bandwidth W� to match the 
channe1 bandwidth W， and to make the expanded source appear whi七e.
Ano七her interpretation is to view feedback as cαnpressing the channe工
bandwidth and 七ransforming the origina11y white noise spectrum into a 
co1ored spectrum (if the source spectrum is not f1at) so as to match 
the channe1 to 七he given source. Both viewpoints tie in very we11 with 
some resu1ts of Ovseyevich and Pir叫cer [12J for one-way 1inear communi-
cation. They showed tha七日 necessary and sufficient condition for achiev
ing the RDB under average power constraints on the transmit七ed signa1s 
is that the product of the source spectrum and the noise spectrum in the 
transmission band to be constant. 

To see how this resu1t is obtained it is necessary on1y to rea1ize 
that the tota1 entropy H over a one-way co1ored channe1 wi七h two-sided 
noise sp�ctrum [Noi/2} and average signai energies (Ei} is a maximum 
over (Ei} under a-iota1 average energy constraint on the transmitter if 
and on1y if 2日i + 1、oi =仙， where μ is a Lagrange mu1tip1ier. Then the 
entropy per Ei-is Hi =拉n (μ/Noi) =告1n (工 + 2Ei/Noi)' At the same time 



we know that to achieve the RDB Hi must equa1告工n (^i/ ø). There��re， 
^iNoi =μφ must be a con!tant for-a11 ^i > ø﹒ Since.�i = Ø (l + p)Ni we 
see-that Noi = � (工+ p)-Ni. This agrees with the genera1 consequences of 
feedback， name1y， that the equiva1ent noise in a sing1e transm�sion of 
energy♂i must give a si部a1-to-noise ratio Poi = 2Ei/Noi equa1 to 
(1 + p)'i 自 1.

We sha11 conc1ude this topic by observing that weighting coefficients 
[ad of the pre回emphasis fi1ter for sending the source over 七he com-
pressed and "co工ored" channe1 are defined by 

ai =V入i = (μ"凡i)/2λi =心 (仙"凡1)/2M﹒

Thus， 

a
i

= 大 (1 - ç) = 寺( � - �
i
) ， (3工)

indicating that 七he optimum fi1ter suppresses those K-L coefficients that 
are eitheh too strong or too weak. This fo11ows from th� observation 
that lai l c increases from zero as ^i increases from φ to a maximum of 
μ/8ø when ^i = 2φ， but eventua11y decreases back down to zero inverse工y
wi七h L as h﹒ →∞. However， the energy E� increases steadi1y with λi as 
Ë� -� ��l=Ø/這). A工so，“心gh the sign泣s out of the pr日mph叫E
f主1ter have different energi笛，the N signa1s carrying information over 
the origina1 AGWN channe1 a11 have the same average energy e = Ei/Ni ' 
Thus， re1ative to the AGWN channe1 we have a bandwidth-expanding-pre-
emphasis filter wi?h Ns inputs，N =ZNi outputs，and Ni weighting 
cQefficients bii， j = 工，...， Ni for each i， i =工，...， Ns given by 

弓; = e/Ài' 工t-simp工y whitens the source spectrum to match it to the 
�fi!te ��i�� sp�ct;�

-
�f thτchann泣，in accord with the theory. But 

this whitening is accompanied by a bandwidth expansion and is not the 
same as the "usua工" whitening precess in which the bandwidth is pre
served. The usua1 prewhitenning is not optimum. 

The 1ast subject appropriate for this paper is the ques七ion of what 
to do when condition (2) is not satisfied. We hasten to point out that 
feedback has nothing to do vlÌth the answer. The on1y thing that feedback 
permits is a bandwidth expansion of the source to match the channe1 
bandVlidth， and it does so on1y in integra1 mu1tip工es of the source band
，.，idth. Thus， feedback is out of the question "hen Ws � W. More pre-
cise1y， feedback is a factor on1y when the N degrees of freedom in the 
channe1 exceed the Ns degrees of freedom of the source. 

Now， the solution to our prob1em wou1d evo1ve from a solution of the 
non工inea� source encoding prob1em that arises when we attempt to ram Ns 
independent source variab1es through a channe工 using on1y N � Ns degrees 
of freedom� For examp1e， the RDB for a source with， say， a f1at spectrum 
hi =入 > E:ζ. /N _ shou1d be • mln' s 
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We say a non1inear coding prob工em because we know that a 1inear many-to
one transformation， aside from not having an inverse， wi11 not work. 



The si呻工est of a1工 situations is ì>lhen ß =乞 1n this case we are 
faced with the prob1em of mapping the comp1ex p1ane onto the rea1 1ine. 
That 話， a pair of nource symbo1s 8工 and 92， say， must

_ 
be mapped on七o a 

sing1e channe工 signa工， x， which can be transmitted on1y once. The 
receiver observes a noisy version of x， say， x + n， and must reconsti七ute
both 81 and 92 from it in such a way that 

�， = ê (x + n)， ên = ên (x + n) ， -2 -2 

has an error of 

� I \ ，2 ec. =E[ ( 9  - 9 (x+ n))"-+ (8 - 8 (x+ n))"-J 

=以 (1+ p)去=弘 (33) 

We must somehow determine these mappings ê， (x + n)， ê叮 (x+ n) and the 
mapping x - x (91' 92)， where p may be a parameter. ζ 

工nitia1 thoughts seem to indicate that a partia1 quantization， 
i.e.， quantizing e工， but a110wing a continuous mapping for 92 is unavoid
ab1e. Comp1ete quantization is probab1y not much vlOrse. 1n any case， it 
is still to be established， evpin this simple case?now close to the 
theoretica1 bound of 2丸 (1+ p)� the two-to-one mappings wi工1 go. Shannon 
proved that such mappings exist for a1工 W and Ws﹒ Their discovery wou工d
be of considerab工e prac七ica1 use， quite apart from 1inear feedback theory. 

si =gi (9-17i-1) 

where 

ni 

si 

ei-1 

i-工 lgi =(P ( 1+P/NoW).1.
-..../2λW)吉

先=丸占7布了 (rrh)

Figure 1. Optima1 Noise1ess L inear Feedback Scheme for Transmitting e 
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METHODS FOR PCM BIT
SYNCHRONIZER/SIGNAL CONDITIONERS

B. PEAVEY
NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland

Summary    PCM Bit Synchronizer/Signal Conditioners (BSSC) possess 3 basic
performance characteristics1 which directly affect the processing of PCM telemetry data.
These characteristics are: bit error rate (BER), bit slippage rate (BSR), and bit sync
acquisition (BSA). This paper describes proven methods to meaningfully, and accurately
measure these characteristics with particular emphasis on BSR and BSA. These methods
require relatively simple and inexpensive procedures and instrumentation, and could be
used by manufacturers and users to evaluate and acceptance test BSSC. The basic
principle employed in these methods is “fixed threshold frame synchronization” with a
unique strategy. Thus, there is no requirement for bit delay between the reference and
BSSC output data, and synchronization of the reference data in the comparator with the
BSSC output data takes place automatically. Moreover, this approach to testing BSSC
represents the actual situation in which the BSSC would be operating as part of the
telemetry data system, and hence would provide a direct measure of system performance.
In actual application, these methods proved to be very effective and accurate for input
SNR of Eb /N0 > O dB, and slightly less accurate for Eb /N0 < O dB (data having more
than 10% errors). In general, BSA and BSR measurement accuracies of 20-30 bits can be
achieved. A detailed discussion of accuracy is presented in the paper. In addition, the
BSR and BER measurement methods are applicable to assessing the performance of tape
recorders (TR) as it affects the actual system performance, rather than just the peculiar
TR characteristics of TBE (time base error), bit dropout, and wow and flutter.

Introduction    PCM telemetry systems which receive raw demodulated (from carrier or
subcarrier) signals and process them to extract the telemetered information (telemetry
data) employ BSSC as the “front end” or the first stage in the system. As such, the BSSC
is almost entirely responsible for the overall system performance, assuming that an
optimum frame synchronizer is used, which is characterized by BER and data recovery
(DR). Data recovery is directly affected by BSA and BSR, where BSR includes both
frequency tracking and phase lock. In other words, BSR is the effect of loss of bit
synchronization either due to the BSSC’ s inability to track the changing bit rate or to
maintain proper phase due to noise and jitter ()f, fm present in the signal. Thus, 



measurement of BSA and BSR completely determines how much data can be recovered
from a given signal, whereas BER is the measured bit error rate of the recovered data.

Although adequate attention has been given to BER measurement, BSA and BSR have
not been dealt with to a satisfactory degree by either manufacturers or users of BSSC. To
mention 2 extremes of simplicity and sophistication, neither of which is recommended,
one could use a stop watch and oscilloscope, and observe the time that the BSSC
requires to establish bit rate and phase with respect to the reference clock to measure
BSA, and observe the time during which bit synchronization was maintained to measure
BSR. On the other hand, one could design instrumentation to automatically sense
frequency and phase of the BSSC clock and, by using the reference clock, record the
respective times (in bits) required to establish bit sync, and during which bit sync was
maintained--a complex piece of instrumentation indeed. Though both methods examine
the BSSC clock, the first is very inaccurate and tedious, while the second is too complex.

The purpose of this paper is to present simple and effective methods to measure BSA and
BSR and, as a side benefit inherent in these methods, point out that a much simpler
technique than is presently used to measure BER can be employed without any
measurable difference in accuracy. The application of these methods to measure TR
performance is discussed also. It is suggested that the BSA and BSR measurement
techniques be adopted as a standard procedure for evaluating and acceptance testing of
BSSC.

The discussion of the subject is presented in 5 sections entitled: Principle of Methods,
Implementation of Methods, Application of Methods, Application of Methods to Testing
TR, and Application of Methods to PCM System Performance Monitoring. The first
section describes the basic principle on which the methods are based and why the “fixed
threshold” approach is appropriate for this application. The second section discusses
several possible implementations and attendant accuracies. The third section describes
the actual operation and results obtained on various BSSC. The fourth section treats the
TR application. The last section suggests a possible adaptation of these methods to
monitor system performance of PCM telemetry processors.

Principle of Methods    The basic principle of the BSA and BSR measurement methods
is the fixed threshold frame synchronization with a unique strategy for acquisition and
maintenance of frame sync (FS), and an appropriately chosen frame sync code (FSC) in
the reference data. Since BSA and BSR are really characteristics of the BSSC clock, one
might question the seemingly indirect approach of using frame synchronization as a
measure of bit synchronization. Actually, the BSSC clock is indeed being tested, since it
is responsible for achieving and maintaining frame sync as shown in Fig. 2. Although
frame sync detection is based on successful correlation of the FSC mask with the
incoming data, this cannot be accomplished before the BSSC has acquired bit sync.



Similarly, frame sync cannot be maintained in the absence of bit synchronization. Thus,
it is seen that, in principle at least, a measure of time (in bits) required to achieve frame
sync, and a measure of time between frame sync losses can yield BSA and BSR,
respectively.

Of course, in order to provide unambiguous and accurate measurements, the frame
synchronizer must not introduce any measurement errors in terms of prolonged frame
sync acquisition time or false frame sync loss. Exhaustive tests have shown that by using
an appropriate strategy and FSC such errors are completely eliminated for SNR > O dB
(Eb/N0), and are minimized to a negligible degree for SNR < OdB. It should be
mentioned that no attempt was made to validate this approach for SNR < -3dB (expected
BER of 18%-20%). Tests have shown that by using “random-like” FSC patterns of 20
bits or longer, and allowing between 5%- 10% bit errors in search mode and 30%-40%
bit errors in lock mode, true frame sync can be achieved and maintained without
verification. Again, for SNR > OdB, frame sync can be acquired within 1 frame better
than 90% of the time, and practically all the time for SNR > 3 dB. It takes, on the
average, 2 frames to acquire frame sync for SNR < O dB, with 1 FS used for verification
(2 consecutive hits or misses), to correctly establish and maintain frame sync better than
99.99% of the time. Actually, no false acquisition or loss was ever observed inthese
exhaustive (billions of bits) tests using the strategy described above. Now, it should be
stated that the BSSC used in these tests operated within 1 dB of the optimum curve.
Thus, in the preceding discussion of strategy and performance vs SNR, it was assumed
that the BSSC under test would have a similar BER vs SNR performance. In fact, it
might be more appropriate to talk in terms of expected BER rather than SNR as far as
frame synchronization is concerned.

The results of those tests proved conclusively that frame sync loss was due to bit
slippage, or loss of bit sync, and therefore BSR could be determined on this basis. The
accuracy of BSA and BSR measurement depends solely on the reference data frame
length, L, as shown in Fig. 1. It turns out that the BSSC tested were not sensitive to L,
and no difference in performance was observed between L = 24 bits and L = 2048 bits.
This indicates that an accuracy of 24-48 bits can be achieved. This is further discussed in
the following section.

It should be observed that this method of testing BSA and BSR requires no delay
adjustment of any kind, no alignment of signals, no measuring devices other than
counters. It is not frequency sensitive (up to 50 MHz bit rate is within the state of the art)
and, above all, does not require access to internal circuits such as PLL error voltage. The
measurements directly characterize the performance as it applies to actual system
operation without the need for inference or interpretation of the test data. Of course,
BSA and BSR measurements are average quantities, and as such require many samples 



of observation. However, as discussed later, this can be accomplished automatically, and
it depends merely on the implementation method.

Implementation of Methods    There are several ways in which the BSA and BSR
measurement methods can be implemented. A general implementation scheme is shown
in Fig. 3. For BSA measurement, the required counter inputs are the reference data frame
or bit rate (depending on whether one wishes to count in terms of frames or bits), and the
number of samples (observations, tries, etc.). The frame rate is generated by the
simulator and it is the same as that applied to the BSSC under test. This frame rate is
gated with the gate control (GC) level which is the same for controlling the signal input
to the BSSC. This gating function enables one to produce the desired number of test
samples in order to obtain an average measurement of BSA. The sample count (input to
the T counter) is actually generated by the frame sync detector (FSD) each time the
BSSC input signal is inhibited by the GC level, since the frame synchronizer loses frame
lock whenever this takes place. The gated frame rate is controlled by the FSD
search/lock level so that the input to the E counter lasts only from the time Gate B is
enabled to the time when LOCK is achieved (Gate C is disabled), which is the BSA time
within 1 frame accuracy. Fig. 4 shows how these count pulses are derived. It is noted that
the counters are operated in the “totalizing” mode in order to obtain more accurate
results than having only one counter operate in the “ratio” mode.

The GC level for gates A and B can be generated either manually or automatically as
one’s time and patience may dictate. This level need not be generated at equal time
intervals, therefore making the automatic implementation rather simple. Though Fig. 4
shows both signal and noise being inhibited, it is more realistic to suppress just the
signal (data), as is the case in actual situations, and force the BSSC to acquire bit sync
under this condition.

For BSR measurement, the T counter receives the same input as in the BSA case,
however, the E counter counts the frames-in-lock (FL) pulses generated by the FSD.
Thus, each time the BSSC loses bit sync the T counter receives I pulse as a result of the
frame synchronizer having lost frame lock. In this measurement, the signal to the BSSC
is not interrupted for the duration of the entire test. Again, the T and E counters continue
to accumulate pulse counts to produce a reasonably large test sample depending on the
anticipated BSR. The average measurement of BSR is then obtained from BSR = T/E. As
for BSA, it is possible to use only one counter operating in the “ratio” mode to measure
BSR at the expense of accuracy.

The frame synchronizer, as shown in Fig. 3, consists of a frame sync detector (FSD),
frame sync code register, and frame sync strategy control. The frame synchronizer
receives data and clock directly from the BSSC under test. The FSD establishes the
frame sync window (1 bit wide), and correlates the FSC mask with the incoming data



under strategy control. Depending on the type of data simulator employed, e.g. stored
program multiple frame length, single frame length, or pseudo random shift register type,
the frame sync window is derived from a bits /frame counter, or directly from the PR
shift register (since it has a recycling property). The strategy control is set up in
accordance with the desired minimum SNR, or maximum expected BER from the BSSC.
Thus, considering BER < 5%, the allowed bit errors are: Es = 5%-8% (to the nearest bit)
and EL = 30%-40% of the FSC. For example, assuming a 24 bit FSC, Es would be 1 or 2
bits and EL would be 8 bits. No verification would be required in either search or lock
mode. This means that frame sync will be acquired or lost on the first hit or miss,
respectively. For BER between 5% and 15% Es would be 2 bits, EL would be 9 bits, and
verification of 1 hit or miss would be required. For practical reasons, however, cases of
BER > 5% seldom arise. In fact, in presence of jitter, the BSSC hardly functions at SNR
< 6 dB, or BER > 0.2%! Of course, the FSD automatically selects Es or EL based on
whether it is in the search or lock mode, respectively.

The simulator consists of a data generator and appropriate perturbation generators such
as noise, jitter, baseline, and amplitude modulation. The data generator may produce low
transition density data, prefiltered waveform, or any other desired distortions to simulate
the anticipated signal conditions. Except for lack of control of transition density, the data
generator can be a very simple device such as a PR shift register connected in a maximal
length manner to produce sequences of 2n -1 bits, where n is the number of register
stages. However, regardless of what type generator is employed, the data format must be
as shown in Fig. 1.

To perform BSA and BSR measurements the bit comparator shown in Fig. 2 is not
required. It is a simple matter, however, to extend the capability of this implementation
in order to measure BER also. In fact, by using a PR data generator (shift register) in the
simulator and an identical generator for the bit comparator, a rather simple and effective
method for measuring BER is provided. Thus in one fell swoop, all 3 characteristics,
viz., BSA, BSR, and BER can be measured with the same basic device and 2 counters (or
one in the ratio mode). The bit comparator implementation is shown in Fig. 5. The n-
stage shift register is an exact replica of the data generator in the simulator, and it serves
the purpose of generating reference data. This reference data generator (RDG) operates
in conjunction with the frame synchronizer which provides the control signals (LOCK
and SEARCH) for synchronizing the RDG with the BSSC output data. The START
control is used only to initialize the RDG after the power is turned ON. From that point
on the RDG is initialized (preset) automatically by the Search signal. The RDG is preset
to the n-bit pattern which follows the 24-bit pattern selected for the frame sync code
(assuming that the FSC was chosen to be 24 bits long, however, it can be longer or
shorter as the user desires). An illustration of this is given in Fig. 6. As an example, a 10
stage SR is used to generate repetitive sequences of 1023 bits. The output is taken from
the 10th stage, and the feedback is derived from stages 3 and 10 through an exclusive



OR (modulo 2 adder). Several SR states at sequential bit times (truth table) are shown in
Fig. 6, in order to illustrate the presetting and synchronization procedure. If the FSC is
chosen in the manner shown in Fig. 6 then, after achieving frame lock, the SR will have
a pattern of “0001010111”. This means that the output bit following the FSC will be due
to this pattern. Therefore, under these specific conditions, the SR must be preset so that
the aforementioned pattern is contained therein. Now, each time frame sync is lost and
the FSD generates a Search pulse, the SR is forced to assume that state. No shift pulses
occur until the FSD acquires frame sync and the LOCK signal is generated. At this point,
the BSSC output data, because it is supplied by an identical SR configuration in the
simulator, will be synchronous with that of the RDG regardless of the amount of delay in
the BSSC. The LOCK signal enables the shift pulse gate, and the BSSC data is compared
bit for bit with the RDG output, as shown in Fig. 5.

Although used as an example, the SR configuration shown in Fig. 6, including the FSC,
is indeed valid for actual application, if one wishes to use a 1023 bit sequence. This
length is certainly adequate for making BER measurements, however some consideration
should be given to accuracy when BSA and BSR measurements are made with such a
long sequence (or frame). With respect to BSA it should be noted that, depending on
SNR, jitter, and transition density, BSSC can acquire bit sync within 100 to 3000 bits
(See reference 1). Thus, if BSA of less than 1000 bits is of interest, it is clear that L =
1023 is too long, and a much shorter frame length, say 31 or 15, is required if a
reasonable accuracy is to be achieved. Assuming L = 31 (25 - 1) is used, the inherent
accuracy of the measurement as recorded by the counters will be 31 bits. Therefore, if
the measured BSA for certain signal conditions is 500 bits the attendant accuracy is
(31/500) x 100, or roughly 6%. This means that the minimum BSA might have been 500-
31 = 469 bits rather than the measured 500 bits. In general, BSA accuracy can be
expressed as L/E/T, or in per cent as 100LT/E%, where L, E, and T are defined as shown
in Figs. 1, 2, and 3.

With respect to BSR, however, L need not be as short as for BSA. This can be seen by
considering the BSR of interest to be, say 10-4 bits or less (not unusual for SNR < 10 dB
and jitter of  )f ± 1 % at fm. = 1 %)! If L = 1023 bits, and the measured BSR = 10-4, the
actual BSR might have been 1/10,000-1023), or roughly 1/9,000, a small difference
indeed. Thus, the BSR measurement accuracy in this case turns out to be 0.1 or 10%.
Admittedly, a BSR of 10-4 is quite severe for data recovery and is not likely to be
acceptable. For lower BSR, say 10-5 or 10-6 ,the accuracy is considerably better, viz., 1%
or 0.1%, respectively. Of course, even for BSR 10-4 ,the accuracy can be improved by an
order of magnitude by choosing L 63. The BSR accuracy can be expressed in terms of



The preceding discussion points out that by implementing a 10 stage SR to produce
either L = 31 or L = 1023, both in the simulator and comparator, the capability to
measure BSA, BSR, and BER with the described accuracies can be provided. In fact, if
only a 5 stage register is used, and the appropriate FSC is chosen, then the
implementation will be greatly simplified at no loss in accuracy, and L = 31 will be
applicable to all 3 characteristics. The advantage of using a short L will also be observed
when this method is applied to testing tape recorders.

Application of Methods    As mentioned previously, the primary purpose of developing
these methods was to measure BSA and BSR of BSSC. BSSC performance
characteristics presented in reference 1 were indeed obtained by using these methods.
Presently, instrumentation employing these methods is used to evaluate and acceptance
test BSSC at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). In addition, they provide a means for
checking out telemetry links, including spacecraft and ground tape recorders,
communication channels, receivers, demodulator s and coders, all from a system’ s point
of view. This is so because it is the quantity and quality of the transmitted data through
the “system” which is of greatest importance to the user.

In applying these methods to the measurement of BSA and BSR, it is important to keep
in mind the desired accuracy, and the expected range of BSSC performance. For
instance, if the expected BSA is not to exceed 10 bits, then the BSA method cannot be
applied successfully. On the other hand, if a system is known to operate with a 10 bit
BSA then it need not be tested, for in most applications a 10 bit BSA is not critical (as
compared with 3000, bits !). The BSA method described in this paper is recommended
for use only if the expected BSA may exceed 30 bits. This, one may rest assured, will
happen when the telemetry signal is disturbed by noise, jitter and waveform distortion.
Some BSA values are given in Table 1, and BSR values are given in Table 2. These
measurements were made with simulated data from a stored program simulator to which
noise and jitter were added in accordance with definitions given in reference 1. It should
be pointed out that the user must decide what input signal characteristics are of interest
to him, for which the BSSC performance characteristics, viz., BSA, BSR, and BER are
desired. As far as BSR and BER measurements are concerned, there is no reservation as
to applicability of these methods in all practical situations.

A direct consequence of measuring BSA and BSR is the assessment of data recovery
(DR). The amount of data which can be recovered under given signal conditions may be
estimated in the following manner. First, a BSA measurement is made. Then the BSR
measurement is made, preserving both E and T counts. DR in per cent is then expressed
in terms of



where E is the number of frames-in-lock, T is the number of frame sync misses, and BSA
is given in integral frames. Because the telemetry data is framed, the minimum BSA = 1.
Therefore, in the optimum case,

Note, if T = 0, DR = 100% which is perfect recovery. This method of DR assessment
was verified both under controlled conditions, where the exact amount of transmitted
data was known, and by applying it to an actual satellite tape where the amount of
recorded data was established on the basis of the recorded start and stop times. In the
simulated case, the assessment was within 1%, whereas for the satellite tape it was
within 10%. The 10% difference was, at least in part, attributable to the uncertainty of
the actual time of recording, and to the greatly varying signal conditions on that
particular tape.

Application of Methods to Testing Tape Recorders    The following discussion is
intended to demonstrate the applicability of BSR and BER methods to testing tape
recorders with respect to bit dropout and effective jitter due to inherent time base error
(TBE), as it might affect system performance. This method is not suggested to replace
existing methods for measuring TBE, rather, it is recommended for the purpose of
making a direct assessment of performance as the tape recorder is operated in
conjunction with BSSC. Knowing the performance characteristics of a given BSSC, it is
possible to directly determine the additional degradation of performance, if any, due to
this tape recorder. This is accomplished by recording simulated data on the tape recorder,
playing it back into the BSSC, and measuring the BSR and BER. The test setup is shown
in Fig. 7. Noise free data in any desired code, e.g. NRZ-L or SP-L, is generated by the
simulator (5 stage SR) and recorded on tape. This tape is played back into the BSSC
having 2 or 3 PLL’s to accommodate the expected amounts of jitter due to the TR. For
minimum jitter, the narrow (0.1- 0.3%) PLL is selected, and BER and BSR
measurements are made. Since every data bit is checked while the system is in frame
lock bit dropouts occurring in bursts of less than 10 bits (30% of the 31 bit FSC) will be
detected as errors, while bursts of more than 10 bits will cause frame sync misses. If the
TR produces excessive jitter, the BSSC will lose bit sync which will be recorded by the
T counter. Actually, the T counter does not distinguish between burst errors and
excessive jitter, however, the observer can differentiate between them because the burst
errors would occur much less frequently than the deleterious jitter. Bit errors due to
amplitude or phase distortion would, in general, occur in a much more dispersed manner
than burst errors and, therefore can be observed. It should be noted, however, that
regardless of what caused the bit errors or bit slippage, this method will detect their
occurrence and, thus, provide a measure of TR performance which is most meaningful
from a system’s point of view. It can be seen in this application that the data frame 



length should be short, and preferably the same as the FSC, i.e., the data would indeed be
comprised of the FSC only, and it would be 31 bits long, as shown in Fig. 7.

Use was made of these methods to identify malfunctioning tape recorders, as well as to
evaluate their performance, with unqualified success. Again, performance was measured
in terms of BSR and BER for various speeds, data codes, bit densities, and signal
waveforms. For example, one of the tests indicated that when the tape was played back at
higher speeds (60 ips and 120 ips) the BSR was slightly increased, which resulted in
lower data recovery. Another test showed that the jitter (wow and flutter) in a properly
functioning instrumentation TR, such as Ampex 600 or 1600, is insignificant, so that a
narrow (0.1%- 0.3%) BSSC PLL can be used to provide the best SNR vs BER
performance. In general, it should be realized that, regardless of the various signal
conditions and TR modes of operation, the unique and meaningful performance
characteristics of TR are BER and DR (data recovery) or BSR, as far as telemetry data
processing is concerned.

Application of Methods to System Performance Monitoring    This section presents a
brief discussion of how the BSA, BSR, and BER measurement methods could be used to
monitor the performance of PCM telemetry data handling systems. A simplified block
diagram of the required instrumentation is shown in Fig. 8. The frame synchronizer
operates in the same manner as discussed previously. It should be capable of accepting
various FSC patterns up to K bits long (where K # 32 bits in most applications which use
data formats shown in Fig. 1). Data and clock are provided by the system BSSC under
normal operation. In order to accommodate various frame lengths a bits/frame counter is
included to establish the frame sync window (1 bit). BSR is measured directly by
counting frame sync misses and frames-in-lock (FL). To measure BER, a slightly
different approach is used than described before. Here, because the only data which can
be used for reference is the FSC, a special SR is provided to shift out the frame sync bit
errors. These FS bit errors are loaded into the SR in parallel each time FS is detected
(once per frame). This takes place in one bit time, and in coincidence with the FS
window. The shift pulse, which is derived from the clock, is enabled immediately
following FS detection, and it is stopped at the end of each frame. Thus, all bit errors,
which are loaded as 1’s into the SR, are shifted out and counted during the first K bit
times. Following this, the SR is cleared automatically by shifting 0’s through all stages
(note the ground connection in Fig. 8). The BER obtained in this manner is, of course,
based on the FSC sample. However, if the signal remains stationary, i.e., the SNR does
not vary rapidly, the BER so obtained is equally applicable to the entire data.

It should be recognized that a separate construction of the Frame Synchronizer is not
needed if an identical one is used in the system proper. Whatever the case, it can be seen
that the BSR and BER measurement methods can indeed be used to monitor system 



performance. It should be observed, however, that since T is given in terms of number of
frames, the actual BER = E/TK, where K is the frame sync code length.

Conclusions     This paper described methods to measure BSSC performance
characteristics in a direct, accurate, and simplified manner. These methods were shown
to be applicable to testing tape recorders, and monitoring telemetry system performance
as well. The required instrumentation and operational procedures to implement these
methods are straightforward, and are independent of data bit rate, or the particular
equipment under test. These methods treat the subject equipment as a “black box”,
examining the “black box” output only, without recourse to the internal circuits or
signals. The simulator was shown to consist of a 31 bit sequence generator, which was
proven to be sufficient for generating data having random transition density in actual
applications. It is recommended that these methods be exploited for the various
applications described herein.
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Table 1. -BSA vs. SNR



Table 2.-BSR vs. SNR + Jitter

Fig. 1-Reference Data Format.

 Fig. 2-Instrumentation Block Diagram.



Fig. 3-Implementation of BSA & BSR Measurement.



Fig. 4-BSA Measurement-Derivation of Counts.

Fig. 5-Bit Comparator For BER Measurement.



Fig. 6-Simulator and Reference Data Generator.

Fig. 8-System Performance Monitoring Setup.



VIDEO BANDWIDTH, IF BANDWIDTH AND PEAK DEVIATION
IN NOTCH NOISE TESTING

K. G. LITTLE
Astro Communication Laboratory

Gaithersburg, Maryland
A Division of Aiken Industries, Inc.

Summary     This paper presents guidelines for conducting notch noise testing of
telemetry transmitter-receiver systems. An understanding of the type of FM-FM
modulation format which random white noise accurately simulates leads to certain
convenient relations between spectral power density, video bandwidth, peak deviation
and IF bandwidth. Notch noise measurements were made on video noise in a video
limiter to determine the dynamic range required of a system which transmits random
white noise faithfully. These measurements were of significant importance because they
show that a great deal of excess IF bandwidth is required to transmit random noise
spectra. Specifically, it was found that to achieve a 50 db notch noise measurement the
system dynamic range may be as much as 10 times greater than the RMS value of the
composite signals.

Introduction    Since the publication of the “Study of Telemetry Receiver and Recorder
Phase Linearity Problems”1 by Adcom, Inc. four years ago, there has been a great deal of
interest in notch noise testing of telemetry receivers, transmitters and even entire
telemetry links. An excellent description of the notch noise test is presented in the first
section of “Nonlinear Effects in Telemetry Transmitter-Receiver RF Links”2 by Johnson
and Caster of Sandia Laboratories. Basically, the test is conducted by frequency
modulating a transmitter with white Gaussian noise. The noise modulated carrier is
demodulated by the receiver and hopefully an exact duplicate of the voltage applied to
the transmitter is present at the video output of the receiver. The noise power ratio (NPR)
is measured by removing a narrow band of the original video noise spectrum and then
tuning a narrow band voltmeter to the notched out video frequency at the receiver video
output. The noise power ratio is then the db difference between the receiver output
before and after the notch filter was applied. Notch noise test equipment is commercially
available for conducting these tests.

The white noise test was originally used to measure crosstalk and noise interference in
multi-channel telephone links. It is ideally suited for this purpose since telephone
communication channels are numerous, narrow band (3 KHz) and of equal bandwidth.



However, FM-FM telemetry formats are varied and may have a variety of subcarrier
channel bandwidths. For this reason, the notch noise test can be used to determine the IF
bandwidth and transmitter deviations only when the multiplex format is similar to
telephone repeater link formats. For other formats, the test may be used to determine
whether the equipment is operating properly, but should not be relied upon for setting up
modulation parameters.

The Meaning of NPR, SNR and I/S    The notch noise test is commonly taken to mean
noise power ratio (NPR). However, the NPR can be a measure of receiver signal to noise
ratio (SNR), or inband intermodulation levels (I/S) or a combination of the two.
Whenever noise power ratios are taken, it is a good idea to also measure the signal to
noise ratio. This is done by simply removing the modulation from the transmitter and
then recording the db difference between the residual noise at the receiver output from
the noise before the notch was applied. This gives an indication whether the NPR is a
measure of signal to noise ratio or intermodulation distortion. This difference is
illustrated in the 4 sets of data in Figure 1. If the NPR is limited by the signal to noise
ratio, the deviation should be increased, whereas if the NPR is much worse than the
SNR, the deviation of the transmitter may be decreased in order to improve the NPR. By
repeated measurements, the optimum NPR can be found. The purpose of this paper is to
present some guidelines for establishing video bandwidth, IF bandwidth and transmitter
deviation with a minimum of trial and error to find the optimum NPR.

The Properties of White Gaussian Noise    The following discussion will lead us to a
better understanding of the nature of the noise signals we are trying to transmit so
faithfully. It is important to have some idea what the data looks like before attempting to
design a system to transmit it. The term “white” refers to the uniform spectral density of
the noise. If we observed this type of video signal with a tuned voltmeter or spectrum
analyzer, it would measure equal power at every video frequency. We could characterize
it as having a constant power density conveniently expressed in volts per Hz bandwidth.
When white noise is applied to a frequency modulator, it produces equal frequency
deviations at each video frequency (rate). Knowing this uniform spectral power density
and the upper and lower video frequencies, we could calculate the modulation index
produced by the video noise voltage at each frequency across the band. A significant
consequence of using white noise loading is that the modulation index of the lowest
video frequency is typically 5 to 20 times greater than the mod. index produced by the
highest video rate. That is to say, no pre-emphasis is present in white noise tests. Since
the amount of FM quieting is related to the modulation index3 we expect that at low RF
input power levels the highest video frequencies have the poorest SNR and NPR’s while
the lowest video frequencies should have the best SNR and NPR. We see this in the
bottom curve of Figure 1. This should not be confused with the much emphasized phase
linearity problem.1,2 The NPR would have been flat across the video spectrum if proper
pre-emphasis had been employed. Under large input power conditions (typically RF 



Fig. 1.  NPR and SNR Across the Video Band.

power at receiver antenna greater than -40 dbm) NPR is no longer totally dominated by
SNR. It is at this point that we are really measuring the intermodulation to signal ratio
(I/S) performance which the receiver is capable of producing. Figure 2. also
demonstrates this phenomena. Notice how the low SNR present with RF input power of
-70 dbm, appears to “push down” the NPR which was achieved with RF power of -40
dbm. All conditions were identical for the two sets of measurements. IF Bandwidth was
3.3 MHz, video bandwidth was 12 to 252 KHz. RF input frequency was 1500 MHz. The
IF was a linear phase type which was time delay aligned in the receiver with special
equipment recently developed by ACL for this purpose. Clearly from the measurements
presented in Figure 1, white noise loading does not represent the optimum simulation of
a carefully planned FM-FM format at RF input power levels of -70 dbm (or less).

The second property of the composite baseband video composed of random white noise
is its Gaussian amplitude distribution. Random noise generated by reverse-biased diodes
is used in Notch Noise Test Sets.5 This type of noise generator produces random noise
whose peak amplitude distribution is Gaussian.3

The amplitude of our composite video signal is constantly changing. When applied to a
frequency modulator, this ends up as a constantly changing carrier deviation from center
frequency. Since the carrier deviation is directly proportional to the amplitude of the
applied video signal, it would be desirable to know exactly the amplitude characteristics
of the signal.



Fig. 2.  NPR and SNR vs Carrier Deviation.

The amplitude of Gaussian noise is most easily described by its root means square value
(RMS voltage). It can be easily measured with a true RMS voltmeter. Peak detecting
voltmeters produce readings typically 6 to 12 db higher than the RMS reading depending
upon their time constant. One might inquire why this is so with Gaussian noise. The
answer is that Gaussian distributed noise can, theoretically, have any peak voltage value.
If one sits at an oscilloscope and observes Gaussian noise which reads 1.0 V RMS on a
true RMS voltmeter, one will see 0.5 volt peaks, 5.0 volt peaks and even once in a while
50.0 volt peaks. The peaks can be of any value. The problem with the random peaks
being any value is that it is hard to define the peak carrier deviation, a very useful
concept in FM. The only helpful guide is to speak of RMS deviation. This is defined as
the deviation produced when X volts RMS is applied to a transmitter with modulation
sensitivity, 

“S” is determined by the Bessel sideband null method and X is monitored by an RMS
voltmeter.

Video Limiter Measurements    The author has felt ill at ease with the problem of
defining the peak deviation produced by random (specially Gaussian) noise.



Theoretically, the peak deviation of any Gaussian noise modulated transmitter is infinite.
More important than “what is the deviation?” is the question “what happens if we limit
the deviation to some well defined limit?”. Does the NPR change? If so, how much does
it change? To help answer this, a test was conducted at baseband using a simple two
diode video limiter in the line between the noise generator output and the noise receiver
input. No amplifiers were used and both ends of the limiter were resistively matched to
the impedance of the noise test set. Figure 3 is a plot of NPR versus the ratio of peak to
peak limit voltage to RMS voltage applied to the limiter diodes. This graph is useful in
determining the dynamic range required of a system which must handle random noise.
The results apply very well to baseband equipment and reflect to a lesser extent on IF
bandwidth requirements. We see that to achieve a 50 db NPR the peak to peak limit
value must be at least 10 times the RMS value. That is to say that a video amplifier must
linearly, handle 10 volts peak to peak in order to transmit 1.0 V RMS random noise with
a 50 db NPR.

Fig. 3.  Dynamic Range Requirements for Noise Voltage.

Characteristics of IF Filters. Since an IF filter is specifically designed to limit the
spectrum width of the receiver, it acts in an analogous way on peak carrier deviations as
a diode limiter acts on video peak voltages. In an FM receiver, the discriminator
following the IF filter produces distorted video signals when the peak deviation exceeds
the 3 db IF bandwidth. A linear phase IF filter is better in this respect because it has less
selectivity. When followed by a limiter, the useful bandwidth of a poor shape factor IF
filter is greater than the useful bandwidth of an equivalent IF filter with a good shape
factor. Hence, the linear phase IF not only has the advantage of better time delay
linearity characteristic with the attendant improved I/S performance, but the situation is
further improved by the fact that its useful bandwidth is actually significantly wider than



its nominal 3 db bandwidth. le, a linear phase IF filter is desirable because it doesn’t
spectrum limit very well. A standard IF with a reasonably flat mid-band time delay
characteristic might do about as well as a linear phase IF that is somewhat narrower, if
care attention were paid to peak carrier deviation.

IF Bandwidth Requirement    There are only two requirements on the IF bandwidth.

1.) It should be wide enough to pass the largest peak transmitter carrier deviation
expected.

2.) It must pass all of the significant sidebands generated by the transmitter.

It will be demonstrated that the first criteria is more important than the second in
determining the total transmitter deviation appropriate for notch noise testing. Another
way of saying this is that given ample signal to noise ratio, I/S measurements will be
similar with different video bandwidths if the transmitter deviation is the same in both
cases. In actual practice, SNR should be the guiding consideration in determining the
relationship between IF and video bandwidth while the relationship between RMS
transmitter deviation and IF bandwidth determines I/S performance. See Figure 4. The
important feature of this data is that both video bandwidths produced similar NPR
curves.

The Relation Between IF and Video Bandwidth    One method for determining the IF
bandwidth required for a given video (data) bandwidth is to consider the lowest antenna
signal level expected and then determine the modulation index required of each
subcarrier to achieve a given SNR. From the modulation index the number of significant
sidebands is determined thus fixing the required IF bandwidth. As an aid to making these
Bessel sideband calculations Figure 5 is presented. It shows the modulation index as a
function of the ratio of IF bandwidth video rate for three levels of significant sidebands.
Three percent sidebands correspond to sidebands roughly 30 db below the unmodulated
carrier, one percent corresponds to -40 db sidebands and 0.3 percent corresponds to
sidebands 50 db below the unmodulated carrier. The data was taken from the 6 Bessel
Function Table VI of the ITT Handbook, Fourth Edition.6 The fourth curve was
calculated from a convenient formula given in the Fifth Edition,7 p. 21-9. It is convenient
but not as accurate. To insure highest quality data transmission, it seems intuitively
correct that the 0. 370 sideband criteria be used. Using Figure 5, the data displayed in
Table 1 was generated. This assumes a fully loaded data channel composed of sinusoidal
subcarriers with no pre-emphasis and no empty channel guardbands. This is the
characteristic of white noise loading. Total RMS transmitter deviation was found by
taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the RMS deviation of each subcarrier.
This reduces to multiplying the deviation of any subcarrier by %N where N is the number
of subcarriers. This is so because each subcarrier has the same deviation in white (non-



pre-emphasis) data multiplex. The four video bands are those typically available on
notch noise testers. A 750 KHz IF bandwidth was used for purpose of illustration.

Fig. 4.  NPR, SNR vs Transmitter Deviation
For Two Video Bandwidths

Fig. 5.  IF Bandwidth to Video Rate Ratio



vs Modulation Index

Table 1. Sample Multiplex Data Based on 0.3% Significant Sidebands.

The purpose of this exercise was to show that in any practical situation (MI $ 1.0) the
controlling factor is total transmitter deviation rather than a consideration of the
significant sidebands. We know that severe distortion would result if a signal with 564
KHz RMS deviation were applied to a 750 KHz IF no matter how good the IF
performance was. This is so because the peak deviation of a multichannel composite
signal (whether generated from a noise generator or a multiplicity of subcarrier
oscillators) is characterized by the Gaussian distribution.1 With an RMS carrier deviation
of 564 KHz, the peak carrier deviation would exceed the 750 KHz IF bandwidth 2076 of
the time. The method of determining 201o will be shown in the next section. Clearly we
have to establish maximum allowable RMS deviation levels for a number of IF
bandwidths which are available and then pick the one which gives a sufficient MI for the
data bandwidth required.

Transmitter Deviation and IF Bandwidth    One method might be to look at the video
limiter data. This would imply that the RMS carrier deviation would be restricted to one-
tenth the IF bandwidth to achieve a NPR of 50 db. Experimental evidence shows that
matters are only half as bad as this. Fortunately, linear phase IF’s are not nearly as good
at limiting as diodes are.

The next recourse is to the world of mathematics. If we refer to the Gaussian (or normal)
distribution curve such as the one in the ITT Handbook,7 we find the error or “E” scale.
Knowing that I RMS unit corresponds to the 1 point, we can determine the probability
that the peak exceeds two or three times the RMS value. This tells us that if the IF
bandwidth is six times (± 3~) greater than the RMS carrier deviation, the carrier would
deviate outside the 3 db IF bandwidth only 0.3% of the time. Figure 6 is a plot of NPR
and SNR in a 1000 KHz IF with 12-60 KHz video bandwidth. This low video bandwidth
was used to insure a large modulation index so that the results would not be clouded by



insufficient SNR nor confused by the issue of IF time delay linearity. Also shown are the
probabilities that the peak carrier deviation is beyond the 3 db bandwidth. Using the
criteria that the peak carrier deviation exceeds the 3 db IF bandwidth no more than 0.3%
of the time, the RMS carrier deviation levels can be found for a variety of IF bandwidths.
Then by working backwards through the tabulations used to develop Table 1, we can
determine a usable range of video bandwidths. It should be noted that at any carrier level
above approximately -85 dbm best data quality is assured by using the widest receiver
bandwidth available. This allows use of the highest modulation index which results in
the greatest FM quieting.

Table II Modulation Data For Various FM-FM Formats.

Conclusion    It is recommended that all NPR tests also include data on SNR. Then
meaningful conclusions can be drawn about I/S performance. The tests should be made
at large RF power levels (> -40 dbm) in order that I/S performance can be sufficiently
evaluated. In order to take advantage of the inherent SNR improvement qualities of
wideband FM, modulation indicies for all subcarriers should be greater than 0.5.4 This
coupled with the results tabulated in Table II implies that the best ratio of IF to video
bandwidth is about 14 to 1 for highest quality data transmission (NPR’s consistently 45



db or more). It was shown that maximum RMS carrier deviation should be held to less
than one-fourth the IF bandwidth.

The white noise test could yield more valuable results to telemetry users if the test
equipment were modified to account for the presence of subcarrier guardbands and to
include pre-emphasis schemes consistent with IRIG standards. If this were done, the test
could be used to set up telemetry link modulation parameters for multiplexes involving
more than 15 or 20 subcarriers. As the case stands now, the test results may shed only
limited light on reality.
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“VHF/UHF ANTENNA CALIBRATION USING RADIO STARS”

RALPH E. TAYLOR and FRANK J. STOCKLIN
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Summary    This paper describes a stellar calibration technique, using radio stars, that
determines receiving system noise temperature, or antenna gain, at frequencies below
500 MHz. The overall system noise temperature is referenced to radio star flux densities
known within several tenths of a decibel. An independent determination of antenna gain
must be made before computing system noise temperature and several methods are
suggested. The preferred method uses celestial and receiving system parameters to
compute gain; whereas a less desirable method requires an accurately known output level
from a standard signal generator.

Field test data, obtained at 136 MHz and 400 MHz in the NASA space tracking and data
acquisition network (STADAN), demonstrates that antenna gain and system noise
temperature can be determined with an accuracy of 1 db. The radio stars Cassiopeia A
and Cygnus A were used to calibrate 40-ft. diameter paraboloidal antennas, at 136 MHz
and 400 MHz, and phase array antennas at 136 MHz.

The radio star calibration technique, described herein, makes possible accurate station-
to-station performance comparisons since a common farfield signal source is observed.
This technique is also suitable for calibrating telemetry antennas operating in the IRIG
216-260 MHz frequency band.

Introduction    It is desirable to establish acceptable methods of measuring the
important performance parameters of steerable antennas with diameters ranging from 40
feet to 85 feet; these parameters include both antenna gain and system noise temperature.
This paper is based upon work performed in NASA1 to develop a technique, utilizing
celestial noise sources, that measures antenna gain and system noise temperature at 136
MHz and 400 MHz.

Kreutel,2 et al. describes a Dicke radiometer method, employing radio stars, that
measures the gain and noise temperature of paraboloidal antennas in the 4 GHz to 6 GHz
frequency range. Hedeman3 describes a solar calibration method that references system
noise temperature, at the IRIG L- and S-Band frequencies, to solar flux density



predictions. However, the sun is not the most suitable signal source at 136 MHz since
solar flux density can vary as much as 25 db at this frequency.

Kreutel,2 et al. further discusses three basic techniques for measuring the gain of a large
antenna: namely, a gain comparison technique in which gain is measured relative to a
calibrated reference, the pattern integration technique and, finally, by the absolute
measurement of the power received by the antenna from a distant celestial source (i.e.
radio star) radiating a known flux density.

The following analysis describes a method for making independent measurements of
both antenna gain and system noise temperature wherein these parameters are referenced
to radio star flux density. Believed to be novel is the method for determining system
noise temperature wherein the antenna temperature increase, due to a radio star moving
onto boresight, is observed in a detector voltage-ratio measurement.

Since the signal sources are of celestial origin, it becomes necessary to adopt a system of
coordinates that defines their positions. The celestial, or equatorial, system of
coordinates used in this report is expressed in right ascension, ", and declination, *.
Right ascension (R.A.) ranges from " = 0 to 24 hours, given in hours and minutes, and *
from 0 ±90E expressed in degrees and minutes. At the earth’s equator, * = 0E.
Furthermore the celestial coordinate system is referenced to a 1950.0 epoch position.

System Noise Temperature    Assuming that antenna gain is known, the following
method can be employed to compute system noise temperature; stellar techniques for
determining antenna gain will be described later. A typical 136 MHz receiving system to
be calibrated is shown in Figure 1 that includes a parabolic dish antenna, low-noise
preamplifier, and a receiver channel.

In order to observe the small antenna temperature increase due to a radio star moving
onto boresight, it becomes necessary to add to the radio receiver a detector-amplifier
network consisting of a square-law detector, followed by a large time constant RC
integrator (RC order of 0.3 second), and a dc amplifier with a gain ranging from 25 db to
50 db.

A unique property of the square-law detector is that the output dc signal voltage is a
linear function of the IF input power level. Furthermore, a square-law detector is self-
calibrating since small output voltage changes are well with the linear 10 db dynamic
range. For a square-law detector the output voltage, VDC , from the d-c amplifier can be
expressed as



The voltage, VDC , is measured with the antenna main lobe pointing slightly off the radio
star when the star is in a null (Figure 2). When the main lobe is pointed directly at the
radio star, there is a corresponding dc amplifier voltage increase, )VDC , defined as

By taking the ratio, [VDC /)VDC] , the receiver detector constant, ( , RF power gain, GRF,
Boltzmann’s constant, k, receiver predetection bandwidth, )f, dc amplifier gain, GDC ,
conveniently cancel leaving only

(1)

(1) assumes that the receiver settings do not change for the two main lobe positions
shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, both the RF and dc gains are assumed constant for the
two main lobe positions - the RF gain being fixed by a manual gain control.

The voltage measurement, VDC , is made with the antenna main lobe pointing close to the
radio star towards a position in the sky that has the same galactic temperature as the
radio star background temperature. Such a position is obtained by shifting the main lobe
parallel to constant sky temperature contour lines (see Figure 2). This angular shift
corresponds to an angle approximately equal to one-half the main lobe beamwidth
between the first nulls - sometimes referred to as the Rayleigh resolution beamwidth.

Since the radio star is a localized or point source, the contribution of the star’s flux
density to the observed antenna temperature is thus made small compared to the
background sky temperature. However, care should be taken not to shift the antenna
main lobe towards a celestial “hot, spot,” otherwise, VDC will deviate more than 1 db
from the correct value. An example of such a “hot spot” is the broad Cygnus X celestial
source located in close proximity to Cygnus A.

Rearranging (1), the system noise temperature, Tsys , is expressed as

where

                                              (2)



where

G = effective antenna power gain, above isotropic, and
G = ,GR

, = antenna-to-preamplifier cable power loss, 0 < ,# 1.
GR = actual antenna gain at antenna terminals
8 = wavelength, meters (m) at same frequency gain, G, is measured
F = randomly-polarized radio star flux density, watt/meter2/Hz (w m-2 Hz-1 )
k = Boltzmann’s constant = 1.38 x 10-23 Joule/EK

VDC = dc amplifier steady-state output voltage due to radio-star background sky
temperature and receiver noise temperature, vdc

)VDC = dc amplifier output voltage change, above VDC , when radio star is on the
antenna boresight axis, vdc.

Separate output terminals for VDC and )VDC are provided; the bias battery voltage, VB , is
adjusted to exactly cancel VDC leaving only )VDC at terminal 1 in Figure 1. Since the radio
star is essentially a point source with an angular diameter of less than 5 arc minutes, its
contribution to the system noise temperature is significantly reduced when the radio star is
positioned in the first null of the radiation pattern when measuring VDC .

In order to compute system noise temperature from (2), it is necessary to know the
effective antenna gain, G, and to measure the voltage ratio [VDC /)VDC]. It is also assumed
that the star’s flux density, F, is accurately known.

A typical 136 MHz 40-ft. diameter dish antenna, with an effective gain of 18 db, will
result in a voltage ratio [VDC /)VDC • 12 for Cyg. A. Expressing the Cyg. A flux density
as F = 11.2 x 10-23 w m-2 Hz-1 results in a system noise temperature, Tsys 1200EK from (2).

The above value of Tsys computed from (2), references the system noise temperature to the
Cyg. A background sky temperature. It is desirable at times to reference the system noise
temperature to a lower coldsky temperature where the system threshold noise temperature
is expressed as

(3)

The parameters in (3) are the same as in (2) except that a third detector voltage reading,
Vref DC , is obtained with the antenna main lobe pointing towards one of the cold-sky
reference regions listed in Table 1. The indicated 136 MHz and 400 MHz cold-sky
temperatures were obtained from literature sources.4-7 Note that the voltage reading, VDC ,
does not appear in (3).



Referencing the same 40-ft. dish main lobe to a cold-sky temperature of 300EK at the
South Galactic Pole (SGP), resulted in a system threshold noise temperature, Tthres =
925EK at 136 MHz as computed from (3). In this instance, the voltage ratio, [Vref

DC/)VDC]• 9.4.

Table 1.  136 MHz and 400 MHz Cold-Sky Regions

An independent determination of Tthres may be made from the relationship1

(4)

where



Since Tthres is independently determined from (3), and all the parameters on the right-
hand side of (4) are known except TR; therefore (3) and (4) can be used to solve for TR .
Such a solution is expressed as

(5)

Equation (5) is helpful in computing the receiver noise temperature, TR, when the main
lobe is pointing towards a known cold-sky reference temperature. Since TR can be
independently measured with a noise figure meter, (5) is also helpful in providing a
means for comparing measured and computed values of receiver noise temperature. Such
a comparison is shown in the field measurement data that validates (2)-(5).

Care should be exercised to ensure that the celestial source being observed is far enough
above the local horizon to prevent multipath signal fluctuations. Allen and Gum8 have
suggested a minimum elevation angle of 30E for accurately viewing celestial sources
although such sources can be viewed down to 20E with somewhat greater signal
fluctuation. Furthermore, the calibration should be made at a time when the environment
is free of radio frequency interference.

The standard flux densities9-12 for Cassiopeia A, Cygnus A, Taurus A (Crab Nebula) and
Virgo A are given in Table 2 for the 136-138 MHz, 216-260 MHz and 400-402 MHz
frequency bands. The corresponding celestial coordinates for the above four radio stars
are given in Table 3.

Antenna Gain    Conventional methods for determining the antenna gain of large
antennas, using terrestrial signal sources, are fraught with difficulties due to degrading
effects of signal multipath at low elevation angles, uncertainties in received signal levels,
and near-zone errors.

On the other hand, a radio star provides a constant signal source located in the far zone;
determining antenna gain using stellar flux density circumvents difficulties inherent in
conventional methods. Two stellar methods are described, namely: one approach
references gain to only flux density, and the second approach references gain to both flux
density and a calibrated signal generator.

The system noise temperature, Tsys , in (2) can be expressed as

(6)



Table 2.  Radio Star Flux Densities for VHF/UHF Space
Research and IRIG Frequency Bands

Table 3.  Celestial Coordinates of Primary
Radio Stars (After Pawsey,13 1955)

Combining (2) and (6), and solving for G gives the first expression for the effective
antenna gain as

(7)



where

Tsky  = antenna temperature due to background sky temperature surrounding radio star,
EK.

Independent measurements of the receiver noise temperature, TR , antenna-to-
preamplifier cable loss, , , and radio-star background sky temperature, Tsky , can be used
to determine system noise temperature from (6). Tsky may be obtained directly from a
radio-sky map; it is assumed that Tgnd • 35EK and T0 = 290EK. The remaining
parameters in (7) are known, or can be measured; therefore, the effective antenna gain,
G, can be independently determined from (7).

To compute G at various wavelengths from (7) requires that star flux density, F, and
galactic sky temperature, Tsky , be known at various frequencies. Appropriate
relationships for scaling both F and Tsky with frequency are given as follows.

The flux density for Cass. A, Cyg. A, Tau. A and Vir. A may be determined at any given
frequency by using values from Table 2 and the relationship

(8)

where
$ = spectral index

F0 = radio star flux density at f0

Fx = scaled flux density at fx

f0 = reference radio frequency, MHz, corresponding to F0.
fx = scaled radio frequency, MHz.

Cass. A has a slow secular decrease rate of 1.1% per year; however, Cass. A has a
constant spectral index (i.e. $ = 0.77) with frequency (see Table 2). On the other hand,
Cyg. A has no secular rate, but $ for Cyg. A varies with frequency. Furthermore, $ is
constant with frequency for both Tau. A and Vir. A.

The galactic sky temperature, shown in Figure 3 at 404 MHz, may be scaled to other
frequencies by using the empirical relationship developed by Brown and Hazard14

(9)



Ty = galactic sky temperature at fy

fy = reference radio frequency, MHz
fx = scaled radio frequency, MHz
Tx = scaled galactic sky temperature at f

Frequency may be scaled over approximately a 3:1 range without serious error in the
scaled galactic sky temperature. The 404 MHz radio sky map in Figure 3 can therefore
be scaled to 136 MHz.

An independent determination of the system noise temperature, Tsys, can be made by
injecting, through a directional coupler, a standard calibrated signal generator input
between the antenna output and the preamplifier input terminals (see Figure 1).
Rearranging (2) gives another expression for effective antenna gain as,

(10)

The signal generator calibrated input power level, S, is adjusted to equal the noise power,
N, at the preamplifier input terminals for the antenna main lobe position used for
measuring VDC (see Figure 2). Setting S = N is equivalent to increasing the receiver IF
noise power by 3 db. For these conditions

(11)
rearranging (11),

(11a)

Substituting (11a) in (10) gives the expression for effective antenna gain as

(12)

where, )f = receiver IF noise bandwidth, Hz.

A comparison of (12) and (7) shows that (12) contains two parameter, S and )f, that do
not appear in (7). The uncertainty in S--up to several db-causes a greater gain error in
(12) than flux density, F, in (7).

Antenna Gain and Noise Temperature Measurements    Field measurements of both
antenna gain and system noise temperature have been obtained from the NASA
STADAN network; Table 4 gives a comparison of effective antenna gain, computed



from (7), and corresponding gain measurements referenced to a standard-gain antenna
mounted on an aircraft. Data from the two independent gain determinations agree within
1 db. The Table 4 data, obtained at 136 MHz, utilized the Cass. A and Cyg. A radio stars.
Additional gain determinations, computed from (12), were also made at 136 MHz.
However, in the latter instance the gain differences exceeded 2 db compared to the
standard-gain measurements.

Table 4.  136 MHz STADAN Antenna Gain Measurements

A similar gain difference also resulted at 400 MHz when four gain determinations were
made for the Quito, Ecuador 40-ft. dish antenna (see Table 5) where the gain values
obtained from (12) were consistently 1 db to 2 db below values computed from (7). The
absolute calibration of the standard signal generator, that determines the level S, may
have been a possible source of error in (12).

Gain and system noise temperature calibrations were repectively made from (7) and (2)
utilizing 136 MHz field test data from four STADAN antennas (see Table 6). The 136
MHz phase array was calibrated twice, alternately using Cass. A and Cyg. A; the
corresponding gain values repeat within 1 db and system noise temperature within
0.4 db. The values of system noise temperature, computed from (2), closely agree within
0.5 db of values obtained with an independent standard test that used a standard
formatted signal to establish a known 10- 2 bit error probability (BEP) in a PCM
telemetry system.



Table 5.  Quito 40-ft. Dish Antenna Gain
Measurements at 400 MHz

Table 6.  Typical 136 MHz Antenna System Noise Temperature
Calibration Using Cass. A and Cyg. A

Four determinations of system threshold noise temperature were made for the 40-ft. dish
antenna at Quito, Ecuador and one determination for the 40 -ft. dish antenna at
Johannesburg, South Africa. These determinations were made at 400 MHz, the system
threshold noise temperatures being referenced to a South Galactic Pole (SGP) sky



temperature of 23EK. System threshold noise temperature was thus computed from (3)
utilizing an average value of effective antenna gain, G = 28.0 db obtained from Table 5.
System threshold noise temperature for the four Quito determinations ranged from
373EK to 425EK; whereas a single value of 435EK was obtained at Joburg (see Table 7).

Table 7.  400 MHz 40-ft. Antenna System Noise
Temperature Calibration Using Cass. A

Unfortunately, there was no suitable standard available that could be used to compare
with the above values of system threshold noise temperature computed from (3).
Therefore, an additional computation was made of the receiver noise temperature,
computed from (5), utilizing values of system threshold noise temperature determined
from (3). The resulting values of computed receiver noise temperature, TR , could then be
compared with equivalent values obtained from a noise figure measurement at the
preamplifier input terminals. Table 7 shows such a comparison; computed and measured
TR values agree within 1 decibel for both the Quito and Joburg determinations.

The above field measurements of effective antenna gain and system noise temperature
exhibit conclusive evidence that both these parameters can be accurately determined,
using radio stars, within 1 decibel. A steerable 2-axis 136 MHz antenna, with an
effective antenna gain as low as 17 db above isotropic, has been calibrated. This gain is
equivalent to that available from a paraboloidal dish antenna, with a diameter of 22 feet,
and 55% efficiency at 136 MHz. Larger steerable antennas, such as an 85-ft diameter
dish, can also be calibrated in a similar manner.



The concepts described herein can be extended, above 400 MHz, to include both L-band
(1435 MHz) and S-Band (2300 MHz) IRIG frequency bands. Operation at these IRIG
bands will be described in a separate paper.

The utilization of radio stars for calibration in this manner has been helpful in locating
certain receiving system deficiencies. For example, a transmission loss, , , of over 2 db,
was found to exist between the antenna output and the preamplifier input terminals.
Previous spacecraft-toground station RF link calculations assumed less than 1 db loss.
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Figure 1. Receiver Configuration for 136 MHz Radio Star Calibration.



Figure 2.  Measuring Cassiopeia A Radio Star Background
Temperature at 136 MHz.



Figure 3. Coss. A, Cyg. A. Tau. A and Vir. A Radio Sky Temperature (EEK)
at 404 MHz (After Pauliny-Toth and Shakeshaft - 1962).



NOTCH NOISE LOADING DATA ON BASEBAND
TAPE RECORDING
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Summary    Notch power ratio tests were performed on a magnetic tape recorder/
reproducer, using direct recording in the baseband. For the equipment tested, it is
concluded that the IRIG method of setting the record power level as that which produces
1% third harmonic on a single tone, does not necessarily result in an optimum
record/reproduce cycle. It is concluded that the input and output levels should be set with
reference to notch noise test data to optimize baseband tape recording performance for
baseband recording of frequency division multiplexed systems. In order to interpret the
notch noise data, it was necessary to assume two non-linear processes, one acting in
conjunction with the record process and one in conjunction with the playback process.

Test Data    A “Notch Power Ratio” test of an HP 3950 recorder/ reproducer and Scotch
888 tape was performed. The test set up is shown in Figure 1. The recorder/reproducer
was equalized, the bias current set, and the record level set to IRIG 106-69 standards.
Record gain was set so that a single tone input at 1 volt rms at a frequency corresponding
to 10% of the upper edge of the baseband produced 10% third harmonic. The record gain
was not changed thereafter.

The input noise level from the Marconi test set was monitored with an rms voltmeter.
The Marconi 204 kHz low pass filter was used to restrict out-of -band signals at the
input. In order to fully utilize the available baseband with the 204 kHz filter the test was
conducted at 15 ips. NPR was determined for four notches: 14, 34, 70 and 185 kHz.
These data are shown in Figure 2. Third harmonic output as a function of input level is
included in Table 1. A single tone at 20 kHz was used for this test. In addition, the power
in the notch with signal absent (attenuated 40db) was measured in order to determine the
background noise due to the playback system. If:



A significant quantity is:

(3)

which is a measure of intermodulation alone. If(S + No)>>Ni then:

(4)

which is a measure of additive noise alone.

Figure 3 shows a plot of NPRO as a function of notch frequency with input level as
parameter. One volt rms corresponds to the zero db input level. Figure 4 shows a plot of
NPRI as a function of input level for the various notches. For all input levels the output
level of the reproduce amplifier was held constant at a level well below the overload
level of the output stage. The intermodulation characteristic of the output amplifier was
determined by holding the input level at 0 db (1 vrms) and measuring the NPR at the
output amplifier. This is plotted in Figure 5 as a function of output level along with the
third harmonic distortion obtained from the 20 kHz test tone. Upon overload, the
characteristic of the amplifier used is a hard limiter at 3 volts peak. Figure 5 shows that
the output level must be adjusted to accommodate the crests of the baseband signal to be
recorded. If the output level is adjusted to the maximum consistent with the 1%
permissible third harmonic distortion to a 20 kHz test tone in accordance with IRIG
106-69, then the notch noise data indicate considerable intermodulation.

All test data presented in Figures 2, 3, and 4 were taken at an output level of
approximately 0. 3 volts rms or - 8db on Figure 5 so that the output amplifier contributed
no appreciable distortion.

Analysis - The NPRI result from power measurements, so phase shift across the
baseband is unimportant. Therefore, it is assumed that only static type non-linearity 



* See for example Ahmad F. Ghais, et.al, ITC ’67 Proceedings Page 26

generates the observed intermodulation. We assume that the static non-linear
characteristic can be represented by a power series

(5)

As seen in Table 1, the observed distortion produces mainly third harmonic so only the
cube term will be considered quantitatively. Since the data in Figure 5 show that the
output amplifier, if not overloaded, does not contribute appreciably to the NPRI, the non-
linearity must be attributed to the record and playback process excluding the output
amplifier. The block diagram of Figure 6 shows two possible locations for non-linear
effects. Since the maximum baseband frequency is 204 kHz and the HP 3950 is a 1.5
mHz machine at 120 ips, it may be assumed that the input amplifier delivers constant
magnetizing current across the baseband so the gain is a constant G1 across the band.

Consider first the effect of non-linear element number 1 on the NPRI at the tape machine
output assuming that non-linear element number 2 is shorted out. Assume that equation
(5) with appropriate constants ai, describes non-linear element number 1. For the notch
noise test the input signal is a gaussian random process (thermal noise). It can be shown*

that the spectrum of v~(t) in equation (5) is given by

(6)

where Suu(f) is the spectrum of the input random process u~(t) and S(n)(f) the (n-1)
convolution of S(f) - i.e. for example, S(3) (f) = S(f)* S(f)* S(f) - and Ruu (J) is the
autocorrelation function of u~(t).

If the distortion is not too great so that the intermodulation is small compared to the
signal spectrum Svv(f), then to a good approximation the NPRI in the ith notch due to non-
linear element number 1 is:

(7)

since the gain Ho (j2Bf) and Ha (2Bf) are common to both the signal Suu(f) and
intermodulation products and Suu(f) = G2

1  Sxx(f).



We assume that the input amplifier is flat and the input test signal is flat from 12 kHz to
204 kHz. Therefore, the convolutions peak up near zero frequency and the NPRI of the
185 kHz notch should be the highest and the NPRI of the 14 kHz notch the lowest. This
is not the case in Figure 4 especially at the lower input levels. At the higher levels the
trend is toward this condition.

We now consider the effects of non-linear element number 2 under the condition that
non-linear element number 1 is shorted out. We assume

(8)

where the bi are constants and y
~(t) is a stationary gaussian random process of zero mean

because of the assumptions.

We have

(9)

since the gain Ho (jBf) is common to both signal and intermodulation components.

Measured data on the roll off of the record-playback process given in Figure 7 were
obtained by using a flat output amplifier. Figure 8 is the convolution [Ha(2Bf)Sxx (f)]

(3)

which was computed numerically.

Thus, the convolutions in denominator of equation (9) are less sensitive to the roll off in
Ha(2Bf) than is the numerator. On this basis, the behavior of Figure (4) in which the
NPRI for the 185 kHz notch is lowest is predicted. In the next section, this prediction is
evaluated quantitatively.

COMPARISON WITH TESTS    From Table 1 the third harmonic at 0 db input level is
down 40db in accordance with IRIG set up procedure. The output level was 0.78 Vrms
which is well below the distortion level of the output amplifier. Notice from Table 1 that
in the region of interest the distortion is nearly all third harmonic, i.e., the cube term in
equations (7) and (9) predominate. If only third harmonic distortion is assumed to be
present, then equation (9) becomes

(10)



In order to determine the constant b2
1/b

2
3 G

4
1 we assume that all the third harmonic

distortion is in non-linear element number 2. Let fc = frequency of test tone. Since A3

cos3 2Bfct = A3 (cos 6Bfct + 3 cos 2Bfct)/4, the ratio, $, of third harmonic power to
fundamental power is given by

(11)

From Figure (7), H2
a (2Bfc) – 1 for fc = 20 kHz, the test tone frequency, and Ha(6Bfc) – Ha

(2Bfc)/2 or down 6db for the third harmonic. 

Because of the equalization, H2
a  (·) *Ho (·)*

2 = constant so *Ho (j6Bfc)*
2 = 4 * Ho (j2Bfc)*

2.
Since $  = 10-4 (-40db) as per IRIG with zero db input (1 volt rm s) and A = %2we have

(12)

Using this value and the values in Table 1, Figure (9) is calculated from equation (10)
and the fact that Sxx(f) · (2fc) = 1 since the input is 1 volt rms (0 db). Here, fc = 204 kHz,
the upper edge of the baseband test signal. Note that this model predicts that the NPRI
for the 185 kHz notch falls well below the NPRI for the lower frequency channels. This
is Wiat happens in the test data of Figure 4.

If only non-linearity number I in Figure 6 is present, equation 11 becomes for this case
for 0 db input

(13)

Substituting this value into equation (7) under the assumption that only third harmonic is
present, the dotted lines in Figure (9) are calculated. Note that in this case the 185 kHz
notch shows a little larger NPRI than the other notches which is not in agreement with
Figure 4.

Discussion    Comparison of Figures 9 and 4 indicates that the actual process involves
both types of nonlinearity (possibly others) because intermodulation from nonlinearity
number 1 predominates at the low frequency notches and the intermodulation from
nonlinearity number 2 predominates for the 185 kHz notch. Suppose, for example, that
the nonlinearity is divided equally between the two non-linear elements. We may assume
that for the frequency range used in this test and the model assumed for analysis,the
intermodulation power adds coherently. Thus, all lines in Figure 9 would be moved up



6db. This would bring the calculated results into agreement within a db or so of the test
results of Figure 4.

Among other things, the test data show that the IRIG criterion of 1% third harmonic
distortion for setting tape input level does not necessarily lead to consistent NPRI
performance under all conditions and for all machines. The writers believe that setting
the input level (and output level) in reference to notch noise test data is more reliable in
terms of baseband tape recording performance.

TABLE I
HARMONIC GENERATION MEASUREMENTS



FIGURE 1    NPR TEST SET UP

FIGURE 2   NPR TEST DATA

FIGURE 3   NPRO DATA



FIGURE 4   NPRI DATA

FIGURE 5   NPR TEST DATA AS A FUNCTION OF OUTPUT
POWER WITH INPUT POWER CONSTANT



FIGURE 7  ROLL-OFF CHARACTERISTIC OF
RECORD/REPRCDUCE PROCESS

FIGURE 8  SECOND CONVOLUTION OF Sxx(f)



FIGURE 9  CALCULATED NPRI
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Summary    A UHF (1520 MHz) telemetry system for use with artillery proL jectiles and
gun launched research probes is described. The feasibility of a universal telemeter
(UTM) is demonstrated which is based on the use of modular plug-in components
available to meet a variety of instrumentation requirements, including ogive and rear
mounting, thus, eliminating the need for the development of a special projectile
telemetry unit for each application of in-flight projectile performance monitoring or gun
probe experiment. The special, ruggedized components and techniques for pre-flight
high acceleration testing are described. The components described include: broadband,
omnidirectional antennas for ogive and base mounting in projectiles; a high gain, all
polarization, fan beam receiving antenna; stabilized, high efficiency UHF transmitters;
miniaturized voltage controlled oscillators; 8 and 16 channel commutators; button cell
and g-activated reserve cell batteries; shock resistant, electrically compatible radome and
encapsulating materials; modular assembly cases; and ogive and base mounted telemeter
test projectiles.

The physical and electrical characteristics of the components of the telemetry system are
presented, along with laboratory and field performance data obtained from firing
standard, 155 mm, spinning projectiles, including the reception of signals while the
projectile is in the gun barrel.

Introduction    The development of a universal telemeter has been a serious goal borne
out of the desire to avoid future, “crash” telemetry development programs carried on
concurrently with projectile development. Concurrent telemeter and projectile
development has caused several undesirable problems in the past. First, the evaluation of
projectile component behavior in flight produced ambiguities when the telemetery
system characteristics had not been thoroughly determined beforehand. Secondly,



telemetry problems were not adequately pursued when projectile development schedules
were pressing. Each of these detrimental conditions have been experienced periodically
in projectile development programs. The solution to these problems has been obtained by
the development of a UHF universal telemeter.

The success of the UHF universal telemeter concept is due largely to that fact that UHF
antennas can be designed to be small, efficient, omnidirectional and relatively
independent of the projectile configuration, allowing considerable versatility which is
lacking at VHF. Telemeter versatility is essential in relieving the projectile designer of
unnecessary extraneous constraints. It also allows for frugality in testing. For instance,
early in the engineering design phase, when component proof-testing is predominant, a
capability of ogive mounting allows the use of an inexpensive test shell. Later, when
ogive mounted fuzes are tested, costs can be reduced if the same type of ogive telemeter
components can be employed in a base mounted or centrally mounted telemeter. Another
decided advantage in a versatile telemeter design is that it can be utilized in any
projectile caliber to be considered, thus, essentially precluding the need for continuing
large-scale telemeter development programs.

The universal concept has been questioned due to the wide variety of possible telemetry
requirements. Therefore, it is argued, telemeters must be tailored to each specific
projectile. This is not necessary if IRIG Telemetry Standards (now converted into MIL-
STD-442B, Aerospace Telemetry Standards) are followed. Among other guidelines, this
standard specifies limits of electrical input characteristics. If these limits are converted
into System/TM interface requirements, the system developer can be delegated the
responsibility for conditioning his test points to the proper levels in order to insure that
electrical compatibility is maintained. To insure that mechanical compatibility is
maintained, the configuration and attachment method should be resolved for the smallest
caliber round being considered and testing should be conducted at the most severe
anticipated firing environments. An axial location of the universal telemeter allows the
use of normal, straightforward, design procedures in providing for ballistic stability in
each test round. Recently formulated computer programs aid substantially in arriving at
suitable test projectile designs.

The basic round used for this program was the 155 mm projectile. With some minor
engineering changes of the present UTM, use can be extended down to the 90 mm shell.
With the rapid advancements in microcircuit technology it is conceivable that, in the near
future, one design will be applicable to all calibers from 20 mm upward. When this state-
of-the-art is achieved, integrating the UTM with each projectile system would be
seriously considered as the most economical design.

System Description    A ruggedized, UHF, FM/FM telemetry system, shown in Figure 1,
has been @fesigned to serve widely diversified requirements of gun probe experiments



and artillery projectile in-flight performance monitoring. Examples of information that
can be telemetered include switch closures, acceleration, vibration, pressure,
temperature, strain gage output, battery voltage, battery noise, pitch, yaw, spin, slant
range, solar cell output, and Langmuir probe collector current. In order to meet a variety
of instrumentation requirements, the major components of the projectile telemetry unit
have been designed as cylindrical modular units which can be conveniently
interconnected with plug-in connectors, see Figures 2 and 3.

Loop fed slot and scimitar type omnidirectional antennas have been developed for ogive
and base mounting on projectiles. A modified meteorological balloon sonde tracking
parabolic antenna and a high gain, all polarization, fan beam receiving antenna that does
not require tracking, have been used. The basic criteria for the design of stable, high
efficiency, miniaturized, low cost UHF telemetry transmitters ruggedized to withstand
50,000-g’s have been determined and many types of commercial transmitters have been
evaluated. Commercially available, miniaturized voltage controlled oscillators, and 8 and
16 channel commutators are used. Standard, silver oxide, hearing aid type button cell
battery packs have been used successfully. Acceleration activated, reserve batteries are
also available. Shock resistant, electrically compatible insulating materials and
encapsulants, were used for the UHF circuits and the antenna radomes. The modular
concept of design, using threaded cylindrical steel cases with separation disks to support
the components and facilitate connector mounting was used and proven to be very
satisfactory and versatile.

The parameters of a UHF system are given in Table I for telemetry up to 50 miles range.
These parameter values have been verified by flight tests with 155 mm projectiles as
feasible for a UHF projectile telemetry system using components currently available. For
short range and in-barrel telemetry, much less transmitter power (1 to 10 MW) and
antenna gain (0 to 6 db) are required.

TABLE I
UHF TELEMETRY SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Transmitter Power, nominal 100 MW
Trans. Freq. Peak Deviation ±250 kHz
Subcarrier Frequencies, typical 22, 40, 70 kHz
Commutator (# Segments k Frame/

Rate/Sec) 8 x 5
Transmitting Antenna Gain 0 db/isotropic
Receiving Antenna Type GMD parabola Fan Beam
Receiving Antenna Gain 26 db 15 db
Receiving Ant. Beam (Az x El) 7E pencil 10E x 50E
Polarization Linear RHC, LHC, Linear



Receiving Noise Figure 4.5 db 4.5 db
RF bandwidth 3 MHz 3 MHz
IF andwidth 500 kHz 500 kHz
Video bandwidth 100 kHz 100 kHz
Data filtering bandwidth 6.6, 12, 21 kHz 6.6,12, 21 kHz
Data signal-to-noise, minimum

at 80,000 feet 40 db 29 db

Component Development    Particular emphasis has been placed on the-design of
transmitters and the projectile antennas, since designs with acceptable performance were
not available at the initiation of the development of a ruggedized UHF telemeter.
Following is a description of the special components.

a)  Transmitter specifications for UHF telemetry from projectiles are very difficult to
meet with compact, low cost designs. Figure 4 shows a number of methods of generating
UHF signals in the band of 1435 to 2300 MHz at the several hundred milliwatt level.
However, not all of these circuits are practical for projectile telemetry because they
cannot meet the basic criteria of ruggedness, small size, high stability, good efficiency,
or low cost. Our studies have shown that one of the most difficult criteria to meet is that
of good frequency stability versus load impedance while maintaining a reasonable
efficiency i.e. $ 15%.

A useful test technique to check for frequency pulling (frequency change with load
impedance change), pushing (frequency change with supply voltage change), hopping
(an abrupt frequency change), and squegging (a self biasing to cutoff mode) is to use a
calibrated mismatch load connected through a variable length coaxial line, directional
coupler, and signal sampling tee to the transmitter, as shown in Figure 5. The variable
length coaxial line must have a constant characteristic impedance and must have an
adjustment length of at least one-half wavelength in order to present to the transmitter all
possible load impedance combinations of resistance, capacitance, and inductance for a
specified load VSWR (voltage standing wave ratio).

Some transmitters which are highly optimized for maximum efficiency while loaded with
a 50 ohm wattmeter will display a frequency hop and/or squegg mode when loaded with
even a slight mismatch, such as 1.5:1 VSWR, a situation easily encountered with a flight
antenna. The frequency hop phenomena, which occurs in some transmitters at certain
load impedances is serious if it happens during flight since the automatic frequency
control in the receiver will lose the signal. To further compound the difficulty, the
operator will not know which direction to tune to recover the signal and considerable
time may be required to find the signal.



All of these forms of frequency instability are functions of output coupling, relative Q of
the output circuit and the antenna, oscillator feedback magnitude and phase, bias
network time constant, and the basic method of generating the UHF signal. The theory of
oscillator squeggi ‘ ng, frequency hop and pulling under conditions of changing load
impedance is very complex, particularly for the case of the UHF-transistor oscillator
where stray capacitances and lead inductances are major elements of the circuit;
therefore, the final design optimization is usually done by a cut-and-try method that
requires considerable ingenuity and dexterity in simultaneously adjusting the circuit for
maximum efficienty, power output, and frequency stability and reliable starting over a
wide range of load impedances, supply voltages, and temperatures.

Typical pulling figure data for various basic types of transmitters are shown in Figure 6.
The simple, fundamental oscillator type of transmitter has a very large pulling figure,
often accompanied by frequency hops and squegging, see curve (1), Figure 6. Curve (2)
shows the performance of a low frequency oscillator i.e. 400 to 800 MHz, and a diode
multiplier. The performance of this circuit is fair, with somewhat excessive pulling and a
tendency to squegg. A low frequency oscillator with enhanced harmonic output performs
well, see curve (3), however, the circuits are critical to adjust and difficult to reproduce.
A fundamental oscillator whose output is lightly coupled through a high-Q circuit has a
fair pulling figure, see curve (4), however, the resulting overall efficiency is then very
low. Excellent performance is obtained with a fundamental oscillator and buffer
amplifier transmitter, curve (5), the pulling is very low and the efficiency exceptionally
high. Excellent performance is also obtained when using an isolator with a fundamental
oscillator, curve (6). The extra space, weight, and cost of the isolator is a disadvantage,
however, the overall transmitter circuitry is very simple and more easily ruggedized.

In order to properly evaluate the frequency stability of a transmitter, its pulling figure
must be normalized with respect to efficiency. For example, a transmitter that has a large
pulling figure but is highly efficient can be stabilized by the simple expedient of an
attenuator pad and be as good or better than a lower efficiency, more stable transmitter.
Figure 7 shows the pulling figure of the same transmitters shown in Figure 6 but plotted
with respect to efficiency. The inherent superiority of the oscillator-amplifier and
oscillator-isolator types of transmitters is clearly shown.

Overall performance factors which are important in evaluating a transmitter are given in
Table II. The “acceptable” values of performance listed are a compromise between those
desired and those expected to be technically feasible in the near future. The power levels
are for telemetry over long ranges, i.e. So to 100 miles. For in-barrel and short range
telemetry, power levels of 1 to 10 milliwatts are adequate. It is encouraging to report that
improvements in transmitter frequency stability by an order of magnitude and
improvements in efficiency by factors of 2 to 3 were made during this project by careful 



choice and optimization. Also the feasibility of using an isolator under high-g conditions
was demonstrated, which makes possible a very simple, stable and efficient transmitter.

TABLE II
SPECIFICATIONS FOR UHF HIGH-G TELEMETRY TRANSMITTERS,

NON-CRYSTAL CONTROLLED



Two major problems in the optimum design of ruggedized UHF transmitters are the lack
of strong, low dielectric constant encapsulants and the lack of compact, low cost crystal
controlled transmitter circuits.

The low loss encapsulants currently available that have sufficient strength to be useable
up to 50,000-g’s, such as Emerson & Cumings Stycast 35DS, have a dielectric constant
of about two. Although this is not a large value for a dielectric, it has been observed that
surrounding a UHF oscillator or amplifier circuit such a dielectric will change the
frequency several hundred megacycles, and of more importance, often markedly reduce
the efficiency and stability because of changes in capacitive feedback and mutual
coupling between circuit elements. An encapsulant is needed which has a dielectric
constant less than 2, preferably less than 1.5, a maximum dissipation factor of 0.005, a
minimum compressive strength of 2500 psi, voids less than 1/32-inch in diameter, and a
maximum pouring viscosity of 10,000 centipoises.

A tuning technique that has been used very successfully to account for the effect of the
encapsulant is to fill the transmitter chassis with a dielectric powder which simulates the
electrical properties of the encapsulant and adjust the circuit for optimum performance.
The powder is then removed and the encapsulant applied.

The use of crystal controlled transmitters will ensure the rapid acquisition of the signal
after firing. The frequency change observed on twenty five non-crystal controlled
transmitters tested at g-levels between 15,000 and 20,000-g’s has been an average of 1.5
MHz, with occasional peak shifts of 4 MHz and many of them with only about 1/2 MHz
shifts. Because the use of narrower receiver bandwidths will be feasible when crystal
controlled transmitters are used, the transmitter power and antenna gain requirements
will be reduced. Ruggedized quartz crystals are available but sufficient circuit work has
not yet been done to achieve a low cost, field tested transmitter. A low cost,
miniaturized, crystal controlled transmitter for projectile telemetry is a most urgently
needed component at this time.

b)  Projectile antennas of two types, a balanced Scimitar and a loop fed slot, have been
developed. Emphasis was placed on the design of antennas with radiation as near
isotropic as possible for use on projectiles with diameters ranging from 2 to 8 inches and
lengths from 1.5 to 5 feet.

Figure 8 shows the Scimitar antenna mounted at the front of a projectile and protected by
a plastic nose cone. The plastic is PPO, (poly-phenylene oxide) a strong, high-
temperature resistant material that has very low loss.

The Scimitar antenna consists basically of a double, balanced, scimitar shaped element
which radiates simultaneously in a balanced loop mode polarized in the plane of the



Scimitar and in an unbalanced loop mode polarized in the plane of the base of the
Scimitar. The dimensions and configuration of the Scimitar have been chosen to equalize
the magnitude of each radiation mode. The radiation patterns of the Scimitar mounted in
the nose of a 155 mm projectile are shown in Figure 9.

It should be emphasized that the near-isotropic radiating properties of this antenna can
only be fully realized at the receiving site by the use of polarization diversity, i.e.,
separate vertically and horizontally polarized or clockwise and counterclockwise
circularly polarized receiving channels. However, the use of a single, circularly polarized
receiving antenna provides near-isotropic reception, with nulls at only two directions 45
degrees from the axis of the projectile where the polarization will be of opposite sense of
rotation. The output of a linearly polarized receiving antenna will have two deep nulls
per revolution of the projectile when receiving off the tail or nose, which will provide
good spin rate data. The output of a linearly polarized antenna receiving off the side of
the projectile will be a complex waveform with two or four nulls per revolution.

The Scimitar is matched with an 1/8-inch wide strip transmission line which is connected
at a point on one of the Scimitar arms that presents 50 ohms at the other end of the
stripline. Solid copper outer jacketed coaxial cable, 0.085-inches O.D. is used. The cable
shield is attached to one side of the Scimitar to form a balun feed to maintain electrical
balance. The Scimitar dimensions are chosen for self-resonance at the desired frequency
when in the PPO radome; for 1520 MHz, the height is 1-3/16 inches, the base width is
1.5 inches, and the center hole is 7/8-inch in diameter.

A Scimitar has also been developed for mounting on the base of a projectile. The
electrical properties and physical configuration of this antenna are similar to the front-
mounted Scimitar except that the plastic housing is a hemisphere filled with an
encapsulant. Figure 10 shows the Scimitar antenna configuration for mounting on the
base of a 155 mm projectile. The plastic dome is made of PPO. It was necessary to fill
the PPO hemisphere with a strong dielectric to withstand the chamber pressure during
firing. Emerson & Cumings 35DS casting resin was found to be satisfactory for
mechanical support in test firings conducted by Picatinny Arsenal personnel [1]. This
resin has sufficiently low loss and low dielectric constant to not seriously affect the
antenna. However, because of the dielectric loading of the 35DS, the Scimitar size had to
be reduced by 15 percent to maintain resonance at 1520 MHz. The same technique for
tuning the Scimitar in a dielectric was used as described for tuning transmitters, where
the hemisphere was first filled with a powder with a dielectric constant of two and the
Scimitar inserted and adjusted for resonance and impedance match, then the powder was
removed and the encapsulant applied.

The loop fed slot antenna configuration, termed the “Halo” antenna, is shown in Figures
11 and 12 for mounting on the base of the projectile. The Halo antenna consists of a wire



wrapped around a dielectric cylinder that is bounded by two circular metal surfaces
which form a parallel plate cavity. The 1520 MHz Halo mounted on the 155 mm
projectile uses a cavity formed by a metal plate 2-1/8 inches in diameter spaced one inch
from the base of the projectile. The cavity is filled with an epoxy fiberglas cylinder
which serves both as a strong spacer and for dielectric loading to reduce the outer
diameter of the antenna. The antenna wire is wrapped in a groove around the dielectric
cylinder. The loop thus formed is connected to the inner conductor and the shield of the
coaxial cable at the loop gap. The diameter of the dielectric cylinder is 1.9 inches,
making the length of the wire wrapped around the cylinder 5.9 inches, (0.77 wavelengths
long physically but approximately one wavelength long electrically at 1520 MHz
because of the dielectric loading of the cylinder). A teflon-fiberglas shell is placed over
the cylinder for thermal protection. A 3/4-inch diameter steel bolt is run through the
center of the antenna to secure it to the projectile base.

A very simple and rugged matching technique has been developed for controlling the
resonant frequency and broadbanding the impedance of the Halo. The matching device
consists of a thin, rectangular strip of metal attached to the Halo wire near the feed gap.
The width, length, and position of this tab relative to the feed gap is adjusted to obtain
the desired center frequency and bandwidth. This tab acts as a short section of reduced
characteristic impedance transmission line in series with the Halo wire and as a shunt
reactance at the feed point. The combined effect is to greatly broaden the impedance
bandwidth of the Halo and to present a constant and very low VSWR over a large
portion of the bandpass. The VSWR versus frequency for a Halo with a matching tab is
shown in Figure 13, the bandwidth is 1000 MHz at the 2:1 VSWR points.

The current and voltage standing wave around the Halo has two maxima and two
minima. In the region of the current maxima, the antenna radiates as a loop with the
polarization parallel to the wire, while at the voltage maxima, it radiates as a slot antenna
with the polarization perpendicular to the wire. These two radiation components are
almost equal in magnitude as shown in Figure 14, providing omnidirectional coverage
without any deep nulls if polarization diversity is used for reception.

In addition to the Scimitar and the Halo antenna, several other configurations were
investigated but were not developed to the ruggedized flight model stage. The
configurations considered consisted of the following:
1) Flush logarithmic spiral
2) Flush slot
3) Flush helix in cavity
4) Flush loop in cavity
5) Stub for body feed
6) Unbalanced loop for body feed
7) Wrap-around quadraloop for body feed



Sketches of proposed configurations of these antennas are shown in Figure 15. Antennas
(a) through (d) in Figure 15 (the spiral, slot, helix and loop) can be designed to be flush
with the base surface, or protrude at most about 1/2-inch in the form of a thick, flat
plastic attached to the projectile base. This plate would be made of a strong, high
temperature resistant, non-charring dielectric such as a teflon-fiberglas laminate. These
antennas produce a broad, strong radiation lobe off the rear, have some radiation off the
side, but are weak off the nose. The spiral and helix antennas are circularly polarized,
and, therefore, provide continuous, null-free data as the projectile spins, a good feature
for telemetry but poor for spin rate measurement. The slot and loop are linearly polarized
and, therefore, good for spin data.

Antennas (e) through (g) (the stub, unbalanced loop, and wrap-around quadraloop) are
body feed antennas, i.e. they excite currents along the projectile body, resulting in a
radiation pattern that has a deep null off the nose and tail and has a multilobed radiation
pattern off the side of the projectile. The shape of the pattern is a function of the length
and diameter of the projectile. In general, there are as many lobes as there are half-
wavelengths of body length, i.e., a 155 mm projectile which is 24 inches long would
have a 6 lobed radiation pattern at 1520 MHz. The strongest lobe will be directed away
from the end of the projectile that is being fed by the antenna. Antennas (e) through (g)
are linearly polarized but do not give deep spin nulls because the radiation is rotationally
symmetric around the projectile body. Best continuous reception from body feed
antennas is obtained with the receiving antenna located off to the side of the plane of the
trajectory rather than at the gun site, as is the case for all of the other antennas described.

c)  Voltage controlled oscillators available commercially to IRIG standards have been
used successfully to 50,000-g’s. They are available in “hockey puck” and “half hockey
puck” form, 1.5 inches in diameter by 0.5 inch thick.

d)  Commutators, available commercially, with 8 or 16 channels at a frame rate of 5 per
second have been used. They are available in hocky puck form, 1.5 inches in diameter by
0.6 inch thick for 8 channels and 1-3/16 inch thick for 16 channels.

e)  Batteries are available in a wide variety of sizes and capacities that are useable for
projectile telemetry. Standard, nickel cadmium button cells have been used successfully
in sizes of 50, 100, and 250 Ma-hr and in stacks up to 15 cells for 20 volts. The
commercially assembled stacks usually have to be vacuum encapsulated to fill the voids
between the cells. For reliable use of the large cells at 50,000-g’s it has been found
necessary to buy them as separate cells and spot weld them together with 0.006 inch
thick stainless steel strips 1/4-inch wide. The commercially assembled 250 Ma-hr cell
stacks usually have a connecting strip that is too weak to withstand 50,000g’s.



Silver oxide button cells have been used very successfully in sizes of 105 and 165 Ma-
hr. The commercially available, 105 Ma-hr, S-41 cells in seven cell, 9.5 volt stacks have
been found to be a very convenient, low cost, and reliable battery. They may be used as
purchased for spinning projectile telemetry up to 20,000-g’s. Four stacks used in a
series-parallel connection will provide 19 volts at 100 milliamperes for an hour. Higher
acceleration applications require that the seven cell stacks be vacuum potted in a strong
encapsulant such as E&C Stycast 1090SI, because, as purchased, they often have voids
in the potting. Although not rated as a rechargeable battery, the silver oxide cells can be
recharged at about one milliampere.

The development of a reserve battery, based upon the standard NC36 design, was
undertaken in order to provide for an initial UTM capability equivalent to that of the
existing VHF telemeters. The new battery, called the NC71j. retains the chemical system
of the NC36 i.e., lead, lead-dioxide electrodes with an electrolyte consisting of fluorboric
acid--and the dependency upon shock and spin for activation and in-flight operation. The
electrolyte is stored in a glass ampule and, upon gun launching setback, is dispersed
throughout the cells. Figure 16 is an early conceptual illustration of this battery. The
NC71 is 1-1/2 inches in diameter and 1-5/8 inches long, excluding the connector prongs.

The glass ampule requires a minimum of approximately 1000-g’s for breakage and a
minimum spin rate of approximately 60 rps to fill the plates sufficiently to provide
threshold power. These limiting conditions are approached when firing at zone 1 in cold
regions. Low temperatures also tend to reduce reliability due to their inhibiting effect on
fluoroboric acid.

The initial goal for the NC71 was to provide a nominal 180 Ma at 28 volts for 2 minutes
in addition to a 5 volt reference tap-off. An early laboratory test demonstrated the
feasibility of approaching this goal. Later flight testing confirmed that the NC71 can
deliver at least 100 Ma for 2 minutes.

At the outset of the UTM program, a battery utilizing liquid ammonia appeared to be
highly desirable due to its reputed operation at temperatures as low as -65EF. An
additional encouraging factor was its high power-tovolume ratio. A program was
undertaken to develop a battery capable of operation across the range of anticipated gun
environments - from low-g, no-spin to high-g, high-spin. Figure 17 is an early conceptual
illustration of this battery, model NH3 .

The NH3 battery proper is longer than the NC71 (2.375 vs 1.6 inches) mostly due to the
addition of an inert pressurized gas. The pressurized gas enhances rapid activation at low
g’s and at low or no-spin conditions. A plunger capable of puncturing the diaphragm at
low g’s enters the battery proper and allows the cells to be force-filled with liquid 



ammonia electrolyte. The goal for this first UTM prototype is to provide 300 Ma at 28
volts for more than 3 minutes.

f)  Acceleration activated switches consisting simply of a brass slug and a fuze clip
holder have been extremely reliable. A switch encased in a plastic case 3/8 x 3/8 x 7/8
inches has been designed by the Harry Diamond Laboratories.

g)  Modular cases consisting of steel, cylindrical sections threaded at each end are used,
These cases can be screwed together to form a flight package of the desired length,
depending upon the requirements of the test. The case modules are 1-1/2 inches inside
diameter and 2-5/32 inches outside diameter, threaded at each end. The end with the
inside thread has a recessed shoulder to support a bulkhead disk through which the
prongs of the interconnecting plus pass.

Plastics and Encapsulants    In previous portions of this paper, effects of plastics on tr;
smitter and antenna designs were reported. The following discussion provides additional
background and supplementary information considered in the selection of acceptable
radome and encapsulating materials.

While developing fuzes the Harry Diamond Laboratories found that a relatively new
plastic, poly-phenylene oxide (PPO), was the most promising material capable of
meeting projectile radome requirements. It possessed good electrical properties required
for use with UHF transmitters, it could survive gun launch shocks, and it could withstand
the aerodynamic heating in high velocity flights. Therefore, PPO was selected for initial
ogive configurations of the UTM. Later a continuing literature search disclosed several
alternate radome materials: Polysulfone, Noryl-3, and Polyimide. Table III is a
comparison of these and other materials considered.

Tests of both PPO and Polysulfone under high acceleration were successful. Also, no
discernible difference in antenna patterns was detected when utilizing radomes of either
material; though only PPO designs were flight tested. Noryl-3 and Polyimide also appear
to be attractive. However, the latter has been tentatively dropped from further
consideration due to the proprietary nature of its manufacturing techniques. Recently,
PPO has also become less attractive since the manufacturer will fill only special military
orders. For future radomes Noryl-3 (probably glass-filled for strength) will be evaluated
further.

The base-mount Scimitar antenna also uses PPO as the radome material. In addition to
the other characteristics required for the ogival configuration, the base design required
reinforcement in order to withstand breech pressures up to 50,000 psi. To provide this
added strength, an encapsulating material was wought which possessed high
compressive strength, low dissipation at UHF, and chemical inertness when placed in 



TABLE III
RADOME PLASTICS



contact with radome materials. One material, E&C Stycast 36DD looked promising due
to its low dielectric constant, but was discarded due to its low strength. Selected for
investigation instead was the stronger Stycast 36D.

Considerable difficulty was encountered in the potting of Stycast 36D in a PPO dome. In
a postmortem investigation it was found that a chemical reaction was experienced during
potting. An x-ray examination uncovered the existence of a boundary layer, from 1/16 to
1/811 thick, containing an abundant amount of gaseous voids which might cause failures
under elevated breech pressures. The high strength, E&C Stycast 35DS was next selected
for investigation even though it had a higher dielectric constant. It also attacked PPO
(but not as drastically), causing a relatively small gaseous boundary layer. It was found
that this boundary layer was reduced considerably by pre-brush-coating the PPO dome
interior surface with 35DS, allowing this coating to cure, then filling the dome with the
same 35DS. Successful testing in guns at Picatinny Arsenal and at Wallops Island,
Virginia, lent credence to the validity of this procedure.

Another deficiency found in the initial potting procedure was that pressure feeding of
35DS into the dome produced gas voids and bubbles, which were deemed detrimental to
survival at high breech pressures. Subsequently, this method was replaced by the simple
gravity feed method (plus vibration) which resulted in successful tests as indicated
above. Table IV lists comparative characteristics of the several encapsulants studied.

Preflight Testing    Testing of components to determine whether they will withstand the
acceleration of experienced while in the gun barrel ideally requires exact simulation of
the magnitude, duration, and variation of acceleration with time. The acceleration pulse
shape of several guns is shown in Figure 18.

A method of high-g testing used very successfully at the Ballistic Research Laboratories
for a number of years consists of mounting the component in a 5-inch diameter slug and
firing it from a short barrel gun into lead blocks. The component is stressed as the slug
penetrates into the lead. Peak deceleration magnitudes up to 70,000-g’s are obtainable by
this technique. A very small amount of propellant is required so the setback acceleration
in the gun barrel is only several thousand g’s. The amplitude, duration and waveform of
the deceleration pulse is determined by the velocity and weight of the slug and the angle
and shape of the slug nose.cone. Experimental and theoretical studies of the relationship
between these parameters have been made [2]. The test slug with the various nose cones
used is shown in Figure 19, and the lead block after impact is shown in Figure 20. The
lead impact g-pulse has a rise time that is shorter than in the gun, which means that
components are subjected to stronger high frequency components of acceleration; also,
the pulse is narrower for a given g-load than most guns provide. However, a spectral
analysis of the energy content of the lead test g-pulse indicates that, by a suitable over-



test, the energy distribution of an actual firing can be satisfactorily simulated. In practice,
good correlation has been obtained between high-g lead tests and actual firings.

TABLE IV
ENCAPSULATING PLASTICS

A convenient method of supporting components, particularly irregular shaped
assemblies, for high-g testing has been developed which consists of packing the item
tightly in a strong container filled with soapstone powder. The powder is tamped tightly
around the item and the cover then screwed on to further compress the powder. Figure 21
shows a container developed for this purpose. The inner wall is tapered to ease removal
of the compressed powder after firing. Up to 25,000-g’s, the powder falls off readily
from the sample; at 50,000-g’s, it compacts very firmly but can be chipped away easily.
This is a much cleaner and quicker technique than encapsulating a component for high-g
testing and then dissolving the encapsulant to retrieve the component for inspection and
electrical testing.

Ground Receiving Antennas    A complete UHF telemetry ground station has been
developed which uses a high gain, pencil beam tracking antenna and a high gain, fan
beam fixed antenna. The tracking antenna is a modified GMD (Ground Meteorological
Detector) seven-foot diameter, parabolic antenna, originally developed for tracking
balloon borne radiosondes at frequencies between 1600 and 1700 MHz. The VSWR of
this antenna is satisfactory for reception between 1400 and 1850 MHz.



The GMD antenna is a conically scanned tracking antenna with a vertically
polarized, 7-degree, pencil beam. The tracking motors are activated by a 34 Hz error
signal derived from an AM detector in the receiver. For tracking a projectile, the antenna
is located behind the gun and pointed toward a place along the trajectory where the slew
rate will not be in excess of the tracking motor’s capabilities. The scanning motor is
turned on after the gun is fired at a time when the projectile is estimated to be in the
acquisition volume of the antenna. The GMD antenna system will track with an accuracy
of about one-half degree. The gain of this antenna over isotropic is 26 db at 1520 MHz.

In applications where data are required immediately after emergence of the projectile
from the gun barrel, or, where the complexity or possible uncertainty of acquiring the
signal with a narrow beamwidth tracking antenna is undesirable, a fixed antenna is
preferred. However, at UHF when using fractional watt transmitters for long range
telemetry, appreciable gain is required in the receiving antenna but a narrow pencil
beamwidth is often too small to provide data throughout a trajectory. The fan beam
antenna, narrow in the azimuth plane and wide in the elevation plane, is a unique
solution to this problem, since projectiles normally fly with little or no deviation in
azimuth. A fan beam antenna has been developed for UHF telemetry, see Figure 22. The
design of this antenna is based on the “Casshorn” (Cassegrain-folded horn) principle [3].
The antenna design is unique in that it provides all polarizations, i.e., vertical, horizontal,
right- and left-circular simultaneously, and a low VSWR for the low and high UHF TM
bands, with continuous operation from 1400 to 2200 MHz. At 1520 MHz the beam is 10
by 50 degrees wide at 3 db down, giving 15 db gain.

UTM Flight Tests and Applications    A total of twenty one flight tests have been
conducted with 1520 MHz telemetry units made up of the type of components described
in this paper.

The two test projectiles employed in gun firing tests were modifications of the standard
M101, 155 mm projectile inert loaded to 95 pounds. Initial testing was conducted in the
basic ogive test vehicle (Figure 23). A reinforced base design (Figure 12) was developed
as an inexpensive base-mount test vehicle.

A standard, 155 mm, M2 gun was used. Type M19, Zone 7, 29-1/2 pound propellant
charges were used giving a chamber pressure of 50,000 psi, peak acceleration of
18,000-g’s, muzzle velocity of 2820 feet per second, and spin rate of 220 rps. The long
range firings were made at a 60-degree elevation angle, giving a peak altitude of about
40,000 feet and an impact range of 75K feet. Tests while the projectile was in the barrel
or close to the barrel were made with the gun fired horizontally through the BRL
Transonic Range which is instrumented for high accuracy velocity measurements.



Only three telemeters failed to function out of the twenty one fired. One unit that failed
to transmit used a developmental liquid reserve battery as the power source for the
transmitter. It is suspected that this battery failed to activate properly.

Two other rounds in which the telemeter was powered by a developmental battery, the
NH3, had erratic transmission, suspected to be improper battery operation. All’telemeters
subsequently used a separate silver oxide button cell battery pack.

The second telemeter that failed used a base-mounted Halo antenna of a new design that
had not been adequately high-g tested prior to firing it. The joint between the coaxial
cable and the connector is suspected to have failed. Subsequent high-g tests and actual
firings using an improved cable to connector joint on the Halo were successful.

The cause of the failure of the third telemeter is not known. It was a normal, ogive-
mounted Scimitar antenna type of unit that operated successfully for 18 other firings,
giving a reliability of 95%.

Particularly noteworthy was the successful reception of signals from all five of the UTM
units fired with the gun horizontal. Strong signals were received from the projectile
while it was still in the gun barrel and, when the transmitter was turned on prior to firing,
signals were received without interruption during the firing. Thus, indicating the
feasibility of in-barrel telemetry with the UTM unit.

Several programs exist or are pending at Picatinny Arsenal to which the UTM effort can
be readily applied. These involve investigations of projectile yaw and vibration;
investigations of component failures; and post production quality assurance testing.
Also, interest has been expressed in the possible in-barrel application, based upon recent
successful RF monitoring before, during and after firing.

Conclusions    The feasibility of the “Universal Telemeter (UTM)” concept has been
demonstrated, including the versatility and convenience of using modular hardware with
interconnecting plug-in connectors for ogive and base mounted applications, thus,
eliminating the need for special telemeters for each application.

A UHF telemetry system for projectiles has been successfully developed with feasibility
demonstrated for in-barrel and long range applications. The basic criteria for designing
and evaluating the components of a telemetry system that must withstand high
accelerations have been determined quantitatively in considerable detail. The most
significant progress has been made in the design and performance evaluation of
ruggedized UHF transmitters and omnidirectional projectile antennas.



A very high percentage of successful telemetry performance was achieved, 18 out of 21,
which confirms the high quality of component designs and corroborates the adequacy of
the pre-flight, high-g, lead block impact testing technique.

The feasibility of utilizing a low-cost, base-mount test shell which can survive high
breech pressures (-50,000 psi) has been successfully demonstrated.

The feasibility of utilizing a standard silver oxide cell battery pack and a liquid reserve
energizer to power the basic UTM prototype has been successfully demonstrated.
However, further flight evaluation of the liquid reserve energizers is necessary in order
to adequately define their characteristics and reliability. The NC71 battery will allow
operation of the UTM down to temperatures approaching -40EF, though at reduced
reliability.
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Fig. 1 - FM FM Projectile Telemetry System

Fig. 2 - Projectile Telemeter Block Diagram

Fig. 3 - Projectile Telemeter Components



Fig. 4 - Methods of Generating UHF Signals



Fig. 5 - Pulling Figure measurement Test Setup

Fig. 6 - Pulling Figure of Various Types of UHF Transmitters



Fig. 7 - Pulling Figure Versus Efficiency of UHF Transmitters

Fig. 8 - 1520 MHz Scimitar Antenna, Front Mounting



Fig. 9 - 1520 MHz Scimitar Radiation Pattern



Fig. 10 - 1520 Scimitar Antenna in Base Mounted TM

Fig. 11 - 1520 MHz Loop Fed Slot Antenna for Base Mounting

Fig. 12 - Loop Fed Slot Antenna Base Mounted in 155 Mm Projectile

Fig. 13 - VSWR of Loop Fed Slot Antenna



Fig. 14 - 1520 MHz Loop Fed Slot Radiation Patterns



Fig. 15 - UHF TM Antennas for Projectiles

Fig. 16 - NC71 G-Activated Reserve Battery



Fig. 17 - NH3 Liquid Ammonia Reserve Battery

Fig. 18 - Acceleration Pulse of 155 MM, 5-, 7-, and 16-Inch Guns

Fig. 19 - High-G Test Slug with Nose Cones



Fig. 20 - High-G Lead Test Block Impact

Fig. 21 - Soapstone High-G Test Container



Fig. 22 - Fan Beam Antenna

Fig. 23 - UHF TM in Ogive of a55 Mm Projectile
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A PROJECTILE TELEMETRY SYSTEM FOR IN-BARREL DATA*

R. D. BENTLEY and C. J. RUTTLE
Instrumentation Applications Division

Sandia Corporation
Albuquerque, N.M.

Summary    Sandia Corporation is developing a projectile telemetry system and required
ground support to monitor the performance of components mounted in a 155 mm
projectile. The telemetry system is to provide the data link required to monitor
component performance during and following launch from a 155 mm “long-tom”
cannon. The projectile experiences a 16,500g setback acceleration of 15 msec duration
coupled with an angular acceleration of 328,000 rad/sec2.

A P band FM/FM telemetry system has been developed to provide a data link while the
projectile is in the barrel as well as out of the barrel. The technique has been successfully
tested in a 155 mm projectile with a setback acceleration of 12,500g 20 millisec duration
and in a 81 mm mortar round with a setback acceleration of 7,000g 7.5 millisecond
duration. A parachute recovery system is used to obtain a “soft” recovery of the 155 mm
projectile mounted components and telemetry system.

Introduction    To fulfill Sandia Corporation test committments an instrumented test
facility was required to monitor the performance of a 155 mm projectile and projectile
mounted components during and following launch from a 155 mm “long-tom” cannon.
The projectile and components were to be subjected to a maximum setback acceleration
of 16,500g of 15 msec duration coupled with an angular acceleration of 328,000 rad/sec2.
The projectile and components were to be “soft” recovered following launch to allow
postmortem analysis of any failure mechanisms induced by the launch and projectile
flight environments. The technique developed to fulfill the above requirements is
depicted in Figure 1. The test facility is located at Sandia Corporation’s Tonopah Test
Range in Nevada.

The projectile containing the telemetry system and test components is launched from a
155 mm rifled-barrel cannon at an elevation angle of 85E. The desired shock pulse and
angular acceleration is obtained by proper selection of the powder charge. The
performance of the projectile and projectile mounted components is monitored during
setback and flight by an on-board RF telemetry link. At an altitude of approximately



21,000 ft. the projectile passes through a radar window and is tracked to impact both to
provide trajectory data and to aid recovery. The spin stabilized projectile reaches an
apogee of 10 miles in approximately 45 sec. A noseup attitude is maintained past apogee
and a nose-mounted parachute is deployed shortly after the projectile begins its base-first
descent. This deployment method causes the shock experienced by the projectile to be in
the same direction as the launch shock and of much less magnitude ( 500g). Parachute
retarded descent requires approximately 450 sec. from chute deployment and impact
occurs base-first at a velocity of 80 ft/sec.

The launch shock signature experienced by a 81 mm mortar round was required to
document the environmental conditions experienced by components mounted in the
projectile. Soft recovery was not required and the out-of-barrel environment was not
required to be monitored. An approach similar to the in-barrel transmission technique
used on the 155 mm projectile was chosen to provide the required data.

155 mm Telemetry System    The gun launched 155 projectile is shown in Figure 2. The
projectile consists of:

1. A base section from a standard 155 mm M118 illuminating round that serves as a
housing for components that are being tested.

2. An electronics package mounted as an extension of M118 base section and
containing the required signal conditioning, batteries, and RF transmitter.

3. A fiberglass ogive containing the parachute recovery system and an antenna.

The assembled projectile is 32 inches long and weighs 73 pounds.

M118 Component Housing    The component housing was fabricated by modifying a
standard M118 illuminating round. Torque keys are machined in the interior of the round
to prevent rotation of the mounted components and the base plates have been replaced
with base plates of the same design but using a higher grade steel to provide greater
strength. (The yield strength of the standard base plate was exceeded at setback when the
load of the telemetry housing was added to M118 base section.) While no telemetry has
been attempted from components mounted in the base section, components have been
fired and successfully recovered using the M118 as the test bed.

On-Board Telemetry System    A block diagram of the on-board telemetry system is
shown in Figure 3. The system contains five data channels frequency multiplexed into a
4 watt phase modulated 230.4 MHz transmitter. While only five channels have been used
during the development phase of the system, expansion to fifteen channels utilizing the



same frequency multiplex technique should be possible. The data monitored during the
development phase of the system consisted of the acceleration, obtained from both a
piezoelectric and a piezoresistive accelerometer, and the battery voltage on both a center
line mounted battery and a battery mounted off of center line. The assembled telemetry
system is shown in Figure 4.

Primary power for the system is furnished by model G2606-A2 liquid ammonia batteries
as shown in Figure 5. The batteries are activated by transferring liquid ammonia, stored
in an internal reservoir, into a laminated structure containing the metal anode plates; a
separator material which stores an electrolytic in the unactivated mode; and an organic
oxidant cathode structure. A primer initiated high pressure gas system forces the transfer
of the liquid ammonia into the laminated structure to initiate a chemical reaction and
produce the electrical energy. The base strength and hydrostatic condition of the active
cell portion of battery serves to resist damage by shock.

When these batteries were mounted in an eccentric position in the telemetry housing the
high cross axis forces induced by the spinning projectile caused a shift in the separator
materials. This shift coupled with the setback acceleration allowed some of the metal
anodes to short together and reduced the battery voltage. A center line battery was added
to the system and diode coupled to the 28V bus to provide a temporary solution to the
problem. Since center line volume will be at a premium in future applications, the battery
is being modified to withstand the high cross axis forces experienced in an eccentric
mounting.

Schematics of the active signal conditioning are shown in Figure 6. The active circuits
are fabricated on .0625" printed circuit boards and are potted in cylindrical assemblies
with the microminiature VCO’s. Scotchcase 8 is used as the encapsulate. The VCO’s are
hybrid thick film microminiature assemblies fabricated on ceramic substrates. As shown
in Figure 7 the substrates are supported on three sides with the wiring to the input/output
connector on the lower edge of the substrate. To provide support on the connector edge,
a bead of Scotchcase 8 is applied in this area after receipt from the manufacturer. No
potting is applied to the active areas of the substrate. The signal conditioning circuits and
VCO’s have survived and operated following shock pulses of 20,000g 1.5 msec duration.
The VCO’s have operated during the same signature shock pulse with no degradation in
performance.

The RF transmission link is a phase modulated 230.4 MHz 4 watt crystal controlled
transmitter shown in Figure 8. This transmitter was chosen based on performance on
another test program and has exhibited extreme resistance to both shock and load
mismatch (VSWR of 5:1 with no carrier breakup). A 20 MHz fundamental oscillator is
utilized with frequency multiplication to achieve the desired transmission frequency. The
transmitter is packaged in the telemetry system to place the crystal on the centerline thus



reducing the effect of the cross axis forces due the projectile spin. The transmitter has
survived and operated following shock pulses of 20,000g 1.5 msec duration.

Parachute Recovery System and Antenna    The parachute recovery system is housed
in a .060 inch thick fiberglass ogive and is deployed by igniting a shaped charge
mounted circumferentially at the base of the ogive. The ogive is cut and separated from
the spinning projectile causing the 6 foot guide surface parachute to deploy. The
projectile is suspended from a swivel plate that decouples the projectile spin from the
parachute. The P band antenna is taped onto the ogive using .100" copper tape and
coated with a .006" fiberglass protective layer. Following installation of the parachute,
the antenna is tuned at 230.4 MHz to obtain a VSWR of less than 2:1 both in and out of
the cannon barrel. The antenna pattern is shown in Figure 9.

RF Transmission Technique    When the projectile was out of the barrel normal RF
transmission techniques could be utilized. The in-barrel transmission link required a
special technique. Since the cutoff frequency for the TE11 mode in the 155 mm barrel
was 1100 MHz, the barrel could not be used as a waveguide for the 230.4 MHz
transmission. The attenuation in the 155 mm barrel for transmission in P band is
approximately 60 db/foot, thus no usable signal strength could be obtained at the muzzle
of the 20 foot barrel while the projectile was being launched.

While tests were being conducted with a P band transmitter in a cannon barrel, it was
noted that the external power leads to the transmitter were coupling the RF signal out of
the gun barrel and reradiating sufficient energy to be received on a telemetry receiver.
Under normal operating conditions the projectile is a closed system with no external
leads, thus an external wire had to be provided to couple the RF energy out of the barrel.
This was accomplished by loosely attaching a loop of wire to the ogive in close
proximity to the antenna. This wire was terminated at the input to a receiver to provide a
hardwire link for the RF energy as well as reradiating. No attempt was made to “catch”
the wire as the projectile traversed the barrel, rather the wire was “chewed up” by the
projectile. For this reason caution was required in selecting a wire of sufficient strength
to be handled and small enough to prevent damage to the projectile. An AWG#22
stranded insulated wire has been used successfully as the in-barrel reradiator.

81 mm Mortar Round Telemetry System    The projectile used to obtain the shock
signature in a 81 mm mortar is shown in Figure 10. An exploded layout of the internally
mounted instrumentation is shown in Figure 11, with a schematic shown in Figure 12.
The instrumentation package was mounted in the projectile with a .25" felt shock pad.
The accelerometers were mounted on a bulkhead directly aft of the nose cone. The
instrumentation assembly was potted in Selgard with the .080 mah nicad button cells
potted in a mixture of 10 pound Locfoam chips and Hysol.



The telemetry system was activated when the nose cone was attached and approximately
45 minutes of battery life was available from this point in time. The batteries could be
recharged without complete disassembly.

The in-barrel RF transmission link was achieved by soldering a #24 wire to the nose
mounted whip antenna and extending the wire out of the mortar tube. The receiving
station was located approximately 500 feet from the tube.

Test Results    Nineteen tests have been conducted in the development of the 155 mm
telemetry system with two additional tests scheduled for mid-July 1970. The primary
purpose of these tests has been to develop the in-barrel telemetry link. Telemetry data
has been obtained on six of the tests, with in-barrel data obtained on four of these six
tests. The telemetered launch acceleration pulse from the latest of these tests at 12,500g
16 msec is shown in Figure 13. The data obtained from the piezoelectric and
piezoresistive accelerometers differed only in the scale factor by approximately 10%.

On five of the early development tests the nicad batteries that were used failed due to the
high angular accelerations. This resulted in adoption of the ammonia batteries as a power
source. The recovery parachute deployed in the barrel on four shots resulting in loss of
TM. At least two of these deployments were caused by failure of the standard M118 base
plates. A base plate of higher quality steel was adopted to correct this problem. Tantalum
capacitor failures in the signal conditioning on two tests resulted in the loss of the
desired data and the exclusion of tantalum capacitors on subsequent tests. Transmitter
malfunction at launch on two tests resulted in data loss.

Future Efforts    Testing of the P band system will continue to demonstrate the system’s
capability at high g levels. Tests are presently scheduled for launch accelerations of
14,500g. The development of an L band transmitter to use as the RF link is currently
being pursued. The gun barrel will act as a wave guide at L band frequencies and this
will eliminate the need for the reradiating wire for in-barrel transmission. The reduced
physical size of the L band antennas will allow greater flexibility in the type of
transmitting antenna used. A modification of the “Halo” antenna developed by Ballistic
Research Laboratories is being incorporated in a cast ogive for L band transmission and
should reduce the cost of the ogive section of the projectile by approximately 25%.

A digital data system utilizing a recirculating MOS memory for temporary data storage
has been designed and fabricated with the first projectile mounted flight scheduled for
November of 1970. Use of this system will eliminate the in-barrel transmission problem
since the in-barrel data is not transmitted until the projectile clears the barrel. The data is
recirculated in memory and transmitted repetitively during projectile flight to insure the
data is received.
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QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS FOR HIGH G ENVIRONMENTS

M. BERNSTEIN
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS LABORATORY

U. S. ARMY ELECTRONICS COMMAND
FORT MONMOUTH, N. J.

Summary    Quartz crystal units are commonly used to achieve frequency accuracy of
the order of 100 parts per million or better. The usual crystal mechanical environments
are quite benign compared with those encountered In high g telemetry, however, and the
normal shock tests are only 100 g’s. The preliminary, design of a ruggedized high
frequency crystal unit is shown as well as test date on the behavior of these units when
subjected to 15,000 g’s of impact shock. A crystal resonator is quite fragile since at
20 MHz an AT resonator is only 3 thousandths of an inch in thickness. Higher frequency
units appear to have a g limit only slightly in excess of 20,000 g’s. At lower frequencies,
the resonator is not the limiting element but the supports and bonds become unreliable. A
trade-off must be made between a very stiff support, which will increase the acceptable g
level, and the concomitant frequency instability due to changes in mechanical stress on
the quartz resonator. These stress changes can be caused both by differential thermal
expansion of the mount and quartz as well as by shock Induced effects.

Introduction    Quartz crystal units, are used in many applications where a frequency
stability of 1 x 10-4 or better is required. Since the quartz resonator must be free to
vibrate without any appreciable mechanical damping, the mounting is placed at points of
minimum notion. This leads, in the commonplace crystal, to a rather fragile mounting.
Many crystals are mounted on thin piano wire spring type suspensions to reduce
mechanical strains in the resonator that cause frequency-temperature perturbations. The
problem resolves itself to one of achieving the optimum design with respect to a
substantial mounting and yet not have a mount that is so stiff that large frequency
changes occur because of differential expansions between the mount and the resonator or
appreciable changes in strain due to shock effects upon the mount. Relatively little work
him been accomplished in this area except for that reported by the Harry Diamond
Laboratorles.1 Several groups of crystals were fabricated in the Electronic Components
Laboratory, using a new method of bonding, and subjected to a steady state 20,000 g’s
acceleration and a 15,000 g gun type shock. For g levels exceeding 20,000, the 



evaluation of a stiffer mount and a thicker resonator will. be undertaken since
preliminary data indicates the:initial design was inadequate In these two respects.

Crystal Unit Design    A crystal unit consists of a quartz resonator, electrodes,
mounting, conductive bond, and a hermetically sealed enclosure. The high frequency
crystal unit makes use of the AT-cut since it has the lowest frequency-temperature
coefficient of any orientation. This type of resonator is mechanically active In the center
and can only be mounted alone the outer edges. There is a restriction on the minimum
diameter of the resonator since some acoustic energy propagates through the resonator
and with very small diameter units, the edge losses become quite high. The first design
tested was a small resonator bonded to 10 support leads in a TO-5 type Holder.

Figure 1 is a photograph of several units, one of which is a conventional crystal
resonator mounted on piano wire support. This crystal would be almost useless for any
application where the shock levels exceed 50 g’s. Two of the units are of the never type
tested and show the use of stainless steel ribbon support, nickel electroplated bonds, and
a resonator 0.2 inch in diameter. It has been determined that the use of a metallic bond
results in increased mechanical strength as compared with the usual cemented type. None
of the crystals tested failed because of inadequate bond strength. Every AT crystal
manufactured now usea conductive epoxy or bakelite cement. When this material. Is
properly handled, the bonds are adequate for most applications but frequently the use of
this material results in crystals with very little bond strength. The fourth item in the
picture shows the result of crystal resonator failure during the shock test. The first test
conducted at Aberdeen Proving Grounds was not conclusive with regard to the failure
mechanism of this design when subjected to 15,000 g’s of shock. The method of packing
the crystals in the projectile subjected the enclosures to a very large compressional force.
This deformed the cans to a degree that the mount was subjected to a direct and large
pressure. Many crystal resonators broke because of the twisting force placed on the
supports. It is of interest that in every instance, the quartz under the mount clip was still
firmly held by the electroplated Ni bond.

Figure 2 is a sketch of the method used to bond the quartz resonator to the stainless steel
ribbon supports. The conventional method, using conductive cements, depends upon the
proper condition of the cement as well as the correct amount of silver flake for adequate
adherence and conductivity. Too little flake results in good bonds that are lossy or even
nonconductive. Excess flake results in good conductivity but poor adherence. The new
method depends upon a thin layer of low stress nickel (Ni) plated onto a chromium-
copper (Cr-Cu) film which is strongly adherent to quartz. The Cr cannot be electroplated
because of a layer of oxide which forms on Its surface. Near the end of the Cr
evaporation cycle, Cu is evaporated simultaneously with the Cr. Finally, only copper is
evaporated to form a pure copper top layer. Because of mixing of the two metals during
the evaporation cycle, the Cu is strongly attached to the Cr. The final operation, after



2 Type SN, Sulfamate Nickel Plating Solution, Allied Research Products, Inc., Baltimore,
Maryland 21205.

inserting the resonator into the clips, is the electroplating of low internal stress Ni from a
nickel sulfamate Plating solution:2 onto both the crystal tabs and the stainless steel clips.
This is done by first flashing the Ni with a current of 10 milliamperes/ crystal unit for a
few seconds and then reducing the current to 1.5 ma/ crystal unit for 90 minutes. This
results in the deposition of approximately 0.5 thousandths of an inch of Ni and tests have
shown pull strengths of 6 pounds or more for this film thickness. The next operation
involves the evaporation of Au electrodes upon -the center area of the crystal resonator
while monitoring the oscillation frequency. Material is evaporated until the desired
frequency is reached. The rest of the processing is entirely conventional.

Crystal Test Results    As mentioned, the first group of ruggedized crystal units
assembled in the Electronic Components Laboratory used the TO-5 Holder with ten
support leads. A small stop was formed in the upper end of each of the ten leads and the
0.2 inch diameter ban’s was placed on these steps and bonded with conductive epoxy
cement. This resulted in a very rugged and stiff mount. The relatively large frequency
changes which occurred with these units is due to the severe strain imposed on the
crystal resonator by the mounting and bonding method. This approach was abandoned in
favor of a less expensive and more practical means which make use of a 2 point mount in
Holder W-25/U.

The second group of crystal units were assembled in Holder NC-25, and then subjected
to radial acceleration in a centrifuge at approximately 20,000 g’s. One unit out of 15
failed; the cause of failure was found to be due to fracture of the quartz resonator. The
fundamental frequency of these units was 17.5 MHz. The use of the centrifuge to screen
out potentially defective crystals is considered very worthwhile. A microscopic
examination of the quartz resonator after final lapping is also useful since it has been
noted that small cracks and fractures do occur during lapping. Failure of the resonator
with this kind of defect is certain; a shock will cause the fracture to expand quickly until
the resonator completely fractures. It was found that the permanent frequency change
due to the 5-minute 20,000 g centrifuge test was 0.8 parts per million (ppm) with a one
sigma deviation of 0-5 ppm.

The units that had been centrifuged, plus an additional number, were taken to Aberdeen
Proving Grounds and tested in the Ballistics Research Laboratory high-g lead test
facility. The first group of eleven units were fired at 15,000 g and 7 units failed. The
second group were fired at a nominal 20,000 g and all 12 units failed. The copper ball
accelerometer indicated a g level of 40,000 for the second firing. It is believed that a
major cause of failure during this initial test was the deformation of the HC-25 enclosure
by the powdered material used to pack the crystals in the projectile.



3 W. L. Smith & W. J. Spencer, “Quartz Crystal Controlled Oscillators,” Report No. 253359,
Contract DA36-039 SC-85373, pp. 12-14, 15 March 1963.

The first test firing was conducted such that acceleration forces were applied to all three
axis of the crystal, unit. Figure 3 is a sketch which shows the optimum acceleration
direction, based upon the relative stiffness of the quartz resonator and mounting system.
In the first test firing, only crystals mounted in the position marked “best” survived.
Even in the 15,000 g test, all crystals mounted In the directions labeled “poor” failed,
although it in probable that some of the units failed because of the damage sustained by
the crystal holder.

A third group of 10 crystal units were fabricated at 16-5 MHz and the metal holders were
inserted in a series of milled cavities In an aluminum cylinder. The glass bases of the
holders were exposed to the powdered rock packing In the projectile. After the 15,000 g,
2-5-millisecond shock, It was found that every glass base had cracked. The measured
frequency change of the 16-5 MHz crystals was -8.4 ppm, with a one standard deviation
(1F) of 2.9 ppm. The crystal resonators were sealed in a dry atmosphere to reduce aging
effects; previous experience has shown that a large negative frequency change can be
expected when the hermetic seal is broken. Quartz can and does attract and hold water
vapor and it is this effect that causes negative frequency aging in unsealed holders.

A fourth group of crystals, processed at 19 Mz, were imbedded in the aluminum cylinder
with a second piece of aluminum placed such that the glass base of the holder would be
protected from the rock dust material.

Figure 4 is a table that shows the frequency changes which resulted when the various
groups of crystal units were subjected to steady state and shock accelerations.

To Improve the performance; that is, to increase the likelihood of survival at higher g
forces, it now appears that a thicker resonator must be used. It is also necessary that more
attention be paid to the various lapping stages during the processing of the quartz
resonator to avoid incipient cracks and fractures. While the Ni bond has shown excel-
lent strength, the quartz resonator has shown a tendency to fracture easily. The stainless
steel supports can be increased in thickness to improve the ruggedization in the plane
through the mounting points. A limit is reached, however, because of the deleterious
effect upon the frequency temperature coefficient of the crystal unit when the mount has
insufficient flexibility.

A quartz resonator is sensitive to linear acceleration. An investigation by the Bell
Telephone Laboratories3 shoved frequency changes of +16 x 10-9 for a 30 g acceleration.
While the work was intended to determine means for minimizing the effect, changes as
large as 1 x 10-7(/30 g were noted. The orientation angle of the quartz resonator can be



optimized for temperatures of ±30EC of room temperature and a frequency stability of
±3 x 10-6 achieved over this 60EC range. The temperature change of the crystal unit will
be very small during a typical gun launch so it appears feasible to measure the
acceleration of the projectile while it is in the gun barrel by simply measuring the
transmitted frequency. It would be necessary to perform a g-frequency calibration in a
centrifuge prior to the test firing since each crystal unit will have a somewhat different
sensitivity to acceleration.

Conclusion    A relatively small scale investigation of the design of crystals suitable for
high g use indicates substantial possibilities for improved units. Initial design units, gun-
launched in the most favorable direction of acceleration, shoved good survivability and
small frequency changes. Additional design work and testing should result in crystals
capable of surviving 40,000 g or more. A trade-off between frequency change, as a result
of the high g shock, and ruggedization is necessary. In applications where the required
frequency stability is of the order of 1 x 10-5 or better, it does not seem practical to
develop a unit capable of withstanding forces exceeding 20,000 g1s. Where substantial
frequency changes can be tolerated, 5 to 10 x 10-5 , then a very stiff mount can be used
and this will result in a significant increase in the tolerable g rating.
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APOLLO LUNAR COMMUNICATIONS

RALPH S. SAWYER
Chief of the Telemetry and Communications Systems Division

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston.

Summary    The Apollo unified S-band system was developed to handle ranging,
telemetry, and voice data using one carrier. Television is transmitted in another mode
with the same system. Frequent references are made to the unified S-band system in this
report because other systems must work in conjunction with it; however, no description
is provided because the S-band system is discussed thoroughly in numerous other
reports.

The astronauts must coordinate their activities on the lunar surface, and communications
are required between them as well as between them and Mission Control Center. A VHF
system that has performed excellently in providing voice and telemetry information for
lunar-surface use is described in this report.

Interest in television has progressed from casual to intense as the Apollo Program has
matured; technology has evolved to provide color presentations using the same RF
system that was once limited to black-and-white transmissions. The cameras that were
developed for both black-and-white and color transmissions are described.

Future lunar-surface operations will require traverses too long to be accomplished easily
on foot. A system that permits long-range communications from a motorized vehicle on
the lunar surface is described.

Finally, brief descriptions of several communications-related lunar-environment
experiments that have been proposed for the Apollo Program are discussed.

Introduction    The design of the primary Apollo communications system - the unified
S-band system - has been described in two separate reports at this conference. Thus, in
this report, primary emphasis will be given to the relatively unpublicized aspects of the
Apollo communications systems and components. Lunar-surface communications and
TV hardware and techniques presently in use will be described, as well as a future lunar
communications relay unit and several proposed communications experiments.



Lunar communications    The communications RF links used in the Apollo Program
relative to total lunar-surface operations are shown in figure 1. The significant lunar-
surface elements depicted include two astronauts engaged in extravehicular activity
(EVA), the lunar module (LM), the tripod-mounted TV camera, the deployed S-band
erectable antenna, and the independently powered experiments package.

In the operational communications mode, duplex voice communications between the two
astronauts and between the astronauts and Mission Control Center (MCC) are possible;
in addition, telemetry data from both astronauts are relayed simultaneously to MCC via
the ground stations in the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN). As indicated, the
lunar module pilot (LMP) communicates with the mission commander (CDR) via a VHF
FM link. The CDR communicates with the LMP and MSFN via two VHF AM links,
directly in the first instance and by relay through the LM and S-band erectable antenna in
the second. In turn, MCC controllers communicate with both astronauts by relay through
MSFN, the S-band erectable antenna, and the LM via VHF AM links.

The system allows the voice and data f rom the LMP to be received by the CDR, mixed
with the CDR voice and data, and transmitted to MSFN via the LM and S-band erectable
antenna. The LMP simultaneously receives only the CDR voice, thus completing the
astronaut communications loop while effecting transmission to MSFN.

Transmissions from MSFN, relayed via the S-band erectable antenna and the LM, are
received simultaneously by both astronauts, thus establishing the duplex
communications required between the astronauts and MCC. Communications between
the command module (CM) and the lunar-surface astronauts, if desired, are
accomplished via relay through MSFN.

Extravehicular communications system    The CDR and LMP each carry an
independently operated backpack communications unit, called the extravehicular
communications system (EVCS). In normal downlink operations, the LMP EVCS
transmits a 2.3-kHz voice signal and two Inter- Rang Instrumentation Group (IRIG)
subcarriers (3.9 and 7.35 kHz) via a 279.0-MHz VHF FM transmitter. This composite
signal is received by the CDR EVCS, mixed with his 2.3-kHz voice signal and two IRIG
subcarriers (5.4 and 10.5 kHz), and transmitted to the LM on the 259.7-MHz VHF AM
link; the composite signal of voice and four subcarriers is relayed to MSFN via the S-
band erectable antenna. The LMP EVCS receives the CDR EVCS signal (including his
own EVCS transmission) on the 259.7-MHz VHF AM link, completing the duplex-voice
link on the lunar surface.

In uplink operations, transmissions from MSFN are relayed via the S-band erectable
antenna and LM to both astronauts simultaneously on the 296.8-MHz VHF AM link, 



which establishes duplex communications between MCC and the astronauts on the lunar
surface.

The telemetry portion of each EVCS consists of an IRIG 30 x 1.5 PAM commutator and
two standard IRIG subcarriers. The commutator output modulates the upper subcarrier,
and the astronaut’s electrocardiogram modulates the lower subcarrier. Signal-
conditioning and failure-warning circuitry is incorporated as an integral part of the
system.

Two backup modes in the EVCS can be actuated by controls located at the astronaut’s
chest. The first backup mode allows telemetry and duplex voice between either astronaut
and MSFN, and between the astronauts on a time-shared basis. The second backup mode
allows duplex voice-only communications between either astronaut and MSFN so that
all communications are not lost.

High-density packaging techniques are used throughout the EVCS. The transmitters,
receivers, telemeters, and other equipment all are modular. The resultant EVCS is
14.3 x 6.4 x 1.9 in and weighs 6.5 lb (all weights refer to weight on earth), Operating
from a 16.8-v battery contained in the portable life-support system (PLSS), the EVCS
transmits with a nominal output of 0.5 w.

In the present configuration, the EVCS can provide 26 data channels, four channels for
synchronization and calibration, and one electrocardiographic channel. Only eight of the
data channels were used on the Apollo 11 and 12 missions. A ninth channel (for carbon
dioxide sensing) was added on Apollo 13 and will be used on future Apollo missions.
The capability for additional data from the unassigned channels was incorporated in the
design for future requirements on an as-needed basis.

Communications procedures    At the time of descent to, and landing on, the lunar
surface, the LM astronauts are hardlined into the spacecraft communications system and
the S-band steerable antenna is used. During the preparation for EVA, the astronauts
deploy, and switch to, the EVA antenna. Next, they disconnect from the LM system,
connect to the EVCS, and, while still in the LM, establish RF links with each other and
with MSFN. Just before opening the hatch, the astronauts close the TV circuit breaker,
which energizes the TV camera. During the first EVA, the astronauts unstow and deploy
the S-band erectable antenna and the experiments package, which have been stored in the
LM descent stage. After they return to the LM following the first EVA, the astronauts
switch to the S-band erectable antenna and power down the S-band steerable antenna to
minimize energy consumption.

As previously mentioned, CM/LM/CM links are established via S-band links through
MSFN. Although the VHF equipment could provide a direct LM/CM link, the requisite



line-of-sight conditions for each CM pass are of extremely brief duration and thus
impractical for operational use. However, the astronauts are given the line-of-sight time-
interval information for each CM orbit for contingency use.

The communications systems discussed have been highly successful and virtually no
problems have been experienced to date. Under current plans, the same hardware and
procedures will be used through the Apollo 15 mission.

Experiments packages    Other lunar-surface communications applications concern the
self-contained experiments packages that were deployed on the first two lunar-landing
missions. The Apollo 11 unit, called the early Apollo scientific experiments package
(EASEP), was minimized to conserve weight on the first landing mission. The only
equipment contained in the EASEP was a laser reflectometer, a lunar seismograph,
communications units, and an array of solar cells.

A complete Apollo lunar-surface experiments package (ALSEP) was deployed on the
Apollo 12 mission. The self-contained package, powered by a radioisotopic thermal
generator, has a life expectancy of 2 yr.

As many as four separate ALSEP systems will be deployed and operated simultaneously
during the Apollo Program. The downlink telemetry from the packages will operate on
different frequencies (2276.5, 2278.5, 2279.5, and 2275.5 MHz in order of deployment).
The uplink frequency for all four packages is 2119.0 MHz, but the command format will
address each ALSEP separately to preclude inadvertent activation of the other three.

Television    The lunar-surface TV configuration used in the Apollo Program to date is
shown in figure 1. The TV camera is mounted to a deployable pallet on the LM descent
stage during closeout operations at Kennedy Space Center. As the first astronaut
descends the LM ladder to the lunar surface, he deploys the pallet by an activating
lanyard, which enables the TV camera to view the astronaut as he first steps on the
moon. Then, in the preliminary phases of the first EVA, he locates the camera for
optimum viewing.

A black-and-white camera was the only TV used on the lunar surface during the Apollo
11 mission. Although an S-band erectable antenna was aboard the Apollo 11 LM, the
antenna was not deployed. All TV transmissions were made via the S-band steerable
antenna to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) 210-ft-diameter antennas at Goldstone,
Calif., and Parks, Australia.

The Apollo 11 camera used a slow scan rate of 10 frames/sec (320 scan lines). Initially,
this rate was selected to confine the video bandwidth to 500 kHz, the bandwidth that was
considered necessary at the time of the design freeze. Although this scan rate does



provide a still picture with good resolution, some image smearing results during motion
renditions. Because of the slow scan rate of the camera, the video waveform had to be
scan converted at the receiving MSFN station to be compatible with the commercial
system used to relay the signal to MCC.

The camera design provided for extremes in lunar lighting conditions (day and night)
and for light levels ranging from 0.007 to 12 600 fc. Four different lenses were available
to the astronauts for manual interchange as needed. On the Apollo 11 mission, the
camera was deployed initially with the 80E (field of view) wide-angle lens. When the
camera was relocated, the 35E lunar-day lens was attached and used for the remainder of
the lunar stay. The 9E telephoto and 35E lunar-night lenses were not used.

Development of the Apollo 11 black-and-white camera was begun using state-of-the-art
components and techniques and high-density packaging techniques. The camera was
11 x 6 x 3 in, weighed 7.5 lb, had a 7.5-w output, and used the spacecraft 28-v power
source.

Although the black-and-white camera had been the only type intended for lunar-surface
use, the success of the TV on the Apollo 11 mission raised the question as to whether the
CM color camera could be modified for such use. When such an application was deemed
possible, the immediate requirement existed to support the Apollo 12 and subsequent
missions with color, rather than black-and-white, TV.

Unfortunately, the Apollo 12 TV camera vidicon tube was burned out as a result of being
pointed directly at the sun. The S-band erectable antenna was deployed as planned and
switchover was made after completion of the first EVA, so that, for the remainder of the
Apollo 12 lunar stay, the voice and data were relayed via the erectable antenna. The
astronauts switched back to the steerable antenna only when the erectable antenna,
located 15 ft from the LM, was overturned by a jet firing that occurred during the pre-
lift-off checkout of the reaction-control-system engines.

The major elements of the Apollo color TV camera are shown schematically in figure 2.
Basically, the camera consists of a black-and-white camera with a color wheel rotating
between the lens and the vidicon tube. This system provides the sequential color
information that subsequently is converted to commercial video signals by MCC
processing.

The line shown at the bottom of figure 2 shows the color sequencing of the color wheel,
which has six sectors consisting of two sets of red, green, and blue filters. This
configuration results from the motor speed and gear ratio used. The wheel rotates at 599.
4 rpm to yield six fields per revolution at the standard vertical color frequency of
59.94 Hz.



In operation, the image is focused by the lens through the color wheel onto the faceplate
of the vidicon tube. As the wheel positions a color filter in the field, the vidicon tube
stores the information and then reads it out. The information is processed by the camera
electronics and sent to the transmitter. This process is repeated for the other colors.
Because the color wheel rotates at the field rate, the color information is generated at a
field-sequential rate.

The field-sequential color signals are processed at the MCC by a series of two tape
recorders for the purposes of compensating for Doppler shift. The sequential color
information then is routed to a scan converter that converts the sequential fields to the
presentation of commercial TV format. As a new field is received into memory, the
oldest field is erased, thus updating the information at the field rate.

In contrast to the black-and-white TV camera, the color camera uses a commercial
scanning format (30 frame, 60 field, 2-to-l interlace, 525 lines) as defined by the
National Television System Committee, with the exception of the 3.58-MHz color burst
that is added to the TV signal later by the use of standard processing techniques. The
standard scanning rate yields good motion rendition and precludes the need for scan
conversion of the signal by MSFN.

As do commercial TV cameras, the Apollo camera outputs a video signal with a
bandwidth as wide as 4 MHz. In the CM, the communications system restricts the
transmitted bandwidth to approximately 2 MHz. The LM uses the same transmitted
bandwidth, but the TV signal must share this bandwidth with biomedical and spacecraft
telemetry data that interfere with the TV signal. This interference is eliminated by
limiting the TV signal to 900 kHz. The result is a picture that has somewhat-degraded,
but acceptable, resolution. The lighting-level capability of the camera is from 1 to
12 600 fc.

The camera (fig. 3) is 11.5 x 4.25 x 6.45 in, weighs 13.5 lb, uses a 28-v power system,
and requires 14 w of power. A zoom lens eliminates the need for manually changing the
lens as was necessary with the black-and-white camera. The f ield of view can be varied
f rom 9E to 54E (zoom ratio of 6 to 1).

On the Apollo 14 mission, a lens cap will be used on the color camera to preclude
damage to the vidicon tube while the astronauts relocate the camera. A bla6k-and-white
camera may be carried as a backup unit.

New hardware    After the successful conclusion of the Apollo 11 mission, detailed
planning was begun for the Apollo 16 and subsequent lunar-landing missions. Studies
indicated that the lunar-surface communications designed for the preliminary Apollo 



missions would constrain the more complex operations envisioned for these advanced
Apollo missions.

Operational planning included lunar-surface traverses beyond the lunar horizon (with the
resultant loss of signal at the LM) as well as explorations of lunar valleys and canyons.
The present EVCS is limited to a nominal 2.7-km range for a two-man joint traverse or to
a 3.8-km range if the EVA-relay technique is used. As a result, investigations into design
and new hardware implementation were begun to satisfy the requirement for extended-
range lunar-surface operations.

Various approaches to extend the range capability were investigated. These approaches
included a 100-ft-high antenna on the LM, passive corner reflectors, active repeaters, and
an EVCS relay system. All these concepts had undesirable aspects for the intended
application, primarily because of complete dependence on the LM for relay purposes.
Thus, from these initial investigations evolved a new, LM-independent approach to
lunar-surface communications.

The proposed lunar-surface communications unit developed for the Apollo 16 and
subsequent missions is shown deployed on the lunar roving vehicle (LRV) in figure 4.
Called the lunar communications relay unit (LCRU), the device is a self-contained,
independent, portable system that can provide the functions essential for direct voice,
telemetry, and TV communications with MSFN.

Basically, the LCRU will contain a voice and data section consisting of a VHF AM
transmitter and receiver for communications with the astronauts’ VHF EVCS backpacks
and an S-band transmitter and receiver for direct communications with MSFN. A wide-
beamwidth (60E) S-band antenna will be used to minimize the requirement for manually
pointing the antenna while the LRV is in motion. The TV section will consist of an FM
transmitter that can provide color transmissions via a high-gain parabolic antenna.

The functional capabilities of the LCRU are as follows.

1) Provides voice-uplink relay from MSFN to astronauts
2) Provides voice/data-downlink relay via either high- or low-gain antenna
3) Provides color TV downlink using high-gain antenna
4) Provides command-uplink relay from MSFN to ground-commanded TV assembly

(GCTA)
5) Operates on the LRV or modular equipment transporter
6) Operates in voice/data mode while hand-carried
7) Operates for 6-hr traverse on internal battery power (battery replaced between

traverses)



8) Operates on LRV power in the event of battery depletion or failure These
capabilities, of course, can be expanded or deleted as determined by program
requirements.

Of the capabilities listed, it has been established that operation of the hand-carried
LCRU (fig. 5) will be restricted to the voice and data mode; no TV operation will be
required when the LCRU is hand-carried or when the LRV is in motion. The LCRU also
offers an excellent potential for supporting selenographic surveys that may be performed
on later Apollo missions.

Experiments    Four prospective communications-related experiments intended
primarily to determine the electrical properties of the moon are shown in figure 6.

VHF dielectric-constant experiment    The VHF dielectric-constant experiment is
being considered for the Apollo 16 and subsequent missions. Measurements are desired
at each landing site. A 150-ft-long tape measure would be extended from the LM and the
RF peaks and nulls would be measuredbyahandheldfield-strengthmeter.
Investigationswouldbe made at 259.7 and 296.8 MHz, the frequencies presently used.
These data would be of immediate value in determining the maximum range capability of
existing hardware as well as in being design considerations for possible future
equipment.

Bistatic-radar experiment    The bistatic-radar experiment consists of transmitting
signals to earth by two paths simultaneously from the command and service module
(CSM) high-gain antenna. The wide-beam horn of the high-gain antenna would be used.
As the CSM orbits the moon during the near -side pass, the antenna would be pointed at
a specific lunar region. As the signal hit the moon and caromed off toward earth, the
back orside lobe of the antenna would transmit directly to earth. The ground-station
equipment that would be used to receive these signals is the 210-ft-diameter antenna at
JPL. During the recording of the direct and reflected signals at JPL, only the S-band
carrier would be transmitted.

The properties to be determined from this experiment are the Brewster angle (and hence
the dielectric constant) and the surface roughness at S-band areas of the moon.

Also under consideration is using the CSM VHF signal as a bistaticradar experiment. In
this instance, VHF signals would be transmitted via the CSM scimitar antennas and
received at the Stanford University 150-ft VHF antenna array at Palo Alto, Calif. The
addition of the VHF portion of the experiment would allow the acquisition of significant
selenological information.



S-band transponder experiment    The S-band transponder experiment consists of
transmitting S-band signals from the CSM or the LM and receiving them at the MSFN
stations. On the CSM, the high-gain antenna would be used; on the LM, the S-band
steerable antenna would be used. The purpose of this ex eriment is to measure the
Doppler shift resulting from lunar-gravitational-field effects on the spacecraft. No
maneuvering or attitude controlling that would perturb the orbit would be performed
during the experiment, so that all orbital perturbations could be correlated to
gravitational-field effects. Also being considered is acquiring S-band data from the
particles-and-fields subsatellite that would remain in the 111-km circular lunar orbit. The
subsatellite, deployed f rom the CSM, would be a long-duration experiment with a life
time of as long as 1 yr.

Surface electrical-properties experiment    The surface electrical properties experiment
(fig..7) is an RF interferometry experiment operating at eight selected frequencies of
from 500 kHz to 32 MHz. The purpose of the experiment is to determine the subsurface
characteristics of the moon, with the location of subsurface water being a prime
objective. The experiment will be conducted b deploying a large dipole antenna and
transmitter combination directly on the lunar surface; then the receiver portion of the
experiment will be mounted on the LRV and field- strength data will be recorded on each
of the eight transmitter frequencies as the astronauts conduct their scheduled
explorations. These field-strength data will consist of both the direct ray and the
reflected rays from the subsurface features of the moon. By the use of these data and
range data obtained from a separate ranging system, the subsurface characteristics of the
moon may be determined.

Concluding remarks    The Apollo unified S-band system has performed in an excellent
manner in the present configuration and no significant problems have been experienced
to date. Current plans are to use the present hardware and procedures until new
equipment is phased in on the Apollo 16 mission. Significant improvements have been
made in the Apollo television system, primarily in that color, rather than black-andwhite,
presentations were made possible at the same time that motion rendition was improved.
Planning for the Apollo 16 and subsequent missions on which over-the-horizon traverses
are envisioned revealed that a lunar communications relay unit would be required to free
the astronauts from the line-of -sight communications restraint of dependence on the
lunar module for relay. Four communications-related experiments have been proposed
for implementation on the Apollo 16 and subsequent missions. In addition, a subsatellite
with a 1-year life time has been suggested as another means of learning more about the
physical properties of the moon. These experiments, in conjunction with continued
improvement of lunar communications capabilities, will result in increased acquisition of
scientific data from the Apollo Program.



Fig. 1 - Apollo communications links.

Fig. 2 - Schematic of Apollo color TV camera.



Fig. 3 - Apollo color TV camera.

Fig - 4 - Deployed LCRU on lunar roving vehicle.



Fig. 5 - Hand-carried LCRU.

Fig. 6a - VHF dielectric-constant experiment.





Fig. 7 - Surface electrical-properties experiment.
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Summary    The Apollo lunar-exploration missions are being planned for the purpose of
obtaining comprehensive scientific data. The system descriptions and key signal-design
considerations for two data transmission systems – the Phase II Scientific Data System
and the Particles and Fields Subsatellite – are discussed. In both cases, the designs are
constrained by the requirements to (1) use the existing spacecraft systems where
possible, (2) use the existing ground stations, and (3) maintain the existing Apollo
communications capabilities.

Introduction    The experiments proposed for the lunar-exploration phase of the Apollo
Program have resulted in the addition of two data systems to the command and service
module (CSM). The Phase II Scientific Data System (SDS) is to be supported by the
CSM FM link on 2272.5 MHz. A subsatellite will be ejected from the CSM to provide
information on the lunar gravitational field and measurements of particles and fields
(P&F) in the vicinity of the moon as the subsatellite orbits the moon. The P&F
subsatellite will operate on the lunar module frequencies of 2101.8 MHz earth-to-
satellite and 2282.5 MHz satellite-to-earth. A mission rule has been established that,
when an Apollo lunar module is active, the subsatellite transmitter will be commanded
off.

The SDS was designed with two constraining requirements. The prime requirement was
that no existing CSM communications capability would be deleted. The second
requirement was that data be transmitted from the proposed experiments. Two possible
system configurations were considered for meeting these requirements:

1) Implement a separate FM transmitter on the Apollo CSM exclusively for the
scientific data.

2) Incorporate the scientific data into the present CSM FM link transmitter using
time-division multiplexing (TDM). 

A review of these possibilities indicated that the addition of the scientific data to the
existing CSM FM link was possible and provided some attractive cost and schedule



considerations. Therefore, it was decided to add a scientific data transmission mode with
the following characteristics:

1) Baseband- recorded voice at 1:1 playback.

2) One real-time and one playback channel with a 5-kHz maximum frequency
response.

3) One real-time and one playback channel with a 9-kHz maximum frequency
response.

4) One real-time and one playback channel with 64-kbps PCM telemetry.

5) One channel of CSM- recorded 51. 2-kbps PCM telemetry.

The addition of the four analog and two PCM channels to the existing gain- and
bandwidth-limited channel resulted in several interesting design problems. The
predetection SNR is approximately 8. 5 db when an 85-ft Manned Space Flight Network
(MSFN) station is used. The predetection bandwidths of the MSFN receivers vary from
4.3 to 5.3 MHz. In determining an acceptable signal design, the 4.3-MHz bandwidth was
considered from a band-limiting and distortion standpoint, while the 5.3-MHz bandwidth
presented problems in the area of FM threshold. Acceptable data are defined as follows:

1) The baseband voice channel postdetection SNR must be at least 14 db, which
corresponds to a 70-percent word intelligibility.

2) The four scientific data channels must have a postdetection SNR of at least 20 db,
and the subcarrier data demodulator must be operating above the FM threshold
with a predetection SNR of 10 db.

3) The three telemetry channels must provide a bit error probability of no greater than
10-4, which corresponds to a predetection SNR of 9 db at the input to the
subcarrier data demodulator.

The P&F subsatellite is to be ejected from the CSM in lunar orbit and will transmit data
for a period of approximately 1 yr. A transponder of the type designed for the MSFN test
and training satellite will be used for data transmission. The P&F is gain limited because
the RF subsystem originally was designed for earth-orbital use. Data requirements for the
P&F are (1) 128 bps of PCM telemetry and (2) coherent Doppler measurement. The
desired PCM error rate is no more than one error in 10 000bits (Pe < 10-4). The Doppler
measurements require a 12-db SNR in the carrier tracking loop.



Signal Design for the SDS    Selection of the scientific data and telemetry subcarrier
frequencies was based on an extension of the standard Inter-Range Instrumentation
Group (IRIG) channels. The new subcarrier frequencies were chosen such that the
existing CSM 165-kHz and 1.024-MHz channels could be incorporated into the total
signal design. Five subcarrier frequencies of 225, 300, 400, 576, and 768 kHz were
selected to occupy the band between the existing CSM 165-kHz and 1.024-MHz
channels. The 225-kHz frequency was determined by multiplying the 165-kHz frequency
by a factor of 1.37. This value is approximately the same multiplying factor used for
deriving the remaining subcarrier frequencies and is similar to the multiplying factor
separating the low IRIG frequencies. The 576- and 768-kHz frequencies were chosen (as
opposed to 600 and 800 kHz) to eliminate possible second-harmonic interference from
the 300- and 400-kHz subcarriers, respectively. In addition to avoiding the interference
problem, these two frequencies have the advantage of being multiples of the 512-kHz
clock in the CSM (512 x 3/2 = 768; 512 x 9/8 = 576). The S-band spectrum for the SDS
frequency design is shown in figure 1.

The initial subcarrier frequency deviations ()f1 /the frequency deviation of a subcarrier
onto the carrier) were determined using a constant modulation index $ criteria of $ = 1
for the 165-, 225-, and 300-kHz subcarriers. A tapered deviation schedule was used for
the 400-, 576-, 768-, and 1024-kHz subcarriers so that the signal design would be
compatible with the CSM modulator characteristics. These values of $ satisfy both the
SNR and the threshold requirements for each data channel based on the classical FM
discriminator mathematical model of S. ). Rice.1

A series of SNR tests was conducted at the Manned Spacecrait Center (MSC) for the
purpose of verifying the initial signal design (table I). The results of these tests indicated
that the performance of the lower frequency channels was degraded because of below-
threshold operation of the subcarrier data demodulators.

The degraded performance of the subcarriers was due to the low-frequency deviations of
these channels and also to the excessive frequency deviations of the 768- and 1024-kHz
subcarriers. These deviations had been determined analytically using the Rice1 model for
an unmodulated FM signal. The rationale was that because this equation applied to a
conventional discriminator and because a phase-lock-loop FM demodulator (which has
better threshold performance than a discriminator) is used in the MSFN receiving
system, the output signal-to-noise curve would represent a worst-case condition.
However, the measured performance is significantly degraded from the predicted results
using the Rice model. This degradation is due to the multiple (seven) subcarriers
affecting the phase-lock-loop performance by introducing excessive loop stress. The
interchannel interference was not included in the initial signal-design performance
predictions because of the unavailability of an accurate mathematical model at that time.



The results of the SNR tests indicated that empirical methods must be used to obtain a
workable frequency-deviation schedule for the SDS. Therefore, a second series of SNR
tests was initiated for the purpose of determining an acceptable deviation schedule. The
results of these tests indicated that significant performance improvement could be
obtained for the lower frequency subcarriers by increasing the frequency deviation of the
degraded channels while decreasing the 1024-kHz subcarrier frequency deviation from
600 to 550 kHz.

The following conclusions were obtained as a result of the SDS simulation tests
conducted in the Signal-Design Verification Laboratory at MSC:

1) The subcarrier frequency deviations listed in table II ensure satisfactory
performance of the SDS under worst-case RF-level conditions.

2) A tolerance of ± 10 percent can be included with the deviations. This ± 10-percent
value is not an absolute number; a ± 15-percent tolerance would probably work
although the system performance would be degraded. However, a ± 20-percent
tolerance will not work.

3) The FM threshold is defined for the various subcarrier channels as the input’SNR
(into the first FM demodulator) at which impulses are seen in the output
(subcarrier) filter at the rate of 1 impulse per sec to 1 impulse per 10 sec. There is
approximately a 1-db difference in the input SNR at which these two impulse rates
occur. The output data are obliterated entirely during the time of an impulse.

4) An input SNR of 10.5 db into the subcarrier data demodulator will give
satisfactory performance, assuming that the subcarrier data demodulator is a
threshold-extending device such as a phase-lock-loop or FM feedback (FMFB)
demodulator.

5) Tolerances on the frequency deviations of the analog modulating signals onto the
subcarriers are not critical. A±25-percent tolerance will provide satisfactory
performance.

The theoretical required IF bandwidth for the composite signal spectrum can be
determined using the minimum bandwidth rule, which states that BWrequired = 2()f + fmax).
For this particular design, the composite rss frequency deviation is approximately 1 MHz
and the maximum modulation frequency fmax is 1.024 MHz. Therefore, the calculated
required bandwidth is approximately 4.1 MHz using the minimum bandwidth equation,
which indicates that the deviation schedule approaches the bandwidth capability of a
minimum-bandwidth MSFN receiver. The MSFN receivers are specified to have a
predetection bandwidth of 4.8 ± 0.5 MHz when operated in the FM mode.



The frequency deviations and bandwidths for the subcarrier data were determined by the
requirement for simultaneous real-time and playback data capability with peak
modulation frequencies of 5 and 9 kHz. The parameters were chosen so that (1) the real-
time and playback channels would be adjacent and (2) the postdetection SNR
performance of each subcarrier pair would be identical. The IRIG standard frequency 
deviation of ±7.5 percent (12.4kHz) was used for the 165-kHz subcarrier data along with
a 5-kHz peak modulation frequency. The identical frequency deviation was assigned to
the adjacent 225-kHz channel, which was designed as the real-time channel counterpart
of the 165-kHz subcarrier. The peak modulation frequency of 5 kHz was common to
both subcarriers.

The 300- and 400-kHz subcarriers were deviated 22.5 kHz (which is 7.5 percent of 300
kHz) and had a peak modulation frequency of 9 kHz. The 576- and 768-kHz telemetry
subcarriers were biphase modulated with 64 kbps data, and the 1. 024-MHz telemetry
subcarrier was biphase modulated with 51.2 kbps data.

The required predetection bandwidths for the four analog subcarrier demodulators were
determined using the minimum-bandwidth criteria previously discussed. The calculated
required predetection bandwidths are listed in table III.

The predetection bandwidths for the 576-kHz, 768-kHz, and 1.024-MHz telemetry
channels were determined by the data rate and P e requirements for each channel. A
postdetection Pe # 10-4 and a 64-kbps data rate were required for the 576- and 768-kHz
channels, and a 10-4 Pe and a 51.2-kbps data rate were required for the 1.024- MHz
channel.

A value of 80 kHz was selected for predetection bandwidth of the 576- and.768-kHz
telemetry channels to minimize the possibility of interference. This bandwidth
corresponds to passing the fundamental component and approximately 85 percent of the
energy for a NRZ-L code, assuming equal probability of ones and zeros.2 The existing
150-kHz bandpass filter was retained for use with the 1.024-MHz channel.

SDS Performance Summary    A detailed series of system evaluation tests was
conducted at MSC for the purpose of verifying the performance of the total proposed
SDS. The results of both SNR and bit-error-rate (BER) tests were used to determine the
minimum-specified and expected nominal case performance of the SDS. The minimum-
specified and estimated-nominal case circuit margins for an 85-ft MSFN station with the
CSM at lunar distance (215 000 n. mi.) are presented in table IV.

The data shown in table IV indicate that the 768-, 576-, and 300-kHz subcarrier channels
will have negative circuit margins at lunar distance for the minimum-specified case. The 



criterion used for acceptable performance is a 10-db predetection SNR for the analog
channels and a Pe < 10-4 for the telemetry channels.

The estimated-nominal case circuit margins indicate that all channels but the 768-kHz
channel will meet the required performance criteria. The 768-kHz channel also will
exhibit a positive circuit margin when a 10-3 Pe is used.

Signal Design for the P&F Subsatellite    With the restriction that the P&F subsatellite
be compatible with existing Apollo S-band ground stations, the choices of modulation
techniques are somewhat limited for both the downlink and the uplink. Because of the
rigidity of the Apollo command link, the design of the subsatellite uplink must closely
parallel that of the Apollo system. However, because a substantial performance margin
exists on this link, constraining the signal design presents no special problems.

The downlink, with its limited effective radiated power (ERP), requires nearly optimum
use of all available power to establish reliable communications. Here the choice of signal
design is critical to a successful link design.

The first proposed modulation scheme involved f requency- shift keying (FSK) a PCM
data stream onto a 3.9-kHz sine wave subcarrier. The modulated subcarrier is phase
modulated onto the S-band carrier. This modulation scheme is denoted by the symbol
PCM/FSK/PM.

The PCM/FSK/PM scheme appeared undesirable because of possible interference with
the carrier acquisition as a result of the closeness of the 3.9-kHz subcarrier to the carrier.
Furthermore, the PCM/FSK/PM scheme requires a higher receiver signal-to-noise
spectral-density ratio than does a similar biphase-modulated system. In an effort to
minimize the required signal-to-noise density ratio, and, in effect, the required spacecraft
ERP, several methods of implementing a biphase-modulation scheme (PCM/PM/PM)
were investigated.

Because one ground rule for the system design requires a minimum impact on the
existing ground-station facilities, the obvious choice for a subcarrier frequency is the
1.024 MHz of the Apollo telemetry subcarrier. Use of this subcarrier would require no
ground-station modification. However, hardware designers indicated that implementing
this high a frequency would require the use of high-speed logic that would strain the
already tight primary power budget in the spacecraft. Thus, no further consideration was
given to use of the Apollo telemetry subcarrier frequency.
 
In considering the support requirements for the several scientific experiments or
programs being planned, it became apparent that a definite need existed for a variable-
frequency biphase subcarrier demodulator at the MSFN sites. Engineers at the Goddard



Space Flight Center (GSFC) had been considering such a device for some time. It was
decided, after discussions with cognizant GSFC engineers, to pursue the subsatellite
signal design based on the availability of the variable-frequency biphase demodulator.
The remaining task then was to select a suitable frequency for the subcarrier.

Some general criteria were identified for selection of the subcarrier frequency. As
mentioned previously, the frequency should be low enough to preclude the necessity for
using high-speed logic in the spacecraft design. It is also highly desirable to select a
frequency from which the 128-bps clock could be derived, using a binary counter. A
third consideration involves the IF bandwidth of the MSFN S-band receivers. The
receiver uses a limiter-wideband/phase-detector combination for subcarrier detection,
which, because of the limiter suppression, can degrade performance by as much as
1.04 db if the IF SNR is less than -3.47 db. Thus, it is important to minimize the IF
bandwidth. In the Apollo configuration, the IF bandwidth is 3.3 MHz. At the expected
received power levels from the subsatellite, the full 1.04-db performance degradation
would be experienced using this bandwidth. An alternate filter of 60 kHz (-1 db) is being
implemented in the MSFN receivers to accommodate the Apollo lunar-surface
experiments package (ALSEP). Using this filter will eliminate limiter suppression at the
85-ft sites and reduce it by one-half at the 30-ft sites. Thus, selection of a subcarrier
frequency that is compatible with a 60-kHz IF bandwidth is desirable.

A final consideration in selecting the frequency is to move the subcarrier outside the
range of the approximately 12-kHz Doppler uncertainty of the carrier. This consideration
will help minimize carrier-acquisition problems at the ground stations. A frequency that
meets all these criteria is 32. 768 kHz, which is the value selected for the subsatellite
data subcarrier.

The other major concern in the signal design was an uncertainty about the use of a square
wave rather than a sine wave subcarrier. The effect of using a square wave subcarrier on
ground-station receiver performance was unknown. Cursory analysis indicated no
significant difference in link performance using either of the subcarriers. However,
because a significant simplification in spacecraft hardware implementation exists with
the square wave, a detailed study of the effects of using a square wave subcarrier was
undertaken.

The analysis performed on the proposed communications link was directed toward
answering the following questions:

1) Is there an inherent power advantage in using a square wave rather than a sine
wave subcarrier ?



2) Considering both the square wave and the sine wave subcarriers, is there an
optimum choice of modulation indices that will minimize the required spacecraft
ERP?

3) Will the power spectral distribution, as a result of using a square wave subcarrier,
adversely affect the performance of the telemetry receivers ?

The results of this analysis are summarized below. A more detailed presentation is given
in reference 3.

From a power standpoint, the primary difference in the calculations for a square wave or
a sine wave subcarrier is in calculating the power distribution. If the total received RF
power is PT then the subcarrier power PS is given by PS = PTMLS and the carrier power PC 
is given by PC = PTMLC where the terms MLS and MLC are the modulation losses of the
subcarrier and carrier, respectively, and are functions of the subcarrier modulation index.
For the sine wave subcarrier, MLS = 2J1

2 (m) and MLC = J0
2(m), where the Ji are Bessel

functions of the first kind and m is the subcarrier modulation index. For the square wave
subcarrier, M LS = 8/B2 sin2(m) and MLC = cos2(m). These functions are plotted in
figure 2. A cursory look at these plots indicates that, for a given modulation index, the
square wave puts more power in the subcarrier and the sine wave puts more power in the
carrier. One might speculate that, because SNR requirements ar e generally less severe
for carrier tracking than for data demodulation, the square wave should be favored.
However, the proposed 1.0-radian square wave subcarrier modulation index should be
considered. For this case, MLC is -5.5 db and MLS is -2.4 db. If a sine wave subcarrier is
used with a 1.36-radian modulation index (certainly, 1.36 radians is a reasonable value),
MLS remains at -2.4 db but MLC becomes -4.7 db. Thus, 0.8 db has been added to the
carrier power with no reduction in subcarrier power. It is apparent, then, that the square
wave subcarrier cannot be chosen on the basis of power distribution in the link.

Although the sine wave appears to provide slightly better power distribution, the
difference is not significant enough to rule out the square wave, which has decided
hardware-implementation advantages. Furthermore, from the referenced analysis3 and
several quick-look tests, it has been determined that the spectrum is essentially the same
for both the sine wave and the square wave in the subcarrier predetection bandwidth and
that use of the square wave does not adversely affect the S-band receiver performance.
Therefore, the square wave subcarrier will be implemented.

P&F Subsatellite Communications Performance Summary    With the subsatellite
communication system thus defined, it is possible to calculate the predicted performance
for a typical mission. One method of predicting performance is based on circuit margin
calculations. Some minimum performance criteria are Established for each channel in the



system. For the subsatellite downlink, a maximum Pe of 10-4 is specified for the telemetry
channel. This translates to a requirement for a 31.6-db/Hz signal-to-noise density ratio at
the receiver output. The channel circuit margin then is defined as the difference between
the required ratio and the predicted ratio. For the carrier, a 12-db SNR in the carrier
tracking loop bandwidth is required. Thus, the circuit margin is a measure of how near
the system comes to meeting the specified requirements.

A summary of circuit margins for the subsatellite uplink is given in table V for operation
with ground stations equipped with 30-ft antennas (with cooled parametric amplifiers)
and with 85-ft antennas. A summary of the downlink margins is given in table VI. In
both tables, minimum-specified or worst-case parameter values were used in making the
calculations. As indicated in the tables, uplink performance is expected to be good for
both 30- and 85-ft stations. Downlink performance is expected to be good at the 85-ft
sites; however, the downlink performance at the 30-ft sites is expected to be marginal.
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Fig. 1 - S-band spectrum of Scientific-Data-System frequency design.

Fig. 2 - Modulation losses for sine wave and square wave subcarriers.



MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK UNIFIED
S-BAND SYSTEM 1970

R. E. SPEARING
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Introduction    The Unified S- Band (USB) communication system installed at MSFN
tracking stations around the world in 1965 and 1966 was provided to meet the then
known and anticipated requirements of an Apollo lunar landing program. Such functions
as precision two-way doppler and ranging measurements dictated the need for a highly
stable carrier, a narrow deviation, phase modulation transmit/receive system. From the
equipments available during the early 1960’s, it was decided to use the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) receiver/exciter/ranging system as it met all the basic requirements for
Apollo spacecraft communications and represented a proven hardware concept through
its use in the JPL Deep Space Network (DSN).

As initially implemented, the USB system consisted of 30-foot or 85-foot cassegrain
antenna systems driven by an X- Y mount, low-noise parametric amplifiers, the JPL
receiver/exciter/ranging system, and a data demodulator system. Supporting equipments,
including a tracking data processor, an antenna position programmer, and a precision
timing system were also installed, but these equipments are not discussed. The basic
ground communications system is shown in Fig. 1. The amount of equipment and the
size of antennas varied depending on the particular tracking station, but all other
significant system characteristics were the same. Table 1 lists the main features of the
originally implemented S-Band system.

In the following text, a discussion concerning the evolution of an improved, more
versatile S-Band system from the originally conceived system is presented. Emphasis
will be placed on the receive portion of the system as little in the way of new
requirements or equipment difficulties have been encountered in other areas. Finally, a
tabulation of system parameters available to the 1970 user is given.

Early System Operation    During the next two years following completion of the
MSFN for support of Apollo, only minor changes were made affecting system
performance or capabilities. Tracking of the early Apollo earth-orbital launches proved
the basic system for mission support. But, continued operation of the S-Band system and
continuing test programs dealing with spacecraft/ground station compatibility began to



provide information which led to two significant equipment changes; one primarily to
improve system reliability and the other to improve signal detection sensitivity.

Failure reports and general feedback from station operating personnel indicated that
reliability of the hot parametric amplifiers was quite low. The problem covered the
gamut of short life from the reflex klystron pump source, poor gain stability, and
alignment difficulties. These shortcomings eventually led to a decision to replace the
unit. A market search and review of the state-of-the art in hot paramp development
indicated that paramps could be provided with much improved performance. The most
noteworthy change in new unit procured for the network was use of a Gunn oscillator
pump source operating at 23.6 GHz versus the reflex klystron pump source operating at
15.5 GHz in the original unit. A comparison of paramp characteristics is contained in
Table 2. Another feature of the new paramp is the provision of three channels thus
allowing an improvement in receiver angle tracking sensitivity.

The second change (to improve signal detection sensitivity) concerned replacement of
the 50 MHz modulation tracking demodulator which is part of the Data Demodulator
System previously discussed. Both the CSM and LM spacecraft transmit a frequency
modulated (FM) carrier as well as a phase modulated (PM) carrier. The FM carrier is
used primarily for transmission of television but also serves to transmit voice and
telemetry data. Several of the FM transmission modes from the CSM include playback of
voice and telemetry information recorded while the spacecraft is behind the moon and
out of contact with the earth-based tracking stations. Peak carrier deviation for playback
voice was and still is a mere 60 kHz versus 600 KHz for telemetry. Tests simulating
lunar distance communication conducted at the Manned Spacecraft Center compatibility
facility indicated that the reception of playback voice would be below intelligibility
standards with the existing spacecraft-to-ground communications system Since the
spacecraft design was frozen attention centered around improving the sensitivity of the
ground receiver. The 50 MHz FM demodulator being used at that time was a modulation
tracking phase lock loop design. But, the design did not offer sufficient threshold
extension to allow for positive signal margin in the case of playback voice. In an effort to
resolve the problem two new FM demodulator designs were investigated. One employed
an advanced phase lock loop1 and the other employed frequency feedback for threshold
extension. Test results indicated that either design would meet the requirements.
Simplicity and lower cost to produce the phase lock demodulator resulted in its adoption
for the network. The signal-to-noise curves of Fig. 2 illustrate the superior performance
of the new demodulator.

A third significant system change is about to take place within the USB system. This
change has resulted primarily from problems encountered in the use of patching to route
signals and configure systems for mission support. Appreciation of the problem is easily
gained by describing the number of signals involved. An MSFN station equiped with an



85-foot antenna contains four receivers. Each receiver has three outputs-PM video,
voice, and 50 MHz IF. A nearby DSN facility is also equipped with four receivers having
identical outputs. The signals from these eight receivers are routed to four Data
Demodulator Systems.

Receivers and demodulator systems may be configured in various combinations to
support the two Apollo spacecraft. Each demodulator system has typically 20 outputs
which include voice, PCM telemetry, television, and baseband video. The demodulator
serves as distributor for all these signals to various users as depicted in Fig. 2. Patching
and verifying all inputs and outputs prior to mission support represents a formidable
task. Real-time changes in configuration can be even more formidable. Typical problems
that have been encountered include incorrect patches, improper patch seating, open patch
cables, and improperly terminated signal paths. All of these problems can result in loss
of data.

In order to relieve these cumbersome equipment interfaces matrix switching systems are
being procured. Figure 3 depicts the matrix As it applies to the USB equipment. Matrix
switching is also being incorporated in other areas of the MSFN tracking station. Its
application in these areas is discussed in the paper dealing with MSFN Telemetry
Systems. The main features of the USB matrix switching system are contained in
Table 3. Obvious advantages of this switching approach include ease of operation,
configuration control, and maintenance. Overall signal path reliability is also greatly
increased with the need to manually patch and unpatch no longer existent.

Impact of the “J” Mission    Advent of the Apollo “J” mission series has introduced
many new acronyms such as LCRU, SDS, PFS that represent communication and data
systems each with specific communications requirements. The LCRU will transmit and
receive S-Band signals directly from the eard; during lunar exploration the SDS
contained in the service module will transmit a new group of subcarriers, and the PFS
will transmit a third new data link. But, the varied requirements of these new signal
sources do not significantly impact the USB system configuration. All three systems
time-share existing Apollo frequency assignments. Through the use of the matrix
switching system and the existing receiver/demodulator capability all the new spacecraft-
to-ground signals can be detected and routed to the desired users. The same statement is
not true for the uplink. Addition of the ground-to-LCRU communications link has
required implementation of a new subcarrier for voice transmission to the astronauts.
Integration of this additional subcarrier equipment into the existing transmission system
is not difficult. The result will be a transmit system capable of being modulated by
various combinations of ranging data directly on the carrier, a voice modulated 30 KHz;
subcarrier, a voice or PSK command modulated 70 KHz subcarrier, and a voice
modulated 124 KHz; subcarrier. Modulation of the transmitter by other yet to be defined
signals falling within the bandwidth of the modulator is also possible.



Support of Other NASA Programs    Possible availability of a world-wide S-Band
communications network for support of existing and future space flight programs has
resulted in requirements for tracking, receiving, and demodulating signals throughout the
2200 to 2300 MHz band. The present special purpose S- Band receiving system with its
limited 2270 to 2300 MHz tuning range, does not have the capability to support an
increasing number of these requirements. Formal requirements exist for support of OAO,
Mariner, and ERTS missions. Support requirements have been indicated from such
programs as IMP, OSO, ATS, Planetary Explorers, Pioneer and Viking. A general
increase in requirements is resulting from the gradual withdrawal of users from the VHF
telemetry band.

To allow support of all these requirements dictated that modifications be made to the
antenna feed system and receiver down conversion circuitry. Addition of equipment to
the angle tracking portion of the receiver was also necessary.

It was previously indicated iii Table 1 that the design passbands of the feed were 2090 to
2120 MHz for transmit and 2270 to 2300 MHz for receive. Basically the feed, less its
diplexer and receive filters, has a much wider bandwidth. Therefore, all that was required
to obtain the 2200 to 2300 MHz receive capability was replacement of the diplexer and
receive filter components of the feed with redesigned units covering the desired
frequency band. Although simple enough to perform, careful attention had to be given in
preparation of specifications. In at least the ERTS support application, extremely
wideband signals are received. Such signals are quite easily distorted. Therefore,
specifying such parameters as group delay and pa ssband ripple became very important.

This same attention was required in consideration of modifications to the receiver down
conversion circuitry. JPL’s design of the receiver system was based partly on its use in
narrow band phase lock applications with tuning done by crystal VCO selection. Use of
the receiver to receive and track signals throughout a 100 MHz band with bandwidths
from tens of kilohertz to tens of megahertz required a significant modification. At the
same time it was necessary to preserve the existing equipment capabilities. Figure 5
illustrates the makup of the basic receiver. Only the reference channel is shown for
simplification. All shaded-corner blocks of the receiver had to be replaced. With the
modification, a general upgrading of receiver specifications was also accomplished.
Tuning by selection of the appropriate VCXO was deleted. A synthesizer /VCXO
combination is used instead. Carrier frequency selection in 1 KHz increments may now
be made directly through front panel mounted thumbwheels. A single VCXO is retained
for carrier acquisition and tracking. Table 4 gives a performance comparison of new and
old receiver down-convertors. In order to meet the image response specification a double
conversion process was employed with an intermediate frequency at 340 MHz for best
spurious response. Thus, the overall receiver is now triple conversion.



A final user requirement not met by the S- Band system was the ability to angle track FM
carriers. Most FM transmissions do not provide either a sufficiently stable carrier or
sufficient carrier power for phase lock tracking. To meet this requirement, a new fixed
frequency receiver is being procured. This receiver will connect directly to 50 MHz I.F.
reference and angle channel outputs of the new down-convertor. Cross-correlation
detection is used to accomodate signals without a recognizable carrier. Carriers with
modulation bandwidths from less than 100 KHzto20 MHz can be detected and error
voltages derived for angle tracking of the transmitting source.

Summary    It can be clearly seen from the foregone discussion that, in the five years
since its inception, the role and characteristics of the Unified S-Band system have
changed considerably. These changes have followed these basic guidelines for network
implementation:

1. Sustaining the networks’ capability for reliable mission support.
2. Increasing effectiveness and efficiency in manned space flight support.
3. Incorporation of new equipment to meet new program support requirements.

New S-Band parametric amplifiers and new FM demodulators have replaced the original
equipment to sustain the networks’ performance in the latter case and to provide more
effective, efficient support in the former. The addition of matrix switching undoubtedly
will provide for more effective, efficient system support. Redesign of the JPL receiver
down-convertor and provision for cross-correlation tracking satisfy new program support
requirements. Taken together these changes have transformed an almost single purpose
system into a general purpose S-Band communications system capable of supporting a
variety of users with widely varying requirements. A tabulation of pertinent
characteristics available to these users are resented in Table 5.

Future Improvements    Future improvements and modifications under consideration at
the present time fall mainly in the area of receive system sensitivity through the use of
maser prearnplifiers and demodulators providing additional threshold extension.
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Table 1.-Early USB System Characteristics

1. Antenna - 30 ft. or 85 ft. diameter parabola on X-Y mount.

2. Feed - Cassegrain, RCP or LCP, Monopulse
Transmit:  2090 MHz to 2120 MHz
Receive:   2270 MHz to 2300 MHz

3. Paramps - Cooled, 35EK, single channel
Hot, 170EK, single channel

4. Receiver - Double conversion, phase lock, crystal VCO controlled.

Outputs: PM Video (4 MHz)
50 MHz IF (5 MHz)
Doppler (1 MHz bias)
Range code (PRN)

5. Transmitter - Power output: 20 KW
Modulation (PM):  PRN range code, Voice, Command

6. Data Demod - Demodulates 1.024 MHz and 1.25 MHz subcarriers, and 50
MHz L F

7. Ranging
Subsystem - Max Range:  800,000 km

Accuracy:     15 m
Resolution:     1 m

8. Doppler Accuracy:    20 mm/sec
Subsystem - Resolution: 0.65 mm/sec



Table 2.-Comparison of Hot Paramp Characteristics

Function Old Unit New Unit

Frequency Range 2270-2300 MHz 2200-2300 MHz

Noise Temperature 170EK 100EK

Gain 20± 1 db, 20 + 0.5 db

Stability ±1 db/24 hrs? ±0.5 db/24 hrs

Outputs 5 7
Channels 1 3
Weight 63 lbs 41 lbs

Table 3.-USB Matrix Switching System Capabilities

1. Thumbwheel selection-Any RCVR to any DEMOD
2. Dedicated data line sets- Prime and Alternate
3. Thumbwheel selection-Any DEMOD to either data line set
4. Magnetically latched reed crosspoints
5. Display and confirmation of all signal paths selected.
6. Front panel monitoring of all matrix inputs and outputs.
7. Termination of all unswitched signals.

Table 4.- Comparison of Old and New Down-Convertors

Specification New Old

Freq. Range 2200-2300 MHz 2270-Z300 MHz-
(Synthesizer) (Plug-in crystal)

Noise Figure 8 db, max. 11 db max.

Bandwidth 30 MHz min. 8 MHz min.
  50 MHz IF

Spurious -70, db min. -40 db min.

Images -60 db min. -30 db min.



Table 5.-USB System Characteristics-1970

1. Antenna - 30 ft. or 85 ft. diameter parabola on X-Y mount.

2. Feed - Cassegrain, RCP or LCP, Monopulse
Transmit:  2090 to 2120 MHz
Receive:   2200 to 2300 MHz

3. Paramps - Cooled:  Single channel, 35EK
Hot:  Three channel, 100EK

4. Receiver - Triple conversion, phase lock or cross correlation tracking.
Synthesizer tuning in I KHz steps
Outputs: PM Video (4 MHz)

50 MHz IF (30 MHz)
Doppler (1 MHz bias)
Range code (PRN)

Note:  All other system charactersitics have not changed significantly.

Fig. 1 - Basic USB Communication System



Fig. 2 - USB System Interface with Patching

Fig. 3 - USB System Interface with Matrix Switching



Fig. 4 -

Fig. 5 - Basic JPL Receiver
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Summary    This paper discusses the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) Telemetry
System as it has been developed through the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo programs and
is now being modified to meet Skylab, Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS),
and Apollo “J” mission (Apollo 16 and subsequent lunar missions) requirements. The
existing telemetry system must be modified to meet the requirements of these future
programs.

This modification will consist of the implementation of automated configuration
switching, centralized control of telemetry subsystems, tunable FM and PSK modulators/
demodulators, high frequency PCM signal conditioners, and the upgrading of both the
wide band instrumentation magnetic tape recorders and the PCM decommutation
capability.

The resulting telemetry system, which will be capable of supporting various manned and
unmanned space missions, is described here. Data flow diagrams are delineated and
equipment electrical characteristics are discussed.

Introduction    The Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) Telemetry System has been
designed to meet the following major goals:

1. “Real Time” display of telemetry parameters.

2. “Man-rated,” which is interpreted as meaning that any single failure will not
preclude the capability of providing the required mission support.

3. Flexibility for “quick-turnaround” due to changing requirements.

4. “State-of-the-art” design for telemetry systems and subsystems within budgetary
considerations.



With an ultimate goal of providing data to a flight control team during manned flight
missions, the Mercury network was implemented in 1960. Many changes have since
been incorporated and new equipment implemented to meet the Gemini and Apollo
program requirements. However, the prime requirement of providing data to a flight
control team has not changed, although this team has moved from evaluating data on site
to a central control center at the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas.

An effort is now underway to provide support capability for ERTS, Skylab, and the
Apollo “J” mission series. This capability represents a substantial effort in the
implementation of new equipments on the MSFN. In this paper some of the new
equipments are discussed, along with their eventual use in meeting these new
requirements.

The present MSFN consists of tracking stations at Corpus Christi, Texas, Goldstone,
California; Merritt Island, Florida; USNS Vanguard; Canary Islands; Acension Island;
Bermuda; Madrid, Spain; Carnarvon, Australia; Honeysuckle Creek, Australia; Guam;
Kauai, Hawaii; Guaymas, Mexico; and the Network Test and Training Facility at the
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) in Greenbelt, Maryland (Reference 4). During
1971, the tracking station at Grand Bahama Island will be moved to the Southern
Hemisphere, to meet Skylab tracking requirements. Figure 1 shows the geographical
locations of MSFN tracking stations (Reference 12).

For the purpose of this paper, the telemetry data system is defined by Figure 2.

History of the MSFN Telemetry Capabilities    Due to the changing tracking and data
requirements of the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo programs, the MSFN has continually
implemented new equipments. Some of the MSFN telemetry system capabilities since
1960 are listed below:

1960 and 1961 - Mercury Implementation
1. 100 kHz magnetic tape recording capability.
2. Five FM IRIG discriminator channels.
3. PAM decommutation.
4. Narrow band VHF receiving, with post detection space diversity combining

capability.
5. Preamps with 4 db noise figure.
6. Pre-selector RF filter for three RF links.
7. Limited on-site display.
8. One kHz oscillograph capability.



1962
1. Additional IRIG discriminator capability at selected MSFN sites.
2. Wide bandwidth VHF receivers with post detection space diversity combining

capability.
3. Pre-selector RF filter for five RF links.
4. Limited narrow band FM record capability.

1963 - Gemini Implementation
1. PCM decommutation capability, using patchboard acquisition and distribution

techniques.
2. 1.5 MHz recording capability.
3. Local display expanded.

1964
1. Bermuda data remoted.
2. Biomed data remoted, using analog techniques from entire network.
3. Wide band multiplexing techniques used for data transmission.
4. PCM decoms interfaced to computer.

1965 - Apollo Implementation
1. PCM decommutation capability, using stored program techniques.
2. Wide bandwidth receivers using predetection polarization combining and

predetection recording and playback techniques.
3. RF multicouplers vice pre-selectors.

1966
1. Expanded VCO multiplexing techniques for recording purposes.
2. On-site displays are driven from computer in addition to PCM decommutator.

1967
1. Complete IRIG proportional bandwidth FM discriminator capability.
2. PAM decommutation capability expanded and interfaced to computer system.
3. Automatic VHF receiver calibration equipment.
4. Flexible analog to digital conversion equipment interfaced to computer.
5. VHF receiver preamps with 1.7 db noise figure.

1968
1. Wide band tunable FM demodulation capability.
2. Frequency calibration equipment.
3. All telemetry data remoted to Houston.
4. One bps to one Mbs split-phase PCM bit synchronization.



1969
1. Expanded subcarrier spectrum analysis.
2. Five kHz oscillograph.
3. Wide band data transmission techniques applied to slow scan TV remoting.
4. Receiver AGC data digitized for remoting and automatic PCM bit error rate tests.

1970
1. Automatic video matrix switching system.
2. Video distribution amplifiers with 2 Mhz response.
3. Centralized telemetry control.
4. Two MHz recording capability.
5. Automatic monitoring of remoted PCM data.
6. Wide band tunable voltage controlled oscillator programmed from computer.

1971 - ERTS and Skylab implementation
1. 20 MHz PCM bit synchronization.
2. Five MHz PCM decommutation.
3. Tunable PSK demodulation and simulation capability to two MHz.
4. Digital biomed data remoting, using high accuracy A/D conversion.

Apollo Configuration for “H” Series Missions    The proceedings of the Apollo
Unified “S” Band Conference (Reference 3), held in June 1966, delineated the
characteristics of various equipments to be implemented in support of the Apollo lunar
landing program. The Apollo PCM decommutator was briefly described along with its
interface with the computer and USB System.

A building block approach was used to implement this system, i.e., all equipments were
not implemented at the same time, but were integrated into the Gemini telemetry system
as requirements were finalized and equipments were delivered. This was possible
because of the telemetry system organization.

The MSFN telemetry system consists of six subsystems:
1. Digital telemetry subsystem.
2. FM telemetry subsystem.
3. PAM/PDM telemetry subsystem.
4. Telemetry recorder subsystem.
5. RF telemetry subsystem.
6. Telemetry control subsystem.

The RF telemetry system consists of dual VHF (225-260 MHz) telemetry receivers with
predetection combining, and predetection recording and playback capability. The RF
signal is fed to the receivers from a low noise figure preamp (on the order of 1.7 db). The



over-all system noise figure is on the order of 2.1 db, providing excellent VHF
“predetect combined” video signals for recording and decommutation. The receivers are
calibrated using a ten-channel VHF signal simulator which automatically sequences
through seven signal levels, thus capable of calibrating ten receivers simultaneously. The
receivers can demodulate narrow and wideband FM signals using a variety of IF band
widths. Receiver output signals are made available to the digital subsystem for
decommutation, to the recorder subsystem for magnetic recording and to the FM
subsystem for further demodulation of FM multiplexes. Interfacing between subsystems
is accomplished using 50-ohm coaxial cable and termination into coaxial patch panels
and matrix switching systems for configuration flexibility. Equipment description and
salient characteristics of the existing RF Telemetry subsystem equipments are found in
Appendix 1 of this paper.

The telemetry recorder subsystem consists of multiple IRIG wide band group II
instrumentation recorders, voice recorders, pressure fluid analog chart recorders, event
monitoring chart recorders, and five-kHz oscillographic recorders. Flexible 50-ohm
coaxial patch panels and matrix switching systems interface each of the recorders to the
other telemetry subsystems. Each IRIG wide band group II recorder (Reference 2) has a
1.5 MHz direct record capability for 14 tracks (one-inch tape) at tape speeds from 3-3/4
to 120 inches per second. Up to seven tracks may be used for wide band FM recording.
Salient characteristics of all existing recorder subsystem equipments are found in
Appendix 2.

The existing PCM decommutation technique consists of two types: patchboard and
stored program. Either type can process PCM data coded NRZ-L, NRZ-S, NRZ-M, RZ
and Bi-phase-Level (Split Phase). The MSFTP-1 uses patchboards to program the
decommutation and distribution of data. The MSFTP-2 uses a core memory to store
instructions for the decommutation and distribution of data. The MSFTP-2 core memory
has a capacity of 4,096 words of 36 bits each, which can be programmed by manual
entry, paper tape reader entry, or computer-system entry. Both decommutators have two
computer buffers, and each buffer can transfer 30-bit words to the computer system.
Each decommutator has digital to analog converters that can be used to distribute
selected parameters in analog form to peripheral equipment (analog chart recorders or
meters). The decommutators also can be programmed to distribute on/off event
parameters or binary coded parameters to peripheral equipment (event recorders). Salient
characteristics of all existing digital telemetry subsystems are given in Appendix 5.

The model DDF-13 PAM/PDM decommutator accepts serial PAM or PDM data for
conversion to parallel and serial binary data. The input to the DDF-13 may be from a
subcarrier discriminator or from an analog tape recorder. The equipment performs pulse
synchronization on the data and can also decode main-frame and sub-frame
synchronization patterns. The formatter measures the amplitude or duration of the input



data pulses, and then converts it to a PCM NRZ-L format, with one eight-bit word
corresponding to each input data pulse, and generates a 16-bit synchronization pattern
for each frame of converted data. The DDF-13 accepts variable duty cycle PAM data or
PDM data conforming to IRIG, or accepts data with non-IRIG standard coded PAM
format having a duty cycle in the range between 30 and 90 percent. For PDM coded data,
the duty cycle for the zero percent calibration level can be coded four to 15 percent of
the fall bit length time, and the 100 percent calibration level can be coded from 45 to 70
percent of the full bit length time. The input data rates may range from one bps to 10 kbs
for 100 percent duty cycle PAM format, or one bps to five kbs for PDM or 50 percent
duty cycle PAM. The formatter has two converted outputs, each with one eight-bit binary
word per input data pulse: one is compatible with the input to the computer system for
transfer in parallel; the other is formatted in a PCM, NRZ-L serial format with a
synchronization pattern as previously described. Salient characteristics of all existing
PAM/PDM telemetry subsystems are given in Appendix 3.

The FM subsystem includes subcarrier discriminators with IRIG channel characteristics
and subcarrier discriminators with variable center frequency and bandwidth
characteristics for processing FM/FM multiplexed data channels. In addition, data
converter/multiplexer equipment is available which can accept up to 36 channels of
analog or converted digital-to-analog (D/A) data which can modulate IRIG subcarrier
voltage controlled oscillators (Channels 1 through 18 and A through E), and then
multiplex these subcarrier channels for off-station transmission and tape recording.
Salient characteristics for existing FM telemetry subsystems are given in Appendix 4.

Apollo Configurations for “J” Series Missions    The telemetry system is presently
undergoing modifications to meet the Apollo “J” Mission requirements. Four major
pieces of equipment will be implemented: a tunable PSK demodulator, tunable PSK
simulator, tunable voltage controlled oscillator, and an Analog Multiplexer Quantizer.
Figure 3 depicts the telemetry system configuration for the Apollo “j” missions.

1.  Tunable PSK Demodulator    The tunable PSK Demodulator is being implemented
for support of the Particles and Fields Subsatellite and the Scientific Data System (SDS),
each of which is flying PSK subcarriers modulated onto either an FM or PM transmitter.
Figure 4 depicts the SDS spectrum.

For the purposes of this paper, PSK will be defined as the phase modulation of a carrier
±90E (Reference 1). The modulating waveform could be any of the IRIG PCM code
formats, i.e., NRZ, RZ, and split phase (bi-phase).

A sinusoidal carrier that is phase-shifted ±90E by a binary sequence can be expressed as



epsk(t) = -Am(t) sin (wc t + Nc

where

A is the carrier amplitude,
m(t) = ±1 is a switching function representing the binary sequence,
wc is the carrier frequency,
Nc is the initial phase of the carrier.

The two possible signal states of the PSK signal are

e1(t) = A sin (wc t Nc), and e2 (t) = -A sin (wc t + Nc).

If the modulation process is phase-coherent, the bit transitions of the binary sequence
always occur at the same point of a carrier cycle, i.e., the phase and frequency of the
PCM modulating signal are related to the phase and frequency of the carrier. For phase-
noncoherence, bit transitions occur at random with respect to carrier zero crossings and
peaks, i.e., the subcarrier to data rate is nonintegral. The tunable PSK demodulator will
separate coherent or noncoherent PSK-NRZ, RZ, or split phase modulated data from a
frequency multiplex. Optimum demodulator performance at low input signal-to-noise
ratios is the primary design objective. Salient features of the tunable PSK demod
(Reference 6) are as follows:

a. DC Offset - Up to 100% of peak-to-peak signal amplitude.
b. Subcarrier Rate - Tunable from 1 kHz to 2.0 MHz.
c. Bit Rate - 1 bps to 1.00 Mbs.
d. Code Formats - PSK modulated by an NRZ-M, NRZ-L, RZ, Bi N-L, Bi N M, or

Bi N -S PCM data.
e. Carrier to Bit Rate Ratios - From 1 to 1000. Carrier frequency and bit rate need

not be harmonically related.
f. Input Filtering - A tunable linear phase bandpass filter is employed at the signal

input to separate the PSK subcarrier from the frequency multiplex. The tunable
filter has selectable bandwidths of 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3 times the bit rate, with a
roll-off characteristic of 18 db/octave. A fixed bandpass filter may be substituted
for the internal tunable bandpass filter for selected PSK subcarriers.

g. Subcarrier Tracking Range - ±10% of carrier frequency.
h. Subcarrier Frequency Jitter - The phase lock loop will track variations in the

subcarrier frequency up to ±10% of the nominal subcarrier frequency at a jitter
rate of up to 10,000 Hz.

i. Threshold - The demodulator will provide optimum performance at low input
signal-to-noise ratios.



2.  PSK Simulator    The PSK simulator will generate NRZ, RZ, or split-phase (bi-
phase) modulated sub-carriers in the frequency range from 1.0 kHz to 2.0 MHz. The
simulator will contain four PSK modulators and will be capable of mixing these PSK
modulators together with external FM subcarriers to generate a multiplex of frequencies.

In general, the PSK simulator will exercise the tunable PSK demodulator and simulate,
as a minimum, the SDS and Particles and Fields Subsatellite to be used during the
Apollo “J” mission.

3.  Tunable Subcarrier Oscillator    A computer-programmable, tunable subcarrier
oscillator will be implemented into the MSFN telemetry system as part of the Apollo “J”
mission equipment updates. The oscillator will be used to simulate the SDS FM
subcarriers, to provide expanded multiplexing capability for magnetic tape recording,
and to provide a flexible frequency source for microwave transmission requirements.
Salient features of the unit are listed below (Reference 8):

a. Input Signal Amplitude Range - ±1, ±2.5, or ±5 volts peak for full band-edge can
be selected remotely, or locally. Variable inputs between ±1 volt and ±10 volts
can be accommodated.

b. Center Frequency - Any center frequency between 100 Hz and 2.5 MHz can be
selected locally, or by remote control.

c. Deviation Polarity - Positive or negative direction is selected locally or remotely.
d. Center Frequency Deviation - Center frequency deviations from ±5% to ±40% are

programmable to three digits. This is selected locally or by remote control.
e. DC Offset - Zero, high bandedge, low bandedge, or variable offset may be

selected locally or by remote control.
f. Center Frequency Stability - Center frequency drift does not exceed ±0.05% for

15 hours at constant temperature after a 15 minute warm-up.
g. Bandwidth Stability - Bandwidth drift is not greater than ±.2% of full scale

deviation at constant temperature after a 15 minute warm-up.
h. Static Linearity - For center frequencies extending to one MHz, best straight line

linearity is ±.1% of bandwidth for deviations not greater than ±15%, and is ±0.2%
of bandwidth for deviations not greater than ±40%. For center frequencies of
1 MHz or more, best straight line linearity is within ±.5% for all deviations.

i. Frequency Response - The frequency response is within +1 db from dc to
500 kHz.

j. Amplitude Modulation - For any deviation, the amplitude modulation of the sine
wave output is less than one db.

k. Subcarrier Distortion - At any deviation, the total subcarrier harmonic distortion
of the sine wave output is less than 1%.



l. Remote Control and Computer Interface - The Programmable Tunable Subcarrier
Oscillator’s input range, positive or negative sense, dc offset, center frequency
and center frequency deviation may be controlled by the computer system.

m. FSK Modulation Capability - The storage of a second set of three digits
pertaining to a second programmed center frequency, together with a set of gates
controlled by a status line input such that by switching the status line from “0” to
“1” the VCO output can be switched back and forth from a first to the second
stored frequency, thus generating FSK waveforms.

n. Output Mixing - An external signal may be inserted in the frequency range from
dc to 10 MHz for mixing with the internally generated frequency.

o. Injection Locking - The insertion of a precision frequency at the nominal output
frequency of the tunable VCO will phase lock the VCO output to the injected
signal. Locking range is ±1% of the center frequency.

During 1971 all biomedical telemetry data received at an MSFN tracking station will be
remoted to the Houston control center via digital techniques. Biomedical data is defined
as the astronauts’ EKG’s and impedance pneumograph information. At present, EKG’s
and impedance pneumograph data are frequency multiplexed using IRIG subcarriers and
remoted via telephone lines. Under the new scheme, all LM and extravehicular biomed
data will be digitized into eight-bit binary words, and remoted using 4.8k bit modems
and compatible telephone lines. CSM biomed data is presently transmitted from the
spacecraft in digital form. In order to achieve the high accuracy required, an Analog
Multiplexer Quantizer (AMQ) will be implemented with the following features
(Reference 12):

a. The AMQ is capable of accepting 128 individual analog inputs.
b. The input sample rate is selectable from one to 100,000 samples per second. The

sample rate accuracy is ±.05%, and the stability is ±.001%.
c. The sample time is five microseconds.
d. The aperture time is 200 nanoseconds.
e. Analog to Digital Conversion

(1) The resolution is 8 bits with an accuracy of ±1/2 the least significant bit.
(2) Linearity - ±.05%.
(3) Stability - ±.02% of full scale for short term (8 hours); ±.05% long term (30

days).
(4) Crosstalk - ±.01% of full scale.
(5) Offset and Noise - ±.01% of full scale.
(6) Output Code

Input Analog Voltage Output Binary Code
0.0 volts 00000000

      +10.0 volts 11111111



f. Local/Remote System Control - The AMQ can be operated and controlled from the
front panel (local control), or remotely (remote control) via instructions received from
the computer system.

g. System Modes. The following system modes are selectable locally or through the
proper computer instructions when in the remote mode:
(1) Sequential/Addressable Mode. The sequential mode causes the channels to be

sampled sequentially, starting at channel number 1 (Address 00000000) and
recycling after the channel number in the recycle control has been reached. The
rate at which the channels are sampled is a function of the sample-rate control.
The addressable mode disables the sequential mode and causes the channel
whose address is supplied by the “Channel Address” control or the computer
input to be sampled.

(2) Synchronous/Asynchronous Mode. The synchronous mode allows the internal
sample rate to control the channel sampling rate in either the Local or Remote
mode of operation. If the sequential mode is selected, the channels are sampled
sequentially at the sample rate. If the addressable mode is selected, the channel
whose address has been entered into the system is sampled at the sample rate.
The asynchronous mode disables the synchronous mode and results in the
following operation depending upon the Local/Remote control:
(a) Local Operation. The asynchronous mode will cause the channels to be

sampled at a rate determined by a pushbutton control.
(b) Remote Operation. The asynchronous mode in the remote operation will

have a sample rate determined by the computer.

Skylab    A rehabilitation effort is underway to replace various equipments in the MSFN
Telemetry System that cannot meet Skylab requirements. included in this group are a
new data decommutation subsystem, wide band recorder subsystem, and receiver
subsystem.
1. Digital Telemetry. A Stored Program Data Decommutation System will be

implemented into the MSFN telemetry system in 1972. The following list itemizes
features presently not incorporated into the MSFN decommutation system
(Reference 5):
a. One bps to five Mbs serial input.
b. Store a minimum of 32 unique formats, using 8k of memory.
c. Frame sync word lengths from six to 32 bits, and data word lengths from four to

32 bits.
d. Digital pattern recognition for frame and subframe synchronization.
e. Five subframe synchronizers, all of which can handle recycle or ID patterns.
f. Memory Buffered Serial Data Output (modem compatible).
g. Digital printer built in for data display.
h. Data Redundancy Removal and data tagging.



i. Format instructions are designed to handle complex PCM formats with a
minimum number of instructions.

j. 32 digital (binary) to analog converters,
32 ON-OFF outputs (digital stores),
32 bit data multiplex.

k. Two output data buffers for computer interface.
l. Memory load from computer.
m. Self-contained test equipment.
n. Automatic program change upon detection of a predetermined code.
o. Maximum of three equipment racks.
p. Remote control operation.

The decommutator, when implemented, will provide a minimum of four PCM
handling systems at each MSFN site.

2. RF Telemetry. A minimum of eight dual-channel receiver systems win be available
when new receiver systems are implemented in 1972 at each MSFN site. The new
systems will augment the existing model 2074 receiver and model 5100 combiner
system. Features to be included in the system are as follows:
a. PM, FM, and AM demodulation.
b. Tuning ranges from 130 MHz to 2300 MHz in selected ranges, including

interfacing to “S” band down converter frequencies.
c. IF bandwidths from 12.5 kHz to five MHz.
d. Predetection and postdetection combining capability.
e. Predetection. playback capability for all recorder speeds.
f. AGC shaping at threshold.
g. Combined AGC available for recording.
h. Detected combined predetection signal available for further processing.

3. Wide Band Instrumentation Recorder Augmentation. A new IRIG wide band
instrumentation recorder (model FR 1900A) is being implemented at each MSFN
tracking station. The characteristics of the new recorder system are similar to those of
existing recorders, except for the following salient features:  Two MHz bandwidth;
low time base error; bidirectional drive-capable of recording and reproducing tapes in
two directions; selective track record capability; variable speed capability using an
external oscillator; voice log record or monitor for voice annotations on any selected
direct or FM track; footage counter to be used to cue tape; a reference frequency
failsafe to stop the transport on loss of reference signal; data dubbing carrier output
for FM; FM carrier squelch so that system can be calibrated without moving tape;
tape width conversion capability for one inch or one-half inch tape. The additional
recording system will provide for a back-up or off-line recorder at each site.



Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS)    Goddard Space Flight Center is
preparing to launch an ERTS in 1972. The MSFN is now modifying the Corpus Christi
tracking station and a portion of the Network Test and Training Facility at GSFC for
ERTS tracking support. Included in the equipment for this support is a high frequency
PCM bit synchronizer. The following list itemizes the salient input and performance
characteristics of the high frequency bit sync. The design shall be such that discrete bit
rates are selected by means of plug-in subunit. The unit shall be capable of operating
with the following signal sources: PM receivers, FM demodulators, magnetic tape
recorders, and PCM simulators (Reference 9).
a. Code types - NRZ-L.
b. Bit Rate - The unit will accept bit rates of from one Mbs to 20 Mbs using single

frequency plug-ins.
c. Static Frequency Offset - Bit rate offset may be ±0.5% of the selected bit rate ()/f =

±0.5%).
d. Dynamic Frequency Offset - Bit rate may exhibit a ±15 kHz dynamic variation

(sinusoidal) of up to +0.1% of center frequency ()f/f < ±0.1%) at modulating
frequencies of up to 0.1% of bit rate (fm/f # 0.1%). 

e. Amplitude - Signal amplitude (bipolar) may be from 0.2 volt to 6 volts peak-to-peak,
with dynamic amplitude variations of up to 25% at frequencies up to 0.1% of bit rate.

f. Baseline Offset
(1) Static - up to 5% of peak signal amplitude.
(2) Dynamic - up to 1% of peak signal amplitude at frequencies up to 1% of bit rate.

g. Transition Density - 10% minimum (average) transitions (alternate ones and zeros =
100% transitions). Capable of up to 64 sequential missing transitions without bit
slippage.

h. Group Delay Distortion - Group delay distortion could result in transition
displacement of up to ±5% of a bit period.

i. Bit Error Rate (BER) vs. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) - For random data and no jitter,
the BER is within one db of Table 1 for SNR’s. $ 5 db (rms/rms). The BER is within
two db for any combination of worst case signal characteristics for SNR’s > 10 db.

j. The bit sync acquisition occurs within an average of 1000 bit times for SNR’s > 5 db
and worst case signal characteristics.

k. The bit slippage averages less than:
(1) SNR’s $ 10 db, random data, no jitter - slippage # 1 x 10-9

(2) SNR’s $ 5 db to 10 db, random data, no jitter - slippage # 1 X 10-7.
(3) SNR’s $ 12 db, worst case signal characteristics (any combination) - slippage

# 1 x 10-9.

• The bit detector is balanced so as to offer an equal probability of correct decision for
both “ones” and “zeroes.” The difference in BER for “ones” and “zeroes” shall not
exceed 10%. Table 1 shows the BER to be expected from varying SNR’s.



Table 1
Bit Error Rate Probability

Telemetry Control Sub-System    Implementation is presently underway for a Data
Systems Control Console (DSCC). This console will centrally control all the operations
of the MSFN telemetry system, and is intended to provide the capability for changing
configurations and controlling system operations for the Apollo “J” missions and Skylab.
The following functions will be included:

• Control of the telemetry matrix switching system.
• Monitoring capability of all telemetry data remoted to GSFC and MSC.
• Control of all PCM decommutators and simulators.
• Operations control of all wide band instrumentation recorders.
• Monitoring capability for all recorded and PCM input/output data. Tape search

control.

Figure 5 d:picts the telemetry interface for the DSCC.



1. Telemetry Configuration Matrix Switching System. The Telemetry Matrix Switching
System is a versatile and flexible matrix switching assembly which is capable of
accommodating a wide variety of input signals. It is employed as a building block to
solve telemetry switching problems. The switching systems will augment existing
coaxial patch panels.
Activated either by local or remote control, the salient characteristics of the switching
assembly (Reference 11) are:
a. Saturable core, magnetically latched reed crosspoints retain a selected interface

upon loss of primary power or remote control input.
b. Both the center conductor and shield of the coaxial signal line are switched

separately and simultaneously. Cross-point latching is confirmed by an
independent reed.

c. Frequency response to 10 MHz at 50 db crosstalk isolation.
d. Three individual 14 x 14 switching matrixes expandable to either a single 42 x

14 matrix, or a 14 x 14 and a 28 x 14 matrix.
e. A pre-programming operational mode which instantly activates any one of three

predetermined 42 x 14 input/output configurations.
f. A front panel display which presents a visual identification of the entire

input/output switching status.
g. Provisions for preserving an input/output matrix configuration while test signals

are inserted to the 14 outputs. In this disable position, the matrix outputs are
open circuited.

h. Front panel monitor switches which enable an operator to select any input signal
or output signal for monitoring.

The remote control panels will be installed in the DSCC and have an identical
capability of the local panel on the matrix switch itself. Individual switching systems
will be implemented for the recorder subsystem, digital subsystem, and the testing
interface.

2. Remoted Data Monitor. An integrated circuit PCM data monitor decommutation,
which will provide a continuous monitor of the 2.4 kbs or 4.8 kbs data remoted from
each Manned Space Flight Network station, will be implemented into the DSCC. The
decom will display up to three data words at any instant, requiring only a knowledge
of word, Format ID and frame location to display a data point. The decommutator
functions are performed by logic cards programmed by an internal patchboard and
associated front panel contro (Reference 10).
A signal conditioner capable of processing the incoming bit rates is included.
The PCM monitor decom performs the following functions:
a. Accept a preconditioned 4.8 kbs LSB first NRZ-L serial PCM data stream and

the associated bit rate clock.
b. Perform word, Format ID, and frame synchronization of incoming PCM data.
c. Display up to three data words at any instant of time in binary form.



d. Decommutate two 2.4 kb output formats interleaved to form a 4.8 kbs format, as
illustrated in Figure 6.
The monitor decommutator will also process single 2.4, 4.8, 7.2, 9.6 kbs formats.

3. The DSCC remote control operation of the stored program PCM decommutators will
include the following functions:
a. Mode Switch - Load/Operate.
b. Remote Control Enabling indicator.
c. Format Selector Switch; visual indication of format selected; format change push

button.
d. Input Selector Switch Control for the PCM Simulators and the PCM Signal

Conditioners.
e. Sync Status Indicators for frame and subframe synchronizers.
f. Computer Buffers will have Enable/Inhibit transfer control, Tape Playback Bit

Set/Reset Switch and indicators for both functions, and a “No Input
Acknowledge Indicator” for each computer buffer.

The DSCC remote control operation of the stored program PCM simulators will
include the following functions:
a. Mode Switch - Load/Operate.
b. Remote Control Enabled Indicator.
c. Bit Rate Selector Switch.
d. Format Selector Switch with a visual indication of the format selected and a

format change push button.
e. Systems Reset Push Button.
f. Code Type Selector Switch.
g. Stored/Manual Clock Enable/Disable Switch and indicator.

1. The DSCC instrumentation wide band recorder remote control panel will include the
following features:
a. Mode Select Capabilities - Run, Record, Forward, Rewind, Standby, Stop.
b. Speed Selector Capability.
c. Automatic Recorder Transfer Capability with an Enable/Disable Switch.
d. Transport Servo System Indicator.
e. Timer, to indicate the amount of tape remaining on the supply reel. This timer

will compensate for different tape speeds as well as tape lengths.
f. End of Tape Sensor, to indicate end of reel or torn tape.
g. Cycle Lock Switch.
h. Power Supply Failure Indicator.



5. Data Monitoring Capabilities. Binary/Decimal displays will be implemented into the
console for display of spacecraft-transmitted PCM parameters. The units to be
installed in the DSCC will have simultaneous binary, decimal, and analog displays for
the selected parameters.

In addition to the data monitors, a sophisticated test select capability will be
implemented into the system. This will consist of 14 recorder monitor oscilloscopes,
capable of displaying data from the reproduce ampliffers of each instrumentation
recorder for validation of recorded data. A selection switching matrix will precede the
small monitoroscilloscopes to select which recorder will drive the display. Augmenting
the monitor oscilloscopes is a four-channel oscilloscope preceded by a 5 x 30 test select
matrix, which is interfaced to the 42 X 14 data matrix. Each 42 x 14 matrix has a
separate reed matrix for test purposes, capable of providing any signal to the 5 x 30
matrix and ultimately to the four-channel oscilloscope. A four-channel oscilloscope and
associated test select matrix will be implemented for support to the PCM system and the
recorder system.

Two clock parameters from the Lunar Module (LM) and Command/Service Module
(CSM) (Central Timing Equipment (CTE) and Mission Elapsed Time (MET) clocks) will
be monitored using display clocks interfaced directly to the PCM decommutators. The
display of these clocks will assist in the tape recorder search for particular time segments
of critical parameters from either the LM or CSM. The control of recorder tape search
equipment is included on the console.
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Acronyms

ACN - Ascension Island, MSFN Tracking Station
AMQ - Analog Multiplexer Quantizer
BDA - Bermuda MSFN Tracking Site
CRO - Carnarvon, Australia, MSFN Tracking Station
CYI - Canary Islands, MSFN Tracking Station
DSDU - Decommutation System Distribution Unit
FM - Frequency Modulation
GBM - Grand Bahama Island, MSFN Tracking Station
GDS - Goldstone, California, MSFN Tracking Site
GSFC - Goddard Space Flight Center
GWM - Guam, MSFN Tracking Station



GYM - Guaymas, Mexico, MSFN Tracking Site
HAW - Kokee Park, Hawaii, MSFN Tracking Site
HSK - Honeysuckle Creek, Australia, MSFN Tracking Station
MAD - Madrid, Spain, MSFN Tracking Station
MIL - Merrit Island, Florida, MSFN Tracking Station
MSFN - Manned Space Flight Network
MSFTP-1 - Manned Space Flight Telemetry Processor - 1
MSFTP-2 - Manned Space Flight Telemetry Processor - 2
MTR - Magnetic Tape Recorder
NTTF - Network Test and Training Facility at Goddard Space Flight Center
PAM - Pulse Amplitude Modulation
PCM - Pulse Code Modulation
TEX - Corpus Christi, Texas, MSFN Tracking Station
VCO - Voltage Controlled Oscillator
VDA - Video Distribution Amplifiers
WBMTR - Wideband Magnetic Tape Recorder
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Figure 1-Geographic Location of MSFN Facilities.

Figure 2-MSFN Telemetry System.



Figure 3-MSFN Telemetry System Configuration for the SDS and the
Particles and Field Subsatellite

Figure 4-Scientific Data System (SDS) Frequency Spectrum



Figure 5a- Simplified Block Diagram of the Unified S-Band System, Showing the Telemetry Interfaces.





Figure 6-MFSN Data Remoting Format.

Appendix 1

Description of RF Telemetry Equipment

Model R-1071A (Single Channel RF Telemetry Subsystem VHF Receiver). The
R-1071A-1 has the following characteristics:

Tuning Range: 225 to 260 MHz.
Operating Modes: Crystal, VFO, AFC, predetection record.
IF Bandwidth: 12.5 to 750 kHz.
Plug-ins: IF units, demodulators, tuning heads,

predetection down converters for FM and
AM signals.

Signal Reception Capability: All IRIG signals.

Model R-2074A-1 (Dual Channel for Diversity Reception). The characteristics of the
R-2074A-1 are as follows:

Tuning Range: 225 to 260 MHz.
Operating Modes: Crystal, VFO, AFC, predetection record and

playback.
IF Bandwidth: 12.5 to 750 kHz.
Plug-ins: IF units, demodulators, tuning heads,

predetection playback converters for FM
and AM signals.

Signal Reception Capability: All IRIG signals.

VHF Signal Simulator Model TSS-507B    This unit generates a composite VHF signal
of one to ten discrete VHF frequencies in the IRIG telemetry band from 225 to 260 MHz.
Variable attenuation of the combined frequency spectrum is available, with automatic
stepping through preselected attenuation levels at known time intervals. The frequency 



stability is ±0.01% (within 20 seconds); the absolute accuracy is ±0.005% (within five
minutes).

Diversity Combiner Model 5100A-1    This predetection/postdetection diversity
combiner is capable of combining either two IF (pre-D) signals, or two video (post-D)
signals. It provides down conversion of the two IF input signals to standard pre-D
recording frequencies and a combined output at a pre-D recording frequency, as well as a
complete up-converter/demodulator capability for either real-time monitoring of the
recording process or subsequent playback of the recorded data. The signal-to-noise
improvement is 2.8 db at high input signal levels.

Spectrum Display Unit Type 362B    This unit, designed to be used with the VHF
telemetry receiver model R-2074, provides a visual.display of frequency versus relative
amplitude of receiver signals on a cathode-ray tube, and aids in identifying and locating
various interference sources. The response is variable to 4.0 MHz wide. Internal markers
are provided.

Appendix 2
Description of the Telemetry Recorder Equipment

Recorder/Reproducer Model FR-1100/GS-80    This unit, used primarily for voice
recording, can record and reproduce up to 14 tracks of data between 100 Hz and three
kHz at 1-7/8 inches per second; and between 100 Hz and six kHz at 3-3/4 inches per
second. The maximum recording time is six hours.

Magnetic Tape Recorder/Reproducer Model VR-3600    A multitrack IRIG wide band
group H recorder/reproducer system. Each channel can be used for data. storage in the
400 Hz to 1.5 MHz frequency range using direct recording; or dc to 500 kHz using FM
recording. Up to 14 channels can be utilized simultaneously. The available tape speeds
are 120, 60, 30, 15, 7-1/2, and 3-3/4 inches per second.

Operations Monitor, 150-Channel    This unit accepts and displays 150 channels of “on-
off” type data. Response is instant to 1.25 msec at maximum chart speed. The electric
writing method uses a stationary metal stylus which remains in contact with
electrosensitive chart paper; it is instantaneous, dry, and permanent.

Analog Recorder Model Mark 200    This unit is a 17-pen recorder with eight analog and
nine digital event pens. The linear accuracy is ±0.5%; frequency response is flat to 55 Hz
full scale; to 100 Hz at reduced amplitude. Chart speeds from 0.05 to 200 millimeters per
second are available. System sensitivity is 50 millivolts per division maximum, and five
volts per division minimum. The dc and ac linearity is 0.5%. Chart speed accuracy is
0.25%.



Tape Recorder/Reproducer Model M-25    This is a combined direct and FM
record/reproduce system, capable of recording 14 tracks of analog data. Operating
speeds are 60, 30, 15, and 7-1/2 inches per second. For the FM record/reproduce system,
bandwidth limits are 0 to 2 kHz to 0 to 20 kHz ±.5 db; signal-to-noise ratio is 46 db, and
the FM carriers are from 13.5 kHz to 108 kHz. For the direct record/ reproduce-system,
signal-to-noise ratios are from 25 to 30 db, and frequency responses are from 150 Hz to
250 kHz, ±3 db.

Wideband Tape Recorder/Reproducer Model M-22    This is a multitrack IRIG wide
band group II recorder, capable of recording and reproducing 14 channels of analog data
from dc to 1.5 MHz. Tape speeds are 120, 60, 30, 15, 7-1/2, and 3-3/4 inches per second.
The bandwidth limits are from 0 to 500 kHz, plus three db for the FM record/reproduce
system, with a signal-to-noise ratio of 25 db and carriers from 28 to 900 kHz. For the
direct record/reproduce system, the signal-to-noise ratio is 20 db, and frequency
responses vary from 400 Hz to between 46 kHz and 1.5 MHz, ±3 db.

Appendix 3
Equipment Description of the PAM/PDM Telemetry Subsystem

The Model DDF-13 operates in conjunction with the 320OR filter, an adjustable, low-
pass filter which operates with the DDF-13 signal-conditioning circuits for reducing high
frequency noise that may be superimposed on the input signal. The DDF-13 is basically a
telemetry synchronizer and data formatter. It receives analog time-division-multiplexed
telemetry data (PAM/RZ, PAM/NRZ, or PDM) from subcarrier discriminators, signal
simulators, or analog tape units; provides pulse, main frame, and subframe
synchronization, and generates and formats digital outputs for various applications. An
ancillary output (analog) is provided for oscillograph or bargraph display of the input
telemetry pulse train.

The digital outputs generated by the DDF-13 are supplied to a PCM system, a computer,
and a digital-to-analog converter. The serial PCM output is in NRZ format and contains
a 16-bit synchronization code for channel correlation in the PCM system. Computer
outputs consist of parallel data and status flags, designed for electrical compatibility with
the MSFN computer system. Digital-to-analog converter outputs consist of parallel data
accompanied by channel identification information, designed for compatibility with the
DAC-13 digital-to-analog converter.

The DAC-13, operating in conjunction with the Model DDF-13 Digital Data Formatter,
displays any DDF-13 main frame or subframe channel through each of the ten digital-to-
analog converter channels. Binary data bits 1 to 512 from the DDF-13 are converted to
analog outputs in the data conversion process. The DAC-13 can process main frame,
subframe, and supercommutated data.



Signal Simulator SS-13    This unit generates PAM-RZ, PAM-NRZ, and PDM time-
conditioned signals. These are in IRIG and special telemetry formats for checkout and
calibration of the DDF-13 digital data formatter. The generated signals comprise a
simulated telemetry pulse train whose channel rates are controllable from one pulse per
second (pps) to 10,000 pps. The pulse train may be up to 999 channels long, with a
subcommutated channel providing a subframe of up to 999 channels. Timing for all
logical operations is based upon clock-generated pulses; clock rate is adjusted within a
range of one pps to 10,000 pps.

 Appendix 4
Systems Description of the FM Telemetry Subsystem

Data Converter/Multiplexer Model 4900 and Model FMT 500    This data
converter/multiplexer system accepts analog voltage inputs and multiplexes these into
groups of FM subcarrier frequencies for application to the recording or FM remoting
equipment. Complete IRIG proportional bandwidth VCO’s are available.

Tunable Discriminator Model 229    Model 229A-01 covers a range of frequencies from
300 Hz to 300 kHz. Subcarrier frequency deviation from the 300-11z to 300-kHz
ranges are 7.5% and 15%.

Discriminator Model 210A    Electrical specifications are the same as for Model 229. 
Model 210A-04, with switchable deviation polarity, is used.

Discriminator Model S-45    The discriminator is designed to demodulate FM signals in
the frequency range from 300 Hz to 300 kHz. It provides fixed-channel, pulse-averaging
detection. Deviation polarity is switchable. Percentage deviation is shown on a meter; a
lamp indicates a low input level. Carrier deviation is ±7.5 or 15%. Complete IRIG
proportioned bandwidth frequencies are available.

Programmable Tunable Discriminator Model 4140    This discriminator is designed to
process analog- or pulse-type intelligence contained in an FM subcarrier channel.
Subcarrier center frequencies between 100 Hz and 1.5 MHz are selectable. Deviations of
±7.5, 15, 20, 30, and 40% are available with output frequencies from dc to 300 kHz,
using a 7-pole filter.

Frequency Calibrator Model 8812    The frequency calibrator is designed to provide a
complete frequency multiplex of IRIG channels, plus various non-IRIG frequencies. All
channels within the multiplexes can be set to any one of five calibration points, or they
can be sequenced through the five calibration points. Channel frequency range is 400 Hz
to 1.6 MHz. Accuracy is to within ±0.001%.



Appendix 5
Equipment Description of the Digital Telemetry Subsystem

PCM Decommutator Model 200 (MSFTP-2)    This unit is a PCM data-handling system,
whose major subsystems are: (1) a program controller subsystem, (2) a synchronization
subsystem, (3) an output subsystem, and (4) signal conditioners. The unit accepts PCM
input from telemetry receivers, PCM signal simulators, subcarrier discriminators, and
magnetic tape recorder/reproducers. The input consists of information channels
containing data that has been sampled (commutated) and encoded into a serial bit stream
(binary coded digits). This serial bit stream experiences some degeneration in the
transmission link and therefore must be regenerated in noise-free form before being
decommutated. The unit regenerates the serial stream, and (1) synchronizes with the
incoming data bit rate, (2) identifies word, frame, and subframe synchronization patterns,
(3) checks parity of incoming data, and finally (4) decommutates the PCM data and
presents selected data (in parallel) to the telemetry computer for processing. Stored
program decommutation techniques provide this capability and the variety of formats
and processing operations required. The unit provides reconstructed serial data and bit
rate outputs suitable for recording on magnetic tape recorders.

The signal conditioner and bit synchronizer accept video PCM signal inputs of RZ, NRZ,
and split-phase code forms. The unit accommodates bit rates from 1.0 bits per second
(bps) to 1.0 megabit per second for NRZ codes, and from 150 to 500,000 bps for RZ and
split-phase codes.

The synchronizer provides serial PCM output data, clock, and control signals compatible
with the serial-to-parallel converter.

A serial-to-parallel converter receives compatible output signals from the signal
conditioner and bit synchronizer unit, and operates directly with the stored program
decommutator.

PCM Simulator Model 100    This unit generates PCM formats with known noise and
distortion parameters and data content such as might be received from a telemetry
receiver or from a magnetic tape recorder. The PCM data output may be conditioned to
simulate noise, jitter, frequency deviations, dc offset, or baseline wander. PCM formats
may be selected from ten programs stored in a magnetic core memory, or they may be
manually programmed; they may test PCM data decommutation systems directly or
remotely. Code types available: non return to zero common (NRZ-C); non return to zero
mark (NRZ-M); non return to zero space (NRZ-S); return to zero (RZ); and split phase.

Analog Multiplexer Quantizer Model 101    An analog to digital converter with
multiplexer, this unit is used to time-multiplex a maximum of 128 channels of data and
to convert analog channels to equivalent eight-bit binary words. Analog input voltage
range is from 0 to +10 volts.
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I.   Summary    The focus of this paper is on the use of telemetry and communications as
essential tools in Apollo flight operations. The operational capabilities of the spacecraft
and ground systems are described briefly to provide a background for detailing the
management of the Apollo data system. The Mission Control Center is the central point
of the operations and the recipient of all real-time Apollo data. Therefore, the operational
structure within the mission operations control room is outlined briefly, with emphasis
on the flight controllers who are the prime users and manipulators of telemetry data. The
Instrumentation and Communications Officer (INCO) and the Operations and Procedures
Officer (PROCEDURES) in the mission operations control room are responsible for the
compatibility control of both the spacecraft and ground telemetry and communications
systems. Their mission duties in four areas are detailed: (1) space-vehicle/ground
communications compatibility, (2) telemetry subcarrier and bit-rate control, (3)
spacecraft antenna management, and (4) data retrieval. The INCO and the
PROCEDURES, through effective management of the many communications-systems
modes of operation, maximize the amount of preferred real-time and playback data being
transmitted to the Mission Control Center. The importance of the data is illustrated by
specific mission events f rom the Apollo 11, 12, and 13 missions.

II.   Introduction    The NASA experience gained throughout Project Mercury and the
Gemini and Apollo Programs has demonstrated the effectiveness of conducting manned
space-flight operations from a centralized flight-control facility staffed by highly
qualified flight-control personnel. With this approach, a strategically placed worldwide
network of highly instrumented tracking and communications sites provides the data
paths between the inflight space vehicles and the Mission Control Center. These data
paths handle telemetry, voice, TV, tracking information, and digital commands. The
uplink and downlink of these data are in real time. The term real time, as used in flight
operations, means that the data are being transmitted, processed, and presented in usable
form at essentially the same time that the data events occur. The time delay is small
enough (within a few seconds) to allow corrective action to be taken or recommended, if
required.



Real-time telemetry and communications are the primary tools used in Apollo flight
operations. Three areas are emphasized in this paper:

1) A description of the Right-control operation with emphasis on the flight
controllers who are prime telemetry users.

2) A brief functional description of the Apollo data system for transmitting data
between the space vehicle and the flight-controller consoles.

3) A detailed description of space-vehicle/ground-data-system management from the
Mission Control Center.

III.   Acronyms and Callsigns

AFD Assistant Flight Director callsign
ARIA Apollo range instrumentation aircraft
BOOSTER Saturn Launch-Vehicle Systems Engineer callsign
CAPCOM Capsule Communicator or Spacecraft Communicator callsign
CCTV Closed-circuit TV system
cm Command module
CONTROL LM Guidance, Navigation, and Control Systems Engineer callsign
CSM Command and service module
DOD Department of Defense
DSC Dynamic standby computer
DSE Data storage equipment on board the CSM
D/TV Digital-to-TV display system
EECOM Electrical and Environmental Officer callsign
EMU Extravehicular mobility unit
EVA Extravehicular activity
FAO Flight Activities Officer callsign
FDO Flight Dynamics Officer callsign
FLIGHT Flight Director callsign
GNC CSM Guidance, Navigation, and Control Systems Engineer callsign
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
GUIDO Guidance Officer callsign
INCO Instrumentation and Communications Officer callsign
IU Instrumentation unit
LBR Low bit rate
LGC LM guidance computer
LM Lunar module
MCC Mission Control Center
MOC Mission operations computer



MOCR Mission operations control room
MSFN Manned Space Flight Network
NETWORK Network Controller callsign
OMNI CSM or LM omnidirectional S-band antenna
PROCEDURES Operations and Procedures Officer callsign
PTC Passive thermal control
RETRO Retrofire Officer callsign
RTCC Real-time computer complex
SSR Staff support room
SURGEON Flight Surgeon callsign
TELMU LM Electrical, LM Environmental, and PLSS Systems Engineer

callsign
USB Unified S-band

IV.   Mission Control Center Operations    The centralized flight control facility is
called the Mission Control Center (MCC) and is located at the NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center near Houston. During a mission, the MCC contains those flight-
control personnel necessary to accomplish the operations and management
responsibilities from lift-off to splashdown. The focal point of the building is the mission
operations control room (MOCR), where the prime control positions are located in four
rows of consoles (fig. 1). Three operations groups are located in these four rows. The
Mission Command and Control Group occupies most of the positions in the third and
fourth rows. Management of MCC operations, Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN)
equipment and personnel, the astronauts’ flight plan, and Department of Defense (DOD)
personnel is the function of most of this group. The Systems Operations Group (located
mostly in the second row) is responsible for monitoring the operation of all onboard
spacecraft and launch-vehicle systems ‘ The Flight Dynamics Group in the first row
assures that the space vehicle maintains the desired trajectory during all mission phases.
All course corrections also are determined by this group.

Adjoining the MOCR are staff support rooms (SSR) that contain consoles manned by
systems specialists who assist specific MOCR positions. From the real-time data
available on their consoles, SSR personnel perform data analyses, analyze long-term
performance trends, compare these trends with base-line data, and relay this information
with recommendations to their respective MOCR leader.

Communications systems, including telemetry, on the command and service module
(CSM), lunar module (LM), and extravehicular mobility unit (EMU) are the
responsibility of the INCO. The PROCEDURES and the INCO share a console in the
third row and are responsible for MCC/MSFN interface procedures and configuration
control. They are both part of the Systems Operations Group. More detail on the duties 



1 The 85-ft sites are located at Goldstone, Calif.; Madrid, Spain; and Honeysuckle Creek,
Australia (near Canberra).

of the PROCEDURES and the INCO is given in the section on Apollo Data System
Management.

The operational structure shown in figure 1 – with the Systems Operations Group
monitoring the real-time telemetry from space-vehicle systems, the Flight Dynamics
Group tracking and perfecting the space-vehicle trajectories, and the Mission Command
and Cbntrol Group managing the many facets of the operation – assures the optimum use
of the primary ground-support tool: real-time telemetered data.

V.   Apollo Data Flow    In order for the many types of Apollo information to be
exchanged between the MCC and the inflight spacecraft, a complex system exists that
consists of (1) onboard transceivers and antennas; (2) MSFN antennas and
communications equipment; and (3) MCC data processing, control, and display
equipment. This system transmits telemetry, voice, TV signals, tracking data, and
commands. Biomedical data monitored by the SURGEON are included in the general
category of telemetry in subsequent discussions. Although communications with the
launch vehicle are maintained until impact of the Saturn IVB (S-IVB) stage on the lunar
surface, communications with the two spacecraft are of prime importance during Apollo
missions and are the emphasis of the remainder of this paper.

A.   Spacecraft-to-MCC Data Flow:   The complete downlink of each spacecraft can be
received by any MSFN ground station (fig. 2). From the operational standpoint, there are
two types of full uplink- and downlinkcapability stations: the ten 30-ft sites and the three
85-ft sites. The “30 ft” and “85 ft” refer to the diameter of the unified S-band (USB)
antenna at that site. The 30-ft sites are used primarily for the earth-orbital phases of the
lunar missions, and the 85-ft sites (with redundant 85-ft dishes) support the lunar phases.
The locations1 of the 85-ft sites allow continuous spacecraft communications beyond a
distance of 4000 n. mi., except during periods of lunar occultation. Two of the three 85-ft
sites have the additional use of 210-ft antennas for improving the downlink composite
transmissions. These antennas normally are scheduled to be used only during critical
lunar phases of the mission when the additional 9-db gain is of the greatest importance in
maintaining a solid lock on the highbit- rate telemetry.

Some additional capability is gained from the ships and aircraft that act as tracking and
communications sites. The U. S. N. S. Vanguard, a highly instrumented seagoing vessel,
has the greatest advantage as a tracking site because of its far-reaching geographic
mobility. The Vanguard is used for support primarily during the earth-orbital phases of
each mission. The ship is a 30-ft site with full uplink and downlink capability and 



transmits high-speed mission data to the MCC through a communications satellite to the
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC).

During the translunar-injection and reentry phases, Apollo range instrumentation aircraft
(ARIA) are used to relay voice communications between the spacecraft and the ground.
They also record spacecraft  telemetry data for subsequent playback to MCC. The ARIA
supplement ships and land-based stations by tracking in selected areas of the earth not
covered by MSFN.

The prime responsibility for the uplink and downlink of one spacecraft is assigned to one
site. The telemetry data path from each site to the MCC consoles is similar to that for the
other types of information and serves as the best example for tracing the data.

At a site, the telemetry is received at 51.2 kbps from the spacecraft, decommutated, and
routed to a Univac 642B telemetry computer for reformatting the frames into tables. The
tables then are transmitted over two high-speed lines at 2.4 kbps to Univac 494
communications processors at GSFC (fig. 3). The GSFC is the central control point for
MSFN and, as such, receives all MSFN data. The Univac 494 at GSFC receives the
2.4-kbps streams from each of the two actives sites (one tracking the CSM and one the
LM) and reformats and combines the four data streams for real-time transmission to one
of three similar Univac 494 processors at the MCC. The transmission between the
Univac 494 processors at GSFC and MCC uses a prime and an alternate 50.0-kbps wide-
band data line (fig. 3).

B.   MCC Data Flow and Display Devices:   Receipt of the telemetry by the MCC
Univac 494 communications processor is the first step in the internal MCC flow of data.
The Univac 494 takes the wide-band data and decommutates, repacks, converts certain
analogs to percent-full-scale, performs some truncation, and routes the data to the real-
time computer complex (RTCC). The RTCC consists of five IBM System 360/75 data
processors, any two of which are used for mission support. One is termed the mission
operations computer (MOC) and accomplishes all telemetry, trajectory, and command
processing and routing. The second is a dynamic standby computer (DSC) and parallels
all processing functions of the MOC. In the event of a failure of the MOC, the DSC
becomes the MOC and another IBM System 360/75 is activated as a DSC. The MOC
performs all necessary calculations and conversions on the telemetry for final display, in
various forms, to the flight controllers. These computers comprise the basic data
receiving, processing, and routing elements in the MCC (fig. 3). The total time required
for a telemetered parameter to get from the spacecraft transmitter to a flight-controller
console is approximately 3 sec.

After processing, the telemetry data are converted and limit-sensed for real-time display,
in various forms, to the flight controllers. The most used and most important display



2 The radar data originate at each MSFN site and reach the MCC the same way as telemetry data
(i.e., 2.4 kbps to GSFC, 50 kbps to MCC). The Flight Dynamics Officer (FDO) selects the radar
data as required for his trajectory analysis.

device in the MCC is the closed-circuit TV system (CCTV). The CCTV consists of TV
monitors on all consoles in the MOCR and in each SSR; each console can accommodate
as many as three monitors. The 80-channel system has two general sources. The first
source is the digital-to-television (D/TV) subsystem, which converts all real-time
telemetry, tracking, and command data outputted from the MOC to TV display formats.
The MOC updates these displays once per second, regardless of the spacecraft bit rate.
Although 80 TV channels are available, a maximum of 40 channels is available for the
D/TV system; and, of these 40, only 28 can contain telemetered information. The
versatility of the system is illustrated by the fact that approximately 400 telemetry
display formats are available for the 28 channels. Other display devices in the MCC are
digital timers, event lights, X-Y plot-boards, projection plotters, meters, and chart
recorders.

VI.   Apollo Data System Management    The management and configuration control of
the Apollo data transmissions between the spacecraft and the MSFN site are the
responsibility of the INCO. Included in this responsibility are the configuration and
proper functioning of the CSM, LM, and EMU communications equipment and the
configuration of all MSFN sites. The PROCEDURES and two communications-systems
engineers in an SSR assist the INCO in this function. Specific real-time tasks that fulfill
this responsibility are (1) MSFN configuration planning and control, (2) spacecraft
antenna management and telemetry bit-rate control, and (3) digital-command control of
onboard-recorded CSM and LM telemetry.

A.   Spacecraft/MSFN Communications Modes:    One of the more important
responsibilities of the INCO concerns the compatibility of the communications systems
between the MSFN and the space vehicles. The INCO maintains overall cognizance and
control of both the total spacecraft downlink and the ground configuration required to
support that downlink. The elements of the communications systems requiring control
are voice, live PCM telemetry, playback PCM telemetry and voice, tracking data,
commands, and TV. Radar tracking data2 do not require spacecraft/MSFN compatibility
control because these data are passive from a spacecraft standpoint. On board the
spacecraft, switches control the absence or presence of all the previously listed
communications channels. The INCO has additional command control of the onboard
voice, live PCM telemetry, playback PCM telemetry and voice, and tracking data as well
as the S-band power amplifier.

The large number of possible ground-system configurations with all the normal, first
backup, and second backup methods of uplinking and downlinking any combination of



3 A change of the uplink mode to command-only increases the circuit margins and modulation
index to enhance the probability that the slowly rotating spacecraft will receive a second or third
omnidirectional-antenna (OMNI) switch-command.

the previously listed communications channels for either spacecraft has led to the
creation of a mode-number identification system for the most used S-band ground and
spacecraft configurations. Extensive premission planning determines most onboard and
MSFN configurations; however, the INCO frequently must change modes to maintain
adequate communications performance. If possible, all commands executed by INCO are
relayed by voice to the active MSFN site through the Network Controller (NETWORK)
in advance of a change requirement. Also, before each MSFN site acquires the
spacecraft, NETWORK transmits (via teletype) the updated site configuration to that
site. In some contingency situations, such as a MSFN equipment failure or an initial
failure to switch antennas during the passive thermal control (PTC) mode,3 the INCO
may verbally request new configurations by speaking directly to the active MSFN site. In
this way, the INCO, during both planned and nonnominal parts of the mission, maintains
efficient spacecraft/ ground compatibility and, therefore, optimum communications with
the spacecraft throughout the flight.

(PTC) mode,3 the INCO may verbally request new configurations by speaking directly to
the active MSFN site. In this way, the INCO, during both planned and nonnominal parts
of the mission, maintains efficient spacecraft/ground compatibility and, therefore,
optimum communications with the spacecraft throughout the flight.

B.   Spacecraft Communications Systems Control:   Management of the
communications systems onboard the CSM requires constant attention. To relieve the
flightcrew of this routine time-consuming task, the capability to control the S-band
system by digital command from the INCOI s console has been implemented.

The telemetry portion of the CSM downlink is controlled with PCM high- and low-bit-
rate commands and a PCM subcarrier on/off command. In the LM, all communications
functions, including PCM bit rate and subcarrier control, are controlled by onboard
switches. However, most LM telemetry bit-rate changes are planned premission and are
listed in the crew’s onboard checklist.

Spacecraft antenna management consumes a large percentage of the INCO’s time during
mission phases. During most of the translunar-coast and transearth-coast phases, the
spacecraft is in a PTC mode in which the X-axis (nose-to-tail axis of the CSM) is
perpendicular to the earth-sun plane. The reaction control jets, with an initial burst, cause
a slow roll of the spacecraft to evenly distribute the heat of the sun over the spacecraft
surface. Hence, PTC is maintained with a roll rate of one revolution every 20 min.



Maintaining continual communications with the vehicle in PTC requires frequent
changing of antennas. Although the flightcrew has the switching capability, the INCO
controls the routine task of antenna switching for two reasons: (1) when the crew is
awake, they have little time to perform the many required tasks, and (2) astronaut sleep is
not compromised by antenna switching.

Two of the four S-band OMNI antennas (mounted 180E apart) are the antennas used for
PTC. As the active OMNI rolls out of view of the earth, the INCO commands a switch to
the soon-to-appear OMNI through the disappearing active OMNI. To minimize the loss
of telemetry data, low bit rate is commanded before the OMNI switch when the signal
strength descends below the high-bit-rate threshold and communications systems circuit
margins become marginal. The percentage of high-bit-rate telemetry for each PTC
revolution decreases as the spacecraft distance from earth increases. Because of low
signal strength and negative circuit margins at lunar distance, flight controllers
experience complete communication losses for as long as 1 or 2 min during the
switching between the two PTC OMNI antennas.

During PTC, the INCO takes his cue for each command execution from several sources.
The command from high to low bit rate is prompted by a drop in the signal strength to
below the high-bit-rate threshold. The uplink signal strength is displayed digitally on his
spacecraft telemetry TV display. Downlink and uplink signal strengths from the active
85-ft site are available on calibrated percent-full-scale meters on his console. As the
signal strength drops below threshold, data dropouts also will appear on the telemetry
display. The INCO’s primary cue to switch the antennas is the uplink signal strength; the
point just before the uplink signal strength drops below the command uplink threshold
(or loss of the command capability) is the optimum time. An additional, very subjective
cue is the presence of noise from the voice subcarrier. The INCO’s spacecraft-antenna
look-angle D/TV display also provides assistance. Telemetered spacecraft attitude drives
this display, which depicts (both digitally and graphically) the spacecraft antenna look
angle to the active MSFN site. Continual MCC computer calculations update the look
angle every 12 sec in additional coordinate systems.

The remainder of the real-time antenna-management task deals with the CSM high-gain
antennas and the LM steerable antenna. Only the flight-crew can control these antennas
with their selectable antenna pitch and antenna yaw dials. When the earth signal is being
tracked automatically from ground transmitters, these controls are inactive. Initial lockup
of these antennas is made by the crew manually dialing in predetermined pitch and yaw
angles. The astronaut has two sources for the correct antenna pitch and yaw angles for
locking the antenna onto the earth signal: (1) the MCC can relay the angles directly from
the INCO’s look-angle display, or (2) a short subroutine entry into the onboard guidance
computer can give the astronaut the same angle read-out. To minimize loss of
communications, the crew locks the antenna onto the earth signal before the switch from



the OMNI to the high-gain antenna. Except for the Apollo 13 mission, the two LM
OMNI antennas normally are not required for PTC; therefore, no INCO command
capability exists for these antennas.

In short, the INCO is able to optimize the task of spacecraft anterma management
through the use of such telemetry-dependent devices as digital uplink signal strength,
uplink and downlink signal-strength meters, and digital and graphic spacecraft-antenna
look-angle displays.

C.  Data Retrieval:   To prevent voice and telemetry dat a losses from occurring during
periods of lunar occultation, negative station contact, and critical mission maneuvers, the
command module (CM) is equipped with a data-storage-equipment (DSE) tape recorder.
The DSE can record scientific data, digital clock data, and CM/LM voice and PCM
digital data on its 14 parallel tracks. A VHF RF link allows recording of LM data on the
CM DSE. The recorded information subsequently is transmitted down (dumped) to
selected S-band stations by INCO-executed commands. As the voice and telemetry data
are received at a MSFN site, they are routed to multichannel magnetic tape recorders
where the information is retained. In this way, a permanent record of the mission is
provided.

In addition to the dumped DSE information, all real-time spacecraft voice and telemetry
data also are received and stored on the multichannel magnetic tape recorders. The MCC
flight controllers, therefore, can accomplish a detailed analysis of past mission events by
requesting tape playbacks from the MSFN site to the MCC. These requests are made to 
the PROCEDURES, who, after giving consideration to the location of the data, the type
of data requested (CM PM, LM PM, LM FM, CM DUMP, etc.), the desired high-speed
data format, and other pertinent items, coordinates the data-flow effort from the MSFN
sites to the MCC console displays. The. MCC has the capability of simultaneously
monitoring both real-time and playback data by processing the playback information
through a special set of RTCC buffers and displays.

VII   Telemetry Support of Mission Events    Through management of the
communications modes, onboard communications systems, and playback data, the
PROCEDURES and the INCO maximize the amount of preferred data being telemetered
to the MCC. The importance of these data and of this system can best be appreciated by
examining the following specific mission events that occurred during the Apollo 11, 12,
and 13 missions.

A.   Apollo 11 Descent:   During Neil Armstrong’ s and Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin’s descent
to the lunar surface on the Apollo II mission, telemetry proved to be invaluable. The
Guidance Officer (GUIDO) was monitoring all his displays concerning the operation of



the critical LM Guidance Computer (LGC) when a total data loss occurred just before
the LM powered descent began. As data returned and the powered descent continued, the
GUIDO noted an overspeed of 20 ft/sec that the LGC had not yet noted. Extraneous
onboard rendezvous-radar data fed to the LGC caused the first computer program alarm.
The complexity of the descent operation in the computer and the extraneous radar data
caused continuous overload alarms in the computer. The third alarm prompted the
concern of a very busy Neil Armstrong, who called down “for a reading on these
program alarms. 11 Because telemetry provides the GUIDO a better picture of the
overall LGC operation than is available to the astronauts, the GUIDO was able to give an
immediate”... go on that alarm, 11 thereby averting a possible abort of the Apollo 11
lunar landing.

B.   Apollo 12 Lift-Off:   The Apollo 12 space vehicle lifted off the pad at Kennedy-
Space Center at 11: 22 a. m. e.s.t. on November 14, 1969. Thirty-six and one-half
seconds into the mission, lightning struck the CSM, causing a total loss of the downlink.
Seconds later when voice capability returned, Charles “Pete” Conrad reported numerous
caution and warning lights on board. At 52 sec, the crew reported loss of the inertial
guidance platform reference. At 60 sec, the ground locked onto the telemetry signal
again but few data were available. The failure of the primary signal-conditioning
equipment prevented diagnosis of the power problem. The Electrical and Environmental
Officer (EECOW) requested that the crew switch to the secondary signal-conditioning
equipment and, at 98 sec, all telemetry was restored. From the telemetry displays, the
EECOM immediately saw the problem: all three fuel cells had disconnected from the
main buses. The main electrical loads of the spacecraft were drawing power from two of
the three batteries used for reentry power. The EECOM requested that the crew reset all
three fuel cells. Fuel cells one and two went back on the line at 144 sec; fuel cell three at
171 sec. The main bus voltages rose to approximately 30 v, and all electrical parameters
returned to normal. Later, a new guidance reference was transmitted to restore the
spacecraft to normal. The flight controllers’ trained reactions to the restored telemetry
allowed a quick recovery from a serious situation.

C.   Apollo 13 CSM Oxygen-Tank Failure:   At approximately 56 hr into the somewhat
uneventful flight of Apollo 13, the crew had just finished a TV broadcast and a checkout
of the LM and were preparing to take some lunar photographs when James Lovell
interrupted a conversation between John Swigert and the ground with the report
“Houston, we have a problem.” A rupture had just occurred in the service module of one
of two oxygen tanks that fed the fuel cells. The pressure was soon zero in that tank and
descending in the only other tank. Efforts by the flight controllers to isolate or in some
way to salvage the electrical power system were to no avail. The telemetry displays on
all consoles showed that the CM electrical power was being slowly depleted. Activation
of the LM as a lifeboat for the remainder of the mission was the next action. Analysis of
the telemetry from the LM showed that conservation of all consumables would be



required to return the astronauts safely to earth; therefore, all systems not required for
life support or communications were turned off. The telemetry data rate was reduced to
low bit rate. The S-band power amplifier was turned off, causing noisy but readable
voice. Additional 210-ft antenna support was secured from the Australian government.
The normal use of the Goldstone, Calif., 210-ft antenna was diverted to support the
disabled Apollo 13 spacecraft. Late in the return voyage, an activation of the CM showed
(via telemetry) that the CM was capable of reentry under its own battery power. The
postmission analysis of telemetry was one of the primary means of determining the cause
of the tank rupture. The successful return of the Apollo 13 crew was the climax in the
most rigorous and critical use of telemetry and ground-support equipment and personnel
in the Apollo Program to date.

D.   Apollo 13 LM OMNI Switching:   The significance placed on telemetered data is
illustrated by an Apollo 13 incident that occurred approximatelylO9hrintothemission.
The three-man crew was 34 hr from splashdown in a two-man LM attached to a
powerless CSM. Passive thermal control was revolving the LM/CSM combination at the
rate of one revolution every 20 min. The low-bit- rate data were, for the most part,
uninterrupted. The flightcrew was switching between the LM forward and aft OMNI
antennas every 10 min to maintain communications. At 109 hr, the burst disk in the
supercritical helium tank ruptured as expected, venting the remaining 27 lb in the tank.
The supercritical helium was used for its intended purpose of pressurizing the descent-
stage propellants only during a short return-to-earth burn. The venting imparted an
unexpected propulsive force to the spacecraft such that the PTC rate was stopped and
reversed to a rate of one revolution every 2 min. The problem that resulted from this
expected rupture was that the crew’s frequency of antenna switching now increased to a
switch every minute. When the crew was told that half as much low-bit-rate data would
satisfy the flight controllers if they tired of switching the OMNI antennas every minute,
James Lovell, who was the only crewman awake at the time, replied, “That’s okay. It’s
not very much trouble. That’s all we’re doing anyway. We’ll try to keep up with it.”
Although tired, cold, and cramped, James Lovell, John Swigert, and Fred Haise realized
the importance of the telemetered data and were willing to control the antenna system to
provide as much data as possible.

VIII.   Concluding Remarks    Although voice communications with the flightcrew are
essential, telemetered information from inflight space vehicles is the most important tool
in the accomplishment of Apollo flight operations. Redundant spacecraft transmitters
and a complex high-speed ground data system provide large quantities of real-time
information to a specialized team of flight controllers who are trained to respond to all
flight situations. In the MCC Systems Operations Group, the PROCEDURES and the
INCO devote all their time to managing the onboard and ground communications
systems to provide the maximum amount of data to the flight-control team. The
remainder of this group monitors and evaluates the 1200 parameters that are updated



once each second. The Apollo hardware and manpower commitments described in this
paper emphasize the fact that telemetry and communications are tools that are centrally
important to the success of the Apollo Program.
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Fig. 1 - Layout and operational structure of the MOCR.



Fig. 2 - Saturn V/CSM/LM telemtery.



Fig. 3 - Simplified Apollo telemetry data flow.
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Summary    Lunar Surface Exploration by Early Apollo Astronauts was limited by the
range capabilities and configuration of the surface communications. To permit greater
scientific yield from manned lunar exploration, it was necessary to provide
improvements in crew mobility plus communications compatible with extended
extravehicular activity.

Expansion of EVA** and video communications capability was constrained by the
requirement of interfacing with existing earth and lunar surface facilities, vehicle
payload requirements, and crew operational considerations. Various trade-off s were
conducted to permit rapid development of a feasible communication’s system which are
described herein.

The revision of the EVA mission profile necessitated establishment of new signal design
parameters compatible with mobile and fixed site relay configurations. The design
approach selected required strict discipline to enable integration of the electrical,
mechanical, thermal and human factor fields.

The resultant design of the Lunar Communications Relay Unit is a portable
communications package to provide relay-to-earth of voice, data and color television
from lunar surface locations far beyond the LM landing site and relay of ground voice to
the EVA crew.

Introduction     During the Apollo XI and XII missions the lunar surface activity of the
crew was limited to line-of -sight position relative to their communication relay station.
The configuration of EVA-LM-MSFN facilities are described to identify existing
constraints and functions required for system expansion. During these missions the crew



was provided with the communications facilities as shown in Figure 1. The EVA to
MSFN communication system provides the following links:

(1) S-Band Duplex, LM to MSFN
(2) S-Band Duplex, CSM to MSFN
(3) VHF AM EVA1 to LM and to EVA2

(4) VHF EM EVA2 to EVA1

(5) VHF AM LM to EVA1 and EVA2

The LM Communications Subsystem provides relay between the EVA’s and the MSFN
earth stations, and between the EVA’s and the CSM (via the MSFN). EVA1 provides the
intermediate relay function between EVA2 and the LM. The television camera, when
utilized, is hardlined directly into the LM.

The back pack communications (EVCS) carried by the LMP (EVC-2) and the LM-CDR
(EVC-1) initiate the voice and data down link transmissions as shown in Figure 2. The
FM carrier (279.0 MHz) is modulated by the following three channels:

(1) Baseband Voice
(2) 3.9 KHz subcarrier carrying EKG data
(3) 7.35 KHz subcarrier carrying 30 x 1.5 commutated PLSS status data.

The EVA1 demodulates the received EVA2 composite FM carrier and combines the
received baseband signals with EVA1 composite baseband so that five channels
amplitude modulate the 259.7 MHz carrier as follows:

(1) Baseband Voice (EVA1 or EVA2)
(2) 3.9 KHz subcarrier, EVA2 EKG
(3) 5.4 KHz subcarrier, EVA1 EKG
(4) 7.35 KHz subcarrier, EVA2 PLSS status
(5) 10.5 KHz subcarrier, EVA1 PLSS status

The EVA1 VHF signal is received by the LM which demodulates the composite
baseband from the 259.7 MHz carrier. The voice and subcarriers are then processed to
enable modulation of the S-Band carrier (2282.5 MHz) as follows:

(1) Phase modulate carrier by composite baseband, or
(2) Frequency modulate carrier by 1.25 MHz subcarrier; subcarrier frequency

modulated by composite baseband.



Since both down link signals are processed similarly at the MSFN ground station, it is
desirous that the SNR of the received signals maintain a balanced discipline whether the
signal received from LM is PM or FM.

Therefore, the modulation indices of the EVCS down link signal must be conditioned by
the premodulation signal processor to provide the MSFN

*Reference

The phase modulated (or frequency modulated) S-band carriers are transmitted to the
MSFN from the LM. The received signal at the MSFN demodulates the 1.25 MHz
subcarrier from the S-Band carrier. The composite I baseband is demodulated from the
1.25 MHz subcarrier, the four data subcarriers separated from the composite by bandpass
filters and the voice through a low pass filter. The four data subcarriers are reduced to
analog by the respective channel discriminators.

It should be noted that the LM communications subsystem serves a dual purpose. During
deep space flight the S-band link is employed for voice, data, and video communications,
plus vehicle tracking. The VHF link is employed for voice and data communications
between LM and the CSM in addition to ranging during rendezvous.

The flight requirements include doppler correction, dynamic antenna steering (S-Band)
to maintain link acquisition for various vehicle attitudes, and phase lock transponding for
ranging. Although the characteristics employed to meet the above requirements are
desirable during in-flight operation, these features become superfluous for extravehicular
exploration when the LM is placed on the lunar surface to serve as unattended relay
station. Communications at the lunar base is conducted line-of-sight between EVA’s and
the LM (1 to 1.5 nm dependent on terrain). Video communications is limited to the
length of cable between the TV camera and the LM. Therefore, the exploration at the 



lunar base is limited to about a six mile perimeter around the spacecraft without
television, or a six hundred (600) foot perimeter with TV.

To increase the scientific yield from each manned lunar mission necessitates
improvements in EVA/Video to MSFN communications to enable crew activity limited
only by their life support systems. The capability provided must provide functions
similar to the LM communications subsystem as employed during an EVA sortie.

It is obvious that the desired system take the form of a portable package, i.e., a
miniaturized LM communications subsystem. Such a device will require its own prime
power source, environmental control, antenna farm and facilities for handling TV, as
does the LM.

Requirements For Improving System Capability    The necessary capabilities required
to improve the EVA to earth communications system are highlighted in the following
general requirements:

(1) The Lunar Communications Relay Unit (LCRU) shall be a portable, self -
contained communications relay terminal providing:
(a) EVA communications capability on the lunar surface when beyond line -of -

sight conditions of the Lunar Module, while hand carrying the LCRU.
(b) A direct Lunar-to-Earth voice-data link via the LCRU during extended lunar

explorations while the EVA is traversing the lunar surface on the Lunar Rover
Vehicle (LRV).

(c) Direct Lunar-to-Earth color TV transmission via the LCRU from a fixed- site
location while installed on the LRV.

(d) Voice transmissions from earth initiated by the Manned Spaceflight Network
(MSFN) to EVA.

(e) Command subcarrier transmission and hardline to GCTA.
(f) On-off commands from GCTA during remote/standby operations.
(g) Compatibility of LCRU stowage and removal from the MESA compartment in

the LM descent stage, and stowage on LRV.
(h) Replacement of batteries while on the lunar surface by a suited astronaut.

(2) The LCRU must provide interface with LRV prime power source.
(3) Produce the LCRU engineering model within six months and flight model within

one year.

Since the LCRU system is scheduled for Apollo 15 an extremely short term development
program was evident. The schedule economy dictated maximum use of off -the-shelf
designs for the LCRU components and essentially zero impact to the MSFN ground
station and/or MCCH. It was obvious that the VHF link must be exactly compatible with
EVCS since the crew hardware would be utilized with both the LM and LCRU. The



S-Band links would be similar to the LM but modified to enable useage of less
sophisticated equipment since volume and weight appeared extremely limited due to
stowage and payload constraints of both the LM spacecraft and LRV. Crew interface
was, obviously, a formidable task since the EVA is required to assemble, hand carry, and
manipulate the LCRU in a suited environment. The design approach had to minimize
crew effort to avoid reduction of their scientific task capability.

The major requirements established for the LCRU (for the sake of this discussion) are:

(1) Input-output performance
(2) Thermal requirements
(3) Allocated volume

The output performance, particularly the transmission EIRP to span deep space, is a
product of antenna gain times transmitter power. Since the LCRU is to be utilized in a
mobile mode (as well as fixed site relay), the wide coverage desired will necessitate a
low gain antenna, resulting in appreciable transmitter power. Since prime power will be
required for approximately a six hour sortie, both the thermal requirements (due to
transmitter dissipation) and allocated volume (due to size of battery and transmitter) are
affected by EIRP. The transmitter dissipation will contribute most of the heat input to the
LCRU.

The amount of internal heat generated establishes the major factors for environmental
control. The transmitter and battery volumes are the major contenders for packaging
space. (The LCRU is allocated an envelope of only 16 x 22 x 5 inches, irregular in
shape.)

The external thermal requirements for the LCRU are established by the LCRU time lines
of projected mission profile. A sample timeline is shown in Figure 3. The LCRU thermal
mission is indicated as 64 hours. The upper curve denotes the sun angle to LCRU (sun at
zenith = 90E). The hot case indicates higher initial sun angle and low duration shaded
areas during a sortie. The cold, case denotes low initial sun angle and long periods of
shade during a sortie. To establish the total thermal requirements for the LCRU, calls for
a third curve of total LCRU internal power dissipation plotted against the same timeline.
The dissipation is a design trade-off factor.

The LCRU input-output requirements consist of the following:

(1) LCRU to MSFN S-Band down link interfaces
(2) MSFN to LCRU S-Band up link interfaces
(3) EVCS and LCRU uplink-downlink VHF interfaces
(4)  GCTA and LCRU hardline uplink and downlink interfaces.



The EVCS to LM interface required operation over a lunar surface path loss of 119 dB.
Since the EVA’s will conduct their activity in close proximity to the LCRU the path loss
of the VHF link was reduced to 105 dB.

If EVCS link performance is employed over the reduced path loss, then the SNR of the
VHF link will be greater than 30 dB. Therefore, for the purposes of this paper the VHF
requirements will be omitted.

The GCTA signal interfaces with LCRU are limited to the following:

(1) GCTA video output-DC coupled with a nominal bandwidth of 2 MHz, and SNR of
35 dB

(2) LCRU 70 KHz subcarrier output - 10 dB SNR in 20 KHz NBW.

The LCRU to MSFN S-Band down link requirements are tabulated in :Appendix II and
the MSFN to LCRU S-Band uplink in Appendix III. The major worst case signal
parameter requirements for design of a relay terminal compatible with the MSFN
include:

A. Down link:  space path loss, MSFN antenna gains, noise power and SNR for
required carrier performance, subcarriers, voice and video channels.

The listed down link parameters were selected from available MSFN
configurations to accommodate the following operational mode s:

(1) Wide band PM - voice/data on 1.25 MHz subcarrier
(2) Narrow band PM - voice /data baseband
(3) Wide band FM - voice/data on 1.25 MHz subcarrier and video baseband

B. Uplink:  space path loss, MSFN antenna gains, MSFN EIRP, voice subcarrier
deviation (124 KHz) and post detection SNR, command subcarrier deviation (70
KHz) and predetection SNR.

The LCRU antenna farm requirements include a vertically polarized omnidirectional
VHF whip and two S-Band antennas. A narrow beam antenna is required to attain high
EIRP for video transmission when the LCRU is operated from a fixed site. A wide beam
antenna provides a conical beamwidth of 60E for downlink transmission, and 120E for
uplink reception. The wide coverage is necessary to maintain earth link acquisition
during mobile operation with the LCRU.

System Design Trade-Offs    Upon initial investigation the system design of the EVA-
LCRU-GCTA-MSFN complex appeared as a nightmare in engineering disciplines. Each



of the engineering tasks apparently was interrelated with another task and yet the tasks
were serial in nature. Packaging form factor was fixed by LM spacecraft maximum
stowage volume and also LRV payload stowage. Internal electronic subassembly
configurations were dependent on signal design, which depended on choice of antenna,
but transmitter power determined battery watt hour capacity, which determined mission
capability, etc., ad infinitum. The total number of trade-offs performed to develop the
LCRU baseline design is beyond the scope of this paper. A list of pertinent trade-offs is
provided in Appendix IV. The major area of interest covered in this section will include
the signal design needed to accommodate the uplink and downlink requirement covered
in the preceding section.

A dual downlink carrier was considered to permit transmission of baseband video on one
carrier and voice-data over the second carrier via the 1.25 MHz subcarrier. This
approach appeared promising since it permitted use of a low power transmitter for the
voice-data channel. The use of the low power channel would enable prime power
management by cycling the TV channel on and off during long periods of fixed site
operation. The major disadvantages to this approach include the following:

(1) Single antenna port for both high and low antennas required numerous manual
antenna switchings by the crew during a sortie.

(2) Required two receiver down link frequencies (for LCRU) for every ground station.
(3) Created a major single point failure at switch, and redundancy caused excessive

packaging waste due to triplexer size. Close channel spacing of available
frequencies (within 27 MHz) contributed to excessive triplexer size. Since the
spacing was only 1% of carrier frequency the triplexer filter design (for required
insertion loss and isolation) dictated the need for a volume incompatible with the
available LCRU envelope.

Redundant S-Band transceivers (one down link frequency) were considered to permit
hardlining of the antennas to their respective transceivers. This approach simplified crew
procedure, eliminated the single point failure, was compatible with packaging and
required only one LCRU down link frequency at the ground stations.

If these redundant units were configured with dual modulators, the down link carrier
channels could be configured for the three MSFN modes:

 (1) PM narrow band-voice-data baseband
 (2) PM on carrier wideband-baseband FM on 1.25 MHz subcarrier
 (3) FM wideband-video baseband and 1.25 MHz subcarrier, both FM on carrier.



The preceding section discussed down link requirements which were based on non-
optimum conditioning of the received signals from EVCS. This means the EIRP was
established on worst case modulation indices of the EVA voice-data channels.

Optimizing of these indices and the index of the 1.25 MHz SC would permit a practical
reduction of the EIRP by approximately 2 dB. The signal processing for optimization of
the EVCS indices would require individual channel division of the subcarriers and voice
from the composite signal, individual AGC, and recombination.

The trade-off of a complex signal processor to the 2 dB reduction in EIRP appeared as a
poor design choice since the EIRP requirements were obtained from an overall worst
case analysis. An off the shelf transmitter design was available which provided a power
dissipation timeline (Figure 4) compatible with the thermal profile and allowed
development of a feasible environmental control system.

The transmitters were selected based on the following:

(1) projected LCRU circuit losses
(2) available state of the art high gain antenna of 23 dB
(3) available state of the art wide beam width helix antenna for mobile operation with

LCRU - antenna gain of +6.5 dB min. over 60E beamwidth (downlink mode) and -
5 dB gain over 120E beamwidth (uplink).

Resultant LCRU Design    The LCRU system design provides the link capabilities
shown in Figure 5. Commonality is provided with the EVCS since the LCRU accepts
inputs from EVA on the 259.7 MHz carrier and transmits to EVA1 and EVA2 on 296.8
MHz. The MSFN-LM uplink S-Band carrier (2101.8 MHz) is shared for the MSFN-
LCRU uplink for voice and commands. The downlink S-Band carrier (2265.5 MHz)
transmissions include voice/data or TV/voice data.

The down link system configuration (Figure 6) emphasizes the versatility of the LM and
LCRU deployed as relay terminals between the EVA’s and the MSFN. Access into the
MSFN is accomplished by selecting LM or LCRU receiver frequency and Mode
configurations (i.e., PM-WB, PM-NB) at the MSFN by selection of predetection
bandwidth. These features enable both the ground controller and the crew (via
procedure) to employ the LM during EVA activity adjacent to the spacecraft, and
utilization of the LCRU beyond line of sight of the LM. During the latter, a fifth
subcarrier (14.5 KHz) provides the LCRU status of temperature and up-link received
battery voltage. The two measurements modulate the subcarrier on a time shared basis,
and is combined with the EVA voice and four EMU subcarriers. Mode selection of the
down link channels is provided via a multiposition switch located on the LCRU control
panel available to the crew. The S-Band FM transmitter, and the companion SCO are



capable of on-off control by ground command over the MSFN-LCRU uplink utilizing
the 70 KHz subcarrier.

The MSFN-LCRU-EVA uplink is identified in Figure 7. Access to the LM or LCRU
uplink voice channel is provided by selection of the 30 KHz or 124 KHz subcarrier
respectively, on which the voice baseband is frequency modulated. The uplink digital
commands frequency modulate the 70 KHz subcarrier. LM or LCRU are selected by
discrete code. The composite 70 and 124 KHz subcarriers phase modulate the uplink
S-Band carrier which is received by the LCRU. The carrier is demodulated and the two
subcarriers are separated. The uplink voice is retransmitted to the two EVA’s over the
VHF link at 296.8 MHz. The 7 0 KHz subcarrier is hardlined to the GCTA from the
LCRU. This GCTA is capable of command operation by ground controllers to execute
pan, tilt and zoom functions with the television camera in addition to camera on-off
control.

The LCRU subsystem configuration is functionally illustrated in Figure 8.

Three antennas are utilized in the LCRU system each handlined into the respective
transceivers.

A VHF ommi whip antenna is used for the link between the LCRU and EVA’s. Two
S-Band antennas provide for communications between the LCRU and MSFN. The wide
beamwidth low gain helical antenna is used for voice/data communications between
MSFN and LCRU during the mobile mode. The narrow beamwidth high gain parabolic
dish is used for TV/voice-data coverage when the LCRU is stationary.

The paths between the VHF transceivers and the S-band transceivers include the signal
processing functions to condition the uplink and downlink baseband signals. The
processing employed enables establishment of the modulation indices for each of the
modulation signal parameters (Appendices II and III). To provide simplicity, the down
link EVA input signals are retained in composite baseband of voice and four subcarriers.
The AGC obtained from the VHF receiver is utilized to maintain signal level within I
dB. This approach was possible since the input signal dynamic range is low enough to
allow flat output due to the high received signal strength at the LCFU. Thus the down
link processing is reduced to four simple functions:

• Combining the fifth subcarrier with EVA inputs.
• Setting baseband modulation indices for narrow band PM.
• Shaping baseband for desired FM indices for 1.25 MHz subcarrier.
• Mixing video and voice/data.



The choice of dual modulators was employed to provide redundancy at each S-band
antenna port in the event of damage to an antenna during a sortie. In addition this
approach allowed simplicity in mode switching utilizing DC controls rather than coaxial
devices.

The up-link channel employs two identical 8 dB noise figure dual conversion FM
receivers to receive voice and/or voice and command data from MFSN. The composite
baseband signals consist of voice on a 124 KHz SC and command data on a 70 KHz SC.
The voice subcarrier is separated from the composite. The voice outputs of the receivers
are coupled through a 3 dB coupler. Squelch is provided for receiver quieting in the
event carrier or subcarrier are not acquired. The uplink 70 KHz subcarrier is processed
for output level only and hardlined to the GCTA. The uplink voice VOX keys the VHF
transmitter during the presence of voice. The voice is processed to set the modulation
index at a level sufficient to override crew intercommunication. A summary of the worst
case circuit margin is provided in Appendix V. The circuit margins analyzed include
three down links-PM wide band, PM narrow band, television voice-data; and the uplink.
The analysis is summarized to include the S-band links between LCRU and MSFN. The
VHF up and down links are not included since the SNRI s are high enough to appear
negligible in the overall analysis. For several of the parameters, two values are provided;
the higher value denotes use of the 210-foot MSFN dish, the lower value denotes use of
the 85-foot MSFN dish. Since the circuit margins shown were developed for all worst
case conditions of LCRU operations, several margins appear low. In the practical sense
the margins will be 3 to 4 dB higher since positioning of the low gain antenna by the
crew will result in lower “off -boresight angle” than used in the analysis. In addition the
sum of circuit losses, modulation losses, transmitter power, etc. will not all occur at
worst case extremes.

The LCRU hardware is designed principally for use when the crew conducts an extended
sortie with the LRV, Figure 9. The LCRU is mounted on the front cross member of the
vehicle.

The high gain antenna and GCTA are located on either side of the LCRU. The low gain
S-Band antenna is located adjacent to the LRV control panel to provide crew access
during traverse. This enables the EVA to orient the antenna toward the earth as required.
The LCRU is packaged in a nominal 16 x 22 x 5 inch envelope. Approximately two
thirds of the envelope houses the electronics within a pressure vessel containing dry
nitrogen. The pressurization approach is employed primarily to prevent ignition of
corona. within the RF modules. The remaining compartment houses the prime power
source, a replaceable (silver zinc, 400-watt hour) battery, and miscellaneous cables,
switches and terminal boards associated with the control panel.



The temperature control system for the LCRU is a combination radiation and change of
phase system. There are three major components to this temperature control system. The
primary mode of heat rejection from the equipment is through the radiator which is
located at the space-looking side of the LCRU. This radiator is constructed using second
surface mirrors which allow it to operate with minimum solar absorption (a= 0.10) while
effectively radiating in the infrared spectrum. During extended mission timelines it
became impossible to provide enough radiator surface within the present envelope of the
equipment to permit complete rejection of energy dissipated and absorbed in the unit. If
the equipment begins an operating period at a temperature below the maximum
allowable for reliable operation, a certain amount of energy can be stored in the specific
heating of the components of the equipment. Obviously, since the radiator cannot reject
the required amount of heat, the equipment can never reach thermal steady state without
reaching an excessively high temperature. The design also allows control of the amount
of effective radiator exposed during the periods between operation to something less
than that required during operation to prevent overcooling.

Utilizing the combination of radiation cooling plus specific heating of the equipment,
provides an inadequate amount of cooling to include the many uncertainties that are
encountered in the thermal environment (such as the effect of lunar dust on the radiator,
the orientation of the radiator during a traverse, and the fact that the lunar and solar
inputs onto the equipment change as mission time proceeds). These factors have resulted
in a design in which the radiator and the multifoil insulating blanket that covers the
radiator during periods of no thermal dissipation is supplemented by an additional
component which is a change of phase package. This package contains a wax material
which changes from solid to liquid at a temperature low enough that the heat required for
the phase change can be absorbed from the electronic equipment. As shown in Figure 10,
the LCRU equipment consists of the case completely surrounded by a thermal blanket to
minimize the absorption of heat from lunar or solar sources. This thermal blanket is
removable at the top and can be removed in two pieces. When the blanket is removed, it
exposes a radiation panel which is the primary cooling mechanism in the system. The
radiation panel is mounted on a change of phase package located on top of the LCRU.
Two additional phase change packages are provided, one external and the other in the
unpressurized compartment.

A typical thermal profile of the LCRU is presented in Figure 11. The curve represents
the thermal transients for a 70-hour lunar mission during a hot traverse (full sunlight).
Notice the clipping at 120EF due to phase change of the wax material. The damping
which occurs subsequent to phase change accounts for the heat transfer back into the
LCRU due to refreezing of the wax. Thus the temperature on the LCRU radiator for this
profile is limited between 60EF and 120EF.



The LCRU/LRV enables the Apollo crew to conduct three long term sorties, of a
nominal duration of five hours each. At the beginning and end of each sortie when in
line-of-sight of the spacecraft, the LM communications is employed. During the traverse
of a long range sortie the low gain S-Band antenna is manually positioned for earth
(MSFN) acquisition to maintain the duplex link employing the transceiver which
includes the PM wide band functions. Down link transmission is satisfactory over a
beam width of up to 60E; and up link over a beam width of 120E.

The television link is designed for fixed base (vehicle stopped) operation. To initiate
television transmission requires boresighting of the high gain antenna to the earth within
a 5E beamwidth. To simplify crew procedure the parabolic dish assembly includes an
optical viewfinder and ball joint fastened positioning control.

Subsequent to optical earth acquisition the crew switches the LCRU mode selector to the
FM/TV-voice mode employing the other transceiver. Two TV modes are available to the
crew, manual control of the camera or remote ground control operation. During remote
operation the ground controller is capable of positioning the camera for pan and tilt,
operate the zoom lens to maximum and minimum focal length, switch the camera on and
off, and switch the voice/data 1.25 MHz subcarrier on and off. Thus the crew is provided
with a “hands off” television capability during the numerous tasks they conduct on a
sortie. The two transceivers are employed during a sortie consistent with the
traverse/stop cycle required of various scientific tasks conducted by the crew.

Subsequent to each sortie the LCRU is switched off and thermal controls adjusted
consistent with the local sun angle. At the beginning of second and third sorties a fresh
battery is installed in the LCRU prior to initiating the traverse.

Following the final sortie the LCRU is switched to LRV internal power and set for
remote TV, which allows for standby operation of LCRU and GCTA at minimum power.
During the standby period (14 hours) the up link is operable via the high gain transceiver
port. While the LCRU is dormant, the ground controller may command “on” the LCRU
periodically to enable down link data to check status of LCRU battery voltage and heat
sink temperature.

Immediately prior to lift off of the LM, the ground controller may energize the LCRU
and GCTA for remote television operation. The camera may be positioned for optimum
view of the LM ascent and subsequent to lift-off the ascent stage may be optically
tracked until beyond resolving capability of the camera.



APPENDIX I
GLOSSARY

AGC Automatic Gain Control
AM Amplitude Modulation
BPF Bandpass Filter
BW Bandwidth
CDR Lunar Module Commander (EVC-1) or (EVA1)
CNR Carrier-to-noise Power Ratio
CSM Command and Service Module
db Decibel
dbw Decibel, referenced to 1 watt
EIRP Effective Isotropic Radiated Power
EKG Electrocardiogram
EMU Extravehicular Mobility Unit (Spacesuit and PLSS)
EVA Extravehicular Astronaut (or activity)
EVCS Extravehicular Communications Systems
FL Filter
FM Frequency Modulation
GCTA Ground Controlled Television Assembly
HG High Gain Antenna
Hz Hertz
IF Intermediate Frequency
IRIG Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
KHz Kilohertz
LCRU Lunar Communications Relay Unit
LG Low Gain Antenna
LM Lunar Module or LM Communication Subsystem
LMP Lunar Module Pilot (EVC-2) or EVA2)
LPF Low Pass Filter
LRV Lunar Rover Vehicle
MCCH Mission Control Center, Houston
MHz Megahertz
MSFN Manned Space Flight Network
NB Narrow Band
NBW Noise Bandwidth
NM Nautical Miles
PA Power Amplifier
PLSS Portable Life Support System
PM Phase Modulation
RAD Radians
RMS Root-Mean-Square



SC Subcarrier
SCO Subcarrier Oscillator
SNR Signal-to-noise Power Ratio
VCO Voltage Controlled Oscillator
VHF Very High Frequency
VOX Voice Operated Transmissions
W Watt
WB Wide Band



 APPENDIX II. LCRU TO MSFN DOWN LINK REQUIREMENTS
A.  RF POWER LEVELS



APPENDIX II.  LCRU TO MSFN DOWN LINK REQUIREMENTS (cont.)
B.  MODULATION PARAMETERS



APPENDIX III.  MSFN TO LCRU UPLINK REQUIREMENTS
A.  RF POWER LEVELS



APPENDIX IV
PERTINENT DESIGN TRADE-OFFS

High Gain Antenna:
• Phased helix array
• Solid parabolic dish
• Petal section parabolic dish
• Planar phased array
• Cassegrain fed inflatable dish
• Single fold ribbed mesh dish,* cup helix fed, 5E beamwidth, 23 db minimum gain,

deployed dish diameter of 38 inches, optical sight for pointing aid, antenna
assembly ball joint mounted for positioning capability.

Prime Power Source:
• Varied trades of voltage from 17 to 32 volts, varied trades of cell packaging

configuration for form factor.
• Silver-zinc battery,* potassium hydroxide electrolyte, 19 cells, 29 volt, 400 watt

hour capacity, 18 day activated wet life.

Environmental Control System:
• Boiler
• Sublimator
• Radiative coatings, paints, platings
• Second surface mirrors
• Change of phase materials (waxes)
• Multifoil blanket
• Hybrid system* - second surface mirrors plus change of phase packets plus

multifoil blanket.

Deployed Configuration Design:
• Human engineering of -

• LCRU and ancillary parts assembling
• LCRU Control Panel
• High gain antenna deployment and pointing mechanisms
• Low gain antenna pointing mechanism
• Hand carry attitude

*Selected for LCRU



APPENDIX V
WORST CASE LINK MARGIN SUMMARY

Figure 1.  EVA.-to-MSFN Relay Communications System



Figure 2. Down-link EVA-to-MSFN Communications
System Configuration (Dual Mode)



Figure 3. LCRU Timeline No. 1



Figure 4. LCRU Timeline No. 1 (Including Dissipation)



Figure 5.  System Communications Links



Figure 6.  Down-link Communications system,
EVCS/LCRU/MSFN and LM/LCRU/MSFN



Figure 7. Up-link MSFN/LCRU/EVA.-l/EVA.-2
Communications System



Figure 8. LCRU Subsystem Configuration



Figure 9. LCRU and Lunar Rover Vehicle

Figure 10. LCRU Thermal Blanket



Figure 11.  Average Radiator Temperature Vs Maximum Duty Time with
a 20EE Sun Angle Start and Hot Traverse





which are of interest to the telemetering community, are listed below.

17 & 18 September 1969

1. Under the terms of the existing By Laws three members five year term expires
each year for four years and the fifth year only two expire.

Those expiring in 1969 were, Joe Koukol, Arnold Bentz and Max Lowy. Mr.
Koukol decided to serve another five year term as was so elected. Mr. Bentz was
replaced by Mr. Harold Jeske also of Sandia Corporation and Mr. Max Lowy was
replaced by Mr. Vernon Jennings of the Boeing Company.

2. Recommendations were made to the Aerospace and Flight Test Radio
Coordinating Council (AFTRCC) which would bring the FCC Rules and
Regulations regarding the 14351535 MHz telemetry band, into line with IRIG
106-69. These recommendations were too detailed to mention here, however, they
were in essence accepted by AFTRCC who have petitioned FCC accordingly.

3. The R. F. Standards and Frequency Allocation Subcommittee has for some time
been studying the requirement for Wideband Systems, and made arrangements for
a presentation by Mr. George Thomas on the use of wideband systems on the
ranges.

4. The following recommendations were made to the Telemetry Working Group
(TWG) of the Inter Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) regarding the latest draft
of the AM Baseband Standards.

a. Nomenclature change, i.e. , “channel ambiguity reference” changed to
“channel reference tone”.

b. “Response time of level controllers” was re-defined as the time required
after a 6 dB step increase in the level of the composite multiplex signal to
return the level of the composite multiplex to within 10% of the final
value. The actual levels used for this test should be defined in the final
standard.

c. A system phase reference was defined as the time when positive going
axis crossings of the common pilot tone, and the ambiguity reference tone
occur simultaneously. This definition permits the sense of a channel to be
established.



d. The definition of the ambiguity reference tone (ART) was changed to limit
the frequency to odd multiples of 4 KHz below 100 KHz. A specific
statement permitting the channel in which the ART is located to be used
for data but requiring that the region within ±100 Hz of the ART be kept
clear of data components was added.

e. The frequencies stated for the bandwidths of the tracking loops used to
recover subcarriers were defined as the undamped natural frequency (fn)
of the tracking loop.

f. Table V, Sirgle Sideband (SSB) AM Subcarrier Channels was deleted.
Table VI, Double Sideband (DSB) channels changed to Table V, and made
applicable to ISM channels only. HSM channels to be defined by
nomenclature is standards to permit any type of HSM channel at any of the
carrier frequencies defined as Fc - 4n KHz.

g. In the ISM method, a change to forbid SS B channels was made.

h. In ISM systems the need to add the channel reference tone for each
bandwidth in the multiplex to the baseband where ambiguity resolution is
required was stated specifically.

i. The frequencies of the channel pilot tones available were corrected to: 1.
5 KHz, 3 KHz, 6 KHz, or 12 KHz.

Many detailed wording changes in the draft were suggested and noted by Mr. Ken Berns
who is on the IRIG subcommittee that is writing the standard.

5. The final version of IRIG 106-69 PDM, PAM and PCM were reviewed and with
only a few exceptions TSCC1s recommendations were incorporated in the
document. A letter was written to Mr. Perry Newton, of IRIG, suggesting the
following changes be considered:

5.3.3.1 and 5.4.3.1 did not add “During the period of desired data” to the
beginning of the first sentence.

5.4.2.1 - we recommended the words “zero level” rather than “zero calibration
level”.

5.5.2.3 - we recommended changing minimum word length to 4 bits. It still reads
6 bits.



5.5.3 - title of paragraph still “Maximum Bit Rate”. Should be just “Bit Rate”
since minimum is also spelled out. The last sentence should be made the second
sentence.

In Figure 4, “PCM Waveforms”, the BiO-M and BiO-S pictures are still reversed.

6. A presentation on “Telemetry Ground System and Subsystem Test Methods” was
made by Dr. Walter Hedernan of Aerospace Corporation and Mr. George Thomas
of IRIG. Their intentions are to expand the test method to include not only the
end-to-end system test but Block Box tests.

The committee reviewed the first draft of the document prepared by Dr. Hedeman
and Dr. Nichols and discussed possible changes. No official action was taken
since it was understood that the document was to have a major revision.

7. The R. F. Standards and Allocation Subcommittee is preparing a canvas of S-Band
telemetry receiver manufacturers, regarding receiver frequency stability.

14 & 15 January 1970

1. “The TSCC recommend to the Chairman of the IRIG that a glossary of the more
significant telemetering terminology be included in the next issue of the telemetry
standards, 106-70, as an appendix. This would supplement the more
comprehensive golssary of IRIG 104-64 (revision 69) that is referenced in 106-69.
The increasing application of telemetry words to other electronic applications,
often with a different meaning, has clouded the definition of some common
telemetry nomenclature. An appropriate glossary should remove the confusion.”

2. A document titled “Proposed General Multiple Interior Communications Systems
(MINCOMS) Standard” as prepared for the Naval Air Development Center was
reviewed. It was also learned that SAE Subcommittee A-2K is preparing a
standard for “Multiplexing Systems for Aircraft”. The chairman since the last
meeting has offered to review this document for SAE. Further information on
remote multiplexing will be presented at the next meeting.

3. The following recommendation was made to, the IRIG TWG Transmitter/Receiver
Committee.

At the January meeting of the TSCC the question of receiver frequency stability
was discussed. Our inverstigation thus far leads the TSCC to a preliminary
recommendation that the combined errors of all local oscillators of discreetly 



tuned, crystal controlled receivers should not exceed 0. 001% of the assigned
frequency under all operating conditions.

It is recognized that other factors enter into the determination of receiver
frequency stability. Also, a different approach to achieving successful operation
might possibly be more effective than defining a standard stability. Nonetheless,
the above recommendation appears likely to be compatible with successful
operation in any approach.

4. The following recommendations on the latest Frequency Multiplex Standards were
made to IRIG.

Page 2 - 5.2.2     Third line, “In DSB, only the spectral component at the subcarrier
frequency is suppressed. In SSB, the subcarrier component as well as the
modulation sideband on one side of the subcarrier frequency is suppressed.”

Page 3 - 5.2.2.1 Response Time of Level Controllers

“The time required to change the gain of the level controller to re-establish the
output to within 51o of the full modulation output voltage after the common
multiplex signal has been subjected to a 6 dB step in voltage when initial or final
value is the full modulation value for decreasing or increasing steps, respectively.
The response time . . . . “

Page 4 - 5.2.2.2     Second paragraph on page 4.

Delete second sentence, “The ambiguity reference tone may be modulated, etc.”
Add: “The channel which contains the Ambiguity Reference Tone may also be
used for data provided the ART amplitude and phase is not disturbed and the
region of ±50 Hz around this tone is kept free of data components.”

Page 4 - 5.2.2.2     Fifth paragraph on page 4.

Change last sentence: “The nominal attack and recovery response times will be
selected from the following: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 and 16.0 milliseconds.”

5. A set of application notes for FM Subcarrier Systems, as prepared by the
Frequency Division Subcommittee, was approved for submission to IRIG. These
notes can be added to the Use Criteria (Appendix B) of 106-69.



10 & 11 June 1970

3. In April the Aerospace and Flight Test Radio Coordinating Council (AFTRCC)
contacted the TSCC Chairman seeking support in opposing the re-allocation of 70
MHz in the 14351535 Hz telemetry band for use by two Canadian satellites. The
chairman polled the members by phone and then wrote a letter to the FCC
supporting AFTRCC position, and requested that the U.S. government oppose this
re-allocation.

4. A presentation on the Miller Code, as patented by Ampex for recording high bit
rate PCM, was made by Mr. Cecil Kortman. As a result the following
recommendations were made to the Telemetry Working Group of IRIG regarding
the Time Division Multiplex Standards.

TSCC recommends that TWG consider the possibility of adding the “Miller
Code”, or the almost identical “Delay Modulation Technique” to the list of
Standard PCM Waveforms. (Par. 5. 5. Z. 5) This method has all the advantages of
Bi-Phase types and required considerably less bandwidth.

TSCC further recommends the inclusion of a Time Division Multiplex Use
Criteris Section in the 106 Standards, similar to that in Appendix B, Page 89 of
106-69 for Frequency Division, or the updated version that is currently being
reviewed. For example a discussion of the considerations in choosing one of the
alternative PCM Waveforms shown on Page 25 of 106-69 on the methods referred
to above, would be of direct value in the use of the Telemetry Standards.

5. The final draft of Sections 5. 6 and 5. 7 (Tape Recording) Standards and Test
Procedures) were reviewed and the following recommendations made:

A. The Magnetic Tape Recorder/Reproducer Standards Section

1. Paragraph 5.6.2.1.2 be changed to: (1) Eliminate Section “d”, and (2)
Revise Section “c” to read:

c. Wideband

(1) 1.5 MHz direct record response to 1.5 MHz nominal at
120 i.p.s.4

(2) 2.0 MHz direct record response to 2.0 MHz at 120 i.p.s. 4



The purpose of this recommendation is to simplify the standards by use
of only one wideband catergory, with sub-headings, rather than two
separate wide band categories.

2. On Figure 5, eliminate the identification of “tape centerline”. Since all
dimensions are given from the reference edge it appears that labeling the
centerline is confusing and of no value. Also correct the typographical
error which labels the 1 inch tape at 0.005" rather than 0.5".

B. The Procedures for Testing Recorder/Reproducer Systems

1. Paragraph 5.6.2.3.2 text and Figure 5. 6-4 be made consistent by
changing the low pass identification in the figure to read “bandpass
filter, flutter” and to add the word “carrier” after the bandpass filter
preceeding the discriminator.

These changes are recommended to correct a discrepancy between the
text and the figure, and to eliminate an ambiguity.

C. The Magnetic Tape Test Procedures

1. Paragraph 5. 7. 2. 2 be changed to correct a typographical error on line 5
which now incorrectly reads 11 1 - 14 inch”.

4. The final draft of document “Use Criteria for Frequency Division Multiplexing”
was reviewed and the following recommendations made:

Page 6 - (60, AM Subcarrier Background)

A warning of the possible undesirable effects of the use of TMC should be
inserted. The second paragraph on Page 22 of the paper by Walter Frost in the
Dec. /Jan. 1970 issue of the “Telemetry Journal” is suggested.

Page 7 - 70.1 HSM Systems

Replace first two paragraphs with bottom two paragraphs on left side of Page 20,
W. Frost article Dec. /Jan. 1970 “Telemetry Journal”.

Insert after above “The zero phase reference time for each subcarrier is the time
when the common pilot time (CPT) and the ambiguity reference time (ART) have
simultaneous positive going zero crossings.”



Last paragraph 70.1

When TMC is used the ART should not be included in the multiplex controlled by
the TMC loop.

Page 8 - 70.3 SSB Systems

This section should be combined with the section on HSM Systems.

Page 8 - 70.4

Pre-emphasis is AM baseband systems should be similar to CBW FM when TMC
is not used. No pre-emphasis should be used when TMC is used.

Page 9 - 80.1

Baseband Level Control should operate only on the channels included in TMC
loop.

Page 9 - 80.2

First paragraph last sentence -- The ground station phase adjustments should be
made to minimize the phase error to reduce errors due to tape flutter and jitter of
the phase reference.

5 . Presentations on Internal Multiplexing was made by the following:

Mr. Walt Frost - Internal Multiplexing for the NASA Space Shuttle. Mr. Irv
Lantor - The SAE Committee Activities and Internal Multiplexing from the
commercial airplane manufacturers standpoint. Mr. Jack Webster - The Status of
ARINC Research Corporation. Multiple Interior Communications Systems
(MINCOMS) Standards.

The presentations were very interesting and informative, however, none of the three
areas are far enough along to warrant review by TSCC at this time.
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